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ABSTRACT 

 Often mischaracterized as a sedate, muddled, and issueless personality contest, the U.S. 

presidential election of 1824 actually proved an important transitional contest between the First 

and Second American Party Systems. The five very active candidates involved in the contest 

created dynamic organizations, sponsored energetic newspaper networks, staged congressional 

legislative battles, and spread vicious personal attacks against each other, presaging the tactics of 

the more-celebrated succeeding 1828 election. Four key developments determined the outcome of 

the 1824 contest. One, the decline of the opposition Federalists encouraged the Republican Party 

to fracture into five competing candidacies. Two, Secretary of War John C. Calhoun's vicious 

political attacks fatally undermined the campaign of frontrunner Treasury Secretary William H. 

Crawford. Three, political outsider General Andrew Jackson successfully equated the practice of 

politics with corruption, capturing a plurality of the popular vote by running against Washington 

politicians. Four, Secretary of State John Quincy Adams' superb insider deal-making ability 

undergirded his successful effort to win the required House election once no candidate received a 

majority of electoral votes from the popular election. While adversely affecting the political 

careers of all the participants except Jackson, the election of 1824 accelerated the ongoing trend 

toward democratized presidential elections and helped give birth to the Second American Party 

System. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE CRITICAL ELECTION 

 In an 1820 issue of the Richmond Enquirer, an anonymous editorialist named 'Virginius' 

surveyed the prospective field of candidates for the next presidential election, still a long four 

years off, and declared that the voters would be treated to a "War of the Giants." There would 

indeed be a crowded field of well-known names, all of them Republican Party luminaries, seeking 

to succeed President James Monroe. Three Cabinet Secretaries, William Crawford, John Quincy 

Adams, and John C. Calhoun, would compete with the House Speaker Henry Clay and renowned 

General Andrew Jackson to be elected the sixth President of the United States. The 1824 

candidates had been key figures in American politics for at least a decade and many would 

continue to dominate political history for the next twenty-five years. The outsized and colorful 

characters involved have frequently encouraged historians to dismiss the presidential election of 

1824 as an issueless contest in which largely disinterested voters selected candidates based on 

personalities. Everett  S. Brown's influential 1925 article in the Political Science Quarterly set the 

tone for much of the subsequent historiography regarding the election. "The basis of the selection 

of the candidates," Brown insisted, was "personal rather than political."
1
 

 In the nearly one-hundred years since Brown's analysis, a more complicated picture of 

the election fitfully emerged. Localized studies suggested that voters picked candidates based 

upon their section or regional preferences, or in reaction to some specific political development, 

such as the heated debate surrounding the Missouri Compromise, the economic anxieties stirred 

up by the financial Panic of 1819, or the desperate desire for federally-funded internal 

improvements. Other historians suggested that disgust with the congressional caucus, in which 

                                                           
1
 "Virginius," "For the Enquirer," Richmond Enquirer, November 7, 1820, 3; Everett S. Brown, 

"The Presidential Election of 1824-1825," Political Science Quarterly 40 (Sept. 1925), 384; Marie 

B. Hecht, John Quincy Adams: A Personal History of an Independent Man (New York: The 

Macmillan Company, 1972), 405. In an important recent synthesis of the period, Daniel Walker 

Howe discounted the presidential election of 1824 as "a clash of personal ambitions," see Daniel 

Walker Howe, What Hath God Wrought: The Transformation of America, 1815-1848 (New 

York: Oxford University Press, Inc., 2007), 203. 
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elite politicians in Washington picked the Republican Party presidential nominee, or a battle in 

Congress over reducing military spending profoundly shaped the outcome of the election. At least 

two historians finally credited the presidential election of 1824 with being far more than Brown's 

issueless personality contest. M. J. Heale deemed it an important "transitional election" that 

bridged political cultures from the elitist First Party System to the democratic Second Party 

Systems. In the first study devoted exclusively to the election of 1824, Donald Ratcliffe 

determined that the contest contributed novel innovations to presidential campaigning, shaped the 

role of parties in American politics, and helped determine the ideological contours of the Second 

Party System. Clearly some sort of order existed behind the confusing "chaos" of an election that 

featured five prominent candidates all from the same party.
2
 

 Regardless of its complexity, the presidential election of 1824 never received the 

attention lavished on its famous successor election. Historians have suggested that the 1828 

contest "vindicated" Andrew Jackson and led to the "birth of modern politics." The political 

scientist V. O. Key defined a "critical election" as a contest "in which voters are, at least from 

impressionistic evidence, unusually deeply concerned, in which the extent of electoral 

involvement is relatively quite high, and in which the decisive results of the voting reveal a sharp 

                                                           
2
 Paul C. Nagel, "The Election of 1824: A Reconsideration Based on Newspaper Opinion," The 

Journal of Southern History, 26 (August 1960), 315-329; Herman Hailperin, "Pro-Jackson 

Sentiment in Pennsylvania, 1820-1828," The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, 

50 (1926), 193-240; Albert Ray Newsome, The Presidential Election of 1824 in North Carolina 

(Raleigh: The University of North Carolina Press, 1939); Donald J. Ratcliffe, "The Role of Voters 

and Issues in Party Formation: Ohio, 1824," The Journal of American History 59 (March 1973), 

847-870; Kim T. Phillips, "The Pennsylvania Origins of the Jackson Movement," Political 

Science Quarterly 91 (Autumn 1976), 489-508; C. Edward Skeen, "Calhoun, Crawford, and the 

Politics of Retrenchment," The South Carolina Historical Magazine 73 (July 1972), 141-155; 

Thomas M. Coens, "The Formation of the Jackson Party, 1822-1825" (Ph.D. thesis, Harvard 

University, 2004), 52; M. J. Heale, The Presidential Quest: Candidates and Images in American 

Political Culture, 1787-1852 (New York: Longman Group Ltd., 1982), 61-62; Donald Ratcliffe, 

The One-Party Presidential Contest: Adams, Jackson, and 1824's Five-Horse Race (Lawrence, 

KS: University Press of Kansas, 2015), 4-5; Richard Hofstadter, The Idea of a Party System: The 

Rise of Legitimate Opposition in the United States, 1780-1840 (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 1969), 209. 
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alteration of the pre-existing cleavage within the electorate." For many historians the 1828 contest 

completely satisfied these criteria, which the 1824 election did not even come close to fulfilling. 

Adams' battle with Jackson in 1828 featured active candidate organizations, engaged media 

organs, scurrilous personal attacks, and a hyper-charged electorate following every nuance of the 

fascinating campaign, which led directly to the emergence of the Democrats and Whigs in the 

Second Party System. In contrast, 1824 offered historians largely silent candidates, bored 

newspaper coverage, disinterested voters, and a muddled, confusing result.
3
 

 Examining the presidential election of 1824 with as much vigor as historians usually 

reserve for its follow-up election suggests that the former contest is every bit as important and 

interesting. The election played out against a backdrop of turmoil and discord. The War of 1812 

and the Panic of 1819 had divided politicians, including the presidential candidates, into two 

warring camps, one demanding increases in defense spending to fix infrastructure problems the 

War had revealed and the other advocating belt-tightening spending cuts to ameliorate financial 

difficulties the Panic had wrought. The Missouri Compromise had also dissatisfied pro and anti-

slavery proponents in both the political class and the electorate. At the same time the 

Republicans' traditional enemies had declined as a national political force; without Federalist 

opposition to unite them, the Republicans fractured and five presidential candidacies emerged 

from the ruptures. Elitist First Party System presidential elections had become more democratized 

since Jefferson's 1800 triumph. While republican belief proscribed candidates from 

"electioneering" voters, democratized elections demanded electioneering the voters. The 1824 

candidates discovered novel ways of electioneering without seeming to electioneer. They built 

organizations of elite politicians using correspondence, patronage, and social occasions to forge 

                                                           
3
 Donald B. Cole, Vindicating Andrew Jackson: The 1828 Election and the Rise of the Two-Party 

System (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2009), 1, 198-200; Lynn Hudson Parsons, 

The Birth of Modern Politics: Andrew Jackson, John Quincy Adams, and the Election of 1828 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), ix-x, xviii, 89; V. O. Key, Jr., "A Theory of Critical 

Elections," Journal of Politics 17 (1955), 4. 
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bonds with their supporters. They constructed newspaper networks, staged congressional 

legislative fights over issues, and spread unflattering  rumors about their rivals to carry their 

message to voters. Led by the Cabinet Secretaries, nearly every aspect of politics in the four years 

of Monroe's second term became enmeshed in a perpetual campaign for the succession. 

 Jackson cleverly ran as an outsider against the succession struggle the insiders were 

waging in Washington. While his rivals were simply practicing politics as usual, Jackson called 

their practices corruption. For voters still reeling from the War, Panic, and Compromise, and 

feeling that the nation had declined from the ideals of its Revolutionary origins, Jackson's 

message resonated. The plethora of candidacies ultimately fractured the electorate however, and 

five regional contests emerged as voters went to the polls - New England, the Northwest, the 

Southwest, the South, and the Middle States. Jackson emerged from these regional contests with a 

plurality, but not a majority of electoral votes, so the election was decided in Adams' favor by a 

subsequent election in the House of Representatives. To win the vote in the House, Adams had 

been obliged to bargain with the Representatives. The deals that he cut, especially with Clay, 

seemed to validate Jackson's campaign message against corrupt political practice. The politically-

useful "corrupt bargain" charges were born, initiating 1828's own perpetual campaign for the 

presidency. 

 The political scientist David R. Mayhew cogently advocated a "nominalistic" view of 

elections. Rather than a grand theory, elections can most often be explained by contingency, 

short-term strategy, and valence issues. Contingencies, such as scandal, depression, or war, often 

"trigger new issues." Seeking "election victories above all else," candidates devise short-term 

strategies that appeal to voters by capitalizing on the contingencies. The strategies generally focus 

on valence issues. Unlike taking a position on a specific policy, "valence issues hinge chiefly on 

perceived government management: my party can manage the economy or the war, for example, 

better than your party has been doing." From a nominalistic view of the presidential election of 
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1824, four key developments emerge. One, the decline of the Federalists constituted the principle 

contingency of the election. While the War of 1812, Panic of 1819, and the Missouri Compromise 

also shaped the outcome, the collapse of the opposition permitted the Republicans to factionalize 

into five competing presidential candidacies. Two, Calhoun waged a highly successful 'Stop 

Crawford' short-term strategy. Widely regarded as the frontrunner to succeed Monroe, Crawford's 

candidacy was fatally undermined by unrelenting attacks from Calhoun and his allies based upon 

his competence and character. Three, Jackson predicated his successful short-term strategy on the 

ultimate valence issue. Rather than advocating a specific policy, the General pilloried politicians 

as corruption personified, blasted their practices as scheming and intrigue, and promised to clean 

up Washington if elected. Four, once the election passed from the populace to the politicians, 

Adams' superb insider deal-making abilities carried off the ultimate prize. While colorful political 

giants had indeed participated, the presidential election of 1824 proved far more complex than an 

issueless personality contest.
4
  

  

                                                           
4
 David R. Mayhew, Electoral Realignments: A Critique of an American Genre (New Haven, CT: 

Yale University Press, 2002), 147-151. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE BIG FIVE 

 Several politicians contemplated a campaign for President in 1824 and many more were 

rumored to be running, but in the end only five men actually entered the contest to succeed James 

Monroe - from Georgia the Secretary of the Treasury William H. Crawford, from Massachusetts 

the Secretary of State John Quincy Adams, from South Carolina the Secretary of War John C. 

Calhoun, from Kentucky the Speaker of the House of Representatives Henry Clay, and from 

Tennessee the soldier turned Senator Andrew Jackson. The five shared one commonality; they 

were all Republicans, members of the party founded by Thomas Jefferson. The opposing 

Federalist party had been in steady decline for several years and would not field a presidential 

candidate at all in 1824, so the Republicans would be running against each other. While every 

candidate claimed fealty to Jeffersonian ideals, they planned very different strategies to achieve 

high office. The electorate could judge each candidate's strengths and weaknesses however, and 

decide which contender deserved to inherit the mantle of the Party's founder. 

 

More Than Georgia On His Mind - William H. Crawford, The Party Candidate 

 To even desultory political observers in 1824 it probably seemed as if William Crawford 

had been perpetually running for President. The Treasury Secretary had been Monroe's principal 

competition for the 1816 Republican nomination and had been angling to succeed him ever since. 

The 1816 contest had showcased Crawford's flair for political maneuvering. Since Jefferson's 

candidacy in 1800, the Republican Party had designated its official nominee via a caucus of its 

Senators and Representatives in Washington. In 1816 Crawford's supporters had cleverly 

schemed in an attempt to defeat the heavily-favored Monroe. They tried anonymously convening 

an early caucus to catch Monroe's backers unaware, but failed to generate sufficient participation. 

In the full caucus four days later, Monroe's allies successfully blocked two Crawfordite attempts 

to delay the nomination. Their man defeated Crawford, but only by an unexpectedly close eleven 
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vote margin, with the Georgian garnering support from his home state, New York, Ohio, 

Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, and even Massachusetts. Crawford believed he might have 

taken the nomination from Monroe if had pressed the issue, but his decision to cheerfully accede 

to his rival's victory displayed careful political calculation. While he might have prolonged the 

fight and possibly won the big prize, he was much younger than Monroe and could afford to wait 

another eight years for his almost certain opportunity to be President. Meanwhile, he avoided 

unduly irritating Monroe's supporters, earned the good will of his fellow Republicans by not 

fracturing the party, and seemingly cemented his claim to the succession.
1
 

 While not as experienced as a candidate like Adams, the youngish Crawford - he was 

fifty-two years old in 1824 - had already amassed an impressive resume. Before his political 

career Crawford had farmed, taught school, and practiced law. By his thirties however, as a 

staunch Jeffersonian he had become a fixture in Georgia's notoriously factionalized and 

occasionally violent state politics. "Hairpullings, gouging, biting and dragouts were seen, talked 

of and even enjoyed," one observer reported. Crawford himself had killed one political opponent 

in a duel and had his own wrist shattered by a bullet in another. He emerged on the national scene 

in 1807 when the state legislature elected him as Georgia's junior U.S. Senator in the 10th 

Congress and he rapidly rose to President pro tempore in 1811. Crawford opposed Jefferson's 

Embargo and earned a reputation as a sharp critic of wasteful public spending. President Madison 

picked Crawford, a committed supporter of the War of 1812, as Minister to France in 1813, then 

Secretary of War in 1815, and finally Secretary of the Treasury in 1816. Although the 1816 

nomination fight had been quite bitter, Monroe surprisingly asked his chief rival to remain at his 

                                                           
1
 James S. Chase, Emergence of the Presidential Nominating Convention 1789-1832 (Chicago: 

University of Illinois Press, 1973), 21-22; John C. Fitzpatrick, editor, The Autobiography of 

Martin Van Buren Volume II (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1920), 121; Charles 

Sellers, The Market Revolution: Jacksonian America, 1815-1846 (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 1991), 125; J.E.D. Shipp, Giant Days, Or the Life and Times of William H. Crawford 

(Americus, GA: Southern Printers, 1909), 140-144. 
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post after he became President in 1817. Throughout his tenure in various government positions, 

Crawford knew how to win friends and influence people. In reasoning he was direct, but 

persuasive; during his legal career, he never lost a case when he personally delivered the closing 

argument. Rugged and brash, but also affable and humorous, Crawford always seemed popular 

with his fellow politicians and picked up a coterie of devoted followers as he ascended the 

political ladder.
2
 

 Crawford enthusiasts heaped praise on his administrative skills, with some claiming his 

knowledge of political economy and finance exceeded any previous President or Cabinet 

Secretary. While Crawford's contemporaries appreciated his managerial abilities, historians have 

generally dismissed the Treasury Secretary as a political schemer consumed by ambition. The 

historian Sean Wilentz depicted Crawford as an "outsized political intriguer," while the historian 

Daniel Walker Howe claimed that his "jovial manner...disguised a strong mind and an even 

stronger ambition." Despite that historiographical reputation however, Crawford administered the 

Treasury Department with competent efficiency, introducing significant improvements in both 

auditing and accountability. Upon taking office, he discovered that numerous accounts in every 

Executive Department had not been properly balanced, with a plethora of  unpaid bills due the 

government. He instituted new collecting procedures that significantly reduced the financial 

arrearages plaguing the Treasury. When Crawford left his post, he had reduced his Department's 

Washington staff and cut its payroll overall, despite adding significantly more government 

warehouses and customs facilities. Through his management of the turbulent postwar economy, 

                                                           
2
 Chase C. Mooney, William H. Crawford, 1772-1834 (Lexington: The University Press of 

Kentucky, 1974), 3, 5, 7-8, 13, 17,27, 30, 37-40 ; George Dangerfield, The Era of Good Feelings 

(London: Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1953), 104; Shipp, Giant Days, 26, 38, 66, 79-81, 97. 
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he reduced the nation's debt and improved its credit. Even Party founder Thomas Jefferson 

deemed Crawford the most qualified Republican presidential candidate in the 1824 field.
3
 

 While Crawford counted numerous allies throughout the Republican Party, his most 

enthusiastic backers comprised the so-called "Radical" faction. The Radicals, claiming to be the 

true heirs of Jefferson, advocated states' rights and weak federal government. The group 

contained many important political leaders in New York and Virginia, including the Albany 

Regency and the Richmond Junto. Its members whole-heartedly endorsed the Virginia/New York 

axis that had long-controlled presidential politics, with an unspoken agreement that awarded the 

Presidency to the Old Dominion and the Vice Presidency to the Empire State. Initially, Crawford 

seemed an unusual champion for this conservative group. He had supported creation of the 

Second Bank of the United States, favored mild tariff protection, and pragmatically backed some 

federally-funded internal improvements, all policies the Radicals bitterly opposed. Crawford had 

ardently sought cuts in government spending however, a central tenet of the Radical creed. "The 

less legislation the better, as almost every act creates expense," one leading Radical opined. Of all 

                                                           
3
 Thomas Jefferson to William H. Crawford, February 15, 1825 in Shipp, Giant Days, 163, 192; 

Sean Wilentz, The Rise of American Democracy: Jefferson to Lincoln (New York: W. W. Norton 

& Company, 2005), 241; Howe, What Hath God Wrought, 203; Mooney, William H. Crawford, 

x, 126, 342. Leonard D. White, The Jeffersonians: A Study in Administrative History 1801-1829 

(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1951), 165, 167, 71, 177. As Mooney noted, Crawford's 

historigraphical depiction has been "distorted by a bias in favor of one or more of his political 

opponents." Historians have relied on the negative assessments of Crawford  offered by Adams, 

Jackson, Clay, and Calhoun, all men seeking to defeat him for the presidency. Some historians 

properly credited Crawford with administrative talents however. See Harry Ammon, James 

Monroe: The Quest for National Identity (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 

1990), 466; Robert Pierce Forbes, The Missouri Compromise and Its Aftermath: Slavery and the 

Meaning of America (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 2007), 25; Mary 

W. M. Hargreaves, The Presidency of John Quincy Adams (Lawrence, KS: University Press of 

Kansas, 1985), 20; Richard R. John, "Affairs of Office: The Executive Departments, the Election 

of 1828, and the Making of the Democratic Party," in Meg Jacobs, William J. Novak, and Julian 

E. Zelizer, The Democratic Experiment: New Directions in American Political History 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), 53; John Niven, John C. Calhoun and the Price of 

Union: A Biography (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1988), 64, 69; and Murray 

N. Rothbard, The Panic of 1819: Reactions and Politics (Auburn, AL: Ludwig Von Mises 

Institute, 2007), 163, 242. 
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the candidates running in 1824, Crawford was clearly the most Radical-friendly, so they 

ultimately joined his presidential campaign in droves. Most of Crawford's fellow Republicans 

loathed his Radical allies. "If permitted to triumph," one Jacksonian growled, the Radicals "would 

entail on this nation evils that would take a century to remove." Calhoun's supporters simply 

called them the "Powers of Darkness."
4
 

 Crawford's strategy for winning the election rested on his administrative, regional, and 

partisan identities. His executive department experience aligned his credentials with the last three 

Presidents as each had each claimed the highest office after serving in the Cabinet. By ably 

performing his official departmental duties, Crawford appeared well qualified for advancement to 

voters across the nation irrespective of their opinions on any other issue. As a side benefit, the 

Treasury Secretary controlled numerous patronage positions, so Crawford could rely on "having 

most of the active & managing politicians on his side...who are looking for place & preferment, 

and the host of Treasury dependants who have already got places," as one detractor insisted. 

Crawford had been born in Virginia and as the most conservative Southerner in the race, he 

appeared poised to take his place as he next member of the so-called Virginia Dynasty, since the 

last three Presidents had also come from the Old Dominion. Finally, Crawford claimed to be the 

true proponent of Jeffersonian ideology and as such believed he should be supported as the most 

authentic Republican in the race.  "His friends have pushed Mr. Crawford...without any other 

argument in his favour than the necessity of party discipline," a Clay supporter from New York 

                                                           
4
 Dangerfield, The Era of Good Feelings, 103-104; Sellers, The Market Revolution, 119, 125; 

Joseph Gist's Circular, February 6, 1823 in Thomas Robson Hay, "John C. Calhoun and the 

Presidential Campaign of 1824 Some Unpublished Calhoun Letters II," The American Historical 

Review 40 (Jan 1935), 495; [James Gadsden]? to Andrew Jackson, April 10, 1822 in Harold D. 

Moser, David R. Hoth, and George H. Hoemann, eds., The Papers of Andrew Jackson Volume V, 

1821-1824 (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1996), 167; Thomas Robson Hay, 

"John C. Calhoun and the Presidential Campaign of 1824," The North Carolina Historical Review 

12 (Jan 1935), 30. 
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maintained with disgust. For voters outside his home region, Crawford hoped that his stance as 

the true Republican would overcome their reluctance to support a Southern candidate.
5
 

 After his nearly successful challenge to Monroe's 1816 nomination, his widespread 

popularity within the party's leadership, his inheritance of the mantle of the Virginia Dynasty, and 

his dedicated backing from the Radical faction, Crawford emerged as the obvious frontrunner to 

succeed Monroe. He positioned himself as more experienced than Jackson, more Republican than 

Adams, more Jeffersonian than Clay, and more economy-minded than Calhoun. "Mr. Crawford 

has exceeded his competitors in satisfying our leading politicians that he will succeed," one New 

Yorker observed wryly. With his considerable support in Congress and from party elites, he 

planned from the beginning of his campaign to earn the next congressional caucus nomination. 

Anchored on his strong Southern base, Crawford would build up his strength in Congress, claim 

the Party's official benediction, and win the election with the support of traditional-minded, 

partisan Republicans nationwide. Unfortunately for the Treasury Secretary, his status as the 

frontrunner engraved a gigantic target on his back. While Calhoun might deprecate Adams, and 

Adams might denigrate Clay, and Clay might disparage Jackson, every candidate denounced 

Crawford - early, often, and with vigor. Adams alleged that Crawford's "ethics are neither sound 

nor deep." Calhoun maintained that Crawford had "grossly duped" his fellow citizens and planned 

"not to serve, but to cheat them." Jackson called Crawford "desperately wicked" and insisted that 

"I would support the Devil first." Clay warned his prospective supporters, "Connect yourselves to 

the fortune of Mr. Crawford and lose this election." Each of his opponents concocted quite 

                                                           
5
 Heale, The Presidential Quest, 50; Peter Porter to Henry Clay, May 26, 1823, Peter Porter to 

Henry Clay, November 17, 1823 both in James F. Hopkins and Mary W.M. Hargreaves, eds., The 

Papers of Henry Clay: Volume 3, The Presidential Candidate 1821-1824 (Lexington: University 

of Kentucky Press, 1963), 421, 523; Andrew Jackson to John C. Calhoun, circa August 12, 1823 

in Jackson Papers V, 287; Charles Francis Adams, ed., Memoirs of John Quincy Adams: 

Comprising Portions of his Diary from 1795 to 1848, Volume 5 (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & 

Co., 1875), 108; John C. Calhoun to V[irgil] Maxcy, August 2, 1822 in W. Edwin Hemphill, ed., 

The Papers of John C. Calhoun Volume VII, 1822-1823 (Columbia, SC: University of South 

Carolina Press, 1973), 231. 
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legitimate reasons for their unrelenting attacks on the party favorite. Adams and Calhoun insisted 

that he had deliberately opposed them in Cabinet debates to further his presidential candidacy, 

Clay maintained that Crawford's parsimonious management of the Treasury threatened important 

government programs he supported, while Jackson remained furious that Crawford had criticized 

some of his more questionable military escapades.  Regardless of the sincerity of their criticisms 

however, each man realized that Crawford blocked his path to the White House. Unless his rivals 

acted, President-elect Crawford would be taking the oath of office in March 1825.
6
 

 

Hopefully Not His Father's Son - John Quincy Adams, The Experienced Candidate 

 While Crawford believed himself the logical successor to Monroe, the President did not 

reward him with the customary Cabinet post given  to the expected heir. Jefferson, Madison, and 

Monroe had each served as Secretary of State, each had become President in turn, so the State 

Department had become increasingly considered the "stepping stone" to the Presidency or as Clay 

phrased it, "following safe precedents." Monroe deliberately bypassed Crawford to bestow the 

honored position on John Quincy Adams. The President insisted that the "country north & east" 

had begun to believe "that the citizens from Virga., holding the Presidency, have made 

appointments to that dep.
t
, to secure the succession, from it, to the Presidency, of a person who 

happens to be from that State." To prevent a "combination" of those sections against his 

Administration, Monroe sought an "eastern" man to serve in the post. Adams, by virtue of his 

                                                           
6
 Mooney, William H. Crawford, 225; Chase, Emergence of the Presidential Nominating 

Convention, 92; Ratcliffe, The One-Party Presidential Contest, 25; Henry Clay to Francis 

Brooke, February 26, 1823, Albert H. Tracy to Henry Clay, April 27, 1823, both in Clay Papers 

3, 387, 412; Adams Memoirs 5, 20; Charles Francis Adams, ed., Memoirs of John Quincy Adams: 

Comprising Portions of his Diary from 1795 to 1848, Volume 6 (New York: AMS Press, 1970), 

278; Hay, "John C. Calhoun and the Presidential Campaign of 1824," 44; John C. Calhoun to 

Charles Fisher, August 1, 1823 in A. R. Newsome, "Correspondence of John C. Calhoun, George 

McDuffie, and Charles Fisher, Relating to the Presidential Campaign of 1824," The North 

Carolina Historical Review 7 (1930), 481; Andrew Jackson to John Coffee, March 1, 1821, 

Andrew Jackson to James Gadsden, December 6, 1821, both in Jackson Papers V, 15, 121. 
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New England residence, "adoption into the republican party," and experience in foreign affairs 

proved eminently qualified in Monroe's mind. While Adams had been contemplating a run for the 

presidency while still on a diplomatic mission abroad in 1817, the President's selection effectively 

catapulted him into the 1824 presidential race. Monroe had also cleverly denied Crawford, the 

party's choice but a man he personally disliked and distrusted, from receiving the traditional 

badge of succession.
7
 

 While Monroe appreciated Adams' "eastern" origins in balancing his Cabinet, for the 

purposes of the presidential race his new Secretary of State deliberately distanced himself from 

his own roots. Adams claimed to be "unsure" that New England, let alone the North, "would 

unitedly [sic] offer me as a candidate." He argued that his identity as a northerner generally and 

as a New Englander particularly might reduce his support from sectional-minded Southerners. 

Referring to himself in the third person, Adams claimed that many men in his own section 

"professed a very high opinion of the Northern candidate, but always insisting there was no 

chance in his favor, no possibility of his being elected" over the opposition of southerners. When 

Robert Walsh coined the term 'Universal Yankee Nation' in 1822 to signify New England and its 

émigrés throughout the Union, Adams disputed Walsh's "prediction" that the voting bloc would 

support him as a group, insisting it "was much hazarded in point of fact, and perhaps questionably 

in point of principle." Despite Adams' self-effacing modesty, he surely realized that his Northern 

and New England identity would translate into numerous votes in his own section. By 
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downplaying his regionalism however, he might siphon ballots from the other candidates in their 

home bases.
8
 

 Monroe's selection for the State Department also raised some hyper-partisan eyebrows 

however. Not only was Adams the son of a famous Federalist President, he himself had been a 

member of the opposition party until he broke with his allies in 1808. As a sitting Federalist 

Senator from Massachusetts, Adams crossed the aisle to support Jefferson's Louisiana Purchase 

and Embargo Act. When his Federalist colleagues resisted joining him, Adams gradually 

switched sides and became a Republican. In citing Adams' "adoption" by his own Party, Monroe 

telegraphed one of his planned goals as Chief Executive. "The President again said that the object 

of his Administration had been to draw the parties of the country together and unite them all as 

one people," Adams noted. For Monroe, who hoped to promote anti-partisanship and dissolve 

parties entirely, Adams would serve as a visible, living symbol of his dream of party fusion - a 

man who had once been a steadfast Federalist, but now fitting effortlessly into a Republican 

Administration in the highest Cabinet position of all. Unfortunately for Adams, many Republican 

voters in 1824 were not as forgiving as their President. John Adams served as the villain in much 

of the Party's celebratory Jeffersonian lore and unfortunately for the Secretary of State, many 

Republicans could never look at the son without thinking of the father. His "principles...rendered 

the father odious" Jackson's ally John Eaton insisted, and "recollection of the fathers deeds [are] 

calculated to raise up irreconcileable [sic] prejudices against the son." As an added hurdle for the 

Secretary of State, many in his former party remained angry with him. "All parties disown me," 

he complained, "the Federalists as a deserter, the Democrats as an apostate" and both sides 

criticized his "unsteadiness of principle." Every other candidate had been a lifelong Republican, 
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so Adams alone would face an uphill battle in converting voters concerned with his partisan 

purity - or lack thereof - to his cause.
9
 

 To win over voters from other regions uncomfortable with his Yankee and former-

Federalist identities, Adams offered his lengthy record of public service to the entire nation as an 

inducement. Monroe had correctly noted Adams' experience as a recommendation for Cabinet 

service; indeed, not only was he more than qualified to be Secretary of State, Adams was 

probably the most experienced person to ever run for President to that point. Aside from his stint 

as a U.S. Senator, Adams had served as a diplomat for every American Administration. He had 

been Minister to the Netherlands under Washington, Minister to Prussia under Adams and 

Jefferson, and Minister to Russia and the United Kingdom under Madison. He had also led the 

U.S. delegation that negotiated - quite successfully considering the Americans'  position of 

weakness - the Treaty of Ghent that ended the War of 1812. As Secretary of State, he continued 

accumulating an impressive number of diplomatic achievements. In his own handwritten 

memorandum entitled 'John Quincy Adams Loquitur' (meaning 'John Quincy Adams Speaks'), he 

compiled the remarkable list of accomplishments that he believed recommended his candidacy to 

the voters. Including the 1818 Treaty of Ghent, Adams listed the 1819 Adams-Onís Treaty with 

Spain that ceded Florida to the United States and set the western border of the Louisiana 

Purchase, the 1822 Commercial Treaty with France, the 1824 Slave Trade Convention with 

Britain, and the Russo-American Treaty of 1824 that ceded Russia's claims in the Pacific 

Northwest south of Parallel 54⁰ 40′ north to the U.S. Naturally, his rivals sought to undermine his 

diplomatic triumphs. Clay tried to turn Westerners against the Adams-Onís Treaty
 
because it 

included Florida in the east, but not Texas in the west. Meanwhile, Crawford suggested that 

Adams should accede to every French demand during his commercial treaty negotiations. "The 
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more is granted to France the less advantageous will be the treaty to us, and the less advantageous 

to us, the less credit and the more discredit to the Secretary of State," Adams fumed.  Regardless 

of his opponents' machinations however, Adams unparalleled record of public service appealed to 

nationalists in every corner of the Union and undergirded his presidential bid. He could 

effectively win votes by simply performing his official duties with vigor.
10

 

 Adams' strategy for winning the election combined thoroughly repudiating his partisan 

past, discreetly capitalizing on his regional identity, but overwhelming any objections to his 

candidacy on those grounds with his extraordinary record of diplomatic public service. He 

expected to easily capture New England, with his position as the only non-slaveowner in the race 

also conferring an advantage across the North. Resting on his impressive diplomatic laurels, he 

would make inroads against his challengers in their home regions by attracting nationalist-minded 

voters everywhere. Meanwhile, he would scrub any taint of Federalism from his campaign, 

without missing an opportunity to attack their erstwhile allies the British. If events broke in his 

favor, he might even wrest the caucus nomination from Crawford's grip. Many politicos initially 

believed the contest to succeed Monroe would boil down to an Adams versus Crawford clash and 

in the wily Secretary of State, the cunning Crawford may indeed have met his match. Despite his 

frequent disavowals, Adams displayed obvious skills at political infighting. Surprisingly 

however, he developed a historiographical reputation as a political "lightweight," out of place in 

the rough-and-tumble world of politics.  As the political scientist Stephen Skowronek observed 

however, Adams displayed significant "political savvy and strategic cunning." He "was one of the 

first of his band to see just how bleak their prospects were...It was certainly no accident that this 
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Federalist apostate rose...along the traditional line of Republican advance." Indeed Adams long 

service in the intrigue-filled world of international diplomacy had more than prepared him for 

combat in America's political trenches. Although pious, serious, and erudite, he excelled both at 

socializing with his political friends and eviscerating his political enemies. "He had an instinct for 

the jugular and carotid artery as unerring as that of any carnivorous animal," his own ally Rufus 

Choate observed. Even his political opponents acknowledged his talents. Though Martin Van 

Buren disagreed with Adams on a host of issues, he conceded that the Secretary of State was 

incorruptible and an "enemy to venality in every department of the public service." While he may 

not have been as loved by his fellow politicians as Crawford, almost everyone respected Adams. 

His unmatched experience coupled with his talents for political scheming represented a 

formidable challenge to Crawford's ascendancy.
11

 

 

The Heir Unapparent - John C. Calhoun, The National Candidate 

 Crawford and Adams were joined in the presidential race by their other Cabinet colleague 

John C. Calhoun. The Secretary of War's political rise had been meteoric. After serving a mere 

five years in the House as a Representative from South Carolina, where he had vocally supported 

the War of 1812, Monroe plucked Calhoun from relative obscurity and dropped him into the 

high-profile War Department post as the successor to Crawford. Calhoun was Monroe's third 
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choice for the position, after Clay and former Kentucky Governor Isaac Shelby rebuffed his offer. 

Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the youthful thirty-five year-old Calhoun engineered immediate 

improvements in his administrative jurisdiction. Responding to a 1818 Senate Resolution and 

based (ironically) on a plan Crawford had drafted, Calhoun established a much-needed bureau 

system for the War Department. Without a General Staff in Washington, the Army had been 

disorganized. It lacked a proper chain of command and centralized control over ordinance, 

supplies, and medical care. The Department's purchases varied in quality, but were almost always 

wastefully expensive. Calhoun established an Inspector General for personnel, Quartermaster 

General for equipment, Commissary General for rations, and an Apothecary General for medicine 

with direct reporting to the Secretary of War. His improvements reduced costs and increased 

efficiencies in one of the government's largest and most far-flung Departments. Like Crawford 

and Adams, Calhoun expected his adept job performance as a Cabinet Secretary to appeal to 

voters throughout the Union.
12

 

 In seeking the Presidency, the Secretary of War soon acquired an unexpected ally. In his 

choice of attire, Calhoun's boss appeared to have stepped out of another era. Monroe favored 

swallowtail coats, knee breeches with silver buckles, silk hose, and tri-cornered hats that had not 

been popular menswear in nearly thirty years. While he may have dressed like some 18th-century 

relic, Monroe possessed a razor-sharp strategic mind, one well-attuned to 19th century politics. 

Though the President had welcomed Crawford into the Cabinet, he had no intention of smoothing 

his path to the Presidency. Monroe needed another candidate to block the imposing frontrunner 

and as Calhoun rapidly gained the President's trust, the Secretary of War seemed the ideal 

counterweight to the Treasury Secretary. Competent and compelling, the dynamic Calhoun was 

also, like Crawford, a Southerner, which meant two native candidates would vie for and hopefully 
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split the region's votes. The President began carefully, though furtively, aiding his protégé's 

presidential bid. He threatened to veto any bills reducing the size of the Army, while convincing 

the prickly Jackson to accept a position as Florida's territorial Governor which saved Calhoun 

from eliminating his position and facing the General's wrath.  He also showered Calhoun's 

partisans with patronage positions, while blocking allies of his rivals. Monroe's actions helped 

shield Calhoun from any unfavorable political fallout that might result from his Departmental 

activities. Naturally the President could never openly acknowledge his behind-the-scenes 

favoritism. "I declare most solemnly that I took no part in the election," Monroe intoned, "Nor did 

I ever express any preference to any one in favor of either of the candidates, wishing to deal with 

all impartially." While Monroe stoutly denied promoting Calhoun, the Secretary of War's 

opponents were not fooled by the President's surreptitious activities. Van Buren, a devoted 

supporter of Crawford, observed, "Altho' exercising his usual prudence in the matter, Mr. Monroe 

was notwithstanding well understood to prefer Mr. Calhoun." When one Adams follower 

suggested that Monroe would be supporting him for the succession, Adams curtly replied, "The 

President had enough to do to support the Secretary of War." Even a Clay ally passed along 

intelligence from a Calhoun-friendly newspaper editor informing the Speaker that Monroe was 

actively backing Calhoun.
13

 

 In turn, Calhoun entered the race expressly to support the principles of his secret backer. 

He disclaimed any interest in his own "prospects," maintaining instead that he was running for the 

"welfare" of the Administration. "Identified as I am with it, and approving its policy, I shall use 
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every effort to maintain it in the good opinion of the people," Calhoun insisted. Although a 

Southerner, he planned to run an overtly nationalist campaign. He had been born in South 

Carolina, but educated at Yale University and Litchfield Law School in Connecticut, retaining 

numerous Northern friends from his school days. As Secretary of War, Calhoun also traveled 

extensively in the Northern states  inspecting defense installations and earning the respect of 

politicians across the region. Trading on these experiences he fancied himself a Southerner with 

Northern sensibilities, a man who could appeal to voters anywhere, whatever their regional 

proclivities, based on "the liberal and national character of my political views." Accordingly, 

Calhoun positioned himself between every conceivable political faction. He claimed the middle 

ground between Crawford and Adams. "My election would strengthen and invigorate the Rep
n
 

party," Calhoun boasted, "Mr. Cd's would distract it, and Mr. J Adams would endanger its 

existence by giving the occasion of rearing up a successful party against it." He straddled the 

middle region between North and South. "C-d stands no chance to the North...I am the only man 

from the Southern States, that the North can be induced to support," he proclaimed. Calhoun even 

grabbed the middle position between Radicals and Federalists. "I stand on the great Republican 

cause, free alike from the charge of Federalism or Radicalism," he declared. As the race began, 

Calhoun believed he was at least every politician's second choice for the succession and could 

emerge victorious as Crawford and Adams attacked each other. Indeed, Calhoun supporters 

generally loathed Crawford, but believed that Adams could not defeat him in the South or West. 

"It has therefore been determined by those anxious to prevent the election of Crawford to bring 

forward Mr. Calhoun who it is believed will unite not only Southern & Western interests, but 

likewise the North," one Calhounite revealed.
14
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 In running an in-between, nationalist campaign, Calhoun's strategy entailed a logical 

focus on capturing the Middle States. In the South, he suggested that the Carolinas would endorse 

him, but he planned to devote most of his energies on securing New York, New Jersey, and 

Delaware, but especially Pennsylvania and Maryland. To achieve victory in the Middle and 

sounding much like the anti-partisan Monroe, Calhoun promised to dispense patronage regardless 

of faction, even to Radicals and Federalists. "We shut the door against none," he insisted, "and 

much less will proscribe anyone." A focus on the Middle was not without its risks however. 

Calhoun had to beat back charges from the South that he was not states' rights enough and 

charges from the North that he was too pro-southern. Indeed, he had occasionally departed from  

the conservative orthodoxy popular in his home region, supporting the creation Second Bank of 

the United States for instance. He insisted that he had been, like many others, simply following 

"the political fathers of the Republican church," Jefferson and Madison. "Injustice is done, when I 

am opposed and others forgiven," Calhoun carped. Meanwhile, he acknowledged trailing Adams 

in New England, but, in a back-handed swipe at his opponent's Federalist past, he insisted that he 

had followed a more "uniform" course. "If not so many have decided for me, as for him, yet fewer 

have decided against me," he argued. For voters everywhere however, Calhoun offered his 

lifelong Republicanism, his support for the War of 1812 and the Monroe Administration, his 

"habits of industry and business," and "the openness and candour [sic] which even my enemies 

concede to me." There was one objection to his candidacy that Calhoun simply could not 

overcome. At age forty-two, he was five years younger than the next oldest candidate Clay and 

fifteen years younger than Jackson and Adams, the oldest candidates."Being a young man, he was 

not generally thought of for the Presidency," even one supporter conceded. As the least 
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experienced contender with the shortest tenure on the national stage, the Secretary of War trailed 

every other candidate in both name-recognition and popular following. With such long odds, 

Calhoun could only achieve victory if Adams and Crawford both underperformed.
15

 

 

A Rising Star In The West - Henry Clay, The Issues Candidate 

 As the three Secretaries jockeyed to claim their position in the race, a candidate emerged 

who challenged the very notion of Cabinet-based succession to the presidency. While he had 

never held any position in the Executive Branch, Henry Clay had become a fixture in Congress. 

After two brief stretches as a U.S. Senator from Kentucky in 1806 and 1810 as a fill-in to 

complete the unfinished terms of retiring predecessors, Clay truly found a home in the House of 

Representatives. Elected to office in 1811, by the time he ran for president Clay had been serving 

almost continuously for thirteen years. More impressively, Clay's colleagues had picked the 

thirty-two year old as Speaker in his first term by a two-to-one margin over a more senior 

Representative. Not only was Clay the youngest person to ever hold the position to that point, he 

had also been elevated on his very first day in Congress which had not occurred since the first 

Speakership and then only out of necessity. Clay quickly set about refashioning the position. He 

"converted it into a mighty instrument for the exercise of extraordinary political powers," as the 

historian Robert Remini observed. Unlike past Speakers, Clay set the House agenda, carefully 

directed legislation to specific committees, worked behind the scenes to solicit votes, enforced 
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rules to control debate, and both charmed and intimidated his colleagues to produce the majorities 

he desired. He even had an eye for the symbolic. In 1820 Clay supervised the redecoration of the 

House chamber, adding red damask settees, plush carpeting, gold curtains, and a silk canopy with 

gilt eagle placed over his own chair, the Speaker's dais. For maximum effect, Clay enlarged the 

public galleries affording prospective voters a better view as he transfixed the chamber with his 

rhetorical flourishes. Clay changed the position of House Speaker from a sedate institutional 

custodian into a dynamic political manager. Droll, passionate, and with unrivaled oratorical skills, 

he exerted enormous influence over his fellow Representatives. Clay seemed to always know 

precisely which backs to pat and which knees to break to achieve his legislative goals.
16

 

 Clay quickly learned the power that issues could play in campaigns for office. As a 

leading "War Hawk," his jingoistic demands for conflict with Great Britain not only helped 

pressure President Madison into declaring the War of 1812, but also brought him national renown 

and some newspapers began touting him as a future President. However, he also supported the 

Compensation Act, which raised congressional salaries, and he nearly lost his seat in the ensuing 

public outcry against the bill. Clay's work as a Ghent Treaty negotiator - he had served in the U.S. 

delegation under Adams - truly catapulted the Speaker into the upper ranks of potential Presidents 

and he expected to be rewarded with the State Department portfolio by President-elect Monroe, 

whom he had supported for the succession over Crawford. When Monroe passed over Clay in 

favor of Adams, the incensed Speaker petulantly retaliated by refusing to host the Inauguration in 

the House chamber and boycotting the outdoor ceremony. The Speaker planned far more than a 

temper-tantrum to undermine the new President and claim his right to be the next-in-line 

however. Clay began using his Speakership to raise issues that he believed would bring him 

national notoriety and burnish his presidential credentials. Beyond challenging the Adams-Onís 
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Treaty, Clay tried to embarrass the Monroe Administration at every turn. In highly publicized 

House speeches, he pleaded for funds to repair poorly maintained roads, demanded support of the 

freedom-loving Spanish-American Republics trying to overthrow their cruel European overlords, 

and excoriated General Jackson for his insubordinate, liberty-flouting actions during the Seminole 

War. In practical terms, Clay "lost" these debates; no funds were appropriated for road repairs, no 

Spanish-American Republics were recognized until four years later, and Jackson was not 

censured by the House. More importantly however, Clay earned public credit to buttress a future 

presidential run as an Administration outsider and critic. The Speaker was not acting completely 

cynically of course. He truly believed in the causes he championed, but they served a dual 

purpose, conveniently satisfying both Clay's moral sensibilities and his political ambitions.
17

 

 Like Crawford, Clay had been born in Virginia, but his family moved west instead of 

south. As a young twenty-year-old lawyer, Clay joined them in Lexington, Kentucky. He soon 

became enmeshed in the state's volatile politics; Clay and a political opponent even wounded 

each other in a duel in 1809. As a presidential candidate, Clay defined himself as western regional 

favorite. Although he had grown wealthy through marriage and his legal career, Clay also tried to 

appeal to the socio-economic status of many voters. While his middle-class father had been a 

Baptist minister and a minor planter, Clay exaggerated the poverty of his upbringing to make 

himself appear to be more of a self-made man. "I was born to no proud patrimonial estate," the 

Speaker proclaimed, "from my father, I inherited only infancy, ignorance, and indigence." While 

many voters identified with his western and common man personas, Clay also had a reputation 

for immorality, and rumors swirled about his steamy adulterous affairs, wild gambling habits, and 

riotous drinking binges. Perhaps to counter his reputation for personal moral failures, Clay also 
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cultivated his image as an activist legislator. Throughout his career in Washington, he had 

championed economic policies that he argued would benefit the entire nation. "The liberality and 

broadness of your views...are inestimably of value just now," editor Hezekiah Niles gushed, "The 

legislation or direction of public affairs seems to regard a quintal of codfish, a hhd. of tobacco or 

a bale of cotton, instead of keeping an eye to the whole." Building on what he learned about 

issues-based campaigning during his long tenure as Speaker, for his presidential run Clay 

highlighted his support for federally-funded internal improvements and protective tariffs. No 

prior presidential candidate had ever campaigned quite so overtly on a set of defined policy 

positions, so Clay became the first contender in U.S. history to offer a sort of proto-platform to 

the voters. Clay attracted followers based on his views and they favorably contrasted him with his 

less vocal opponents. "There is not one of the three Cabinet candidates on whom the friends of 

National industry could rely for any support," one New Yorker insisted hotly. Unfortunately for 

Clay, promoting issues as an activist Speaker had required significant behind-the-scenes 

maneuvering.  The Speaker's presidency would be "a perpetual succession of intrigue and 

management," Adams blustered. His well-earned reputation as an political schemer also forced 

candidate Clay to disavow the seamier side of politics. While running for office, he promised to 

"abstain from every species of compromitment; to reject every overture looking to arrangement or 

compromises; and to preserve my perfect freedom of action...[n]either giving or receiving 

promises from or to persons or parties." In 1823, Clay reprinted versions of this statement in 

Washington, Philadelphia, and Kentucky newspapers for the perusal of prospective voters.
18
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 In the presidential race Clay argued that Westerners would unify behind a candidate from 

the region. "It is assumed that the Western States from Ohio to the Gulph [sic] of Mexico, will 

firmly and ardently unite in my support," Clay insisted, "This...will give me broader, firmer and 

more commanding ground than any other competitor can occupy." Indeed, no Westerner had ever 

served in the Cabinet, much less than been considered for the highest office of all, and many in 

the restive region had begun to demand a president who understood their needs and problems. 

While Clay might carry the West, the states in his region would not yield enough electoral votes 

to win the election however. To tilt the contest in his direction, the Speaker then planned a turn 

from his home base to the Middle States, which as a group should be quite receptive to his 

economic policies. "The grounds on which we may anticipate her co-operation with the West are 

very strong," Clay maintained about New York, "A large part of it is Western. It is connected 

with the Western States by many ties." With the West and Middle secured, the South, sensing 

Crawford's inevitable defeat, would fall in line behind the Speaker's candidacy. Popular in the 

House, Clay planned to compete for the congressional caucus nomination if possible, but his 

strategy for winning the election comprised sweeping the West based on his regional identity, 

adding the Middle States based on his issues-focused campaign, and then capturing the South 

based on his birth there. As a practical matter with so many states to consider, Clay would 

concentrate on New York in the Middle and Virginia in the South, two states that had 

traditionally dominated presidential politics. With three-quarters of the Union behind him, Clay 

would easily defeat Adams even if the Secretary of State carried New England. Many historians 

have incorrectly credited Clay with strategic foresight, insisting that he had always believed a 

House election inevitable and had planned to win one from the start of the election. In reality, the 

Speaker planned to win the election outright and would not refocus to a House election until 

1824. Clay's reasonable strategy might actually have worked, but as often occurs in presidential 

elections unforeseen circumstances intervened. A celebrity military hero with a popular national 
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following and a novel approach to presidential campaigning entered the race and scrambled every 

contender's careful political calculations, especially the Speaker's.
19

 

 

A Hero For His Times - Andrew Jackson, The Popular Candidate 

 There had never been a presidential candidate quite like General Andrew Jackson. 

George Washington had  been a military commander of course, but he was also an educated 

Virginia gentleman and experienced politician. Jackson's schooling had been meager and he 

possessed only trivial political qualifications for high office. The General had endured a difficult, 

hardscrabble upbringing. He had been orphaned at age fourteen; his father died before he was 

born and his mother succumbed to illness after tending to prisoners of war during the Revolution. 

Jackson had himself been incarcerated by the British, contracting smallpox under the horrific 

conditions in their prison. After work in a saddle-maker's shop and teaching school, Jackson 

became a country lawyer and judge. Politically, he served as a delegate to Tennessee's 

constitutional convention in 1796, spent less than a year as the state's congressional 

Representative, and then less than six months as U.S. Senator before he abruptly resigned. Unlike 

the men he would run against, Jackson had never served in the Cabinet, had never received a 

diplomatic assignment, and had never visited Europe. When he arrived in Philadelphia to serve in 

the 4th Congress, many capital politicians could barely conceal their disdain. "A tall, lank, 

uncouth looking personage, with long locks of hair hanging over his face, and a cue down his 

back tied in an eel skin...[with] manners and deportment that of a backwoodsman," Albert 
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Gallatin noted disparagingly. "Heaven would not suffer his opinions to be other than right," 

Josiah Quincy exclaimed. Even James Parton, his hero-worshipping first biographer, described 

Jackson as "among dependents, all tenderness...to opponents, violent, ungenerous, prone to 

believe the very worst of them." By the standards of his rivals, the General was singularly 

unqualified to serve as President of the United States.
20

 

 Jackson dramatically burst into the nation's consciousness during the waning stages of 

War of 1812. As commander of the U.S. forces defending New Orleans, Jackson correctly 

predicted the route of British attack. To bar their advance, he ordered his soldiers to erect a mile-

long, shoulder-high mud wall reinforced with picket fencing between the Mississippi River and 

an impenetrable cypress swamp.  When 7,500 British troops arrived at Jackson's stoutly defended 

position on January 8, 1815, they foolishly attacked the 5,000 American soldiers safely secured 

behind their wall. The mauling ended in less than a half hour, with the British routed and in full 

retreat after suffering 2,037 casualties, including 291 dead, in contrast to the 71 U.S. casualties, 

with only thirteen dead. In a war in which nearly every American venture had failed, including 

bitterly divided politics on the home front, numerous battlefield defeats along the Canadian 

border, and the humiliating burning of the nation's capital, Jackson's overwhelming victory at 

New Orleans salved numerous psychic wounds. Ironically, his victory occurred after the peace 

treaty had already been signed in Europe about three weeks prior, but word of the General's 

defeat of the British spread before the news of Adams and Clay's diplomatic triumph reached 

North America. The newspapers blared exultant headlines, church bells tolled, congressional 

tributes poured in, and citizens partied in the streets. Politically, Jackson's triumph at New 

Orleans conferred both name recognition and popular appeal on the General. DeWitt Clinton, the 
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much-admired Governor of New York and former Federalist candidate for President, claimed that 

even he would lose to Jackson in an election in his home state. "The 8th of January and the battle 

of New Orleans was a thing that every man would understand," he maintained. Similarly, even 

Jackson's rival Adams acknowledged the General's allure. "General Jackson had rendered such 

services to this nation that it was impossible for me to contemplate his character or conduct 

without veneration," the Secretary of State admitted.  Some newspapers began touting Jackson for 

the Presidency shortly after his decisive victory.
21

 

 The General's succeeding ventures proved less acclaimed however. After his battlefield 

triumph but before he received the certain news that the peace treaty had been signed, Jackson 

turned the city of New Orleans into a virtual police state. He became the first general in U.S. 

history to impose martial law, suspending the writ of habeas corpus, abridging the freedoms of 

speech and press, arresting citizens including a federal judge, and court-martialing a state senator. 

Then during the First Seminole War in 1818, Jackson and his troops, without the express but 

perhaps with the intentionally ambiguous approval of Monroe, invaded Spanish Florida to destroy 

Native American villages used as bases for raids into Georgia. Besides killing Seminoles, burning 

their homes and crops, and hanging their chiefs, he seized several Spanish forts, expelled their 

government, and summarily executed two British civilians accused of aiding the Seminoles. 

Ultimately, Jackson's actions helped deliver Florida to the Americans, but many politicians 

reproved the General's barbaric tactics. Crawford in the Cabinet and Clay in Congress, in 

backhanded attacks on Monroe to further their identities as anti-Administration candidates, had 

been especially outspoken against Jackson's activities. Despite the protests of some politicians, 

Monroe rewarded Jackson by naming him Military Governor of Florida. During his brief nine-
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month tenure the General successfully established a functional government in the territory, but he 

also clashed violently with both Spanish and American officials serving there. Unsurprisingly, 

Jackson justified his every action as militarily or administratively necessary, but the dual sides of 

his record created a mixed hero/despot image for the General. His supporters called him a 

courageous patriot who protected, defended, and saved the country. His detractors labeled him a 

dangerous, insubordinate, and ruthless dictator without constitutional scruples. Regardless of 

Jackson's questionable escapades however, in the minds of many voters the heroic General 

usually superseded the terrible tyrant and his presidential rivals initially avoided attacking their 

fellow contender.  His dramatic victory in the Battle of New Orleans had transformed Jackson 

into a "celebrity hero," granted him access to the 1824 contest, and served as his own personal 

shoulder-high mud wall insulating him from political criticism. Since his opponents considered 

him unqualified for office anyway, there was little upside to attacking a popular war hero unlikely 

to win.
22

 

 While the Treasury Secretary and the Speaker had concentrated their fire on Jackson 

largely as a means of damaging Monroe and boosting their own claims to the succession, the pair 

earned Jackson's unrelenting enmity in the process. Before he decided to run for president 

himself, Jackson favored Adams or Calhoun for their "manly, energetic dignified and honourable 
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course...worthy of great and enlightened statesmen." He denounced the ambitious politicos who 

had attacked him for personal electoral advantage. "Demagogues pursue a course of self 

aggrandizement regardless of public good," Jackson growled, "Without cause [they] 

have...attempted to prostrate the character of those, who, by pursuing an independent course with 

an eye single to their country's interest...might obstruct or retard their own progress to 

preferment." For Jackson, it was a short mental leap from blasting the individual politicians who 

had criticized him to a blistering attack on the practice of politics itself. As he entered the race for 

president, he began accusing Washington insiders of misusing government funds, subverting the 

Constitution, placing private interests ahead of the public good, and using lesser offices merely to 

obtain higher positions. While Jackson channeled the fury surrounding his personal treatment into 

an indictment of the political process, his lack of traditional presidential credentials actually 

resonated with some voters who had also grown disgusted with national politics. "You have been 

your countrys [sic] Great Centinel [sic]," Samuel Houston proclaimed to Jackson, "at a time when 

her watchmen, had been caught slumbering on post - Her Capitol had been reduced to ashes. You 

have been her faithful guardian...Will not the nation looke [sic] to you again?" Most of Jackson's 

opponents focused on currying favor with elected politicians, an untenable option for a 

Washington outsider like the General. "Jackson was not the choice of the politicians, as a body, of 

any considerable portion of the states," Van Buren - who himself admitted to disliking Jackson in 

1824 - observed, "[they] had worked their minds into the strongest convictions...of his unfitness 

for the place." Instead, the General and his allies planned a more popular campaign for the 

obviously popular candidate. In 1822 they began plotting trips to regions outside the Southwest 

that "would be gratifying to those who appreciate your public & private virtues," as well as 

assembling materials for a hagiographic biography that would be published in 1824. Since 

Jackson had little support from elected officials, he waged a grassroots effort out of necessity; the 

customary routes to high office were largely closed to candidates without traditional 
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qualifications such as Jackson. Since presidential elections were becoming increasingly 

democratized however, the General's obligatory strategy seemed potentially promising.
23

 

 Despite his protestations against politics, Jackson's Army service had unofficially trained 

him to succeed on this new type of battlefield. "His military career...had given him a spirit of 

watchfulness in regard to the movement of his enemies," Van Buren insisted. More practically, 

the officer appointment process was notoriously political and Jackson's rise through the ranks 

proved his adeptness at this form of maneuvers. The General also displayed an intuitive sense for 

political strategies that might attract ordinary voters. As a Westerner he expected to receive 

numerous votes from his region, especially in the Southwest, but he would cultivate his personal 

popularity in waging his national campaign. Beyond his admired wartime exploits, he also 

emphasized his humble roots.  His campaign literature incessantly reminded voters that Jackson 

was "coming directly from the people, and bearing with him an intimate acquaintance with their 

feelings, wishes, and wants." He claimed to be a common man in the midst of "treacherous and 

corrupt" politicians. "Had I a choice - I would prefer a retired life on my farm," Jackson 

maintained dutifully, "Virtue [is] to be found amongst the farmers of the country alone, not about 

courts, where courtiers dwell." Jackson's crusade against political corruption would overarch ever 

other message he delivered to the voters however. "The hopes of men in Washington will be frost 

biten [sic] by the bare mention of your name!" Samuel Houston insisted, "They will strike like the 

wounded viper; fall victims of their own poison, rather than see Integrity (the great enemy of 

corruption) triumph." Another Jacksonian argued that the General's supporters "know that he 
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possessed more personal popularity amongst the commonallity [sic] than all the rest together, 

hence they thought him the only man in the Union who could successfully revise what they 

thought a corrupt system of government." While Adams and Calhoun ran as Administration 

supporters, Clay and Crawford as Administration critics, with one calling for a more activist 

government and the other less, Jackson ran against all capital politicians. His unusual campaign 

eschewed traditional political qualifications and emphasized popular over official support. If his 

unorthodox methods succeeded, Jackson's image as the heroic farmer fighting government 

corruption would overwhelm any public perception of his tyrannical barbarism.
24
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CHAPTER 3: THE ERA OF BAD FEELINGS 

 The race to succeed James Monroe commenced long before voters trekked to the polls in 

1824. Events in the Virginian's first term played a significant role in the outcome of the future 

election.  Contemporaries had labeled the early years of Monroe's administration "The Era of 

Good Feelings." This moniker, coined by Boston's Federalist press in 1817, articulated the new 

President's attempt to strengthen American unity. The War of 1812 had proved divisive, so 

Monroe, amidst a helpful postwar economic boom, emphasized the common national interests 

that all Americans shared. However, just as Monroe's bland and cheerful exterior covered a sharp 

and calculating political mind, the good feelings were largely illusory. The Era's surface placidity 

obscured deep-seated political, partisan, economic, and sectional tensions. As Monroe biographer 

Harry Ammon observed, "the decade after the War of 1812 should properly be labeled The Era of 

Bad Feelings."
1
 

 

Defending Defense: The Conflicted Legacy Of The War Of 1812 

 The Americans' second war against the British deeply scarred many of the young 

Republic's politicians. Adams and Clay's skillfully negotiated peace treaty and Jackson's colossal 

victory in New Orleans only fitfully concealed the bitter truth - the United States had suffered a 

multi-faceted defeat in the War of 1812. President Madison, Congressional Republicans and 

military leaders had all badly botched both war planning and execution leading to a string of 

humiliating British land and naval victories. Wartime financing had triggered a public credit 

collapse and resultant suspension of specie  payments; by war's end the government's Treasury 

notes had steeply depreciated leaving the nation on the verge of economic ruin. Politically the war 

sparked disastrous interparty feuding and sectional bitterness. New England Federalists stridently 

protested the conflict and obstructed Republican war measures at every turn, while Yankee 
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merchants openly flouted federal law by trading with the enemy. Republicans failed to realize 

most of their imprudently grandiose war aims, while carefully concealing the actual costs of the 

conflict. The scorch marks from the British burning of public buildings during an attack on 

Washington in 1814, only effaced completely during Monroe's first term, symbolically reminded 

the nation's politicos of the War of 1812's epic futility.
2
 

 Although officially touting it as a national and Republican success, Monroe remained 

painfully aware from first-hand experience of the War's near-calamitous outcome. He had served 

Madison as both Secretary of State and Secretary of War, sometimes simultaneously. From these 

positions Monroe worked closely with the House Foreign Affairs Committee as they pondered 

the Declaration of War, contributed to American military plans for both land and naval warfare, 

and personally concocted an aborted scheme to draft 100,000 troops to prosecute the war. As 

British troops neared Washington, Monroe even volunteered and became the only Cabinet 

secretary in U.S. history to serve as a cavalry scout. Joining other high-ranking members of 

Madison's administration however, Monroe received his share of public heckling and political 

disparagement for mismanaging the war. His Revolutionary War service had already convinced 

Monroe of the importance of defense spending; his 1812 experiences only strengthened this 

proclivity. "The lessons of the late war," Monroe insisted dourly, demanded efforts "to put the 

country in a better state of defense for another." Erecting fortifications became a cornerstone of 

Monroe Administration policy from the outset of his first term.
3
 

 Based on his own past experiences, Monroe's young Secretary of War shared his boss's 

commitment to enhancing the nation's defense infrastructure. Fiercely anti-British belligerence 
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had shaped John C. Calhoun's political career from its inception. Elected to the Twelfth Congress 

in 1811 as an unabashed critic of their trade and naval policies, Calhoun quickly earned a 

reputation as one of a coterie of young "War Hawks" favoring military confrontation with Great 

Britain. From the House floor and in Foreign Affairs Committee reports, Calhoun crisply, 

meticulously, and convincingly pushed for a military solution to the nation's disagreements with 

the British. The South Carolinian's Foreign Affairs Committee assignment also fostered a close  

working relationship with Secretary of State Monroe, who shared his distrust of the nation's 

erstwhile mother country. Calhoun helped convince Monroe of war's necessity and in turn 

Monroe helped persuade a reluctant Madison to demand one against Great Britain. When the 

President's war message arrived at his congressional desk, Calhoun, newly installed as Committee 

Chairman, personally and enthusiastically authored Congress' bellicose declaration of war against 

the British.
4
 

 Calhoun's brash over-confidence quickly unraveled however as U.S. military efforts 

floundered on nearly every front. Though Calhoun publicly defended the war, he remained 

privately guilt-ridden for his role in foisting the conflict on an ill-prepared nation. He spent the 

balance of his time in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Congresses trying desperately to repair the 

damage he had done in the Twelfth. Calhoun backed several war measures, including plans to 

supplement the army's volunteer corps with drafts from the militia and to directly tax the states to 

help finance the conflict. Arguing that American defense demanded American self-sufficiency, he 

fought for protective tariffs to prop up the nation's fragile economy, a national bank to bolster the 

government's wobbly finances, and improved roads and canals as a means to strengthen the U.S. 

defensive perimeter.  As the current war wound down, Calhoun pushed legislation to prepare the 

nation for its next conflict. He succeeded in retaining a 10,000 man peacetime army - one far 

larger than the 6000 man version demanded by his war-weary opponents. Conversely, he pushed 
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unsuccessfully for three new training academies that would supply the officers to command the 

larger army and for government-funded military schools to educate its rank-and-file recruits. 

"None felt more deeply than myself," Calhoun noted wistfully, "that total want of preparation that 

preceded the last war, and which had nearly been succeeded by the most disastrous 

consequences."
5
 

 Once installed in the War Department, Calhoun - with Monroe's fervent approval - 

directed a dynamic defense build-up. Envisioning American fortifications as an unbroken ring 

around the country's perimeter, Calhoun scattered War Department resources in every direction. 

The centerpiece of this defensive expansion salved the bitterest wound the U.S. received during 

the War of 1812. Work commenced on the aptly named Forts Monroe and Calhoun near 

Hampton, Virginia. Two stone and brick behemoths, these forts guarded the entrance to the 

Chesapeake - bulwarking the exact route that British forces had sailed en route to their attack on 

Washington. Potential British exploitation of a power vacuum in Spanish Florida also spelled 

vulnerability for the American Gulf Coast.  Countering this threat construction began on Forts 

Gaines and Morgan on Mobile Bay in Alabama. Built on Dauphin Island and Mobile Point 

respectively, these two masonry forts protected Mobile and ultimately New Orleans. Fearing 

British strategic expansion under the guise of benign fur-trading along the vast, vague, and 

vulnerable Canadian border, Calhoun authorized improvements to the existing Fort Niagara on 

Lake Ontario and the erection of a new fort on Lake Champlain. Finally, with the nation's capital 

and its northern and southern borders now safeguarded, Calhoun closed the ring in the middle 

states. New York City's existing harbor defenses underwent upgrading, while a new Fort 

Delaware, built on Pea Patch Island in mid-channel of the Delaware River, would shield 

Philadelphia. Both men considered the improved fortifications as a part of their legacy and were 

justifiably proud of their accomplishments. Monroe and Calhoun's defense build-up did not come 
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cheap however. The War Department spent almost $8,500,000 between 1816 and 1829 to achieve 

their vision.
6
 

 Not every Republican shared Monroe and Calhoun's enthusiasm for a burgeoning defense 

infrastructure. Ironically, the unsatisfying outcome of their party's war against the British actually 

contributed to emerging Republican factionalism.  Examining their wartime experiences through 

a nationalist lens, more liberal members of the party such as Calhoun coupled an aggressive 

defense build-up with assertive domestic economic policies, all supervised by an increasingly 

muscular federal government. Calhoun's views placed him at odds with the party's more 

traditional Jeffersonians and congressional debate over the defense budget reflected this nascent 

split.  While the House approved each of the Administration's first term military appropriations 

bills without much debate, a substantial minority of nays always sounded in its chambers each 

time one passed. Beyond simply believing that the President and his Secretary tilted at "imaginary 

dangers," the no-voters worried that Calhoun expended government resources profligately and 

without proper Congressional oversight. Virginia Representative James Johnson spoke for many. 

During debate over the 1819 Military Appropriation Bill, he complained that Calhoun's budgets 

arrived in Congress pre-filled by Calhoun himself without any input from "those who might 

oppose any appropriation, that it was improper, or that the proposed amount was unnecessary, 

and a different one preferable." By this practice, Johnson sputtered, the Administration had turned 

the House into "a recording synod for the heads of departments." Johnson and his like-minded 

Republican colleagues represented an emerging Congressional coalition - eventually nicknamed 

"Radicals" by their detractors - that focused single-mindedly on reducing government spending. 

The defense build-up began in the midst of a postwar economic boom, so the Radicals posed little 

threat to Calhoun's fortifications plan or his presidential aspirations. Rather, the nationwide scope 
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of Calhoun's program actually raised the candidate's electoral profile. The danger for Calhoun 

remained only potential - if an economic downturn squeezed his departmental budget, 

judgmental, cost-cutting Congressional Radicals might demand flaw-free management of his far-

flung fortifications program.
7
 

 

An Arm's Length Embrace: The Republican Candidates' Federalist Dilemma 

 Republican party unity on defense spending was not the only casualty of the War of 

1812. The Federalists hobbled from the war's political battlefields a shell-shocked remnant of 

their former selves. Although in steady decline since the halcyon days of Washington and 

Hamilton, the War of 1812's unpopularity had actually fueled modest Federalist electoral gains in 

1814.  The party squandered their surge of voters' goodwill however with the ill-timed Hartford 

Convention. In a series of meetings beginning in December of 1814, Federalist conventioneers 

noisily pilloried the Republicans' hated war and harangued the national government for relief 

from British raids on the coast of Maine. Though a few Federalist radicals suggested that New 

England's secession from the Union combined with a separate peace with the British might be the 

best option for the victimized region, the large majority of conventioneers airily dismissed this 

caprice.  Unfortunately for the minority party however, news of their secession "threat" was soon 

followed by that of victory at New Orleans and the Ghent peace treaty.  In the election cycles that 

followed the Federalists doubled-down, denouncing the pact for not achieving the nation's war 

aims, while focusing on the moral and monetary costs of the conflict. Republicans parried by 

highlighting the patriotic honor derived by fighting the British.  Unsurprisingly, most voters 
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favored the positive spin over the negative attacks especially in a matter of the nation's reputation. 

The Federalists' electoral fortunes cratered.
8
 

 The party had already tumbled from their early perch of national prominence and 

regional dominance. Seen as too elitist, too monarchical, and much too Yankee-oriented, 

Federalist power had shriveled to control only four states by 1816 - Massachusetts, Connecticut, 

Maryland, and Delaware. They continued to command 40 to 50% of the vote in Vermont, New 

Hampshire, Rhode Island, New York, and New Jersey, but increasingly Federalists served more 

as kingmakers among Republican factions in those states rather than as kings themselves. Their 

once sizable share of Pennsylvania's electorate had drifted downward to about thirty percent. 

Never terribly popular in the South or the West, Federalism had effectively vanished from those 

regions except for a tiny sliver of Virginia and limited areas of North Carolina. In losing to 

Monroe in the 1816 presidential election, Federalist standard-bearer Rufus King received the 

lowest share of electoral votes of any of his party's nominees ever. Deserted by the voters, 

denounced by the Republicans, and demoralized within their own ranks, the Federalists fielded no 

presidential candidate  in 1820 so Monroe was re-elected unopposed. By 1824 the Federalists 

ruled only tiny, inconsequential Delaware.
9
 

 A sizable number of Federalist voters remained however, with their allegiance up-for-

grabs by office-seeking Republican hopefuls. Despite the ideological chasm that had separated 

Hamilton from Jefferson when the parties were founded, the Federalists smugly realized that the 

heirs of the latter had slowly adopted the policies of the former. A national bank, a larger 

peacetime army and navy, direct internal taxation, higher salaries for public officials - one-by-one 

each plank of the Federalist platform had become Republican dogma in the years since Jefferson 

defeated Adams in the so-called "Revolution of 1800." Other issues, including federally-funded 
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internal improvements and protective tariffs, counted supporters or opponents in both parties and 

offered no obvious electoral advantage to either side. Since clear ideological cleavage no longer 

divided them from the Republicans, most Federalists became single-issue voters when choosing a 

president.  Jefferson had purged every obvious Federalist from office, cleansing the government 

down to lowly army captains. Each succeeding Republican administration had followed their 

leader and "proscribed" Federalists from civil service.  No Republican president had ever 

appointed any card-carrying Federalist to any position whatsoever. Since the Federalists believed 

they were the party uniquely suited to govern, the Republican's tyrannical patronage policy 

especially rankled. Accordingly, in every  presidential election after 1816 many Federalists cast 

their ballot for the Republican candidate they believed most likely to end proscription.
10

 

 In the 1816 contest some Federalists even flirted with supporting Crawford should he run 

as an independent Republican against Monroe, floating the idea that the Georgian pick a 

Federalist running mate. After Monroe defeated King they expected little from the seemingly 

colorless Virginian, yet another successor in the hated Jefferson's dynastic line. To their delighted 

amazement however Monroe actually courted their favor shortly after his inauguration. As part of 

his planned defense build-up, the new President personally inspected a series of coastal and 

frontier military installations.  Monroe and his entourage covered 2000 miles visiting thirteen 

states and two territories in fifteen weeks. The courtly Virginian embraced more than one mission 

on his trip however. Though billed as a "national tour" Monroe followed a completely sectional 

route. He passed exclusively through northern states and waded deep into the heart of opposition 

strongholds in Maryland and New England where Federalist bigwigs entertained the Republican 

president in their own homes. "The whole population, has been in motion, and in a manner to 
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produce the greatest degree of excitement possible," Monroe exclaimed. Federalists feted Monroe 

with one aim in mind however - garnering administration appointments from their own ranks.
11

 

 The President secretly sought something distinctly more ambitious and played a double 

game to try to achieve it. He publicly claimed to favor amalgamating the Federalist minority into 

the Republican majority as long as they became "firmly attached to the union and to republican 

govt." Privately, Monroe actually hoped to promote anti-partisanship and ultimately disband all 

parties entirely. "I have always considered their [the parties] existence as the curse of the 

country," the President proclaimed. Few Republicans shared their leader's enthusiasm for even his 

stated goal of party fusion however. One New Hampshire partisan agreed to bury the hatchet with 

the Federalists, but deep enough "to conceal the handle," while Martin Van Buren angrily 

declared that the Federalists could never be "disbanded by means of personal favors from the 

Executive." Facing a furious backlash within his own ranks, Monroe never appointed a Federalist 

to his Cabinet as he may have intended. "I had supposed," he noted sourly, "that union, was 

particularly to be desir'd [sic] by the republican party, since as it would be founded, exclusively 

on their own principles everything would be gain'd [sic] by them." In fact majorities in both 

parties never shared in Monroe's anti-partisanship project. Republicans feared the corrupting 

influence of Federalists within their ranks, while Federalists proudly refused to quietly disappear 

at their enemy's bidding.
12
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 As the most prominent former Federalist in the Republican party - and the only one in 

Monroe's cabinet - many Republicans mistakenly believed that John Quincy Adams supported the 

President's amalgamation scheme. Instead, Adams routinely criticized his arrogant former allies 

for believing that they alone embodied the nation's wisdom and virtue. Federalists, Adams 

growled, "have erected their whole political system upon the perverted axiom that a part is greater 

than the whole." Though some individual Federalists certainly favored the Secretary of State, 

most returned Adams' disdain with equal ferocity. They held a grudge against the turncoat who 

had abandoned them as a means to ascend almost to the top of the opposition party. Adams, one 

New Englander noted, "is deservedly hated by all the leading Federalists." Unfortunately, many 

in his own party regarded Adams as little-better than a closet Federalist still backed by the 

disloyal opposition. Adams might carry Pennsylvania, one disgusted Keystone state Republican 

carped, "as the federalists are still a strong party here." Adams' Federalist past collided with his 

Republican present practically exiling the Secretary of State to a political no man's land. "The Old 

School Feds. regard him as an apostate & the Repns. can't forget the Family," one Clay supporter 

colorfully observed. Monroe's halting pursuit of party fusion only exacerbated the precariousness 

of Adams' position. In response to the President's wooing of the opposition, many Republicans 

stepped up their attacks on the "indelible stigma" of Federalism. "Making any stipulations to 

secure the support of Federalists is wholly inadmissible," Van Buren insisted primly. Avoiding 

even the appearance of bargaining with the minority party proved essential to maintain one's 

Republican purity.
13

 

 Ironically, the Federalists' weakened state had actually weakened the Republican party by 

strengthening its own factionalism. Without the opposition as a unifying threat to their national 
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power, Republican infighting had increased and ultimately yielded a multiplicity of Republican 

presidential candidates in the 1824 election.  Calhoun argued that fractures in the Republican 

majority could be "traced to the prostration of the old Federal party, by the events of the late 

war...The decay of one, seems to be, but the signal for the formation of a new party." Increased 

Republican factionalism only increased Republican fears that their own weakness might help 

revitalize Federalism and led to demands that their next nominee "should be a decided 

Republican who would not sacrifice his old friends and old principles upon the altars of 'good 

feelings.'" In this poisonous atmosphere the politically savvy Adams quickly realized that his 

checkered past had already tarnished his Republican credentials and precluded even the slightest 

hint of Federalist support for his candidacy. For the Secretary of State any Federalist votes gained 

would never offset the Republican votes lost in their pursuit, so both in public to voters and in 

private to supporters, Adams barred any Federalist participation in his campaign for the 

Presidency. The other presidential candidates faced a prickly paradox. Federalist ballots might tip 

the balance toward victory in a close race with numerous contenders, but opposition voters had to 

be enticed surreptitiously without risking one's Republican support. Adams trudged on a more 

arduous path; he would have to determine how to win the general election without any Federalist 

support whatsoever, while convincing his own party that he had completely purged his Federalist 

past.
14

 

 

It's The Economy, Stupid: The Panic Of 1819 And Panicky Voters 

 While Calhoun's defense build-up and Monroe's dalliance with the Federalists roiled the 

political world just below the calm surface of The Era of Good Feelings, the Panic of 1819 struck 
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ordinary Americans like an economic tsunami and ultimately affected the fortunes of every 1824 

candidate. Ironically, the downturn stemmed from an upturn. War and weather had depressed 

western Europe's agricultural production and export trade.  Once hostilities ended, European 

exporters dumped a backlog of accumulated goods into the U.S. at cut-rate prices, while paying 

top dollar for American imports, especially corn, flour, beef, and pork. This favorable import-to-

export balance fueled a spectacular surge throughout the American economy while igniting a 

developmental boom in the West. Federal land sales in the region swelled seven-hundred percent 

from just over one-half million acres in 1813 to four million in 1818. While eastern speculators 

purchased much of this real estate, many immigrants also flocked to the region. The West's 

population increased, turnpike construction soared, town building flourished, and regional 

markets thrived.
15

 

 Prosperity had its dark side, however. Rapid economic expansion strained American 

capital resources and fueled a ramshackle expansion of credit. State-chartered banks nearly 

doubled from 1815 to 1818 to meet the voracious demands for loans, but most of these 

institutions rested insubstantially on a pile of paper. The new banks, with little capital in their 

vaults, opened their doors based on stock loans and borrowed specie. Gambling on continued 

high commodity prices, these state bankers granted long-term loans based on the credit of the co-

signers rather than collateral. Eager to join the frenzy, established banks began granting loans and 

issuing banknotes far exceeding their own hard money reserves.  Very few American banks 

possessed enough specie - gold and silver coin -  to cover redemption of their circulating 

banknotes and their tumultuous expansion of credit rapidly doubled the rate of inflation.
16
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 From his post in the Treasury Department, Secretary William H. Crawford watched these 

developments with increasing alarm. He understood the egalitarian appeal of easy credit that 

stimulated the proliferation of state-charted banks. "Men without active capital," Crawford 

observed wryly, "wanted the means of obtaining loans, which their standing in the community 

would not command." Still, he denounced the unsound institutions as a "great evil" and tried to 

use his limited powers to curtail their activities. In 1817 Crawford pressured the state banks to at 

least partially redeem their banknotes in specie, especially since these institutions often used their 

unconvertible paper to make payments into the Treasury. He sweetened his demand with a 

promise to make only minimal withdrawals of any government funds in their vaults. Some state 

banks, hardly eager to trim their profitable loan business, refused to comply and Crawford turned 

to the Second Bank of the United States (BUS) and its president William Jones for assistance. 

Crawford hoped that the BUS might help reign in the state banks' wildcat practices by demanding 

that the state banknotes it received be redeemed by the issuing institution in specie. 

Unfortunately, BUS President Jones - one of Monroe's hand-picked political cronies -  had other 

ideas. The BUS actually joined the credit circus. It loaned the state banks enough funds to satisfy 

their obligations to the Treasury Department but with long-delayed repayment terms to the BUS. 

This maneuver allowed state banknotes to appear fully backed by specie when in fact they were 

still only nominally convertible. The BUS also increased its own speculative lending and pumped 

more of its own paper banknotes into circulation. By midyear 1818 the BUS' outstanding 

banknotes to specie reserves stood at a 10:1 ratio, double the sustainable rate. With so much of its 
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own unconvertible paper in the hands of state bankers, the BUS could not squeeze the state banks 

for specie without squeezing itself.
17

 

 By the fall of 1818, Jones realized his mistakes. With the pending redemption of $2 

million in BUS bonds that had bankrolled the Louisiana Purchase, his profligate practices had 

jeopardized the BUS' financial stability. Jones ordered the call-in of loans the BUS had extended 

to the state banks and ordinary citizens alike. Debtors needed specie to repay their BUS loans, so 

they redeemed the state banks' notes or withdrew deposits from their vaults, draining the already-

scarce specie reserves there almost to the vanishing point. Simultaneously, a hostile 

Congressional investigation excoriated the BUS for its charter violations. Unflattering press 

coverage documenting the speculative practices that had characterized Jones' tenure - mixed with 

the occasional outright fraud at some of the BUS' branches - soon followed.  Crawford, his 

patience with the BUS President stretched thin, urged Monroe to engineer Jones' removal. Under 

fire from all sides, Jones "resigned," with starchy South Carolinian Langdon Cheves elected his 

replacement in January 1819. Whereas Jones had almost steered the BUS over a financial cliff, 

Cheves floored the brakes. He accelerated the BUS' contraction by reducing its circulating 

banknotes and bolstering its specie reserves. Then Cheves limited operations in the BUS' 

southern and western branches, while forbidding all inter-branch transactions not backed by 

specie. These actions produced rapid deflation throughout the economy,  imperiling all debtors 

and loan-holders. Disastrously, the collapse of inflated prices coincided with a European 

recovery. Americans had increased production to meet continental demand, but now faced a 

disintegration of the export market. In the Spring of 1819 farmers watched in horror as tobacco 

declined from 40¢ to 4¢ per pound, wheat plummeted from $2.41 to 88¢ per bushel, and cotton 

sank from 35¢ to 14¢ per pound, including a dizzying 25% drop in a single day. For many 
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products even the cost of shipping from western to eastern states exceeded the value of the 

commodity. The combined worth of America's entire agricultural output declined almost fifty-

five percent.
18

 

 Wedged between the BUS' contraction and the collapse of agricultural prices, many state 

banks exhausted their specie reserves, failed to meet their BUS obligations, and began calling in 

their own loans. Some failed, including all forty Kentucky banks that had opened in 1818, and the 

hodgepodge credit market crumpled in their wake. Cash-strapped farmers and grim-faced 

speculators watched their investment in land tumble fifty to seventy-five percent in value. A wave 

of foreclosures cascaded across the real estate market with many of these properties ultimately 

signed over to the BUS.  Meanwhile, state banknotes, their value effaced in the downturn, littered 

the economy like so many piles of worthless trash. Bearing essentially useless paper, consumers 

stopped buying and numerous businesses, also facing stiff competition from rejuvenated Europe, 

simply closed their doors. Manufacturers slumped from a robust 9672 concerns in 1816 to a 

measly 2137 in 1819, including seven of eight hemp bag producers in Kentucky. One-half million 

workers lost their jobs, while more than eight-thousand paupers wandered the streets of New 

York City alone. Many citizens suffered - the wealthier bankers, merchants, and manufacturers 

side-by-side with the poorer farmers, draymen, coopers, carters, boatmen, and mechanics.  Where 

previous downturns, like the one caused by Jefferson's Embargo, had triggered localized 

economic problems, all regions of the nation and every economic strata of society shared in the 

Panic's pain.
19
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 As the American economy floundered, Crawford leapt into action to save the US 

Treasury and the BUS, regarding both as intimate partners. Unlike his rocky relationship with 

Jones, Crawford cooperated directly with Cheves. He glossed over the BUS' many charter 

violations and fully supported the new bank President's contraction policy. Bedeviled by his 

Congressional critics for some answers to the nation's economic mess, Crawford's 1820 currency 

report blisteringly critiqued the state banks. The Secretary had always favored as much 

convertibility of banknotes to specie as possible and his report blamed the Panic on state bank 

profligacy. Their excessive issue of paper money, Crawford noted scornfully, had created "a 

fictitious state of things, extremely adverse to the sober, frugal, and industrious habits, which 

ought to be cherished in a republic." Sharply contracting the number of existing state banks and 

prohibiting them from issuing small denomination notes, Crawford sternly argued, would force 

the state banks to return to fully convertible notes.  Meanwhile government revenues, obtained 

principally from custom duties and public land sales, had declined dramatically in the Panic. As 

payments into the Treasury ebbed, yearly budget deficits ballooned distressingly. On the Panic's 

one-year anniversary, the national debt towered to an eye-popping $89,000,000. Eschewing 

politically unpopular internal taxes to cover some of the shortfall, Crawford instead exploited his 

cozy relationship with Cheves. The BUS loaned the government two-million dollars at a highly 

favorable six percent interest. Though not reaching their pre-Panic strength, Crawford and Cheves 

together had financially stabilized both the BUS and the Treasury by 1822.
20

 

 Unfortunately, the recovery proved far less dynamic for many ordinary citizens. While 

the economy slowly improved in some areas, pockets of real misery filled with angry voters 

persisted into the 1824 election cycle. New England's banks proved the soundest, followed at a 
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fair distance by those in the middle Atlantic states. Southern banks remained wobbly, while in the 

wildcat West utter bedlam reigned. State governments reflected post-Panic voter dissatisfaction. 

Legislatures debated debtor relief in the West, South, and even in staid New England. Eight states 

enacted stay laws placing moratoria on debt collection, while similar proposals were narrowly 

defeated in six others. In a move guaranteed to irritate the Treasury Secretary, several western 

states passed currency expansion laws empowering state-chartered banks and loan offices to 

further expand the paper money supply.
21

 

 The Panic had originated from a variety of sources; the vagaries of international trade, the 

hard-braking BUS, and the excesses of state bankers, speculators, and borrowers had coalesced 

fatally to undermine the economy. Many citizens missed this complexity however and fingered 

one arch-villain as the architect of their misfortune.  Nearly everyone blamed the Bank of the 

United States solely. Hard moneyists condemned its pre-contraction pro-paper stance. Eastern 

workers loathed being paid in its rapidly-depreciating notes. Private bankers resented its power 

over the nation's financial system.  Westerners despised it for restraining local banks from issuing 

easy-credit paper. Farmers assailed it for calling in their loans and then seizing their properties. 

Even in regions that had recovered from the Panic, bitter memories of the BUS remained potent. 

Unfortunately for a prospective presidential candidate, many voters linked Crawford indelibly to 

the domineering Bank. He had championed the creation of the first BUS and now served as 

principle cheerleader for the second. While voters might demand economic solutions from all the 

presidential contenders, Crawford's successful candidacy would uncomfortably depend on 

extricating himself from his close association with the BUS.
22
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A Compromised Compromise: The Slavery Deal That Satisfied Everyone And No One   

 While Crawford grappled with the onset of economic chaos in early 1819, political chaos 

suddenly gripped Congress at the same time. When a bill addressing the Missouri Territory's 

preliminary admission to the Union came before the House, New York Representative James 

Tallmadge unexpectedly proposed amending it with anti-slavery provisions. His amendment 

prohibited Missourians from introducing any additional slaves into their would-be state and for 

good measure mandated that children born to slaves in the territory be freed by age twenty-five. 

Tallmadge's bombshell legislation sparked a two-year political tussle over the "Missouri 

Question" that was less a "fire-bell in the night" that presaged future strife as Thomas Jefferson 

maintained and more a five-alarm inferno that engulfed congressional politics in the present.
23

 

 The House passed the Missouri bill with Tallmadge's amendment attached in February 

1819, but the measure failed in the Senate. A year-long series of debates about congressional 

restriction of slavery in the territories ensued. Northern antislavery pro-restrictionists faced off 

against Southern proslavery anti-restrictionists, each side hurling heated harangues at the other. 

Despite the bitter invective however, Congress managed to patch together a compromise. The 

Senate combined two House bills that admitted Missouri as a slave state and Maine as a free state, 

and then added the Thomas amendment which restricted slavery in the Louisiana Purchase 

territory above the parallel 36°30′ north latitude except for in the new state of Missouri. Each 

portion of the bill attracted a different coalition of southerners and northerners, but all parts 

passed by small margins. House Representatives split the Senate package back into three separate 

bills. The Thomas amendment and the Maine legislation proved sufficiently sweet plums, 

inducing enough Northerners to switch their votes or abstain. By a razor-thin 90-87 margin, 

Missouri gained admittance to the Union without any restrictions on slavery. The Senate 
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approved the new batch of legislation and the President signed the Missouri Compromise on 

March 6, 1820.
24

 

 Monroe himself deserved much credit that the Compromise bills even reached his desk. 

The President had played another "double game" behind-the-scenes to ensure passage of the 

legislation. As a slaveholder but also an "antislavery pragmatist," Monroe publicly endorsed the 

principle of slavery's expansion into western territories while working privately to exclude it in 

practice. He promised his southern allies that he would never compromise with restrictionists, 

while working closely with northern anti-restrictionists, like Martin Van Buren, to side-line the 

extremists on both sides of the issue. Monroe probably encouraged his Cabinet secretaries to prod 

their own Congressional allies toward compromise, since prominent followers of Crawford, 

Calhoun, and Adams played key roles in the final settlement. He also effectively exploited rumor, 

innuendo, and patronage to achieve his ends. The President convinced many Republicans to 

support the Compromise by arguing that the Missouri dispute had been hatched as a Federalist 

plot to divide them and that Southern threats of disunion were frighteningly genuine. With his 

goal achieved, Monroe effectively concealed his handiwork by cutting his ties to the northern 

anti-restrictionists. His work on the Compromise meshed comfortably with the other double 

games he was already playing - the dissolution of all parties framed as an amalgamation of 

Federalists into the Republican party and his covert support of Calhoun's presidential bid behind 

the facade of strict neutrality. Monroe, after years of navigating the devious worlds of European 

diplomacy and U.S. Cabinets, had developed a flair for crafty maneuvering.
25
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 While Monroe toiled in the shadows, Speaker of the House Henry Clay paraded into the 

spotlight as the public face of the Compromise.  Though he hoped for slavery's ultimate 

extinction in the U.S., Clay delivered a series of speeches demanding the restriction-free 

admittance of Missouri. He gyrated between tear-inducing pathos and fear-mongering fervor, 

pulling a myriad of facial expressions, hand gestures, and voice inflections out of his theatrical 

bag-of-tricks.  Still, he worked frantically in private for concessions from both sides. Clay had 

hand-picked the committee of conciliatory-minded moderates that broke the Senate package into 

the three passable parts, especially following some strong-arm coercion from the Speaker himself. 

Clay saved his deftest parliamentary maneuver for the last moment. Hoping to exploit a feeling of 

buyers' remorse from both sides of the issue, eccentric Virginia Representative John Randolph 

demanded the approved bills be reconsidered as per House rules. The Speaker demurely promised 

Randolph a revote, but decreed that routine business must be completed first. While Randolph 

waited restlessly, Clay slyly dispatched the bills to the Senate and went on with workaday 

matters, including an unnecessary reading of the House journal. Just as the moment for a revote 

arrived, Clay's clerk returned from the other chamber with the already approved Compromise 

package. Despite an outraged diatribe from Randolph, few Representatives wished to reopen the 

now settled Missouri question. The Virginian's demand for a reconsideration went down in a 71-

61 defeat notwithstanding Clay's questionable legislative shenanigans.
26

 

 Clay's victory proved short-lived. The Compromise legislation had merely enabled 

Missouri to establish a constitution and state government in preparation for official admittance. 

Unsurprisingly, Missourians drafted a constitution that permitted slavery, but also went the extra 

mile and barred all "free negroes and mulattoes" from even setting foot on state soil. Since free 

blacks were citizens in some states, this clause clearly violated the second section of Article IV of 
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the U.S. Constitution that guaranteed "all Privileges and Immunities" to the citizens of each state 

in all other states.  When a bill authorizing Missouri's final admission into the Union reached 

Congress  in January 1821, yet another firestorm ensued. Southerners insisted that Missouri was 

already a state, while northerners asserted that its perfidious constitution not only abrogated the 

hard-won Compromise, but blocked its admittance entirely.
27

 

 If some legislative magic was required to force both sides into a second compromise, 

Clay once again proved dexterous with his parliamentary wand. No longer Speaker but still a 

Representative, Clay muscled aside House leadership and took charge of the situation. The Senate 

had already voted to admit Missouri without endorsing its constitution. Speaking nearly every day 

over an almost three week period, Clay pressed the House to follow the Senate's lead. He argued 

that federal oversight would effectively nullify Missouri's offensive constitutional clause. Despite 

his passionate entreaties that blocking Missouri from the Union would trigger disunion, the House 

on three separate occasions voted down a Clay-authored bill admitting the territory.
28

 

 In the midst of trying to disentangle these serious issues, Congress faced one 

embarrassing imbroglio after another over utterly trivial matters. The House wasted three days of 

debate and five tie votes trying to determine whether memorials from Missouri should be 

recorded as from "the State of," "the Legislature of," "the Territory of," or "the late Territory of" 

Missouri. The absurd spectacle continued during the counting of 1820 presidential electoral votes. 

The Senate had included Missouri's in their tally, while the House had omitted the territory's 

votes from theirs. Confused shouting, hysterical rants, raucous demands for order, and Senators 

fleeing the room twice to avoid readings of the House's votes dominated this comic charade. 

Amidst the bedlam Clay's voice of reason championed a "go-by" in which the votes would be 

totaled both with and without Missouri's since in each case President Monroe would be re-
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elected. Ultimately, Clay's solution allowed the results to be declared despite another round of 

shameful pandemonium during the announcement.
29

 

 With the presidential vote-counting behind him, Clay returned to the difficult business of 

forging a second compromise. In February Representatives approved Clay's bill for the formation 

of a joint House/Senate special committee charged with devising a solution to Missouri's troubled 

admission. Once again, the former-Speaker skated on the edge of accepted Congressional 

practice. His bill mandated that committee members be selected by ballot rather than the 

customary appointment by the Speaker. Then Clay himself proposed the list of prospective 

committee members. Predictably, he placed his own name first, but he also included numerous 

northern moderates and, shockingly, two southern proslavery firebrands including John 

Randolph! Clay's maneuver proved to be a political masterstroke; Randolph's addition to the 

committee significantly muzzled his usual outlandish carping from the House floor. The 

Representatives endorsed Clay's list and he immediately convened the joint committee almost 

round-the-clock over several days. Clay compelled the members to back a deliberately ambiguous 

resolution. "I coaxed, soothed, scorned, defied them, by turns as I thought the best effect was to 

be produced," he recalled proudly. They authored a new bill that admitted Missouri, provided its 

legislature pledged to never pass any laws "by which any citizen, of either of the states in this 

Union, shall be excluded from the enjoyment of any of the privileges and immunities to which 

such citizen is entitled under the Constitution of the United States." Under cover of the night and 

without the required permission from the House, Clay immediately ordered the "Second Missouri 

Compromise" printed in preparation for voting the next day. His wheeling and dealing succeeded 

handsomely.  After some perfunctory debate, weary Representatives approved Clay's measure 87-
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81. Missouri's legislature publicly complied with Congress' condition four months later and 

Monroe pronounced the state admitted to the Union on August 10, 1821.
30

 

 Clay was heralded as the "Great Compromiser" and the "Savior of the Union" - at least 

by his friends and allies anyway. While there was celebration in Missouri, many southerners now 

realized the precarious position that slavery occupied in a nation dominated by free states and 

many northerners resented yielding anything to the slave state minority. Simultaneously, debates 

about free blacks and their status in new states surely troubled a white electorate in both sections 

already discomforted by "the problem of freedom vested in a population whose equality they 

denied." The Compromise may have saved the Union, but it left a sour after-taste in everyone's 

mouth and Clay was the bartender who had mixed the drink. Even the process of politics that had 

been necessary to pass the Compromise exposed the former Speaker to criticism. While Clay 

hoped to base his outdoors campaign on indoors success, the secret deals, the obtuse language, 

the not-so-subtle arm-twisting, the skirting of the rules, and the debates over trivial issues while 

the nation's real problems festered had disgusted many voters. Clay's presidential rivals safely 

criticized aspects of the deal in private conversations with sympathetic supporters, while publicly 

endorsing the Compromise. None of them shared Clay's intimate connection with the deal, 

however. While voters might reward Clay for saving the Union, he potentially faced blame from 

those fearful for the future of slavery and those fearful that slavery had a future.
31
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The Decline (And Fall?) Of The American Republic: The Politics Of Corruption 

 The troubled legacy of an unsuccessful war, the forced amalgamation between two 

antagonistic parties, a severe economic downturn, and now an unsatisfying compromise over 

slavery - each event in turn proved that mostly bad feelings had dominated the Era of Good 

Feelings. As one shock followed another, two unannounced presidential candidates engaged in a 

bit of soul-searching. In March of 1820 on a shared a carriage ride into the countryside, Calhoun 

and Adams evaluated the national mood.  Both elite politicos agreed that a sense of angry malaise 

gripped the body politic. Calhoun gloomily noted that the "immense revolution of fortunes in 

every part of the Union; enormous numbers of persons utterly ruined; [and] multitudes in deep 

distress" had created "a general mass of disaffection to the government." Adams calculated that 

the "suffering interests" would "turn against each other" and produce dueling agriculture and 

manufacturing parties in future Congresses. Both agreed that "a vague but wide-spread 

discontent" had contaminated the national psyche. Calhoun predicted that the "general impression 

that there was something radically wrong in the administration of Government" would energize 

voters who were "ready to seize upon any event and looking out anywhere for a leader." The two 

Secretaries once close personal relationship had settled into polite wariness over their clashing 

ambitions, so neither stated the obvious. Both men undoubtedly believed that they were the leader 

their unhappy fellow citizens longingly sought.
32

 

 Though elite politicians, Calhoun and Adams had correctly fingered the pulse of many 

ordinary Americans. The era's policy clashes, toxic partisanship, financial disasters, and bitter 

sectionalism certainly stoked the "wide-spread discontent" roiling the electorate, but wistful 

memories also added to its "disaffection." With the fiftieth anniversary of the Revolution looming 
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and most of the Founders dead or long-retired, many Americans dwelled nostalgically on their 

heroic past. Unfortunately, their present reality clashed harshly with their idealistic recollections 

of allegedly happier times. Though the actual Revolution had been chaotic and challenging, 

memories of the Revolution shimmered with unambiguous glory. Many believed the small-r 

republicanism of the Founders had triumphed over monarchy and aristocracy. By championing 

liberty, Americans had placed the power to govern in the hands of the people through their 

elected representatives. Maintaining republicanism required virtue in citizens and leaders alike. 

Regrettably, amidst troubling political turmoil and haunted by nostalgia, many Americans felt the 

U.S. had abandoned its Revolutionary virtue and lost its way. The brash self-confidence often 

vocalized during the Era of Good Feelings actually concealed nagging self-doubts. The nation 

had declined from its celebrated past.
33

 

 While ordinary citizens might subconsciously condemn themselves, they often blamed 

their elected leaders for national declension. Effective republicanism required a politics of virtue 

as the Founders had supposedly practiced. Today's politicos had seemingly abandoned the quaint 

notions of their predecessors however. As the nation's partisan newspapers enthusiastically 

blared, scheming intrigues, backroom deals, unscrupulous alliances, and noxious rumor-

mongering dominated the current practice of politics. Some politicians may have secretly yielded 

to the power of office-holding and even exploited shady manipulation to advance politically. As 

the turbulent events of the Era of Good Feelings unfolded, some voters worried that this 

corruption actually threatened the Republic itself.
34

 

 Far outside the capital's corridors of power, one not-so-ordinary citizen avidly devoured 

the nation's newspapers. In the study of his Federal-style plantation house just south of Nashville, 
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General Andrew Jackson carefully digested the current political situation from his eighteen 

newspaper subscriptions and what he read sickened him. He began composing "memorandoms" - 

private notes to himself - that detailed the "perfidious conduct" of Washington's political elites. 

The General already harbored intense personal resentments against establishment powers. In early 

1819 as the nation's finances nearly collapsed and Congress commenced their bitter debate over 

Missouri, Representatives somehow found the time to ponder four separate resolutions censuring 

Jackson for his actions in the First Seminole War.  Though Congress broadly rejected each 

measure, the General never forgave the two prime movers behind this alleged assault on his 

honor. Crawford had spearheaded the Cabinet's condemnation of him, while Clay had marshaled 

the anti-Jackson forces in the House. For the General it was a short mental leap from personal 

animosity toward individual political enemies to a broad indictment of the practice of American 

politics. He would later tell his nephew, "In our republican Government (where it ought not to 

exist, and nothing but integrity & virtue in its officers be found) you will find, hypocrisy, 

duplicity, and the lowest kind of intrigue, practiced by those in power to agrandise [sic] 

themselves, those who think the object is worthy of the means to obtain it, let those means be ever 

so Treacherous or base." In Jackson's run for Presidency, the capital itself would be in his cross-

hairs and the General might prove to be the very leader that Calhoun believed Americans 

sought.
35
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CHAPTER 4: ELECTIONEERING WITHOUT ELECTIONEERING 

 Ordinary Americans endured the political, partisan, economic, and sectional tensions 

besetting the Era of Good Feelings, but many demanded, with what George Dangerfield called 

"democratic urgency," solutions to these problems from their elected officials. As American 

political culture increasingly democratized, more ordinary people began voting in presidential 

elections. Because presidential candidates needed the votes of regular citizens to win the highest 

office, they too needed to acknowledge the everyday concerns of the non-elite electorate and 

employ some innovative methods for carrying their message to voters. Campaigns distributed 

pamphlets and published sports-themed cartoons meant to influence the masses, while candidate 

biographies and political buttons aimed at regular Americans also made their first appearance in a 

U.S. presidential election. To gauge the effectiveness of their innovative campaign methods, 

presidential candidates straw-polled ordinary voters for the first time.
1
 

 Despite the changes to political culture however, traditional methods of winning the 

presidency remained crucial. American presidential candidates had always needed organizations, 

correspondence committees, and newspapers to win elections and the campaign of 1824 would be 

no different. Every candidate belonged to the same party however, so the contenders could not 

rely solely upon existing Republican apparatus; each man would have to assemble his own 

components of a traditional campaign. The democratized electorate made this process more 

difficult however. Ordinary voters harbored republican notions that prohibited overt campaigning 

for the presidency. Candidates would need to electioneer both elite and non-elite citizens, but 

without appearing to electioneer anyone. They faced a conundrum in 1824. Electioneering helped 

candidates carry their message to voters, but electioneering also repulsed the voters. 
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Here The People Rule: The Ongoing Democratization Of American Politics 

 Since the colonial era deference had largely defined the relationship between the elected 

elite and the voting masses. The propertied, educated, and wealthy minority enjoyed the leisure 

time and social status seemingly necessary for office-holding, with the poorer and less-educated 

majority relegated to passing judgment on their so-called betters via elections. With ordinary 

citizens as bystanders in the political process, elite politicians dominated the system,  choosing 

the candidates, building the coalitions, running the campaigns, and defining the issues. By the 

early 1820's however, this deferential political culture had seriously eroded.  Establishment elites 

actively encouraged more mass participation in politics during the First Party System. As 

Federalists and Republicans waged increasingly fierce partisan warfare, they needed every 

weapon available to win elections even if some of those weapons might ultimately be turned 

against them to diminish their control over the political process. As a means of attracting ordinary 

voters, politicians tried to link broad national issues to parochial geographic and economic 

concerns. Vote-mustering drives to support or defeat these issues augmented popular involvement 

in elections. Politicians may have adopted democratizing means for their own self-interested 

ends, but their methods unsurprisingly stoked a hunger for increased mass participation in the 

political system. Deference remained an important aspect of the culture of course, demanding that 

the 1824 presidential aspirants still curry favor with political elites, but the candidates were 

forced to navigate a far more democratized political landscape than their predecessors.
2
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  Voting laws clearly telegraphed this democratization, as more ordinary people gained 

access to a ballot. When new states had entered the Union each almost invariably enfranchised all 

adult white males, but even the original thirteen had begrudgingly enlarged their voter rolls. Most 

of New England and the Middle states had slowly liberalized franchise laws, so that by 1824 only 

five states - Rhode Island, Virginia, Louisiana, and the Carolinas - retained some combination of 

taxpaying or property-owning requirements that significantly restricted adult white male voting. 

As the electorate expanded, the offices they directly controlled, including the presidency, also 

increased. Since the Constitution had not specified a selection method for presidential electors, 

many state legislatures had initially managed this choice. From five of the sixteen states in 1800, 

eighteen of the twenty-four states had bowed to public pressure by 1824 and sanctioned popular 

elections to pick the electors. Only the six hold-out legislatures of Vermont, Delaware, New 

York, South Carolina, Georgia, and Louisiana controlled their state's presidential choice in 1824.  

Even the process of elections invited increased mass participation. Reductions in the size of 

election districts made voting more accessible in rural precincts, while accommodating the 

increase in voters everywhere. Voters also faced less polling place intimidation on election day as 

secret paper ballots continued steadily displacing viva voce voting; even Connecticut's notorious 

"Stand Up Law," that required voters to publicly stand up and declare their vote, had been 

abolished in 1818.  Enhanced citizen engagement in the process fed a growing allure with politics 

among ordinary people. Elite indoor debates spilled outdoors as public questions, including the 

presidency, were contested in barrooms, parlors, streets and squares  as much as in the halls of 

Congress. Though women and slaves remained un-enfranchised and free black males suffered 

growing restrictions on their right to vote, democratization had given more adult white males a 

greater stake in the presidential derby.
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 The 1824 contenders both realized and acknowledged the enhanced popular role in 

picking a president. One Jackson backer sniped that a candidate's supporters "think they have 

done him a great favor - every scrub in the Country considers himself entitled to take what liberty 

He pleases...a successful Candidate must be all things to all men." More positively, Henry Clay 

positioned himself as an actual creature of the voters. "Candidates," the Speaker ostentatiously 

declared, "ought to be (as in name and fact I have endeavored honestly to be) Clay in the potter's 

hands. And that potter is the public." Winning in 1824 would require a greater engagement with 

the voters than any previous presidential candidate had practiced. Unfortunately for the hopefuls 

however, the public's pesky republican beliefs seriously circumscribed any "electioneering" for 

the high office. Many believed that the presidency should be bestowed by the voters upon a high-

minded, disinterested individual as a reward for superior public service. Already on alert for 

perceived corruption in the system, most voters deemed any candidate actively canvassing for 

votes as automatically disqualified from consideration. "The Presidency of the United States," 

William Lowndes ponderously proclaimed, "is not, in my opinion, an office to be either solicited 

or declined." The 1824 election would challenge the candidates' political skills. Democratization 

required electioneering the voters, but republicanism all but barred electioneering the voters!
4
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 At the very least, every candidate paid lip-service to the strictures against overt 

campaigning for the presidency. Martin Van Buren, one of Crawford's principle advisors, averred 

that "the People proudly regard [public office] as reserved for free-will offerings. Nothing is so 

likely to offend and repel  their confidence as appeals for their support." His candidate echoed 

these sentiments. "I shall not degrade myself by importunity," Crawford insisted, "or suffer it to 

be done by others." Winning would simply mean that he was "forced into office" by the citizenry.  

The erudite Adams promised to follow "The Macbeth Policy" based on the Shakespeare quote "If 

chance will have me king, why chance may crown me Without my stir." Adams added that 

"Detur digniori is the inscription upon the prize." For non-Latin speaking voters, the phrase could 

be translated as "Let it be given to the more worthy." Meanwhile, Clay informed one supporter 

that he was "desirous to prevent an obtrusion of my name upon the public notice," while to 

another he even disdained the use of the word "candidate." Calhoun joined this chorus. "I am 

much more attached to principle than promotion," he professed, "The result...is not to be unduly 

solicitous of my own advancement."  Jackson offered the most direct  pledge against 

electioneering. "I have no desire, nor do I expect ever to be called to fill the Presidential chair," 

he stated emphatically, "but should this be the case...it shall be without any exertion on my 

part...all that can be expected of me, is to obay [sic] the call of the people and execute the duties." 

The General ensured widespread public notice of his pious proclamation by repeating this pledge 

ad nauseam in his steady stream of correspondence. By conceding these constraints, the 

presidential candidates accepted 1824's tricky political landscape. The deferential, democratic, 

and republican facets of the political culture demanded a traditional campaign targeting political 

elites blended with an innovative campaign aimed at raucously rousing popular support by 

shouting but in subdued republican tones. Candidates would need to employ every available 
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technique - from conventional organizational and press-based politics to the inventive popular 

campaigning - in their ambitious quest for the White House.
5
 

 

In Through The Out-Of-Doors: Popular Politics For A Democratized Electorate 

 In a nod to the increasing importance of ordinary voters, the presidential campaigns 

freely scattered electioneering literature to influence public opinion. Pamphlets, long a staple of 

American politics, were usually distributed unsigned or under an alias, so they could not be 

directly traced to the candidates themselves and therefore did not violate the republican 

limitations on electioneering. These documents either burnished a contender's image, sullied his 

opponents', or sometimes did both. Georgia Governor John Clark, Crawford's inveterate enemy in 

state politics, published one of the first pamphlets in the election. Distributed in 1819 and then 

reprinted in 1824, Consideration on the Purity of Principles of W. H. Crawford, Esq. brimmed 

with years-old charges against the Treasury Secretary. The booklet alleged that Crawford had 

slandered other Georgia politicians, improperly interfered in state legislative investigations, and  - 

most explosively - secretly profited from an illegal slave-smuggling operation. Ironically, Clark 

also castigated Crawford for dueling, without mentioning that he himself had been the opposing 

duelist! Crawford lambasted the "greatest depravity and blackest malignity" contained in the 

pamphlet, but his own allies retaliated with An Address to the People of the United States, on the 

Presidential Election. Spread widely in the southwest, it soundly skewered both Jackson and 

Adams. The General denounced this "vile and false production" as a product of his enemies. 

Indeed, Jesse Benton, veteran of a bar fight with Jackson, had authored the pamphlet, while 
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Colonel Nicholas Perkins, whom Jackson had once court-martialed, helped disseminate it 

widely.
6
 

 In a more positive vein, Calhounites distributed  Principles, Not Men in support of the 

Secretary of War's candidacy. Calhoun's literature underscored his "Republican principles and 

enlightened national policy," while showcasing his selfless disinterest. "For myself, political life 

has no charms," Calhoun insisted, "but as a means to advance the great destinies of our country." 

Meanwhile, several Jackson publications extolled the General's virtues for the voters. An Address 

to the People of Ohio on the Important Subject of the Next Presidency touted Jackson's candidacy 

in the northwestern states, but the most influential pamphlet of the entire election cycle may have 

been the nationally-distributed  Letters of Wyoming. Originally published as eleven pieces in 

Philadelphia's Columbian Observer during June and July 1823, the Letters received much wider 

circulation as a 110-page pamphlet in 1824. Although penned under the alias "Wyoming," 

Jackson crony John Eaton had actually written them. He based the letters on the "memorandoms" 

Jackson had recorded from his angry perusal of the newspapers, sometimes quoting exact phrases 

from the General's notes. The Letters focused squarely on political corruption emanating from the 

very center of power. "Look to the city of Washington," Wyoming screeched, "and let the 

virtuous patriots of the country weep at the spectacle. There corruption is...fast flourishing." The 

nation's elite politicians comprised an "ARISTOCRACY" that threatened to turn ordinary citizens 

into "mere instruments of the men in power." The solution to the mess in the capital rested on the 

"yeomanry" electing a new president. The nation needed a man who was "never in Europe" and 

"never the HEAD OF A DEPARTMENT,"  which helpfully excluded almost every candidate 

running. Only Andrew Jackson could end the corruption, because he was a "private citizen, 
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committed to no party, pledged to no system, allied to no intrigue, free of all prejudices, but 

coming directly from the people." For citizens wistfully yearning for the heady days of the 

nation's fight for independence, Wyoming implored them to "remember, he was of the 

Revolution!" Voters weary of the multiple crises that had rocked the Union during the Era of 

Good Feelings faced a critical cross-roads. "Who shall govern this nation," Wyoming demanded, 

"the People or the Leading Men?" The booklet proved quite popular. "The pamphlets Mr. Eaton 

sent me," one ally told Jackson, "have done much good. I wish I had more of them." Only 

election results however could confirm the resonance of Jackson's anti-corruption message.
7
 

 While political pamphlets predated American independence, for the first time three 

candidates published campaign biographies expressly as a positive image-making exercise for the 

voters. Calhoun's made the earliest appearance; it was serialized in nine installments in 

Philadelphia's Franklin Gazette during the spring and summer of 1822. Adams' followed in 1824 

as a series of letters from "Tell" in the Baltimore American that had actually been edited by the 

Secretary of State himself. These biographies crafted different public personas for their respective 

candidates. Calhoun's stressed his patriotism, intelligence, and independence, claiming he ignored 

the "personal consequences" of his public decisions. "He is not one of those timid and time-

serving politicians," his biographer insisted in an evident swipe at Crawford, "who mark and 

follow 'the shiftings of the popular breeze.'" Adams' highlighted his patrician background, 

education, cosmopolitanism, and illustrious record of public service, but it also backhandedly 

criticized Crawford by noting the Secretary of State had maintained "consistent republican 

principles." Though both Secretary's biographies lionized their subjects, they were also meant to 
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condemn the front runner for his unprincipled pursuit of the newly-popular Radicals as a means 

of satisfying his personal political ambitions. Meanwhile in mid-June 1824, the always-busy 

Eaton updated and republished his hagiographic Life of Andrew Jackson for voters eager to read 

about the General's heroic military exploits.
8
 

 While campaign biographies or electioneering pamphlets might emphasize a candidate's 

traditional values, sports-themed political cartoons offered an alternative, more plebian image of 

the presidential contenders. Quite uncommon before 1820, these caricatures suddenly proliferated 

during the 1824 presidential election. 'A Foot Race' cartoon published in Boston depicted the 

candidates as horses vying for a $25,000 purse, an amount intentionally representing the 

President's salary. In this New England version, the Adams horse led the pack of course, while 

the Jackson thoroughbred held a commanding lead in the "Political Horse Racing" cartoon that 

ran in the Nashville Gazette. Meanwhile Lexington's Kentucky Reporter featured a "Woodbee" 

cartoon that placed "Henry Woodbee" well ahead of "John Q. Woodbee" and "William H. 

Woodbee" in a footrace between the men who "would be" President. Sport-themed cartoons had 

been avoided in the past because horseracing, cock-fighting, and gambling had been deemed 

antithetical to republican values, but increasing democratization encouraged the interpretation of 

elite politics using egalitarian metaphors. Ordinary voters might better identify with high-political 

president-making presented as a popular game. More importantly, most of these sports-themed 

cartoon appeared before the election and without picking a winner of the race, implying that the 

reader's vote was required for a contender to triumph.
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 Alongside the increase in sports-themed cartoons, straw polls made their first appearance 

in the 1824 presidential election and represented yet another concession to the increasingly 

democratized political culture. "Prematurely collecting the opinion of the people," one newspaper 

editor observed, "was never resorted to, we believe on any former occasion." Polls were first 

taken in North Carolina and Delaware, but soon spread to nearly every state. Hoping to prove 

Crawford's unpopularity with ordinary voters, Calhoun supporters conducted many of the initial 

polls, but they soon abandoned the practice when the Secretary of War began losing most of his 

polls to Jackson. Polling continued unabated however, and in a wide variety of venues. The 

questioners often polled potential voters at campaign rallies or meetings called to endorse a 

certain candidate. Other citizens recorded their presidential preference at gatherings convened for 

other purposes, such as militia musters, grand juries, tax gatherings, and Fourth of July 

celebrations. Hotels and some public places maintained "poll books" open for several days for 

registering choices, while impromptu polls of barroom patrons or steamship passengers recorded 

the opinion of these random assemblies. Even elections were not sacrosanct; when voting for 

other offices, citizens might be asked to indicate their presidential preference by a show of hands 

or by writing it on the back of the ballot. While clearly unscientific from a modern standpoint, 

these polls also faced contemporaneous skepticism. Critics, usually the supporters of candidates 

who lost the poll, noted that these surveys sampled only a small sliver of citizens and contained 

numerous ineligible voters, including minors. They insisted that poll voting was bought, coerced, 

or inevitable, especially at venues favorable to certain candidates - naturally Jackson would win a 

straw poll of the militia! Still, polls of meetings called to endorse a particular candidate 

sometimes endorsed another contender. Only some of the campaigns could be heartened by poll 

results. While most New England polls projected Adams as the winner and Clay notched a few 

victories in the west,  Jackson won an overwhelming majority of the nation's polls. With North 

Carolina's pointing to a shocking upset of Crawford by Jackson in that state, these surveys should 
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have cautioned the other campaigns against underestimating the General's electability. Perhaps 

Jackson kept winning polls because his campaign specifically targeted rank-and-file voters, as 

evidenced by another contribution his supporters made to American presidential politics. They 

minted the first political button ever used in a campaign for the presidency, a brass medallion 

bearing the likeness of the Hero of New Orleans that ordinary citizens could display on their 

clothes.
10

 

 

A "Concert And Understanding Between Them": Organizing Elite Politicians 

 While the techniques of popular politics represented some innovative additions to 

presidential campaigning in 1824, none of the hopefuls abandoned the more traditional methods 

of winning the White House. American presidential candidates had always relied upon some type 

of organization for election. Although less substantial than future American political parties, in 

the First Party System, groups of individuals had acted together to wage their nominees' 

campaigns for the Presidency. Ironically however, the decline of the Federalist Party actually 

burdened the 1824 Republican aspirants compared to their predecessors. Since all of the 

candidates shared the same party affiliation, none could depend fully upon any existing partisan 

apparatus for winning the election. Each contender would have to build their own personal 

organization - a network of elite politicians and establishment supporters - if they hoped to 

occupy the presidential chair.  Crawford's campaign drove the process. As the frontrunner and 

establishment favorite, he immediately commanded the largest group of backers. "The caballing 

against me is so extensive," Adams grumbled about Crawford's impressive organization, "and so 

many leading men in every part of the Union are engaged in it." The other hopefuls would have to 
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counter with equally powerful organizations if they hoped to upend the Georgian.  As Calhoun 

succinctly informed one of his followers, "You must organize against organization."
11

 

 Each presidential contender recruited a network of "active, enterprising, and influential 

men" throughout the country. Building on their personal friendships, the candidates tried to bring 

together supporters unfamiliar with each other or to exploit one backer as a means to draft his 

prominent friends into the cause. Clay urged one New York supporter to "make the acquaintance" 

of another ally from Louisiana. "He is a gentleman of honor, of intelligence and of discretion, and 

a particular friend of Yours truly," the Speaker noted helpfully. In Washington the candidates 

encouraged coordination among their congressional supporters, while at the state level they 

particularly targeted governors and state legislators. A state's voters could be harvested through 

their chief executive, Calhoun argued, since residents "will be much under the influence of the 

messages of the respective governors." The legislators were important on two fronts; they could 

nominate favored candidates for president, while providing crucial electoral votes in states 

without popularly-elected electors.  Members of an organization were expected to "hold"  or 

"secure" their locality, state, or region for their favorite and candidates might even gain control of 

a state's electoral machinery if they co-opted its key leaders as allies. In turn state politicians 

assumed that a winning candidate would champion the issues they valued and funnel federal 

patronage their way, ensuring their preeminence in any Republican factional battles within 

states.
12
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 While organizations in 1824 simply mirrored traditional First System structures, they 

were also deployed to influence voters in the newly democratized political culture.  With 

presidential candidates virtually barred from electioneering, members of an organization served 

as useful surrogates to circumvent the unspoken rules against campaigning. Wary of making "an 

electioneering exhibit of myself," Jackson declined an invitation to visit states in the North. "At 

every Town & Village where I might alight, a suspicion could be indulged, that they considered 

me there expressly on a pilgrimage after their good opinion," the General noted cautiously, 

"travel anywhere now would be improper."  Facing less public scrutiny however, allies could be 

conscripted to canvass for the candidates surreptitiously. Calhoun sent one supporter from 

Maryland on a swing through the West "to make strong and lasting impressions" on "the publick 

[sic] mind"  - in the Secretary of War's favor of course. Meanwhile Adams, conscious of the 

burden of his Federalist past,  dispatched a backer from Vermont into New York "to make friends 

by giving assurances" that the Secretary of State would head a "Republican administration;" 

another friend was sent to Massachusetts "to give at home a correct views of facts." The lack of a 

candidate's control over his more reckless followers proved a downside of campaigning via 

surrogates  however. One Clay partisan warned the Kentuckian that another friend "altho [sic] 

zealous & devoted...is not distinguished for great discretion, nor for political influence." Similar 

complaints divided Jackson's allies as one supporter suggested ruefully that another was "in his 

dotage," lacked "caution and prudence," and had engendered "ridicule [of] the Jackson cause." 

This same complainer had himself embarrassed Jackson however, with a gruesome public toast 

hoping that "the skins of the enemies of Jackson be converted into carpeting, for his friends to 

dance upon." Despite the potential pitfalls of irresponsible followers however, the 1824 

contenders still sought to assemble the largest, most robust, and most far-reaching organizations 

possible.
13
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 If commanding a potent organization brimming with elite politicos ensured victory in 

1824, then  Crawford seemed certain to win the election. Building on the network of partisans he 

had enlisted for his 1816 nomination battle against Monroe, the Treasury Secretary aligned a 

veritable who's-who of the nation's most influential powerbrokers behind his candidacy. Senators 

John Holmes of Maine, Ohio's Benjamin Ruggles, New Jersey's Mahlon Dickerson, Walter 

Lowrie of Pennsylvania, William Smith of South Carolina, North Carolina's Nathaniel Macon, 

Jesse B. Thomas of Illinois, Virginia's James Barbour, and even Maryland's venerable Samuel 

Smith joined with Representatives Jonathan Russell of Massachusetts, Delaware's Louis McLane, 

John Randolph and John Floyd of Virginia, and Georgia's Thomas W. Cobb in bearing 

Crawford's standard.  Outside the capital former Georgia Senator and current U.S. District Court 

Judge from Alabama Charles Tait and War of 1812 veteran John M. O'Conner were two of 

Crawford's closest confidantes.  The numerous public servants he had worked with over his long 

career generally favored Crawford and he proved quite popular with elite Republicans in eastern 

states with long-standing party machinery. His support was correspondingly weaker in the newer 

states in the West.  Unsurprisingly, the Treasury Secretary towered over the political scene in his 

native Georgia, but his real advantage in the electoral sweepstakes derived from his supporters in 

the two most politically powerful states in the Union.  First Party System presidential politics had 

been virtually controlled by an unofficial alliance between Virginia and New York with 

Presidents drawn from the Old Dominion and Vice Presidents from the Empire State. This time 

around the most prominent politicos in both states joined Crawford's team. In Virginia, tart-

tongued ideologue Thomas Ritchie, editor of the influential Richmond Enquirer and leader of the 

shadowy Richmond Junto, and his numerous acolytes became early promoters of Crawford's 

cause. Meanwhile, New York's wily Senator Martin Van Buren, after rejecting bids for his 
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allegiance from both Adams and Calhoun, threw the considerable political weight of his 

formidable Albany Regency behind Crawford.  Van Buren used his influence with editor 

Mordecai Noah to align the New York National Advocate newspaper behind Crawford. Ritchie 

and Van Buren had taken different routes to the Georgian's candidacy - Crawford's defense of the 

Radical agenda appealed to conservative Virginians, while his role as party luminary attracted 

partisan-minded New Yorkers - but together the support of both men and the states they 

represented daunted Crawford's rivals. "However discordant," Calhoun grumbled, 

"cooperation...between the Constitutionists of Virginia and the political managers of New York" 

represented a real threat to rival campaigns. Still, astute observers might have detected some 

worrying warning signs for Crawford's chances. The Treasury Secretary never seemed quite as 

popular with the party's rank and file members as he did with its elite political leaders. Even more 

disquieting for Crawford, he faced outright hostility for his role in the Panic and drew almost no 

organizational support from Republicans in the Northwestern states, including electoral vote-rich 

Ohio.  His rivals mostly overlooked Crawford's organizational deficiencies however. "His party is 

so strong," Adams groused, "and they have such a ruffian-like manner of bearing down 

opposition that impartial and disinterested persons are intimidated." Crawford seemed 

unstoppable. He was the darling of the Radical faction and Crawfordites dominated Congress, 

controlled several statehouses, and even two former Presidents, Republican legends Jefferson and 

Madison, enthusiastically supported the Treasury Secretary.
14
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 Organizationally, Crawford's only serious rival was Adams. Despite facetiously insisting 

that "I need advice very much, and have no one to advise me," the Secretary of State assembled a 

fairly impressive team of active supporters. A varied mix of port collectors, postmasters, state 

legislators, jurists, lawyers, and editors from around the Union counted themselves Adams' men. 

He had allies in Washington as well, including his Departmental staff, the Secretary to the Florida 

Claims Commission, and even - in secret - an auditor in his rival's Treasury Department, who 

kept him well-informed about political developments in the capital.  Though exceeded in sheer 

numbers by the Crawfordites in Congress, Adams could rely on House Representatives Timothy 

Fuller and Aaron Hobart of Massachusetts, Connecticut's Gideon Tomlinson, New Yorkers John 

W. Taylor and Albert H. Tracy, William Plumer, Jr. from New Hampshire, Maine's Enoch 

Lincoln, and William Cox Ellis of Pennsylvania for support. More prominently, Vermont Senator 

Horatio Seymour and Former Secretary of the Navy Benjamin Crowninshield vociferously 

endorsed the Secretary of State's candidacy. While some supporters found that Adams' 

unparalleled record of public service rendered him more-than-qualified for the presidency, most 

were specifically attracted to the commercial aspects of his diplomatic career.  The New 

Englander had long championed American trade interests internationally and continental 

expansion - and therefore market growth - domestically. Adams snared numerous allies from the 

nation's shipping, mercantile, and urban seaboard communities. Superficially his organization 

appeared broad-based, with supporters from Virginia, the Carolinas, Illinois, and Kentucky 

among his followers. Delving deeper into the ranks however revealed real concerns about Adams' 

viability outside his region. His most fervent support clearly originated above the Mason-Dixon 

line. Although he could depend upon backing from emigrant Yankees throughout the Union, New 

England was the Secretary of State's powerbase and even Adams understood his regional appeal. 

His organization also acknowledged the sectional patina that colored his candidacy. Criticizing 

the southerners in the race, his ally Fuller asserted that "propriety" demanded that northerners 
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"show at least that they are not disposed to abandon the claim to a candidate of their own." 

Adams certainly agreed; he ultimately jettisoned his sanctified "Macbeth Policy," admitting that 

"chance or merit" did not win presidencies. "Kings are made by politicians," the Secretary of 

State acknowledged, "and the man who sits down waiting to be crowned, either by chance or just 

right, will go bareheaded all his life."
15

 

 The Secretary of War also had no intention of remaining crownless and he too assembled 

an organization to make certain of it.  While clearly dwarfed by the Crawford and Adams 

contingents, Calhoun's backers in Congress included Representatives Joseph Kent, George E. 

Mitchell,  and Stevenson Archer from Maryland, New Yorkers Micah Sterling, Thomas Hill 

Hubbard, and Alfred Conkling, South Carolina's George McDuffie, Joel Poinsett, and Eldred 

Simpkins, and Thomas J. Rogers, John Sergeant, and Samuel D. Ingham of Pennsylvania; New 

Jersey Senator Samuel Southard also favored the Secretary of War. Calhoun actually achieved 

greater success raising adherents outside the capital. Maryland General Assembly members Virgil 

Maxcy, Ezekiel F. Chambers, and George Peter, Charles Fisher from the North Carolina House, 

and Ohio judge John McLean all joined his organization. The politically well-connected Johnson 

family in Kentucky, inveterate enemies of Clay after he had successfully represented the Bank of 

the United States in a suit against them, adopted Calhoun's cause in the Bluegrass state. Despite 

the fact that the nation's most famous soldier was running against him, many military officers 

zealously championed the non-combatant Calhoun, so many in fact that dismissive Crawfordites 

disparagingly labeled him the "Army candidate." Attracted to his vigorous defense build-up, 

Major General Nathan Towson,  Brigadier General Winfield Scott, Major General Jacob Brown, 

and retired Colonel Joseph Swift each fought for Calhoun's candidacy; as the current surveyor of 
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the Port of New York, Swift had personally benefited from the Secretary of War's fortifications 

program, while Scott even declined to run for Governor of Virginia so he could help Calhoun win 

the presidency. Campaigning as a southern nationalist with hoped for northern appeal, Calhoun 

pulled off his greatest coup in Pennsylvania. Philadelphia lawyer George M. Dallas, leader of the 

city's commanding Family Party and attracted to Calhoun's support for activist government, fell 

in line behind the South Carolinian and brought his own organization with him. Finally, hinting at 

the President's secret support, Monroe's sons-in-law Samuel L. Gouverneur and George Hay 

remained Calhoun's greatest confidantes behind the scenes. Indeed, Calhoun's organization-

building mirrored Monroe's attempted non-partisan party amalgamation. Southern nationalists, 

defense-minded northerners, New York Clintonians, and Federalists figured prominently in both 

coalitions. However, the very nature of some of Calhoun's supporters - Federalists who loathed 

Adams, Clintonians hostile to Van Buren, and anti-Radicals wary of Crawford - should have 

troubled the South Carolinian. Certain of his allies seemed less pro-Calhoun than more anti-other 

candidates and they could easily switch their support from the Secretary of War if some other 

more popular contender emerged. Thomas Ritchie acerbically dismissed both Calhoun and his 

potentially brittle organization. "A regular system of puffing...cannot prevail upon the people to 

prefer Mr. Calhoun," he insisted.
16

 

 Disparaging epithets could likewise have been applied to Clay's underwhelming efforts at 

building an organization. With the unshakeable support of the entire Kentucky delegation and a 
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handful of other House Representatives, including  Louisiana's Josiah Johnston with William L. 

Brent and Henry Shaw from Massachusetts, Clay relied on the power of his weighty Speakership 

rather than party-building to buttress his presidential bid in Congress. Instead, he concentrated his 

organizing efforts within the states.  However, unlike the other candidates who tried to build 

national campaigns, Clay focused myopically on those pillars of First System politics Virginia 

and New York.  Already physically linked to the West via the Erie Canal, Clay argued that the 

Empire State should share political affinities with his home-base region as well. "State policy 

which ought to determine the judgment of New York," the Speaker insisted, "obviously indicate 

the expediency of her looking Westwardly." His most reliable ally in this fight was Peter Porter,  

former New York congressman and gubernatorial contender. Porter had initially pledged to 

support the official Republican nominee, but disgusted with Van Buren's machinations in favor of 

Crawford, he began actively politicking for "my friend from Kentucky."  Although Clay stressed 

his deep roots in his birth-state, the Speaker proved a much harder sell in tariff-adverse Virginia. 

His campaign in the Old Dominion rested almost entirely on the shoulders of Francis Brooke, a 

friend of nearly thirty years and now a state legislator. Though Brooke personally detested Clay's 

tariff policies as much as any Virginian, he agreed to back the Kentuckian's bid after extensive 

cajoling from Clay himself. Clay clearly expressed the linkage between the two states. He 

forwarded positive letters from Brooke to Porter "to be used...in exhibiting the true state of things 

in Virginia" while asking Porter to send the Virginians "a true and faithful account of my 

prospects in Albany. Information is wanted there of what exists with you." Beyond the New 

York/Virginia axis, Clay's supporters in other states usually reflected the ideological nature of the 

Kentuckian's issues-oriented candidacy. Clay-men were often locally-prominent small 

businessmen attracted to his stand on internal improvements and protective tariffs and included a 

confectioner, liquor dealer, lottery office owner, brick manufacturer, wholesale grocer, 

bookseller, auction house operator, canal construction contractor, and paper-maker. 
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"Manufacturers feel the debt of gratitude due to their great patron," one staunch Clay backer 

noted.  While Clay always described his organization optimistically however, even the most 

cursory analysis demonstrated its relative weakness compared to groups backing the other 

candidates. Its diminutive size hardly threatened his opponents, prompting one Adams newspaper 

to airily dismiss the Speaker as a "junior candidate" and "more a nominal than a real 

competitor."
17

 

  At its upper level at least, Jackson fielded an even smaller organization than Clay which 

only reinforced his unlikely prospects for victory in the minds of his opponents. Naturally 

suspicious, the General maintained a very narrow, close-knit group of intimates. "I have been 

deceived as you know in men," Jackson told one friend, [so I] "treat all with complacency, but 

make confidents [sic] of but few." His three most trusted advisors had fought side-by-side with 

the General on the battlefield. Retired First Lieutenant Richard Call had served as Jackson's 

personal aide in the Seminole War, while current Tennessee Senator - and Letters of Wyoming 

author - John Eaton had fought as a private soldier for him during the War of 1812. General John 

Coffee had commanded a militia brigade under Jackson during the Battle of New Orleans; he had 

even been involved in Jackson's notorious 1813 barroom brawl with the Benton brothers, 

knocking Thomas Hart Benton down a flight of stairs during the fight. The military bonds linking 

Jackson to some current and former soldiers were strong. William Johnson, a lawyer heading the 

Jackson campaign in Mississippi, had once served as a private in Jackson's personal guards and 
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he introduced himself to the General as "a soldier, who served under you...and who wishes you 

success: still bearing in mind the friendships which were formed in those times of difficulty and 

danger." Elite politicians played a much less significant role for Jackson as compared to other 

candidates. Tennessee's Congressional delegation, led by the respected John Rhea and Jacob C. 

Isacks, backed the General of course, while banker William B. Lewis acted as Jackson's principal 

contact with the powerful Nashville Junto. Jackson's meager band of high profile allies struck 

little fear into his rivals, yet a closer analysis of his supporters might have given them pause. The 

General effectively turned Crawford's problem upside-down as Jackson appeared more popular 

with ordinary Republican voters than with their elite leaders. "You are already secure with the 

multitude," one Pennsylvanian assured Jackson, "A vast number of friends [are] ardently attached 

to your interest...but [are] confined to the lower and middle classes of society...The leading men 

in Pensylvania [sic], with very few exceptions, are opposed to you."  Jackson's supporters also 

spelled trouble for Crawford's rivals who hoped to take advantage of Republican factionalism 

within states. With regular party organizations generally supporting the Treasury Secretary, 

Crawford's opponents tried to align with dissident state-level factions if they existed, for instance 

the "Quids" in New York or "Independent Republicans" in Pennsylvania and North Carolina, but 

these groups seemed to be slowly marching toward the Jackson camp. Backing a political 

outsider appealed to these supporters since they were outsiders themselves in local politics. 

Unfortunately for his rivals however, the superficial weakness of Jackson's organization among 

elite politicians actually concealed its relative strength from the other presidential contenders.
18
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Say It (Carefully) In A Letter: The Power And Perils Of Correspondence 

 When possible the candidates enlisted their allies face-to-face, but in a far-flung republic 

the aspirants most often relied upon correspondence to build their organizations and they 

encouraged their followers to write to each other. "A correspondence between you and Archer is 

important, " Calhoun advised one backer about another, while a Clay adherent in New York 

cheerfully informed the Speaker that he had "within a few days past, received letters from many 

of your best and most influential friends in different parts of the State." Committees of 

Correspondence perpetuated a seemingly endless loop of letters between contenders and their 

allies. The candidates' committees resembled those that had evolved within the states since the 

1790's. Republican state legislators had often appointed members to centrally manage intrastate 

campaigns by corresponding with similar county committees. Since all the 1824 candidates hailed 

from the same party however, they or their supporters formed their own new committees rather 

than using pre-existing apparatus. By election day, every candidate had one or more committees 

of correspondence operating in multiple states. While organizations might be made from men, it 

was the letters they wrote to each other that bound the group together.
19

 

 Letters proved central to electioneering without electioneering. They could generate 

positive buzz about a candidate by exploiting his strength in one area to buttress his campaign in 

another. "Have you any correspondents in Richmond?" Clay asked one Kentuckian, "Letters from 

you, communicating the condition of public sentiment in this quarter, would have the best effect." 

Meanwhile, one exasperated Calhoun supporter derided the Crawfordites for dispatching sixty 
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letters into North Carolina untruthfully claiming that the Treasury Secretary would win New 

York while - apparently oblivious to the irony -simultaneously insisting in the same letter that 

Calhoun himself would triumph in Albany. Letters could also be employed to bludgeon one's 

opponents. In his own correspondence, Jackson quoted a letter from a "highly respectable" New 

Yorker to allege that Crawford and Clay were secretly working together. Old letters could also be 

dusted off to smear a rival. Some Crawfordites exploited Adams' tainted Federalist past by 

distributing the twenty-year-old correspondence between John Adams and William Cunningham 

in which the senior Adams had acerbically and repeatedly denounced Republican icon Thomas 

Jefferson. Clay chuckled delightedly that "the public" would finally be exposed to the "egotism 

vanity & folly" that characterized both father and son, but the younger Adams was not amused. 

Publication was "made for the purpose of injuring me," the Secretary of State fumed, "by exciting 

personal enmities against me among the leading men of both parties." Even letters replete with 

overly rosy "panegyrics" about a candidate could become themselves fodder for attacking one's 

competitors. Crawford ally Thomas Ritchie pilloried Calhoun's Committee of Correspondence. 

"They write from New York that she has turned in his favor," he sneered, "They write from 

Washington that Mr. Crawford is lost...They write from Raleigh that Mr. Calhoun carries the day 

because the Speaker of the House of Representatives is his advocate...Quack medicines and 

lottery offices have not been more active."
20

 

 As Ritchie's attack on Calhoun's Committee demonstrated, candidates needed to treat 

their correspondence carefully. Letters could never appear to be electioneering tools. Clay told 

one supporter to use a pretext when sending campaign-related letters to another politician. "You 

could employ as an occasion to write to him," the Speaker noted helpfully, "that of transmitting a 
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Copy of your argument in the Bank case." Insisting that he never electioneered, Jackson claimed 

that he had "recd [sic] many letters from ever quarter of the united states" about his candidacy, 

but "I have answered none, nor do I intend to answer any." Yet, the General allowed "extracts" 

from his letters to be published in the press as long as "my name is not to be known." Meanwhile 

one Calhoun backer told another, "If you ever publish any part of my letters omit everything that 

relates to the opinion or correspondence of members of Congress here, or give it such a general 

form of expression such as 'letters from New York to Washington state...' &c." Unsurprisingly, 

candidates warily regarded unsolicited letters from strangers as potential "gotcha" gambits from 

other campaigns. Adams observed that many unknown correspondents "professing good will" had 

asked for his opinions on the issues of the day. "I answer very few," he noted, "and perhaps ought 

to answer none. [Even] particular friends...can seldom be answered with entire freedom." 

Calhoun asked a close ally to investigate one letter-writer who had  "connections" and was too 

important to ignore. "I am compelled to be very cautious in my correspondence," the Secretary of 

War explained, "Exercise your own sound discretion, after proper inquiry, as to his character, 

whether to make any communication to him, as from me." Clay himself had been "deceived" by a 

covertly hostile correspondent, but such "unworthy" letter-writers, he sighed, were "one of the 

misfortunes of public life. What can one do but answer civilly and kindly letters which breathe 

nothing but disinterested zeal and devotion?" In the election of 1824 both sending and receiving 

correspondence required careful circumspection.
21
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 Still for all the potential pitfalls, correspondence remained an essential means of 

campaigning for the presidency. While candidate organizations would have been severely 

weakened without the letters the members exchanged, correspondence also proved essential for 

bridging the gap between the politician and the public. When one ally asked Jackson if he could 

publish some of the General's letters, the candidate carefully demurred.  He decided "to leave that 

altogether to your Judgt. & discretion...any thing from me on such a subject...probably would be 

interpreted as aiming at electioneering. That I was pressing my letters thro the country with a 

view to my own advancement." After this politically pious caveat however, Jackson added that 

"this is only thrown out by way of suggestion to you, for I write no letter, the sentiments of which 

I would ever desire to conceal." His correspondent subsequently published Jackson's letters of 

course. Candidates used correspondence to shape public opinion with their version of the facts. 

When one of Clay's letters 'accidentally' found its way into the newspaper, it pleased the Speaker 

that, rather than "through the medium of [Crawfordite] Mr. Ritchie's representation," voters could 

read his unadulterated opinion. "All I feel anxious about," he added, " is that the public should not 

receive an impression that it was my intention that it should be published." In an age of increasing 

democratization, candidates needed correspondence to reach the voters.
22

 

 

Read All About Them: The Candidates And Their Newspaper Networks 

 As Clay implied, even the most politically persuasive letters in the Union would have 

reached only a handful of voters however without the newspapers to bring them into the public 

sphere. Press coverage had long played an important role in presidential politics of course, but by 

1824 newspapers had ballooned into an outsize factor in the race for the White House. The Post 

Office Act of 1792 had permitted any newspaper to be mailed for a nominal fee compared to 
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other materials.  Had newspapers been charged at the same rate as magazines and letters, they 

would have been seven-hundred percent more expensive to transmit. The Act also codified the 

long-standing printer's exchange policy; since the colonial era, editors had been authorized to 

swap one copy of their paper with each other for free as a means to obtain non-local news. Such 

favorable costs and conditions increased the sheer numbers of newspapers circulating throughout 

the country. Published broadsheets expanded at a greater rate than the population and by the early 

1820's there were just over one subscription for every two U.S.  households.  Nearly six million 

newspapers were being sent by mail, comprising one-third to one-half of the total weight of 

materials handled by the Post Office in a given year. Naturally, many elite politicians received 

multiple subscriptions accounting for some of this growth, but ordinary voters also gained more 

access to the news. Newspapers were often a shared experience since they were read aloud, 

ordered by joint subscription, and always publically available in taverns, coffeehouses, and 

hotels. This deluge of newsprint encouraged citizen-involvement in the political process; it both 

enhanced and reflected the increasingly democratized political culture. The expanded electorate 

demanded more newspapers to follow politics while the newspaper expansion stoked increased 

voter interest in politics. Accordingly, national and international affairs predominated over local 

news in most papers and from 1821 forward editors filled column after column with stories about 

the upcoming presidential election. The candidates clearly recognized the importance of the press. 

"An able and active paper," Calhoun observed, "is almost everything in fact in the coming 

contest." He also acknowledged that the editors of these broadsheets "have great weight."
23
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 Editors might carry great weight, but most maintained an uneasy relationship with the 

presidential candidates. Amos Kendall, editor of the Argus of Western America, called his 

profession a "vile business...[I] make great men who never thank me, new enmities which I 

neither wish nor deserve, get praised as a patriot, & cursed as a knave, with but a miserable 

compensation either for my favors or my labors." Politicians returned the disdain. Describing one 

editor, Adams sputtered that "to prove him venal and profligate would only show him fit for the 

trade which he pursues." Adams admitted this editor had talent, experience, knowledge, and 

industry, but sourly added that "his great faculty and power as a slanderer consists in mixing truth 

with falsehood in such proportions that with the ignorant, the malicious, and the interested, the 

compound is so like truth." Still, candidates needed favorable press coverage to propel their 

campaigns and editors needed funding to keep their presses rolling; mutual interlocking interests 

ensured close cooperation between both sides in the 1824 campaign.
24

  

 While editors generally tried to support candidates they admired many were forced to 

follow the money.  One editor "hinted" to Adams "that he could not afford to be my friend for 

nothing." Newspapers relied upon government contracts, advertisements, loans from a "political 

sponsor," and subscriptions to keep the presses rolling.  The candidates best able to fund 

newspapers through these methods would receive the most favorable and wide-spread press 

coverage of their presidential run. When it came to financing newspapers, the cabinet secretaries 

possessed a distinct advantage over their non-Departmental rivals however, with Adams holding 

the greatest influence of all. Since 1789 each Secretary of State had been authorized to negotiate 

contracts with three newspapers in every state to print any laws that Congress had enacted. This 

power granted Adams unparalleled leverage over dozens of editors across the nation; he could 

fund those who covered his campaign favorably, while cutting off any critical papers - with 
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anything he did unassailably legal. When Adams switched printers in New York state, he 

explained his actions without a trace of irony. "The papers that printed the laws were perfectly at 

liberty to promulgate what political sentiments they pleased," he insisted tartly, "but I felt no 

obligation to countenance papers whose career was a succession of slanders and invectives upon 

the Government of the Union." The "slanders and invective" included criticism of the State 

Department of course. Calling it "wasteful spending," a Crawfordite in Congress demanded 

repeal of  Adams' power over the press, but his allies blocked this "insidious call" and the 

Secretary of State maintained his enormous journalistic advantage. Crawford's backers hardly 

remained idle however. Since they dominated the legislative branch, they effectively controlled 

Congress' own contracts for printing its journals, debates, and reports. In 1819 the Treasury 

Secretary's supporters tapped the National Intelligencer, edited by William Gales and Joseph 

Seaton, as the official printer of Congress. Considered "sentimental favorites" for the job since 

their establishment had been torched by the British during their attack on Washington in the War 

of 1812, their newspaper benefited handsomely from its relationship with the legislature.  From 

1817 through 1824, the Intelligencer reaped fifty-five percent of its profits from Congress' 

beneficence. While Gales and Seaton
 
insisted - often hotly - that they remained scrupulously 

neutral in the presidential race, the other candidates discerned a distinct pro-Crawford slant within 

their pages. Calhoun insisted that the paper was "in subjection" to Crawford, while Adams 

contended that their economic dependence on the Crawfordite Congress "palsied" their support 

for the pro-Administration candidates. Once Jackson arrived in the Senate, one irate supporter 

insisted that the Intelligencer was deliberately shortening reportage of the General's remarks since 

an accurate rendering "might show that he is not an inferior statesman to any of them." The 

newspaper's reporter could only warily assert "that neither the political situation, nor the political 
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opinions, of the member speaking, have ever operated as a reason for the extension or curtailment 

of his remarks."
25

 

 Each Secretary also had access to a variety of under-the-radar ways of subsidizing their 

pet news organs. Their Department budgets contained ample funds for printing forms, directives, 

legal notices, job postings, and advertisements that the canny secretaries could funnel into the 

coffers of newspapers favorable to their cause. Cabinet Secretaries also exploited their own staff 

of government-paid departmental clerks to supply campaign-related articles to supportive 

newspapers. Calhoun and Adams privately accused the Treasury Secretary's assistants of secretly 

editing one paper from within the Department with the most vicious articles "coming almost 

directly from Mr. Crawford." However, Calhoun himself was embarrassed when his own 

Adjutant-General was caught violating postal laws by using his Department's official business 

franking privilege to mail out proposals for a new pro-Calhoun paper.  Meanwhile Adams angrily 

watched a former clerk, who had once "eulogized" him in the press, begin writing articles 

attacking him for a Crawford paper the day after Adams fired him. His erstwhile assistant, the 

Secretary of State fumed, used inside information from his stint as Adams' deputy, "seize[ing] on 

single facts to which a suspicious coloring may be given  [and] from which a whole tale of 

falsehood is fabricated...to exhibit me as a base and despicable character."
26

 

 Though Calhoun enjoyed some of the Cabinet perks that allowed the Secretaries to fund 

positive press coverage, he lacked control of the big money government printing contracts that 

had so benefited Adams and Crawford. He and his minions compensated by deploying another 
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funding stream that newspapers relied upon - the political loan. A group of the highest-level 

Calhounites, including Monroe's ever active son-in-law Samuel L. Gouverneur, founded and 

funded The Patriot, a pro-Calhoun paper in New York City, and they installed former Army 

officer Colonel Charles K. Gardner in the editor's chair. Calhoun also importuned some of his 

closest friends from Maryland and South Carolina for "a thousand or even five hundred dollars" 

to prop up another of his faltering papers. He assured his backers that a Calhounite from 

Georgetown would "endorse " their loans. "He has very extensive possessions," Calhoun added 

helpfully, "but not command of cash at present." Jackson, as the outsider in the race without 

access to any of Washington's funding tricks, also relied on a political loan to finance his 

favorable press coverage. John Eaton, Jackson's closest confidante, loaned fifteen-hundred dollars 

to Stephen Simpson, editor of Jackson's principal paper the Philadelphia Columbian Observer. 

Eaton had probably raised the money from Jackson's wealthy Tennessee patrons and his cash 

infusion kept Simpson's presses busy churning out adulatory Jackson materials. Eaton's "loan" 

was never repaid and his investment probably represented over $400,000 in 2017 dollars.
27

 

 Most of the candidates also pushed the members of their organization into subscribing to 

papers friendly to their cause. Again using his departmental franking privilege, the Secretary of 

War mailed copies of a prospectus for a new pro-Calhoun newspaper to his most prominent 

backers in Maryland, South Carolina, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kentucky, and Missouri, instructing 

them to pass it on to other Calhounites. Every ally who received a prospectus was expected to 

return it to Calhoun with a list of subscribers that he had enrolled. Crawford dispatched his own 

department agents and clerks out into some states to drum up subscribers for papers backing the 
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Treasury Secretary. Even the candidates were expected to subscribe. After the election was over, 

Stephen Simpson billed Jackson $24.03 to cover his subscription to the Columbian Observer for 

1822 to 1825 and the General readily paid up. Not all subscriptions were costly however. In a 

proto-direct mailing drive, editors apparently maintained address lists of elite power-brokers and 

these "leading men" received multiple free subscriptions to a wide array of papers representing 

every hue of the political spectrum. The President of the Bank of the United States Langdon 

Cheves told Clay that one Calhoun newspaper "is regularly sent to me as I believe it is to many 

others who like me are not Subscribers." The candidates themselves were included on these 

mailing lists. Jackson complained that "should I be called upon for the subscriptions of all news 

papers sent to me, for which I have never been a subscriber - it would require more funds to meet 

this demand, than all the neat [sic] proceeds of my estate." Even the President was not spared 

from the onslaught. "Many newspapers have been sent to me, from every part of the Union, 

unsought," Monroe grumbled, "which having neither time nor curiosity to read, are in effect 

thrown away." These free subscriptions only compounded the cost of running a newspaper, and 

since editors were known to sometimes switch support from one candidate to another based upon 

who paid the bills, the presidential hopefuls made certain to keep their press-funding methods 

operational throughout the election period.
28
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 Despite all the money overtly and covertly exchanging hands between the candidates, 

their allies, and the editors, republican ideology demanded stark separation between the press and 

the politicians, so both sides tried vigorously to conceal any links between them from the voters. 

Jackson stoutly declared the position every candidate and editor adopted in public when he 

insisted that, though the editor of the Nashville Republican was "esteemed as a private friend,...I 

have never been in his printing office in my life, nor on any occasion have I suggested, or 

attempted to regulate, the course pursued by him as a public printer." Privately of course the exact 

opposite was true - the General had personally selected editorials to be published in the Nashville 

Republican. Furthermore, none of the political loans ever became public knowledge during the 

campaign. Notwithstanding Simpson's financial connection to Jackson's backers and his 

vociferous cheerleading for the General, the two men never corresponded once during the long 

campaign. "It is prohibited to the conductor of a newspaper," Simpson noted when writing to 

Jackson only after the election had safely ended, "to Address a Candidate for the Presidency 

without subjecting him to evil imputations." Meanwhile, Calhoun carefully disguised his 

strenuous efforts to build-up positive press. "My name must not be used in connection with the 

paper," he stressed to supporters. Even less direct ties between editors and a candidate's 

organization required concealment. "The mere suspicion of my authorizing any one to tamper for 

the support [of one editor]," Adams observed, "will do me more harm than he could do me good 

by a whole life of his friendship." Behind this public charade, candidates and editors closely 

cooperated however. Referring to themselves in the third person, they personally composed 

pieces for publication or they "scratched off some remarks" that could be transformed into full-

blown articles by an editor using his own words. Just as with Eaton's Wyoming's letters, 

surrogates anonymously dispatched correspondence and articles to newspapers using innocuous 

aliases such as "Pendleton," "Wythe," "A Virginian," "a Nashvilleian," "Cassius,"  "Ariel," 

"Mercury," "Fiat Justitia" (Let Justice Be Done), or "One of the People" so they could not be 
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connected back to a candidate's organization. The contenders and their supporters also passed on 

"extracts" from one paper to be published in another. Despite their proper republican 

pronouncements, most of the candidates tried to carefully control their press coverage.
29

 

 The exchanging of "extracts" between press organs only demonstrated the interconnected 

nature of a candidate's editorial support. The presidential hopefuls purposefully tried to link the 

newspapers backing them into a press network sympathetic to their candidacy. A central paper - 

in Washington for the Cabinet secretaries and in Philadelphia for Jackson - produced candidate-

approved content which could then be dispatched for reprinting in strings of regional and local 

newspapers. As with several other tactical measures, Crawford's camp had led the way. From the 

earliest moments of the election period, the other candidates observed "a signal of mutual 

intelligence" passing between the papers under his sway. To counter the Treasury Secretary his 

opponents soon followed suit.  "Would it not be advisable," Adams archly asked of one 

supportive editor, "to observe the course of other newspapers, and endeavor to harmonize, or at 

least not to conflict, with those...disposed to support the same cause?" To craft their networks, 

campaigns exploited the law permitting the free exchange of newspapers by mail. They 

encouraged loyal editors to swap their papers with each other, which not only ensured consistent 

messaging, but also scrubbed a candidate's fingerprints from the process. Editors possessed 

unlimited reprint rights and could freely copy articles from other papers without payment, 

permission, or attribution, which proved a real boon to the smaller and less well-funded 
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newspapers supporting a candidate. Press networks proved a vital means of electioneering 

without electioneering since most of the public probably remained unaware of the submerged but 

strong connections between what they were reading and for whom they were voting.
30

 

 With the advantage of his government contracts, Adams assembled the largest network of 

newspapers for the election. His friends purchased the Washington National Journal and the 

Secretary of State helpfully channeled his official largesse to its editor Peter Force. The Journal 

served as Adams' flagship publication, but the Philadelphia's National Gazette and Literary 

Register, the New York American, Albany's Microscope, the Baltimore American, Richmond's 

Whig, North Carolina's Fayetteville Observer, and the Independent Statesman of Maine in 

Portland
 
also figured prominently in his network. Crawford's presses closely rivaled Adams'. 

While the National Intelligencer could only surreptitiously support the Georgian, his Washington 

City Gazette openly headed Crawford's network. In its wake, Virginia's Richmond Enquirer, the 

Raleigh Register in North Carolina, New York City's National Advocate, Courier, and Sentinel, 

the Albany Argus, Philadelphia's Democratic Press and American Sentinel and Mercantile 

Advertiser, the Boston Statesman, the Boston Courier, and the Taunton Free Press in 

Massachusetts, and the Portland Argus of Maine, strongly followed the same editorial policy. To 

combat his Cabinet colleagues, Calhoun organized "a counter-system of newspaper artillery" with 

Washington's Republican and Congressional Examiner  leading his attack. The Republican 

openly promised to oppose the "desolating" policies of the Radicals while printing "accurate" 

accounts of congressional proceedings. It heavily influenced other Calhoun-network papers, 

including Salisbury, North Carolina's Western Carolinian, the Raleigh Star, The Daily Virginia 

Times in Richmond, the Maryland Republican in Annapolis, New York City's The Patriot, the 
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Cincinnati Gazette, and Philadelphia's Franklin Gazette. Calhoun seemingly made it a practice to 

install disgruntled former Crawford employees as editors. Thomas L. McKenney, supervisor of 

the Treasury Department's Indian Factory System until Crawford disbanded the program and 

terminated him,  and ex-Treasury auditor C.K. Gardner ran the Republican and Patriot, 

respectively.
31

 

 For an outsider given little chance to win the election by his Cabinet opponents, Jackson 

nonetheless pieced together an impressive string of papers behind his candidacy. Eaton's loan to 

the Philadelphia Columbian Observer sealed a long-standing relationship between Stephen 

Simpson and Andrew Jackson; the editor had served under the General at the Battle of New 

Orleans. Simpson, son of a First Bank of the United States cashier and himself a former note 

clerk for the Second, shared Jackson's noted antipathy for banks. He had also served as an 

assistant to William Duane, whose Aurora had first floated the idea of a Jackson candidacy before 

it folded. Simpson's newspaper headed a pack of Pennsylvania presses endorsing the General, 

such as Philadelphia's Aurora, Meadville's (ironically-named) Crawford Messenger, Pittsburgh's 

Allegheny Democrat, the Pittsburgh Gazette, and Harrisburg's Commonwealth. He proved 

popular with Tennessee's papers obviously, with the Knoxville Register and Nashville's Clarion, 
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Constitutional Advocate, Republican, and Gazette firmly in Jackson's grip. He dominated press 

coverage in Ohio, with the Cincinnati Advertiser, the Hamilton Intelligencer and Advertiser, New 

Lisbon's Ohio Patriot, the Perry Record from Somerset, West Union's Village Register, the 

Wooster Spectator, and Cincinnati's National Republican all supporting his presidential bid. 

Other broadsheets in his network included New York's National Union and  - from deep within 

his rivals' territories - the Louisville Public Advertiser, the Morning Chronicle and Daily 

Advertiser in Baltimore, Milledgeville's Georgia Patriot, and Haverhill, Massachusetts' Gazette. 

Much like the candidate they backed, Jackson's editors were often political outsiders in their own 

locality.
32

 

 The other non-Cabinet candidate pursued a strategy entirely opposite from Jackson's. 

Clay alone among the contenders made the fateful decision to try and win the Presidency without 

any newspaper network at all. "I adhere to my purpose of spending no money on printers for two 

reasons," Clay informed one ally, "One of which is that I think it is wrong, and the other is that I 

have none to spare on such an object." While the first part of his justification fittingly 

acknowledged the republican restrictions against electioneering, the second part probably 

reflected the actual grim reality of Clay's situation. Without the funding perks available to the 

Cabinet candidates and seemingly unable to attract the wealthy backers who propped-up Jackson, 

Clay simply lacked the resources to assemble a vigorous press network. Several western papers 

published pro-Clay letters from his supporters of course and a few presses, including the 

Kentucky Gazette, even avidly promoted Clay's presidential bid, but they did so without any 

official or unofficial funding from the candidate. His lack of a true newspaper network troubled 
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many of his allies. "We have been considerably dispirited to find the Western papers so 

obstinately silent," one lamented to Clay, "our opponents consider it an evidence of the 

despondency of the most sanguine." Their silence was hardly "obstinate" however; it simply 

reflected the financial necessities of presidential press coverage in 1824. Still, there was some 

electioneering method to Clay's political madness. As Richard John has observed, by the 1820's 

congressional speeches were "intended less as verbal performances for their Washington 

colleagues than as published texts for their constituents back home." Clay, as the only true 'issues 

candidate' in the race, undoubtedly calculated that the free press coverage of his speechifying 

antics in the House might compensate for his lack of a newspaper network. As an added bonus 

the Speaker's reprinted speeches were official congressional business, so none could accuse him 

of electioneering by having them published. Some voters openly admitted that they supported 

Clay after reading his speeches in the newspapers; in the end it was these voters who would 

determine whether Clay's unusual press strategy would triumph over the other candidate's press 

networks.
33

 

 Newspaper networks proved essential to keeping a candidate's campaign on message. 

With the constraints against overt electioneering, candidate-funded press coverage provided a 

covert method  of molding public opinion. Endless repetition of a candidate's message, both 

within an individual newspaper in subsequent editions or across the network in multiple papers, 

powerfully reinforced what candidates wanted voters to believe. Without violating any republican 

rules, they could advocate or defend their own positions and perhaps even stoke turn-out by 

inspiring voters.  Calhoun called these positive press campaigns an effort to "diffuse light." 

However they had a dark side too. Editors devoted much of their coverage to attacking their 
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candidate's opponents. "Was I to notice the falsehoods and false insinuations of...unprincipled 

editors," Jackson bristled, "I could have time for nothing else." Adams testily concurred, noting, 

"To answer newspaper accusations would be an endless task. The tongue of falsehood can never 

be silenced." The candidates risked however that the "torrents of filth" emanating from their press 

networks might inundate their positive messaging in voters' minds.
34

 

 

Not So Strange Bedfellows: Electioneering And The Politics Of Corruption 

 Each of the electioneering  components of 1824's presidential campaigns - pamphlets, 

cartoons, polls, organizations, correspondence, and newspapers networks - were exploited to 

burnish a candidate's public image, even or especially at the expense of his rivals. Campaigns 

used these elements to emphasize their candidate's positive attributes, repel their adversaries' 

assaults, and mount their own attacks against rivals. Candidates sought cohesive messaging by 

promoting coordination throughout all aspects of their campaigns, trying to interweave the 

Individual elements of their electoral efforts as much as possible. "You must understand and act 

with each other and extend your circle till all that is sound and virtuous is comprehended," 

Calhoun told his allies, "Concert is indispensible." Organization members wrote pamphlets and 

articles for the newspapers. Newspapers conducted polls, published cartoons, and printed extracts 

from an organization's correspondence. Letter-writers reported on press activity or compiled their 

press submissions into pamphlets. Pamphlet-writers extolled a candidate's newspaper and 
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organizational support. Despite the electorate's republican aversion to electioneering, the 

candidates electioneered when trying garner votes from the electorate.
35

 

 The contenders risked that same electorate's perception of their activities however. 

Despite their attempts to conceal its nature, the very voters they sought might recognize the 

electioneering through the vehement denials of electioneering and the partisanship behind the 

passionate disavowals of partisanship. Electioneering messaging clearly harmed the reputations 

of politicians. Newspaper readers, the Federal Gazette & Baltimore Daily Advertiser 

editorialized, must "suppose that our Presidents, Secretaries, Senators, and Representatives, are 

all traitors and pirates, and, the government of this people, has been committed to the hands of 

public robbers." Following the calamities of the Era of Good Feelings, angry voters might deem 

the practice of presidential politics itself as corrupt, which could scarcely comfort the candidates 

aware of the increasing power of ordinary people.
36
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CHAPTER 5: ONE-PARTY POLITICS 

 While candidates introduced some popular-minded innovations in the 1824 election, the 

staples of an electioneering-without-electioneering campaign - organizations, correspondence, 

and newspapers - had always been a part of American presidential politics. Tactics for winning in 

1824 would differ significantly from the preceding presidential contests, however. Since the 

Federalists had effectively collapsed as competitors for the highest office, for the first time the 

Republicans faced a non-incumbent campaign for the presidency without a challenger from the 

opposition party. The Federalists' decline had already strengthened Republican factionalism. As 

the historian James S. Chase argued, Monroe's sweeping 1816 victory over perfunctory Federalist 

opposition and near-unanimous re-election in 1820 "signaled extinction not revitalization" of the 

Republican party. Without pressure from the Federalists, the party's ideological underpinnings 

and policy positions lost coherence, while its organizational structure, especially at the state level, 

badly frayed. The Party had become so inclusive it imploded into factions and these divisions in 

turn virtually invited, perhaps even demanded, the five competing Republican presidential 

candidacies. "We shall not be surprised if there be a candidate for each letter in the alphabet," one 

humorist joked in the Fredericktown Political Examiner, but the multiple candidacies were hardly 

a laughing matter for the Republican elites. The Party that had once carefully concealed its 

quarrels behind closed doors while presenting a happy, united face to the public for the last five 

presidential elections, would now openly air its dirty laundry for every voter to see.
1
 

 In this environment campaigns employed new strategies to achieve their goal. The 

candidates supplemented their pursuit of the traditional congressional caucus endorsement with 

state nominations. They proposed new axes of power to replace the hoary Virginia/New York 

alliance that had long dominated presidential politics. They turned political rumor-mongering into 
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a high art form aimed at undermining rivals. They dispensed patronage and assembled 

congressional factions that extended the reach of their personal organizations. Each of these 

tactics represented a necessary response to the factionalism splintering the Republican Party, but 

the candidates risked repelling Republican voters with tactics that ordinary people might deem 

corrupt. 

 

On Unfamiliar Terrain: The Factional Challenges To Conventional Campaigning 

 Amidst the chaos created by political factionalism, even deciding when to enter the race 

challenged the candidates. Most of them had probably been aiming to succeed Monroe even 

during his first term, but avoided any public declarations on the subject. Coming out too soon 

would open the contender to attacks from opponents, while inviting the public's criticism of a 

candidate's electioneering. Conversely however, waiting too long to enter the race risked losing 

the support of both voters and elites to other candidacies. "The name of any individual ought not 

to be prematurely thrust on the public notice...It is offensive and indiscreet," Clay claimed, "[but] 

one's friends ought not to delay bringing his pretensions into public view so long as to expose 

them to the danger of being forgotten or obscured." Other candidates played the waiting game as 

well. In early 1823 Adams advised his followers, many of them chomping at the bit to toss his hat 

into the ring, "to wait till it shall be ascertained whether I am to be a candidate at all." At the same 

time, Calhoun explained his delayed entry into the race to his allies. "Much was to be done to lay 

the foundation" for his campaign, the Secretary of War noted, "I could not well move earlier." 

Only Crawford lacked the luxury of timing his entrance. His second-place finish in 1816 

combined with his giant organization had stamped him as the 1824 frontrunner from the earliest 

days of Monroe's presidency. In late 1821 Crawford insisted that he had not yet decided to even 

run for president. "Why should I suffer myself to be made a mark at which every unprincipled 

knave shall direct the shafts of calumny and detraction for years, in order to take upon 
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myself...the responsibility of governing 10,000,00 people?" the Treasury Secretary sighed, "I am 

already weary and disgusted in anticipation." Regardless of his vacillation, Crawford's rivals had 

long deemed him the man-to-beat
 
before they even entered the race against him.

2
 

 While the contenders maneuvered behind-the-scenes to build their campaigns, most 

selected a more public venue to officially declare their candidacies. The last three Republican 

presidents had each been nominated for the office behind closed doors by a caucus of the Party's 

congressmen in Washington. With party-candidate Crawford the odds-on favorite to win the 

congressional caucus endorsement this time around, the other aspirants would need to find 

another method of placing their name before the voters in the event they were unable to dislodge 

the Georgian from his frontrunner's perch. Jackson's innovative campaign led the way, as the 

General was nominated for President via resolutions passed in both branches of Tennessee's state 

legislature in late summer 1822. Jackson's backers hoped to counteract rumors being spread by 

Senator John Williams, one of the General's most visible enemies in state politics, that Jackson 

lacked influence in Tennessee after the 1821 defeat of the candidate he had supported for 

Governor. At a national level however, necessity was the mother of invention for Jackson. As a 

political novice running an outsider's campaign, he generated little support from members of 

Congress. If the path to victory in 1824 required winning the traditional Republican congressional 

caucus nomination, Jackson simply would not be President of the United States, so a state 

nomination was essential.  The General, echoing proper republican sentiments, disclaimed 

playing any role in his nomination. "Hearing accidentally that something of the kind was 

intended, I instantly declined going there [the capital]," Jackson reassured one correspondent, "I 

knew it would have been said that I was there electioneering - as I never have." In another 
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unusual tactic, the General bucked orthodoxy by entering the race much earlier than any other 

candidate.  This strategy entailed little risk however, since Jackson's rivals underestimated his 

appeal. The General's Tennessee endorsement "can produce no effect whatsoever," Crawford 

noted airily, "There is no other State in the Union that will take him for President."  Clay at least 

conceded that Jackson might steal some of his western support, but he also cavalierly dismissed 

Jackson's nomination "as a mere compliment to the Genl. from his own state, without an 

expectation that it would be seconded by any other." Calhoun was even more cocky. "I consider 

Jackson's strength as ours," the Secretary of War brashly informed his followers, "All he gains 

will be gained to us." Jackson's unthreatening candidacy prompted almost no counterattack from 

his rivals. Few elite politicos, even several from Tennessee, took Jackson seriously, so there was 

little upside to attacking a beloved national hero with virtually no chance of winning. Clay's jibe 

proved incorrect however when Alabama legislators seconded Tennessee's nomination in January 

1824.
3
 

 Tennessee's endorsement conferred greater acceptability on state nominations, so every 

other candidate eventually followed the General's example and secured many of their own.  

Jackson's bold, early entry into the race galvanized Clay's antsy supporters. They fretted about the 

slow pace of Clay's campaign, urging the Speaker not to wait any longer to declare his intensions 

publicly. Clay had intentionally delayed however. He knew that the Kentucky legislature would 

eagerly nominate their home-state star, but he hoped "to repress premature expression of public 

sentiment here...[and] prevent this State being the first to declare itself in my favor." Kentucky's 

endorsement might appear to be simply inflated pretensions for a favorite son, so Clay set his 
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sights on wresting a nomination from neighboring Ohio. In the fall of 1822, he worked closely 

with Kentucky editor Amos Kendall on a secret plan to generate a seemingly spontaneous 

nomination from the state legislators in Columbus. Working together the two men composed a 

series of four letters titled "To the People of Ohio" from "Wayne." This correspondence stressed 

the importance of federally-funded internal improvements to the state, concluding that Clay alone 

best represented Ohio's interests on the issue. Kendall dispatched the letters for publication in 

several of the state's newspapers, but first he carefully concealed any connection to himself, Clay, 

and Kentucky. He had them recopied by a local Ohio resident first, because "m[y] handwriting is 

known to many persons in those places and to some of the printers." Despite these efforts, the 

Ohio legislature hesitated. Many supported Clay, but others, echoing the growing democratic 

sentiments of the new political culture, objected to behind-closed-doors caucus nominations on 

principle even for a preferred candidate. Meanwhile, some legislators also hoped to delay Clay's 

nomination in case New York's former Governor DeWitt Clinton entered the race. Like Clay, 

Clinton, prime mover behind the construction of the Erie Canal, embodied support for internal 

improvements in the public's imagination. Unlike Clay however, Clinton lacked any association 

with the extension of slavery. The Missouri debates had intensified anti-slavery sentiments 

among some Ohioans, and the architect of the Compromise bore the brunt of their disgust. 

Ultimately Clay gave up on his push for Ohio-first, letting less-significant Missouri, rapidly 

followed by Kentucky, to place his name in nomination for president in November 1822. This 

move allowed Clay to up the pressure on Ohio however, and at his behest the Kentucky 

legislature's Committee of Correspondence dispatched a circular letter to their fellows in the Ohio 

legislature. As described by one of Clay's Ohio adherents, the letter stressed "your attachment to 

domestick [sic] manufactures & internal improvement,...your intimate acquaintance with our 

concerns, wants, &c, and mollified...your Missouri vote & slave residence."  For all his efforts, 

Clay garnered only a less compelling nomination by a rump caucus of less than half of Ohio 
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legislators in January 1823. His final endorsements came from Illinois shortly afterward and by 

Louisiana the following March. The Speaker's contretemps in Ohio should have served as a 

cautionary tale for all the candidates. In a democratizing political culture, voters and not 

politicians would decide which issues mattered most, while many others increasingly abhorred 

secret caucusing.
4
 

 At the behest of some Pennsylvania Congressmen, Calhoun, allegedly with "some 

hesitation," decided to officially enter the race in December 1821. Unfortunately for the Secretary 

of War his timing could not have been worse, since the South Carolina legislature was 

nominating William Lowndes for president at the same time. Lowndes, a South Carolinian, 

former Representative, and ardent proponent of the National Bank, had ironically been Monroe's 

first choice for Treasury Secretary over Crawford. Calhoun dubiously claimed that the legislature 

had not nominated him because the members believed he was supporting Adams. His luck turned 

however when Lowndes propitiously died in 1822 and South Carolina's legislature dutifully 

nominated the Secretary of War as his replacement in November 1823. He hoped for a second 

such affirmation from Maryland, but instructed his followers there to only push for one if they 

were certain of victory. "Nothing ought to be put to hazard," Calhoun warned. Ultimately, he 

never received any nomination from the state. While Calhoun had been blocked from an early 

nomination, Adams actively discouraged his backers from granting him one. In early 1823 the 

legislatures of Massachusetts and Maine, probably spooked about the activities of other 
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campaigns, passed nearly identically-worded resolutions expressing "unlimited confidence" in 

Adams as the next president, but since "the election...will not take place for a considerable time to 

come" they did not "deem it expedient" to make a formal nomination at that time. Instead, Adams 

saved their enthusiasm for an impressive explosion of endorsements early in the election year. In 

January 1824, Connecticut, Maine, and Rhode Island nominated Adams for president, followed 

by New Hampshire and Massachusetts in June. With his home state coming last, Adams easily 

achieved what Clay had struggled to deliver. Meanwhile the Crawfordites, expecting to win the 

official Republican Party congressional nomination, routinely denounced the state nominations of 

the other candidates. In the end though, even they succumbed to the trend. Georgia's legislature 

nominated Crawford in December of 1823, while the Treasury Secretary snared Virginia's 

coveted endorsement in February of the next year.
5
 

 While Republican factionalism caused the candidates to delay entering the race, many 

state and national politicos were equally laggard in joining the fray in favor of a particular 

aspirant. One of Clay's Maryland backers informed the Speaker that many of his supporters in the 

state had refrained from openly backing him until he proved he could win the election. "In all 

political contests," Clay's ally noted, "there are a number of persons of a certain description who 

always go with what is considered the strong side." John Eaton agreed, telling Jackson, "Most of 

our politicians...observe a marked silence in relation to the Presidential contest...Governed by the 

principles of self, [some] would rather stand aloof until he who shall be seen to be the strongest 

before the people may be pretty accurately ascertained."Picking a candidate in a complicated, 
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five-man, one-party race affected one's current political power. Once a politician committed to a 

candidate, "we lose a share of our influence in the national councils," a New York state 

Assemblyman observed, "The moment a man is married or known to be engaged the ladies cease 

to admire him and set their caps for another." Backing the eventual winner presumably increased 

a politician's future political power as well, while supporting a loser might significantly diminish 

it. When a Rhode Island Senator seemed to "hang back" rather than support Adams outright, the 

Secretary of State dismissed his actions as an "endeavor to secure influence to himself with the 

next Administration by finally coming out for him who may succeed." Selecting among the 

candidates proved easier for politicians in areas with an overwhelming popular favorite, such as 

Tennessee, Kentucky, or New England, but it required more arduous calculation in places without 

a clear majority choice. "Everybody appears more anxious to be on the strong side than the right 

side," one state politico complained.
6
 

 In factionalized presidential politics however, picking a candidate was not necessarily a 

permanent decision. Some politicians switched sides as a candidate's fortunes ebbed and flowed 

during the long campaign. When one Adams' ally noted hopefully that New York Representative 

Henry R. Storrs had opposed Adams in the past, but favored him today, Adams shot back, "I 

asked him how Storrs would be tomorrow." In this fluid environment, it sometimes proved 

difficult to distinguish friends from enemies. Two Vermont Representatives, both backers of 

Adams' candidacy, separately approached the Secretary of State to accuse the other of secretly 

working for Crawford. Meanwhile, when Martin Van Buren and Mahlon Dickerson made an 

electioneering swing through Virginia to shore-up support for the Treasury Secretary, some 

Jacksonians mistakenly believed it signaled their switch to Adams, while the Secretary of State 
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thought it represented a move toward Clay!  Candidates could only warily navigate between 

hesitant politicians and their shifting alliances. "The man in office greeted with smiles & apparent 

friendship, his confidence often sought to be betrayed," Jackson complained, "surrounded thus, 

where a man must be allways [sic] guarded, happiness cannot exist." The best strategy might be 

to poach supporters from unsuccessful candidates. "The primary strength is [in]sufficient to elect 

him," one Calhounite informed another, "The election must then be decided by secondary 

strength...the successful candidate must principally depend upon the votes he obtains from those 

who were compelled to abandon their first choice." Their boss agreed. "W[h]ere I am not the first, 

I am clearly the second choice...No position could be more safe," Calhoun claimed, adding that 

this also applied even in the other candidate's "strongholds." He instructed his allies to "keep 

separate, but attack none, save only the Radicals." Clay adopted this line of thinking as well, 

instructing his followers to "maintain at least respectful relations with the other gentlemen and 

their friends." In turn his supporters often insisted that Clay was the second choice of the backers 

of other candidates, so the Speaker could count on those votes when their man faltered. 

Surprisingly even the lion transformed into a lamb. "My friends have pursued a prudent course by 

supporting me on my own merits & not destroying the character of others," the normally-fiery 

Jackson disclosed, "when the other candidates quarrel, when any is withdrawn it is human nature 

not to unite with an enemy where there are others to unite with." In the factionalized political 

culture candidates could never be sure if today's enemy would be tomorrow's friend - sometimes 

they were both.
7
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 Just as politicians shifted alliances in a one-party presidential election, state-to-state 

linkages also proved to be in play. As Crawford and Clay's organization-building strategies had 

demonstrated, the First Party System's unofficial alliance between Virginia and New York 

continued to factor into presidential politics. Politicians who supported the partnership, such as 

Virginia's James Barbour and New York's Martin Van Buren, hoped to maintain the power their 

large states had enjoyed or to help reunify the Republican party after the political dissensions of 

the Era of Good Feelings, but the multiple presidential candidacies considerably weakened its 

dominance. Contenders unlikely to be backed by the Virginia/ New York axis - effectively 

meaning every candidate except Crawford - promoted other state-to-state linkages in its place. 

Some tried to push one of the two old heavyweights into a new coalition. Jackson commanded 

that Virginia "dare not separate from Pennsylvania," while Calhoun promoted an alliance 

between New York and New Jersey. The Empire State had always been the junior partner in its 

coalition with Virginia, so Clay massaged New Yorkers' egos. He insisted that the other middle 

states would fall in behind their state, so that Virginia "would feel herself urged and obliged to 

follow instead of leading New York." The Secretary of War adopted a similar tactic, exhorting 

New York to abandon Virginia, "assume her just weight in the Union," and align with 

Pennsylvania. Together the two states represented "all the great interests of the nation," - 

commerce, navigation, agriculture, and manufacturing - so they alone understood the necessity of 

Calhoun's "national, durable, prosperous" policies.  A Clay supporter countered that, just as the 

Erie Canal physically connected them, New York should instead politically unite with the West 

behind Clay's candidacy. Only the Speaker, he insisted, would strengthen "the bonds of 

commerce; of interest; and of brotherly affection" between the two regions via his support for 

internal improvements. Another of Clay's cronies tied Ohio to Pennsylvania, insisting that both 
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united would produce a "decisive impression" in New York. Some proposed alliances dispensed 

with Virginia and New York entirely. Calhoun and Jackson, building on their presumed "known 

strength" in Pennsylvania, usually anchored the Keystone state in their refocused version of 

presidential politics. Both men most frequently linked Pennsylvania with North Carolina, creating 

a new north/south alliance to replace the New York/Virginia partnership. As with New York, the 

campaigns appealed to North Carolina's sense of honor. Crawfordites, Calhoun maintained, 

"confidently calculated" that North Carolina would take its customary path and follow Virginia. 

Instead, the state should reject this "degrading supposition" and instead "decide [for] the South 

including even Virginia itself." He even sold himself as "the Carolina candidate," deserving 

support from both North and South Carolina. "The two states were originally one, and ought 

probably never to have been seperated [sic]," Calhoun added enthusiastically. On various other 

occasions, Calhoun and Jackson proposed aligning Pennsylvania with Maryland, with the General 

tossing New Jersey or the West into the mix. Jackson even tried poaching his rivals' home 

territories, suggesting that Georgia and South Carolina should join with the Southwest behind his 

presidential bid.
8
 

 Many of these maneuvers - snagging state nominations, scooping up unaffiliated 

politicos, and forging new state alliances - were intended to "demonstrate" a candidate's broad 

popularity. Displays of support in one state "might have a good collateral effect," Clay contended, 

"What my interest wants & most stands in need of is demonstration." Similarly, one Calhounite 
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told another, "Many of those who now count for Adams only want to be convinced that Calhoun 

is strong elsewhere to declare for him." Problematically for the candidates however, these smart 

political tactics increasingly demonstrated something else - the unseemly side of politics. One 

newspaper editorial denounced the Republican Party's elites, insisting that, "these leaders are 

themselves lead [sic] by a still smaller number of individuals. Now this small number who work 

the wires of the puppet show, all expect promotion and reward from the next President, provided 

they are his friends, and promote his election. They won't be troubled about his qualifications. It 

becomes important ...that they should be on the right side, that is the successful side." As much as 

the candidates might try to pull secret strings behind-the-scenes, the public appeared increasingly 

aware of the hands slyly guiding the wires.
9
 

 

Carrots And Sticks: The Secretaries' Patronage Power 

 

 If any politicians fit the description of "this small number who work the wires of the 

puppet show," the three Cabinet Secretaries filled the bill. Their executive branch duties 

conferred enormous advantages in a contest to replace Monroe. As we have seen, their 

government-paid departmental staff doubled as campaign workers, their departmental franking 

privileges sometimes covered the costs of mailing campaign materials, and their departmental 

printing budgets and government newspaper contracts funded favorable press coverage. To 

outsiders succession from within the Cabinet seemed to turn the presidency into a insiders' prize, 

"like jewels of the crown," claimed one Jackson supporter," a mere heirloom of the household." 

One of the greatest benefits of Cabinet service for ensuring an insiders' succession was patronage. 

Clay maintained that he had just as many supporters as the other candidates, with the "larger mass 

of the Community" unaffiliated with any contender. "On that mass the Secretaries are able to 
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throw out, from their respective departments, a more intense & vivifying heat than I am capable 

of ejecting," he protested. Indeed, federal positions had grown explosively since Jefferson's 

victory. No other American public or private enterprise had the sheer size, geographic scope, or 

organizational capacity as the federal government. From the early 1800's through the late 1820's, 

the number of jobs in Washington nearly doubled in size. Including legislators, it amounted to 

over six-hundred posts in the capital, with forty-one percent of the growth attributed to appointive 

positions in the Treasury and Post Office Departments. While significant, the real growth in 

patronage possibilities had occurred out in the states, including in nearly 8000 local post offices, 

which made the U.S. Post Office the largest public agency in the world. The Executive branch 

controlled much of this growing army, with the Department heads enjoying significant autonomy 

in patronage decisions. Citizens seeking jobs possessed a greater stake in the outcome of 

presidential elections, which dovetailed with their demands for more control over picking a Chief 

Executive. Since securing jobs for one's allies was also another way to electioneer without 

electioneering, patronage developed into one of the most powerful weapons for winning a 

presidential campaign and the Cabinet secretaries owned the best-stocked arsenals.
10

 

 Adding to his stockpile of frontrunner advantages, Crawford controlled more patronage 

than any other candidate and more than anyone in government other than the Postmaster General 

and the President. The Treasury Secretary directly appointed federal land office receivers and 

registrars, customs surveyors, port collectors, bank examiners, executive branch bookkeepers, 

lighthouse tenders, and the seaman and marine hospital staff. In addition to the sheer number of 

appointments, Crawford's patronage power had been significantly amplified by the Tenure of 

Office Act passed by Congress in 1820. This legislation mandated that every four years any 
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government employee concerned with the collection or disbursement of monies must be reviewed 

and could be removed for any reason.  Though some civil servants subject to the Act worked for 

the War Department, most were employed by Crawford's Treasury. While there is little evidence 

that he actually authored the Tenure of Office Act as his election rivals and some historians have 

claimed, the legislation had been introduced by two of his closest allies and Monroe signed it 

without ever reading it. Regardless of authorship, the Act was both closely tied to the Radicals' 

penny-pinching agenda and the Treasury Secretary clearly benefited politically from this helpful 

piece of legislation. Crawford could legally scrutinize his large workforce periodically and 

remove any he deemed disloyal without dissent. That Crawford ultimately made only a few 

removals merely suggests that he had appointed loyal cronies in the first place and they were 

easily controlled by his power over their livelihood. His opponents regarded Crawford's 

appointment powers and his large organization as intertwined evils. His supporters "regard not 

the good of their country, but only look to their individual agrandisement [sic]," one Jacksonian 

complained, "for there is no man who in any way contributes to his elevation that does not expect 

an equivalent in return." Calhoun's allies accused the Treasury Secretary of building a "patronage 

machine" with his departmental appointment duties, while Adams simply asserted that in the 

election's patronage battles Crawford was "an overmatch for me."
11

 

 Land sales in the Alabama Territory showcased the clout and reach of Crawford's 

patronage muscle. Georgia's politicians had long influenced state affairs in their neighboring 

territory. Before Monroe even took office, Crawford had pressured the President-elect to install 

many of his friends in key positions in Alabama's government. Technically, land sales in the 

Territory should have been supervised by Crawford's subordinate Josiah Meigs, Chief 

Commissioner of the Land Office, but the Secretary undercut his underling's authority at every 
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turn. Meigs complained to Adams that he often read about territorial appointments in the National 

Intelligencer long before the paperwork reached his desk. Crawford also arranged for territorial 

surveys and maps to be sent directly to him rather than Meigs; these documents were key to 

identifying the best parcels of land in Alabama. Crawford opened the land sale office in 

Milledgeville, Georgia, one-hundred and fifty miles from the actual land being sold, which 

allowed his wealthy home-state allies to scoop-up the best tracts of land, while the poorer settlers 

who actually lived in Alabama were mostly shut out. As a result of Crawford's tactics, his 

Georgia cronies dominated Alabama's constitutional convention and ultimately the political and 

economic leadership of the new state. Crawford himself became one of the largest land owners in 

Alabama and most of the people his policies benefited climbed aboard his presidential 

bandwagon.
12

 

 As his Alabama venture demonstrated, the Treasury Secretary could not dispense 

patronage unimpeded however. His Cabinet opponents, their Congressional allies, and President 

Monroe carefully dissected his every move. When Crawford appointed a trusted supporter, 

Illinois Senator Jesse B. Thomas, as a land office and bank examiner in four western states, a 

political firestorm ensued. Friends of Adams and Calhoun accused Thomas of spending more 

time canvassing for Crawford than doing his job. Allegedly, Thomas publically browbeat some 

Adams and Calhoun men in Ohio for not endorsing Crawford's presidential bid. Their supporters 

joined forces to conduct a congressional investigation into Crawford and Thomas, but both men 

were eventually exonerated - even Adams had to sullenly admit that Thomas' activities, while 

possibly corrupt, were completely legal. When another Crawford appointee to a similar post in 

Mississippi spent three months performing a five-week job, supposedly electioneering with the 
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extra time, Adams' and Calhoun's congressional contingents dispensed with even the pretense of 

hearings into the matter.
13

 

 Monroe not only scrutinized Crawford's patronage choices, whenever possible he 

excluded "devoted friends" of the Treasury Secretary when making his own appointments. 

Beyond passively blocking Crawfordites however, Monroe actively manipulated his patronage to 

promote Calhoun's candidacy, just as he had used it in his double game in support of the Missouri 

Compromise. During a Cabinet discussion of patronage issues, the President continued pushing 

his false narrative of neutrality of course. "Three of us" are presidential candidates each backed 

by "large portions of the country," Monroe intoned, and "his own confidence" in the trio remained 

"entire and unimpaired." Accordingly, he would give "full consideration" to anyone's opinion on 

patronage choices. The President's declaration was laughable since everyone in the room already 

knew his patronage favored Calhounites. Outside of the Cabinet Monroe rejected any shackling 

neutrality, telling Jefferson that he could have distributed appointments equally among the 

partisans of the three Secretaries "to guard myself against the imputation of favoritism," but 

instead he "took my own course, and appoint[ed] those whom I knew & confided in, without 

regard to them." He had already "given sufficient proof of respect for and confidence in" the three 

as his potential successor by putting them in the Cabinet. Monroe's seemingly reasonable 

justification effectively liberated him to use his own patronage to bolster the Secretary of War's 

campaign.
14

 

 Naturally Calhoun generated influence by controlling his own War Department positions, 

including office clerkships, cadet commissions, and officer appointments, but he also fully 
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exploited Monroe's patronage powers. He "has a candidate always ready for everything," Adams 

griped, "in all his movements of every kind [he] has an eye to himself." From the earliest stages 

of the campaign, the Secretary of War had pressed Monroe to make Calhoun-friendly 

appointments. He "urged" the President to "uniformly make the distinction" between the 

Administration's friends and enemies. "[I] brought before him the names which you mentioned," 

he reassured one follower, and he "took the names down." When Monroe made the favorable 

appointments some months later, Calhoun applauded "his stand to support his administration." A 

series of pro-Calhoun selections followed. Ignoring the fierce objections of North Carolinians, 

Monroe opted to name Kentucky Calhounite William P. Duval over North Carolina Crawfordite 

John Branch as Florida's territorial Governor. When Land Office Commissioner Josiah Meigs, 

Crawford's subordinate and harsh critic of his Alabama shenanigans, died while the Treasury 

Secretary was out of town, Monroe quickly named former Ohio Representative John McLean as 

Meigs' replacement without consulting Crawford. The President virtually ensured continued 

acrimony in the Land Office since McLean had written eight letters to an Ohio newspaper 

praising Calhoun and disparaging Crawford as prospective presidents. Subsequently Monroe 

elevated McLean into the Cabinet to the patronage-rich Postmaster Generalship, replacing him in 

the Land Office with the President's personal friend George Graham. "Two birds were killed with 

one stone," Clay snidely observed, "provision was at once made for a favorite of the Secretary of 

War, and a favorite of the President."  Monroe also subjected Adams to his pro-Calhoun 

patronage agenda. When reviewing the Secretary of State's selections for a South American 

legation, technically Adams' bailiwick, Monroe told him he must see Attorney General Wirt and 

Calhoun first "before he fixed upon his choice." Monroe and Calhoun did not always see eye-to-

eye on patronage of course. Calhoun's ally Samuel Southard coveted appointment to an open 

Supreme Court seat, but Monroe tapped Navy Secretary Smith Thompson instead. As a 

consolation prize however, Southard was named as Smith's Cabinet replacement. Even when 
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Monroe and Calhoun diverged on patronage, the President found a way to accommodate his 

protégé.
15

 

 Though the Secretary of State controlled some appointive positions, Adams invariably 

lost the Cabinet's patronage wars because Crawford's cornucopia of posts far exceeded his own 

and he did not have the President's ear like Calhoun. Still, he deftly attempted a novel maneuver 

by using patronage for attack. Adams urged Monroe to make diplomatic appointments that would 

have sidelined his rivals or their important supporters from the election. Over the course of the 

campaign the Secretary of State recommended Calhoun as Minister to France and Clay for 

posting to Columbia, Chile, or Argentina. He even ludicrously touted Jackson as Minister to 

Mexico or Columbia, despite the General's known "violence of temper."  Adams targeted 

Crawford's closest advisors as well, pushing for the exile of John Holmes to the legation in Chile 

and the sequestering of Van Buren on the Supreme Court. In the latter case, Adams argued that 

the New Yorker would "follow in the track of [John] Marshall [as a] sound interpreter of national 

principle." It was an utterly nonsensical claim since Marshall and Van Buren were 

philosophically polar opposites, but one that would have immeasurably improved Adams' 

chances of capturing the all-important, legislature-chosen New York electoral votes. Adams 

recognized that sending rivals "on a mission abroad would be attributed by some, perhaps, to a 

wish to get [them] out of the way," but his patronage schemes were actually "generous policy" 

towards his opponents. "I look to personal considerations only to discard them," Adams absurdly 

insisted, "and regard only the public interests." His fellow contenders openly mocked Adams' 

transparent tactics however. "Some Siberian missions may lessen the number of your 
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Competitors," one Clay partisan joked to the Speaker. Naturally, Monroe "received favorably" 

most of Adams ' suggestions, since they would also helpfully remove Calhoun's rivals from the 

race, but even he balked at the utter silliness of a Jackson ambassadorship. The Secretary of 

State's scheming failed however, as his adversaries adroitly rejected every one of his politically-

motivated offers.
16

 

 While patronage was a useful tool for a presidential candidate, the Republican Party's 

factions complicated its distribution enormously. When an ailing civil servant recovered instead 

of needing a replacement, Monroe breathed a sigh of relief. "The conflicting claims of some 

estimable friends would have created another serious embarrassment," the President noted. 

Monroe was not always so lucky; even the simple appointment of an Albany Postmaster roiled 

the Washington establishment. Calhoun, probably as part of a bid to woo Federalists, pushed 

Monroe to appoint the former Federalist Solomon Van Rensselaer to the position. New York 

Senator Van Buren exploded - not only was Van Rensselaer a Federalist, he was a Clintonian and 

therefore a bitter enemy of Van Buren's  Albany Regency. Encouraged by Crawford, Van Buren 

pushed the elderly, enfeebled Joseph Lansing as Postmaster. The Van Rensselaer vs. Lansing 

controversy eventually embroiled the Cabinet and the Congress, with Calhoun, Adams, 

Postmaster General Return J. Meigs, and half the New York congressional delegation backing 

Van Rensselaer and Van Buren, Crawford, Navy Secretary Smith Thompson, Attorney General 

William Wirt, New York Senator Rufus King, Vice President Daniel Tompkins, and the other 

half of the New York delegation behind Lansing. The donnybrook consumed an entire Cabinet 

meeting with Monroe proclaiming an "inclination" not to interfere in what was legally Meigs' 
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decision - which also helpfully reinforced Calhoun of course. Wirt sputtered that "determination 

now not to interfere would itself be an interference," with Adams' countering that Monroe was 

simply following Madison's precedent, and Crawford counter-countering that Monroe should then 

agree not to interfere with any future appointments. "The effect of this would be to transfer 

patronage from the Postmaster-General to the Secretary of the Treasury," Adams snarled 

privately. Ultimately Monroe remained "neutral," Meigs appointed Van Rensselaer, Calhoun's 

wishes prevailed, and bitterness consumed the losing side. The episode demonstrated that 

presidential candidates might exploit patronage to further their bids for high office, but 

Republican factionalism meant crossing a minefield to do so.
17

 

 Clay and Jackson were mostly on the outside looking in as the Secretaries squabbled over 

patronage and they occupied the least enviable position of all. As prominent national figures they 

were inundated by office-seekers just as much as the Cabinet candidates, but they lacked the 

actual patronage power the Secretaries enjoyed. "Many of my old soldiers in arms, hearing that I 

have turned politician, prefer sending their long standing & almost obsolete claims to me, in the 

hope that I may be able to do something for them," Jackson noted resignedly, "an old  soldier you 

know, should not in time of peace forget his old associates, nor do they permit it."At best though, 

the non-Cabinet candidates could only promise to beg the Secretaries for patronage scraps in the 

present or dangle their own future appointments. "Should I ever be again brought by the 

unsolicited call of my country on the public or political theater, I shall calculate to have you near 

me," Jackson told Edward Livingston, who eventually would serve him as Secretary of State. The 

General also tried foisting several of his cronies on Monroe with little success, but he cleverly  

turned a disadvantage to advantage by linking Executive Branch patronage to his case against 

corruption in the capital. "This Logrolling business - this private consultation between the 
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President & Senate before the nomination is made is a consolidation of the check...secured by the 

Constitution dangerous to the durability of our Republic," Jackson thundered, "the people are 

prepared to punish these political Jugglers." Unable to help one office-seeker, he specifically 

indicted "some of the Departments...[where] everything is carried by intrigue, & 

management...All things here appear to bend to the approaching Presidential election." Of course 

Jackson had profited handsomely - almost as much as Crawford - from his own insider 

information in Alabama. As treaty commissioner during Monroe's first term, the General both 

persuaded and bullied Native Americans into ceding large parts of Georgia, Mississippi, 

Tennessee, and practically all of Alabama to the U.S.  He then wrangled an appointment for his 

nephew as head government surveyor for the ceded lands. Exploiting the government-owned 

surveys, the pair, along with other assorted relatives and friends, formed a land investment 

company that purchased prime real estate in the territory, sometimes at far below market value. 

Jackson, conveniently ignoring any similarity between himself and the Secretaries, continued to 

bash the Cabinet over their patronage however.
18

 

 Despite its advantages, in a factionalized party environment patronage proved a double-

edged sword. Not every appointment worked out, since politicians routinely switched allegiances. 

In Crawford's Alabama for instance, a few of his appointees ultimately supported other 

presidential candidates and those nominees Monroe rejected despite Crawford's recommendations 

usually blamed the Treasury Secretary more than the President. Adams criticized the "cormorant 

appetite for office" that the "ravenous animals" seeking appointments displayed, but the beasts 

might bite if not fed. One such seeker "has friends to recommend for appointments, and, in that 
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sort of jest which has serious meaning, desired my wife to advise me not to break my own neck," 

Adams related. Disappointed office seekers often blamed the capital's elite for their frustrated 

hopes. "Every man for himself and the devil take the hindmost, is the Politics of Washington 

folks now adays [sic]," one disgruntled Jacksonian complained, "Promises like Pye Crusts, are 

made to be broken." The Secretaries bore the brunt of the blame when appointments went awry. 

Although he had jealously eyed their patronage power, even Clay acknowledged the risk 

involved. "I think it will rather injure the cause which it is intended to subserve [sic]," the 

Speaker noted smugly. Meanwhile, an ally warned Calhoun that "it is all important that the 

discontent towards  the Cabinet should not be increased," when making his patronage decisions. 

Ironically, the Cabinet candidates might dangle patronage as carrots, but supporters could just as 

easily use their disaffections as sticks to beat down the Secretaries' presidential hopes.
19

 

 

It's Their Party And They'll Electioneer If They Want To: The Social Campaign For The 

Presidency 

 As the three Cabinet Secretaries divisively dispensed patronage, they only widened the 

fissures in Republican Party cohesiveness. When they also organized social events to further their 

candidacies, they sharpened these divisions further. Ironically, Washington gatherings - balls, 

parties, dinners, visits, and receptions - had long been used to promote party unity. During the 

December to March society season in the capital, Republican socializing had help establish and 

strengthen their First Party System alliance. Building on that example, the Cabinet candidates 

naturally turned to this traditional method of forging coalitions to create new partnerships, but 

these were dedicated to their personal presidential bids rather than Republican harmony. 
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Throwing a party helped "call back some doubting friends, & to secure firm ones more firmly," 

Eaton wryly reported to Jackson, "for it is hard, very hard you know that any man's wine & 

cordials should be drank; & his Ice creams fed upon and still to say or think ought against him." 

Parties helped split the Party however, since a politician openly committed to one candidate 

might not receive an invitation to his opponent's soiree. Candidate-specific groups coalesced, as 

when one socialite organized a 'Crawford party' to attend the theater. Regardless of the effect on 

Republican unity, the contenders believed that social campaigning was essential to winning the 

election. Candidates could wine and dine Congressmen for their support, Representatives and 

Senators could solicit patronage favors in return, and all sides could stay informed about the state 

of the race. As the electioneering intensified during Monroe's second term, the Secretaries 

stretched Washington's social season, extending it from November to May and staging a 

seemingly non-stop series of festive events. "There is a party for every night of the week," one 

exhausted congressman reported to his wife back home. As historian Catherine Allgor explained, 

"Everyone complained about going to the parties that everyone else complained about giving, but 

go and give they did." For the Republican candidates of a disintegrating Party, social occasions 

offered one key to hosting their own future parties in the White House.
20

 

 Every candidate joined in the fun. Crawford sponsored one "grand party...so crowded that 

no one had more than six Inches to move on." Calhoun opened his elegant Georgetown mansion 

to his fellow politicians and "dazzled [them] with his brilliant conversation." Even a committed 

Crawfordite such as Van Buren, who spent numerous evenings there playing whist, 

acknowledged that the Secretary of War "was a fascinating man and I enjoyed his society 

greatly." Clay held court with some political luminaries over dinner at Brown's Hotel, reveling in 

a "triple alliance of flattery, vanity, and egotism," Adams claimed acerbically. Even Jackson, a 
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harsh critic of the supposed corruption inherent in the capital's social whirl, avidly participated in 

the entertainment when he arrived to take up his Senate seat in late 1823. "There is nothing done 

here but Vissitting [sic] & carding each other," he complained to Rachel Jackson, "you know 

how much I was disgusted with those scenes when you & I were here." His wife must have been 

thoroughly confused however when Eaton simultaneously reported to her that the General "is 

constantly in motion to some Dinner party or other, and tonight stands engaged at a large Dancing 

party at Genl Browns." Jackson attended gatherings thrown by his Cabinet rivals, while hosting 

Adams, Calhoun, and Clay at his own birthday party organized by twenty-five of his friends. 

Even a self-styled outsider like Jackson realized the benefits of entertaining a host of insiders.
21

 

 Despite his reputation for social frostiness, Adams appears to have won the battle of the 

balls. In 1823 the Secretary of State remodeled his F Street home and added a 28 X 29-foot 

entertainment room as a venue for his political parties. His wife Louisa staged "Mrs. Adams' 

Tuesday Nights" every week during the winter where the pair became one of the nation's true 

power couples. The Adams' extended an open invitation to capital's political elite to a reliable - 

and expensive for the hosts - evening of amusement, which included eating, drinking, dancing, 

and card-playing all set to the music of the talented Mrs. Adams on the piano, harp, or even 

singing. On a good night, Adams could electioneer two-hundred people at once, but like a 

respectable republican, without overtly electioneering anyone. The dour Secretary of State had 

come a long way from his rocky arrival in Washington in 1817 when he had failed to make the 

first call on Senators as the capital's etiquette rules demanded. Adams had tried to burnish his 

suspect Republican bona-fides by arguing that such a "system of formality" was un-republican, 
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but he apologized for his oversight anyway. By Monroe's second term, the Secretary of State had 

learned the value of social campaigning and turned visiting into an art form. The man who had 

once refused to initiate calls called upon every member of Congress during his 1824 run. His 

organization helped prioritize his social campaign. One supporter "advised me to pay a visit to the 

mess at Coyle's," Adams once noted, "for a bird had told him it would be advisable." Once again 

he also drafted Louisa into the cause. Adams carefully organized her daily schedule of 

congressional visits "as if he was drawing up some very important article to negotiate in a 

commercial treaty," Louisa opined sardonically; the Secretary's wife made as many as forty-five 

calls per day, once logging six miles in travel.
22

 

 Many of these social events featured toasts. As the historian David Waldstreicher 

observed, toasts were "scripted, applauded and printed watchwords...by which groups...took 

stances in response to recent news and the pronouncements of other, similar gatherings." They 

served candidates and their supporters as virtual campaign slogans, a short, witty way of 

summarizing one's positives and policies - or just as often highlighting an opponent's flaws and 

failings.  Since these toasts were often reprinted by sympathetic editors in a candidate's 

newspaper network, they became "a convenient practice for men who wish to keep themselves 

forever in the public eye," as Adams noted. Voters could judge the candidates by contrasting the 

dueling toasts offered at each man's competing dinners. Unsurprisingly, the Speaker of the House, 

with his long experience in speechifying, mastered the art of toasting better than any of his rivals. 

Adams, with his talents based in writing rather than speaking, irritably dismissed Clay's toasts as 
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sham-patriotism and "an occasion for doling out his politics in driblets." For Clay, that was 

precisely the point of his toasts.
23

 

 Some candidates expanded their social campaigns beyond the typical dinner, drinks, and 

dancing and even moved their venue far outside the capital. For Adams and Jackson, attending 

church services became a more respectable way of soliciting support in a social setting.  "Would 

you believe it," Eaton bellowed to the deeply-religious Rachel Jackson, "we are so depraved as 

scarcely even to go to church, unless to the Capitol where visits are made rather for the purpose 

of shewing [sic] ones self, than any pious feeling prompts." Despite his assurances to Rachel that 

Jackson did not participate in such a profane social campaign, the General clearly made his 

rounds. He bragged about spending his Sundays with a diverse set of believers - the Methodists 

one week, the Presbyterians following, the Baptists next, and the Episcopalians after that. Not to 

be outdone, Adams attended three services every Sunday and like Jackson generally in different 

houses of worship each week. Further, Washington retained no exclusive rights to socializing for 

electoral advantage. Candidates frequently attended or hosted gatherings out in the states where 

they could surreptitiously electioneer ordinary voters. Despite grumbling that he was "obliged" to 

participate in social functions when at home in Massachusetts, Adams obligingly attended 

banquets in Boston and Quincy. He threw a large party, inviting most of Boston's political elite, 

when his son George Washington Adams graduated from Harvard. Though cash-strapped as 

usual, Clay hosted a public dinner for his friends in Lexington and then even ventured outside his 

home turf to share a meal with his supporters in Philadelphia. Jackson attended several dinners 

with acolytes in his home state. On one occasion he "sat down by candle light to a sumptuous 

repast, with a large and respectable collections of citizens" in Kingston, Tennessee. The General, 

plainly stating the political message behind the dinner, noted that he did so "to counteract some 
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reports attempted to be circulated, that my election [to the Senate] has been badly received by the 

citizens of East Tennessee." Meanwhile, only his wife's illness prevented Calhoun from 

politicking at a Maryland Agricultural Society exhibition and he regretted sacrificing "the 

pleasure, which it would have afforded, to enlarge the sphere of my acquaintance in your State."
24

 

 Ultimately, social campaigning aimed to establish a favorable image of the candidate in 

the minds of ordinary citizens. While the immediate event might be staged as an organization-

building exercise for only a small handful of elite politicians, a candidate's press network widely 

disseminated news about these festivities. A social event limited in time and scope - one night 

with a few political cronies in a small drawing room for instance - could potentially influence 

hundreds of voters across a vast nation on an on-going basis as endlessly reprinted reports about 

the party or dinner filtered out into the hinterlands. As the historian Jeffrey Pasley discovered, 

events were sometimes held as pretexts to have some news to print! Compelling press coverage 

of a party helped juice a candidate's favorability ratings, while reporting on toasts amplified his 

campaign messaging. Social politicking helped candidates navigate through the Republican 

Party's factions toward actual voters in the increasingly democratized electorate. The demands of 

the emerging political culture necessitated that a supremely indoor aspect of politics be widely 

publicized outdoors.
25

  

 

Divide To Conquer: The Candidates And Their Congressional 'Parties' 

 While the Congressmen and Cabinet chiefs entertained each other at dinners and parties, 

the flow of fun was heavily weighted in one direction. The Secretaries expended far more time, 
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money, and effort entertaining Senators and Representatives than vice versa. Both sides had much 

to discuss, but one topic of mutual interest predominated during Monroe's second term - the 

upcoming presidential election and how the eventual winner might dispense patronage. Since 

Republican presidential hopefuls had always relied upon a congressional caucus for nomination, 

candidates had little choice but to woo Congressmen with possible future appointments. As Eaton 

observed, social gatherings generally featured the Secretaries "seeking by little pretenses to worm 

themselves into the favor of the folks of Congress; & by their endorsement to be made before the 

people, to palm upon the country." As individual congressmen aligned behind different 

presidential contenders, they began working together as a congressional faction in support of the 

various candidacies; some politicians called these factions 'parties.'  While far more inchoate and 

ephemeral than political parties in the First or Second Systems, these congressional factions 

critically shaped the 1824 election nonetheless. The candidates furthered their personal 

campaigns through their legislative proxies. As an added bonus however, any dealings between 

the Secretaries and their congressional parties looked like official business, so the republican 

rules against electioneering were seemingly not violated. Though they included the Senators and 

Representatives in a candidate's organization, congressional parties were larger and more diverse. 

Since they also symbolized Republican factionalism however, these parties continually fluctuated 

in size and composition as the savvy politicos in Congress calculated odds for the winner of the 

next election. The candidates continually counted noses to judge the relative strength of their 

party, but they could never be entirely certain of their congressional
 
standing on the shifting sands 

of factionalism. When one worried Adams supporter noted that Calhoun "believed he had a 

majority of Congress in his favor," the Secretary phlegmatically responded that in actuality 

multiple "parties" divided Congress and "they embraced indeed almost the whole." A Maryland 
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Representative concurred. "Congress as you may suppose has done nothing yet," he told Clay, 

"the Presidential Election is the daily theme."
26

 

 Beyond their social campaigns, the Secretaries worked various methods to build their 

congressional parties. They most frequently generated legislative goodwill by doing favors for 

congressmen, including doling out patronage. "Every man comes with a story, demand, or 

solicitation of his own," Adams sighed, "I have not the time to write the name of one who retires 

before another comes in." Crawford usually sided with the Senate in any patronage disputes with 

the President. His tactics at party-building proved so successful that Adams could only jealously 

sputter that Congress was an "open market for the purchase of votes...At this game Crawford is a 

much superior artist." Since politicians thrived on insider information, the Secretaries also 

developed their congressional parties by exchanging secrets with legislators. Monroe 

"occasionally disclosed circumstances of [treaty] negotiation to members of Congress because he 

considered it safe and useful to do so...I sometimes did the same thing, and perhaps with less 

discretion than the President," Adams admitted candidly. The Secretary of State cemented his 

relationship with New York Representative John W. Taylor in a similar fashion. Taylor "made 

me an explicit offer of confidential intercourse [and] I accepted his offer," Adams revealed. Just 

as with their organizations, the Secretaries pressured current members of their congressional 
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parties to recruit new members. Calhoun asked his ally, New Jersey Senator Samuel Southard, to 

draft New Jersey's other Senator, Mahlon Dickerson, into the Secretary of War's party. 

Crawford's forces could only be defeated by a "united voice" from New Jersey, Calhoun argued, 

so "it would be wise to take measures to effect it." Finally, the Secretaries picked sides in 

congressional elections, backing incumbents or challengers based upon their likely congressional 

party membership. As two competing southerners, Crawford and Calhoun endured the most face-

offs, with each Secretary championing the opposite sides of congressional races in both 

Carolinas, Maryland, Virginia, Illinois, and Massachusetts. Calhoun even had to push for the 

replacement of the Congressman from his own district, a man he deemed honest but "very little 

calculated for the post which he occupies...We require something more at present."
27

 

 Calhoun's "something more" referred to the congressional parties' usefulness. Clay called 

Congress "a collection of materials, and how much good and how much evil might be done with 

them, accordingly as they should be well or ill directed." The Secretaries reflected this thinking, 

deploying their parties for a number of different purposes. Congressional parties sometimes acted 

positively, prodding various state delegations to support their man especially back in their 

respective home regions. In even rarer instances all factions actually cooperated toward a 

common goal, as when Crawford and Calhoun, at Monroe's behest, both surreptitiously urged 

their parties to support the Missouri Compromise. Most often however, congressional parties 

launched negative attacks against rivals. Congressional sessions devolved into "wrestling matches 

to bring me down," Adams insisted, "Efforts are made to represent me as singly and exclusively 

responsible for everything...odious, unpopular, or unsuccessful in Mr. Monroe's 
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Administration...[but] whenever anything prosperous or popular occurs, to deprive me even of my 

portion of it." The Crawford and Calhoun parties engaged in "violent struggle" as well, with 

Calhoun claiming Crawfordites deliberately tried to "bring on a crisis" and Crawford counter-

claiming that Calhounites tried "to sow dissension" with their congressional factions. Ultimately 

candidates aimed all their party-building in the legislature toward snaring a Republican 

presidential nomination from a future congressional caucus.
28

 

 Since forming in 1816, by Monroe's second term Crawford's party comprised the largest 

block in Congress and included most of the Radical faction. Their name, as Radical Senator John 

Taylor of Caroline noted, had been borrowed from the French party that defended the rights-

protecting Charter of 1814 from ultraroyalist attack. Taylor insisted that the Radicals were merely 

protecting the Constitution from the nationalizing tendencies of the Monroe Administration. As 

Harry Ammon concluded, a "solid core of southern state rightists" dominated the faction, 

complimented by a "strong contingent" of economically laissez faire northerners. The strength of 

Crawford's party allowed them to chair many congressional committees. They ensconced Adams' 

arch-nemesis Jonathan Russell as Chairman of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, and 

picked William Eustis and John Williams, two of Calhoun's bitterest foes, as Chairs of the House 

and  Senate Military Affairs Committees respectively. In one masterstroke, the worst nightmares 

of Crawford's rivals headed the Committees overseeing their Departments. Adams insisted that 

without "countermining" Crawford, "a party too strong to be broken would be formed." His 

congressional allies reassured him that they were all "working so hard to raise recruits" for a 

similar party backing the Secretary of State. Meanwhile, Calhoun cancelled trips home to remain 

vigilant in the capital. "The Radicals have selected me as the object of their peculiar favour," the 
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Secretary of War observed archly, "I must be prepared for them." His conscription efforts proved 

so successful that Calhoun later boasted, "I have never been stronger in Congress." Naturally 

congressional parties could be dressed-up as typical legislating for the voting public, so the 

Secretaries could use Congress to fire their "masked batteries...of the most deadly character" at 

each other without breaking any republican rules against electioneering.
29

 

 As with his organization and press network, once again Clay lagged far behind the 

Secretaries in collecting the nuts and bolts necessary to assemble a presidential campaign for the 

unusual one party contest. During Monroe's first term, the Speaker had built a vigorous 

congressional party that Adams believed actually rivaled Crawford's.  Clay used his legislative 

party to promote the causes he truly supported, but which also conveniently bashed Monroe and 

the Speaker's future presidential rivals in his Cabinet. It was a triple play that effectively made the 

Clay's case for his succession to the presidency or as Adams put it, "to control or overthrow the 

Executive by swaying the House of Representatives." Clay excoriated the Monroe Administration 

for not supporting independence for Spain's South American colonies, for insufficiently funding 

internal improvements, and for Jackson's problematic invasion of Florida during the First 

Seminole War. His congressional machinations earned the Speaker a devoted following in the 

legislature. Unfortunately for Clay his straightened personal finances forced his retirement from 

Congress in 1821. Although rumors circulated that he was drowning in gambling debts, some of 

Clay's friends had defaulted on loans he had cosigned  necessitating  private sector legal work to 

replenish his fortune. Clay would return as Speaker in 1823, but was unable to craft a 

congressional party as strong as the one he commanded during the Era of Good Feelings. As for 

Jackson, the consummate outsider running against Washington corruption never bothered to 
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create any congressional party at all. The presidential runs of both men would test the Secretaries' 

assumption that candidates needed congressional parties to win.
30

  

 

The Whisper Campaign: The Fine Art Of Ruining A Rival With A Rumor 

 A common thread linked the Cabinet meetings discussing patronage, the candidate 

dinners wooing supporters, and the party assemblages in congressional chambers. Within these 

groupings politicians gossiped and the rumors they spread fueled the campaign for the 

presidency. With a party so heavily factionalized, the political situation continually shifted. 

Politicians could stay informed of these rapid changes by tapping into the unending stream of 

insider chitchat that dominated every kind of political communication - congressional sessions, 

impromptu meetings, parties, and even in the letters they exchanged. As with most aspects of the 

campaign, rumors served to generate both positive or negative buzz; they could inflate a 

candidate's support or deflate his rival's backing. "We have no information here that can be 

depended on," one state politician complained, "the partizans [sic] of the Several candidates, 

aiming to throw, all but their own, out of the combat, state the account of the support to be 

expected by each, according to their wishes, rather than according to the fact." Political rumors 

ultimately enmeshed every contender during the 1824 election.
31

 

 Rumors were sometimes spread to stoke support for a candidate. "One plan adopted...by 

Crawford's friends," a Maryland Representative observed, "is to impress a belief that he is so 

strong that all opposition would be useless." Calhounites spread a similar rumor that exaggerated 

the Secretary of War's support in Pennsylvania. Although several Keystone State congressmen 

backed Calhoun, a false story circulated that the entire delegation had caucused, officially 

endorsed him, and were planning to send emissaries on a "political mission" to convert 
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Pennsylvania's state legislators to the Calhoun cause. Sometimes candidates spread their own 

favorable gossip. While acknowledging that it was only a "rumor," Jackson claimed that he was 

firmly supported by eight states. Meanwhile, since he coveted the Speakership as a means of 

pressing his issues-oriented campaign, Clay probably disseminated rumors himself that alleged he 

would withdraw from the presidential race if he was elected Speaker when he returned to 

Congress in 1823.
32

 

 Far more often than supportive gossip however, politicians usually spread negative 

rumors meant to undermine a rival's campaign. False rumors might dispirit a candidate's 

supporters into thinking that their man had no chance of winning, so they might stop working for 

his election or, better yet in the era's factionalized politics, join another candidate's campaign. The 

lies passed around fell into three general areas - that the candidate had been abandoned by his 

supporters, that he had withdrawn from the race, or that he had entered into a contemptible 

alliance with a hated rival. Abandonment rumors covered individuals, states, and even regions.  

Jackson, who had himself endured negative  rumors that his presidential nomination had been a 

mere political ploy to block the reelection of his hated enemy John Williams as U.S. Senator from 

Tennessee, disseminated the notion that "the western people could not be brought to act in 

concert" with a congressional caucus supporting Crawford. Rumors abounded that Martin van 

Buren, one of Crawford's key allies and critical to winning New York, had severed his alliance 

with the Treasury Secretary, some said in favor of Adams and others Clay. Striking at Clay's 

epicenter of support and playing off his decision to intentionally delay his nomination from 

Kentucky, gossip proliferated that the Speaker was "being abandoned in the West" and that he 

even lacked unanimous support of home state. Jackson's opponents in state politics tried the same 
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tactic, "difusing [sic] the intelligence that the State of Tennessee will not ultimately support me," 

the General fumed.
33

 

 Devastating withdrawal rumors bedeviled every candidate. Some of Clay's allies were 

"elated" when rumors reached them that Crawford was about to drop out of the race, since the 

Speaker would probably inherit his support in New York and Virginia. Clay himself spread false 

tales about the demise of the Secretary of War's campaign. "Mr. Calhoun is no longer regarded as 

a candidate," he confidently reported to one editor, "and is spoken of by all his friends here as 

withdrawn." The next day to another correspondent he was even more definitive, writing, "Mr. 

Calhoun is withdrawn" without any caveats at all. Meanwhile, Crawford gossiped that "the 

gentleman from South Carolina is understood to be hors du combat [out of the fight]." On another 

occasion Calhoun supposedly withdrew when Robert Hayne, his favored candidate, lost South 

Carolina's Senate race to Crawfordite William Smith; this rumor contained a double lie - Calhoun 

had not withdrawn and Hayne actually defeated Smith! Meanwhile, the Treasury Secretary's 

partisans undercut Jackson. "Mr. Crawford's folks [are] seeking to convey the idea that you have 

not consented to be placed before the nation as a candidate and that you have disavowed any such 

intention," Eaton warned the General. As one of the weaker aspirants in the race, an unsurprising 

number of withdrawal rumors also plagued Clay and the Speaker worked overtime stamping out 

"widespread...utterly idle and unfounded" gossip that he had abandoned his candidacy. His 

enemies spotlighted his run for a congressional seat as "conclusive evidence...that he has no idea 

of being elected to the Office of President." The Speaker's Kentucky and Missouri supporters 

were forced to publish addresses repudiating such rumors, but they took their toll on Clay's 

campaign. He had actually garnered much support in Delaware, one ally there disclosed, "but you 
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was thought to be almost withdrawn & they went over to other Candidates." Some rumors even 

went the extra mile, with a few Adams' men spreading the lie that not only had Clay withdrawn, 

but he had actually died! "You was sick, I mourned over it - you died - I wept for you - you 

regained your health, I rejoiced & thanked my God for your deliverance," one amused Clay 

backer humorously informed him.
34

 

 The most repeated and most damaging rumors of the election by far were the false 

charges that two candidates were secretly working together. Rumors of an insidious coalition 

between philosophically dissimilar rivals who claimed to hate each other devalued each man's 

message and tarnished two campaigns with one lie. Since voters and supporters regarded 

coalitions as an especially odious form of electioneering, candidates repeatedly stressed their 

independence from other campaigns. "The friends of Mr Adams and mine have thus far acted 

without coming into collision, but without the sleightest [sic] understanding directly, or 

indirectly," Calhoun underscored, "They ought to continue so to act; but at the same time avoid 

giving any ground to suspect a coalition, None has, or can exist." Adams echoed his Cabinet 

partner, emphatically telling supporters, "I had no concert or understanding with anyone." For a 

man not even running for President, Dewitt Clinton occupied a prominent spot in the rumor mill, 

which placed him in a secret alliance with Clay, Calhoun, Adams, or Jackson on various 

occasions. "This story is one of the common tricks of electioneering," Clay exploded when he 

heard the rumor, "...[it] assails both my integrity and my judgment - my integrity, in supposing 

me capable of countenancing or concurring in such an understanding - my judgment, in 
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supposing that I could lend myself to such an injurious, foolish, & ridiculous scheme." Adams 

instructed his friends to avoid "advances of any kind" toward the powerful New Yorker. While 

admitting he had exchanged letters with Clinton regarding a mutual friend, Jackson bristled at the 

coalition rumors. "It is the most ludicrous Idea imaginable," the General bellowed, "That man is 

not on earth, that can with truth say I was ever engaged in a political combination of any kind - or 

for any purpose." Despite the protests, candidates and their organizations continued to promote 

these false stories with abandon.
35

 

 Perhaps because the front runner aroused such strong negative feelings in rival 

campaigns, Crawford figured prominently in many coalition rumors. Secret combinations aimed 

at elevating Crawford to the Presidency linked the Treasury Secretary to Clay, Adams, and - the 

unlikeliest of all considering the chasm of animosity separating them - Monroe. Especially 

irksome to their campaigns, Clay and Adams were generally designated the junior partner in 

alliances postulating Crawford as President with his lesser rivals relegated to the Vice Presidency. 

The Jackson camp luridly highlighted the "direct and certain understanding" between Clay and 

Crawford as a purposeful plot to "break down the Hero of New Orleans" and frustrate Western 

demands for a president from their region. Even Jackson was forced to admit however that the 

"whispered...proposal was made...but properly rejected" by Clay. "Mr Crawford with all Clays 

influence could not get one vote for Crawford in Kentucky," the General added with a dig at both 

adversaries. Indignantly rejecting "a position of inferiority to the South," Adams crossly burst 

several trial balloons floated by Crawfordites suggesting he play second fiddle as the Treasury 

Secretary's Vice President in exchange for his own promotion to Chief Executive following a 

Crawford presidency. When he heard the rumor from Ambassador William King, Adams bristled. 
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"I applied an epithet to King for saying this, which I will not commit to paper," Adams admitted 

in his Memoirs.  At least Adams commanded enough respect to warrant the Vice Presidency; 

some rumors trivialized Clay as accepting a mere Attorney Generalship or the State portfolio 

under Crawford or as Vice President serving the ten-years younger Calhoun. The Speaker's weak 

campaign invited such marginalization. In the end political rumors were unreliable and  

frequently proven absolutely incorrect, yet no one could stop exchanging them.
36

 

 

Business As Usual: One-Party Tactics And The Politics Of Corruption 

 Rumors of behind-the-scenes alliances between competing candidates may have troubled 

a republican-minded citizenry, but politicians were not so squeamish. In a rare moment of candor, 

Adams admitted that this kind of rumor was essentially true. His supporters "had often suggested 

it to me as desirable; nor is there anything in it unconstitutional, illegal, or dishonorable. The 

friends of every one of the candidates have sought to gain strength for their favorite by coalition 

with the friends of others and to deny very indignantly an imputation of that which is not wrong 

in itself, is...fastening upon you a consciousness of wrong where there is none," he opined. Most 

voters probably would have disagreed with the esteemed Secretary of State. Politicos readily 

dropping one beloved candidate to just as ardently support another proved to voters that their 

leaders lacked "fastidious purity." A candidate's parties in the capital, where the cream of nation's 

political elite danced with fancy-dressed European diplomats, ate the richest foods, and swilled 

copious amounts of alcohol, must have seemed the height of corruption to folks back home in the 
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states. Dividing Congress based upon what was good for a presidential candidate rather than what 

was good for the country concerned ordinary people. The back-and-forth favors necessary to win 

the presidency seemed sleazy to regular citizens, as one worried voter informed Jackson."The 

growing Patronage of the Country, as it has been actively employed for the last four years, is no 

common evil...This Hydra must be crushed, else of Republican principles & institutions will ere 

long be wrecked at its shrine," he hyperbolically told the General. Candidates believed they 

needed side-switching politicians, patronage, social activities, congressional parties, and 

slanderous rumors to win the election, but their tactics in pursuit of the presidency ironically 

disillusioned the very voters who would deliver the prize.
37

 

 As Adams pontificated about the requirements of running for high office, he questioned 

the ethics of attempts "to assist, countenance, or encourage" supporters of his presidential bid. 

Allies often demanded "reciprocation of good offices," he observed, "He who asks or accepts the 

offer of aid to promote his own views necessarily binds himself to promote the views of him from 

whom he receives it." Adams decided that a quid pro quo between a presidential candidate and a 

supporter would be "essentially and virtually corrupt." However, any relationship where "support 

should be given free and unshackled on both sides, [rather] than as an offer made to the candidate 

for his benefit" would be "consistent with the duties of a citizen."The Secretary of State's fine 

theoretical distinction may have been lost on ordinary Americans  disgusted with the 

maneuvering, patronage, socializing, and faction-building that defined the practice of one-party 

politics in Washington. Of course if the voters failed to see that corruption was consuming the 

capital, Jackson and his allies would be sure to point it out to them. "Oh! it is too abominably 

bad," Eaton moaned to the General, "to see gentlemen electioneering for this high office; and 

seeking by parade & kindness to win for themselves patronage & favour." Jackson himself had 
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participated in numerous subtle forms of electioneering of course, but he was clearly 

disassociated from the most visible methods of canvassing for votes in a one-party presidential 

election. Only the Secretaries pandered with patronage, threw the swankiest parties, and cut the 

Congress into warring presidential factions. Jackson had led the way with nominations from out 

in the states, while the capital politicians continued  courting the congressional caucus in the very 

epicenter of political power. The people, Eaton insisted, would be "confronted with the sad, 

melancholy & deplorable picture of gentlemen intriguing...the pretended patriots of the land 

[who] dictate to them what is best." Jackson's pamphlets, press, and the rumor mill would see to 

that.
38
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CHAPTER 6: THE PERPETUAL CAMPAIGN 

  On the Fourth of July 1821, John Quincy Adams fired what most contemporary 

politicos and the British diplomatic corps regarded as the opening shot of the 1824 presidential 

election. Invited to deliver a routine Independence Day address in the capital, Adams chose 

"What has America done for Mankind?" as his theme. After extolling his country's 

accomplishments and including a ceremonial reading of the Declaration of Independence, the 

sitting Secretary of State turned to flaying Great Britain. He sarcastically excoriated America's 

former colonial rulers as "Ye chivalrous knights of chartered liberties and the rotten boroughs! Ye 

improvers upon the sculpture of the Elgin marbles! Ye spawners of fustian romance and 

lascivious lyrics!" While the British government disdainfully dismissed the hostile speech, 

Adams claimed to find it a "pleasant surprise" that many of his fellow Americans applauded his 

widely-reprinted remarks. Despite his reaction, the Secretary had probably carefully planned the 

speech as a subtle electioneering tool. As a former Federalist subject to charges that he still 

favored his old party and harbored their pro-British proclivities, making a speech that attacked 

Great Britain distanced Adams from his Federalist past while burnishing his Republican bona 

fides.
1
 

 Not every American received Adams' nationalistic oration with enthusiasm however; his 

rivals for the presidency remained singularly unimpressed. "What must we think...of the taste of 

that part of the Country, which have extolled it to the skyes [sic]!" Clay sneered, "Of its author...it 

furnishes further proof of his total want of judgment and discretion." If any proof were needed, 

Adams' speech and his opponent's reaction demonstrated that a mere four months after Monroe's 

near-unanimous reelection his would-be successors were already jockeying for position in the 

next election. Since republican principles prohibited blatant campaigning, the presidential 
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competitors would have to find alternate means of reaching the voters. From 1821 to 1823 the 

candidates would turn conventional political disputes in the Cabinet, Congress, and the 

newspapers into covert methods of electioneering. "This subject of the next Presidential election 

comes up in forms almost numberless," As Adams wryly observed, "The whole system of our 

politics is inseparably linked with the views of the aspirants to the Presidential succession." The 

"distant" 1824 contest is "already sensibly felt" and "much to be dreaded," Monroe himself 

complained in early 1822. As almost every action in ordinary national politics became enmeshed 

in the succession question, the President's second term probably seemed like one endless, 

perpetual campaign for the presidency to the candidates, their supporters, and the voters.
2
 

 

Cabinet War: The Ultimate Insiders' Ultimate Inside Battle 

 Far more than Jackson's angry pamphleteering and Clay's unsatisfying legislative 

compromising, the antics of the Cabinet Secretaries fueled the perpetual campaign for the 

presidency. The Executive Departments had been created by the First Congress in the early 

1790's, growing inexorably over the next thirty years in size, responsibility and autonomy. As the 

historian Richard John observed, by the 1820s Cabinet posts had become "nurseries for 

presidential aspirants" with the press and postal powers that the Secretaries exerted giving them 

an edge in succession politics. With three competing campaigns all uncomfortably squeezed into 

one Cabinet, the Secretaries staged their battle to follow Monroe quite literally in each others' 

faces. The Executive Branch titans simply could not escape confrontation. Trying to forge - or 

force - consensus behind Administration policies, Monroe convened Cabinet meetings on several 

days each week, sometimes for up to twenty hours over that span. Each Secretary could comment 

on any area of policy under discussion, not just those considered their area of direct 
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responsibility. Many of these talk-a-thons degenerated into quarrels pitting Crawford against 

Calhoun or Adams, with "suppressed hatred and subdued anger" discoloring every "painful" 

debate between them. Beyond the open animosity, each Secretary employed their allies as a 

"whispering gallery" against each other, trying to secretly push the President and other 

Department heads to support their side in Cabinet skirmishes. Factionalism and side-switching 

complicated the insiders' war, with everyone's loyalty in doubt and up-for-grabs. Adams 

grumbled that Monroe, "beset by a back door," frequently worked against him. Meanwhile 

Calhoun complained that though Postmaster General Meigs "decidedly" favored him, his 

Crawfordite assistant actually wielded "great control" over the Department during Meigs' 

frequent absences.  "Such is the way of the world!" Adams protested, "Winding-stairs in every 

direction." Monroe staged showy displays of symbolic accord of course, demanding the 

Secretaries appear together with him for ceremonial bill signings in the Capitol or technology 

demonstrations at the Navy Yard, but these artificial exhibitions only fitfully concealed the rancor 

splitting the Cabinet.
3
 

 Crawford naturally stood at the epicenter of most Cabinet disputes as the competing 

Secretaries tried to knock the formidable frontrunner out of the race, but the origins of conflict 

rested on his long-standing feud with Monroe. The President was no stranger to Cabinet wars of 

succession of course. As Secretary of State under his predecessor, Monroe had vigorously clashed 

with Secretary of War John Armstrong over the right to follow Madison. Even though he won the 
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ultimate prize, Monroe never truly forgave Crawford for challenging him in the 1816 Republican 

caucus and the Treasury Secretary returned the enmity. His Cabinet rivals twisted Crawford's 

politically-prudent acquiescence to Monroe's eventual nomination into a devious intrigue. He 

only "ostensibly" declined to oppose Monroe, Adams insisted, "seeming to sacrifice his own 

pretensions in his favor, so as to secure a seat in the Administration under him, during which he 

has been incessantly engaged in preparing the way to succeed him." Shortly into the first term, 

the President privately blamed Crawford for a series of press articles that unfavorably compared 

him to Jefferson. These hit pieces, under the pseudonym "Trio," originated in the principal 

newspaper of Milledgeville, Georgia's state capital and the very center of Crawford's political 

base. As the Radical faction in Congress began openly criticizing Administration policy, even 

irritatingly claiming that Crawford was far more republican than the current Republican 

president, Monroe fingered the Treasury Secretary as the impetus behind their attacks. The 

Radicals, Monroe insisted, "assailed me...[and Crawford] did not separate himself from them, by 

any public act, so as to shew that he did not approve their attacks." Crawford met Monroe's 

hostility with his own studied undermining of the President. Monroe believed that the Treasury 

Secretary shared his financial reports with his congressional allies before anyone in the Cabinet 

reviewed them, including the President himself. For Monroe's 1819 Message, Crawford provided 

an interim summary statement of the nation's finances showing that revenues covered expenses. 

Once Monroe released his Message with those numbers included, Crawford published his own 

finalized Treasury Report that revealed an actual $5 million deficit. The discrepancy thoroughly 

embarrassed Monroe, who appeared woefully unaware of his own Administration's financial 

figures. Crawford probably acted deliberately since he had privately predicted a shortfall some 

months prior, and his finalized version also served his presidential bid. The Report recommended 

eliminating the deficit through spending cuts that would have disproportionally affected 

Calhoun's War Department budget, while rejecting internal taxes that could be blamed on 
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Crawford's Treasury Department. When a similar discrepancy occurred in 1821 before the 

conflicting reports were issued, Monroe insisted that the entire Cabinet review both the Treasury's 

summary and final reports on an on-going basis and he began excluding Crawford from certain 

Cabinet meetings.
4
 

 Crawford's Executive Branch rivals took their cues from the President and treated him 

just as warily. The three candidates had known each other long before their forced collaboration 

in Monroe's Cabinet of course. Adams and Crawford had served together as Senators in the 10th 

Congress during Jefferson's presidency. Crawford's ties to Calhoun  went even further back. Both 

men had attended the Carmel Academy near Appling, Georgia that had been founded by 

Calhoun's brother-in-law. At age twenty-two, Crawford was both a student and assistant teacher 

at the institution and he probably instructed the thirteen-year-old Calhoun once he entered the 

Academy. At least initially Crawford's Administration opponents respected their old connections 

and handled their principle challenger gingerly. Working side-by-side with him, Calhoun 

discovered the Treasury Secretary to be a man "whose principles and character he could not 

approve," but he never made those opinions public. Meanwhile Adams, always sharp-minded and 

detail-oriented, declined to produce documents that would have proved Crawford misspoke in 

minor Cabinet disputes. When Crawford claimed he had opposed a piece of House legislation, 

Adams did not publicly contradict the Treasury Secretary. Privately however the Secretary of 

State recalled that "not a lisp against it was ever heard" from Crawford, but he was probably 

misremembering because he had worked "underhandedly" against it. Openly opposing Crawford 

only invited blistering attacks from the Treasury Secretary, his organization, and his presses. 

When Crawford, in a "perfectly characteristic manner," blamed Adams for French recalcitrance 

during difficult negotiations over a commercial treaty, Adams hotly corrected the Treasury 
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Secretary's false inferences in front of the whole Cabinet. If Adams had not refuted him, "a week 

would not have passed before Crawford would have told in confidence half a dozen of his friends 

the whole of this affair, with all its misconceptions, insinuations, and conjectures, as a proof of 

my indiscretion." Since the candidates were carefully delaying their entry into the presidential 

race however, they avoided provoking hostilities with the frontrunner too soon. "I think it a duty 

to treat Mr. Crawford with delicacy," the Secretary of State prudently observed.
5
  

 Once the Secretary of War officially entered the contest though the gloves came off. 

Calhounite John Clark's 1821 reelection as Governor of Georgia over a Crawfordite opponent 

apparently convinced Calhoun that Crawford was weak enough to challenge for the presidency. 

Crawford and Adams had believed that Calhoun would ultimately endorse one of them for the 

office, so both were surprised when the Secretary of War launched his own independent bid. 

Calhoun's campaign especially troubled Crawford because it meant two southerners would be 

competing for votes in their mutual home region. Suddenly the Cabinet split into two warring 

camps with supporters of the Administration, Adams and Calhoun, on one side and its opponent, 

Crawford, on the other. Adams maintained that Crawford's "prospects" unlike his own "depend 

upon the failure of the present Administration for their success." Meanwhile Calhoun stoutly 

claimed that "I am identified with Mr. Monroe on all points since 1812." Both Secretaries placed 

Crawford outside their little pro-Monroe camp. Adams famously asserted that "Crawford has 

been a worm preying upon the vitals of the Administration within its own body," while Calhoun 

instructed his followers that "the true line of policy at present is to support the admn and to point 

out by arguments the objections to Mr. Cd...under which he must sink."
6
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 No one declared the war openly of course, but Adams and Calhoun maneuvered against 

Crawford behind the scenes. Adams gossiped that the Treasury Secretary had been the secret 

prime mover animating every attack against Monroe during his first term. Congressional hostility 

toward the Administration had been "stimulated by him and promoted by his partisans," Adams 

growled, "he has been felt when he could not be seen." He insisted that Crawford deliberately 

sabotaged his delicate commercial negotiations with France by supporting "humiliating 

concessions" by the U.S. that reflected badly on Adams' State Department. Calhoun, who had 

shared a mess with Crawford's "managing partisans" during his 1816 nomination tussle with 

Monroe, insisted that the wily Treasury Secretary was simply up to his old tricks. When 

Crawford's presses began attacking both men, with Calhoun's War Department accused of 

wasteful spending and Adams faulted for his Federalist past, the two Secretaries commiserated 

about their rival. Crawford's "watchwords," Adams blazed, were "Democracy, Economy, and 

Reform...Democracy to be used against me, Economy against Calhoun, and Reform against 

both." Calhoun blasted Crawford's unprecedented "rising to the eminence he now occupies." No 

other man in American history, the Secretary of War claimed torridly, "with abilities so ordinary, 

with services so slender, and so thoroughly corrupt" had "contrived" to become a presidential 

candidate.
7
  

 The Cabinet confrontations enraged Crawford. In proper republican fashion he stoutly 

declared that he had not "sought, or claimed, or expected" any public office, including his entry in 

the 1816 nomination contest. "I was entreated to permit it to be done," Crawford insisted. He 

believed the 1816 nomination had been "clearly in my reach if I had been ambitious of it," so 

Monroe owed him politically for gracefully stepping aside. The Treasury Secretary deeply 
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resented his Cabinet adversaries' attacks on his character and he insisted that he was not the 

mastermind behind the Radicals' harassment of the Administration. Truthfully, Crawford was as 

much a tool as leader of the Radicals. He had not created the Radical faction as a means of 

winning the presidency; instead they had selected him as their standard-bearer in the race. 

Though both sides cooperated closely to the clear benefit of Crawford's presidential bid, he never 

entirely controlled his spirited allies as much as Monroe, Adams, and Calhoun believed and in 

return some of them complained that Crawford should have done more to obstruct the President's 

agenda.
8
 

 Crawford assiduously worked against his Cabinet opponents to maintain his claim to the 

succession however. He argued that Calhoun had "strenuously opposed" him in the 1816 

nomination fight simply to prevent the rise of another young southern rival for the presidency. 

Crawford lamented that friends had warned him about Calhoun's treachery early on, but he had 

not opposed his appointment as Secretary of War when he could have prevented it. He declared 

that Adams engaged in political tricks aimed at winning the election. "I am afraid that his 

morality does not rise above considerations of this kind," the Treasury Secretary huffed. He 

claimed credit for "softening the asperities" in Adams' official correspondence, thus preventing 

embarrassment in diplomatic relations with "more than one power."
9
 

 Calling it justified financial prudence, but with its political motivation utterly transparent, 

Crawford and his subordinates began carefully scrutinizing his two rivals' account records kept on 

file in the Treasury Department. Adams denounced this "system of espionage...mousing [sic] for 

errors in my accounts upon which to raise a popular clamor against me." The Treasury Secretary 

also openly asserted that in his future Administration all officeholders currently supporting 
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competing candidacies would be replaced with loyal Crawfordites. As the rivalry escalated in the 

background, Cabinet meetings became tense affairs. "You well know what his conduct has 

been...in deliberation on important subjects," Monroe groused to Attorney General William Wirt, 

"and how little it has been in harmony with theirs." The President considered sacking Crawford 

and even drafted letters demanding his resignation, but he never sent them. Instead, he decided "it 

comported better with the principles of our gov.
t
 [sic] & with my own character, to permit him to 

remain than to remove him." Principles and character aside, Monroe feared that firing the 

Treasury Secretary would only create a political martyr, intensify the Radical offensive, and 

ironically strengthen Crawford's presidential run. The Treasury Secretary was fully aware that "an 

intrigue for turning him out of office" existed, but he actually welcomed its political utility. "A 

state of irritation prevails which greatly exceeds anything which has occurred in the history of 

this government," Crawford slyly informed one supporter, but "I believe it will not be injurious to 

me to remain in this state, or even to be removed from office." Since Monroe had correctly 

surmised the political value the Treasury Secretary  might reap from his termination, Crawford 

remained in the Cabinet and the stressful relations between the Secretaries persisted throughout 

the long election.
10

 

 While Adams and Calhoun often tag-teamed Crawford, they also waged their own lower-

level scuffle. The two men had once been good friends united in a cooperative alliance against the 

Treasury Secretary during Cabinet debates, with Adams calling Calhoun a man "above all 

sectional and factious prejudices more than any other statesman." Their relationship cooled 

significantly however once Calhoun failed to support Adams for president and joined the race 

himself. "My personal intercourse with him now is necessarily an intercourse of civility, and not 
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of confidence," Adams lamented, and their once sociable and supportive interactions became 

"delicate and difficult." To Adams' face Calhoun claimed to be a "friend and admirer," but attacks 

against the Secretary of State "multiplied tenfold" - easily rivaling those of Crawford's partisans - 

once the Secretary of War declared his candidacy. Adams also remained bitter at Calhoun for 

convincing him, before the Secretary of War came out as a presidential candidate, to replace the 

Crawford-leaning Democratic Gazette with the Philadelphia Franklin Gazette as one of the 

official government printers for Pennsylvania. The new printer attacked the Treasury Secretary 

with vigor just as Calhoun had promised Adams, but it also pushed Calhoun's candidacy and 

sharply critiqued the Secretary of State.
11

 

 Actually, Calhoun greatly respected Adams; he simply believed that the cultivated 

Secretary lacked the killer instinct necessary for taking out a street-brawler like Crawford. In a 

race pitting one non-slave owner against four slaveholders, "Mr. Adams [has] great advantages," 

Calhoun maintained, "if he knew how to improve them." A swing through the North inspecting 

the nation's defense installations had convinced Calhoun that the former Federalist Adams, 

despite being the only northerner in the race, lacked the united support of the region and even 

faced stiff opposition in New England. Accordingly, the Secretary of War strongly discouraged 

his followers from taking any steps to strengthen Adams in the North even if it helped to defeat 

Crawford. Once the Treasury Secretary had been vanquished, Adams could be separated from the 

Administration and defeated by a South united behind Calhoun.
12

 

 For his part Adams resented the youthful Calhoun for violating the "graduated 

subordination" that represented "the genius of our institutions." Presidential candidacies, Adams 

argued, should be based on "reputation," with age and experience only superseded by 
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"transcendent merit," something Calhoun clearly lacked in Adams' opinion. No person older than 

a sitting president had ever headed a Cabinet Department. "This was not the result of any written 

law," the Secretary of State insisted, "but it arose from the natural operation of our system." For 

Adams, Calhoun's impudent line-jumping disturbed proper republican order and suggested that he 

lacked the gravitas to be President. "Precedent and popularity - this is the bent of his mind," the 

Secretary of State sneered, "what has been done, and what will be said...Primary principles 

involved in any public question are the last that occur to him." While the two Secretaries could 

concoct every conceivable political or principled justification for their battle however, it simply 

represented their energetic pursuit of the same position.
13

 

  Adams also blamed the President for foisting a candidate with insufficient merit on the 

public. "All the other men who were distinguished before the nation," Adams fumed, faced 

"proscription from the Executive." Calhoun's Monroe-sanctioned review of Adams' proposed 

appointments clearly irked the elder statesmen and in matters of policy, the President obviously 

tilted toward Calhoun. When Monroe devoted a lengthy passage in his 1822 Annual Message to 

supporting the West Point Military Academy, both Adams and Crawford questioned the necessity 

of such a high-profile, forceful defense of an institution that few opposed. "[I] have no disposition 

to reduce it," Adams admitted privately, "a motive which I believe instigates those who now 

assail the establishment, as the patronage animates Calhoun in its defense." The Secretary of State 

testily confronted Monroe over his partiality toward Calhoun, but the President diffidently 

insisted that "he felt it his duty to take no part in favor of or against any one." He recommended 

that Adams discourage his own allies from actively "caballing" for his succession, spuriously 

claiming that he had followed a similar policy during Madison's term. Adams could only counter 

with a not-so-veiled threat, telling Monroe he had supported the Administration to date and "I 

should continue to act on the same principles as long as it would be possible; but, in the way 
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things were now working, I knew not how long this might be."His warning was largely empty 

rhetoric however; Adams was simply too politically and philosophically linked to Monroe to ever 

sever his ties to the Administration.
14

 

 The Cabinet Secretaries sometimes cooperated for their mutual benefit of course. For 

instance, Monroe's 1823 Annual Message included a muscular pronouncement of the guiding 

principles of American foreign policy. Later dubbed the "Monroe Doctrine," the President 

publicly rejected future European colonization in the Americas, promised no U.S. involvement in 

any European war, and declared that any European hostility toward their current or former 

colonies in the Americas would be regarded as an act of aggression against the U.S. The 

Doctrine, provoked by genuine fears that the absolutist powers in Europe might try to reassert 

Spanish control over their rebellious South American colonies, sparked sharp debate within the 

Cabinet over the imminence of the threat and the level of belligerence to be expressed in the 

response. Always cognizant of his need for separation from his Federalist past, Adams hoped to 

echo his 1821 Independence Day Address and include a full-throated endorsement of American 

republicanism in the Message, but Monroe and the Cabinet rejected his overly-confrontational 

"hornet of a paragraph."  Ultimately, the Cabinet followed Adams' demand for action independent 

from Britain, and Monroe's insistence that the Doctrine be made public. While often regarded by 

historians as a joint Adams/Monroe project, contemporaries recognized "the work of several 

hands" behind the Doctrine and the entire Cabinet received plaudits for Monroe's Message. 

Adams never took full credit for the Doctrine and even failed to include it in the list of diplomatic 

achievements he compiled to justify his presidential run. International reaction varied. Several 

European diplomats believed, since the U.S. lacked the military power to enforce it, that the 

Doctrine was a simple election-year political ploy aimed at enhancing the presidential prospects 
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of the Cabinet Secretaries.  Meanwhile many Latin Americans soon recognized that their 

neighbor to the north was offering little more than moral support in any confrontation with 

Europe. Domestically however, Monroe's Doctrine received near-unanimous public, press, and 

Congressional approval. While not just an electoral ploy since the Administration politicians 

harbored legitimate concerns about European intentions, the Cabinet Secretaries, especially those 

running for president, certainly recognized the favorable political optics inherent in preserving 

future U.S. expansion and not acting in concert with the recent British enemy. Even the non-

Cabinet candidates were forced to applaud their rivals. Clay, always sensitive toward the 

independence of the Latin American republics, highly praised Monroe's Message and actually 

submitted resolutions to Congress that would have codified the non-intervention principle if 

passed.  Jackson, always receptive to arguments promoting America's military might, approvingly 

noted that "the President takes a proper ground as it respects south america [sic]." After the 

battles of the Era of Good Feelings and the covert warfare of their electioneering without 

electioneering, the Cabinet demonstrated mutually beneficial harmony at least this once.
15

  

 Despite their occasional cooperation however, the Cabinet Secretaries mostly continued 

deploying what Adams called "mines and counter-mines" against each other in warfare so brutal 

that he even predicted the collapse of the Administration before the end of Monroe's second term. 

With Jackson dismissed as a non-factor and Clay regarded as a lightweight long-shot, the Cabinet 

war largely damaged only the Secretaries and as a group they faced increasingly unfavorable 
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scrutiny. "In their zeal for elevation they remind me of unt[r]ained Attendants at a Banquet 

jostling each other out of place," one Clayite detractor noted, while a Jackson correspondent 

attacked them even more forcefully. "I have been faithless in the Heads of Department," he 

blared, "The Canker worms have been (already too long) gnawing at the very core & vitals of our 

Government & corruption stalks abroad." Naturally Jackson offered a self-serving solution to the 

Cabinet's shenanigans. "Was I President," the General bellowed, "I would Remove all who have 

come out as candidates for the Presidency - and fill my Cabinet with those whose whole time 

could be devoted to the duties of their office, and not to intrigue for the Presidency." To Jackson's 

great advantage, there would be even more fodder for the critics once the insiders' war escaped 

the confines of the Cabinet.
16

  

 

Congressional War: Clash Of The Presidential Parties 

 

 Unsurprisingly, the candidates' congressional parties eagerly joined the battle their 

leaders were waging inside the Cabinet. This congressional warfare both extended and amplified 

the clash between the Radicals and the Monroe Administration that had fueled the bad feelings so 

emblematic of the President's first term. The Radicals, claiming to be champions of orthodox 

Jeffersonian Republicanism, had blasted Monroe's attempted fusion with the Federalists, 

criticized his Spanish policy, excoriated Jackson's activities in Florida during the First Seminole 

War, and began calling for sharp reductions in government expenditures. The latter dispute 

centered on real ideological differences. The Radicals truly believed that federal spending and 

debt threatened the nation's post-Panic economy, while Monroe and the Calhounites truly 

believed that any cuts to the War Department's budget threatened the nation's post-War of 1812 

security. During the perpetual campaign to succeed Monroe however, these legitimate policy 
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differences became inextricably entangled with the competing presidential bids. The mounting 

animosity was painfully apparent to observers outside the capital. The Radicals, Jackson 

thundered, aimed to "prostrate" the Monroe administration's "popularity and elevate Crawford 

upon its ruins." Even former President Madison, no stranger to vicious political tussles, deplored 

"the state of Mr. Monroe's cabinet, and the personal factions, which have been struggling against 

each other in Congress."
17

 

 Crawfordites fired the first shot. Since the War of 1812 the federal government's deficit-

spending had been largely financed by loans, which had increased the national debt from 

$45,000,000 to $99,000,000. The 1819 Panic had significantly reduced the government's income 

necessary to pay down the debt. To remedy the situation the Radicals had been calling for several 

years for some combination of defense-related spending cuts and organizational efficiencies. 

Calhoun always defended the scope and fiscal soundness of his departmental activities, boldly 

championing a large standing army, and curtly insisting that the Executive Branch, not the 

Legislature, bore ultimately responsibility for the "application of laws and regulations" in all 

military matters. In April of 1820, the House Ways and Means Committee dragged ordinary 

Americans into the argument against Calhoun's view. Their report on the nation's depressed 

commercial situation bemoaned the depreciated value of exports that "imperiously 

required...retrenchment in expenditures of every citizen." The Committee testily insisted that 

government had a "corresponding obligation...to retrench its expenditures, and economize its 

means." The following December Congress received Crawford's Treasury report projecting the $5 

million dollar deficit which only further armed the Radicals in their proposed war on the War 

Department. Georgia Representative Thomas W. Cobb called for $3 million in government 

spending cuts with two-thirds of the amount slashed from Calhoun's budget. Tennessee 
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Representative - and noted Jackson enemy - John Cocke insisted the Army's staff and officer 

corps be pared in proportion to any cuts to the ranks of ordinary soldiers. Both Crawfordites 

claimed that the militia could cover any gaps in the nation's defense needs, with North Carolinian 

Lewis Williams, a personal enemy of Calhoun, adding that the Navy better deterred adversaries 

than the Army. Pro-Administration forces responded of course; Virginia Representative 

Alexander Smyth blasted the militia as unreliable, while South Carolina's Eldred Simpkins 

questioned the accuracy of Crawford's dire Treasury figures. His fellow South Carolinian William 

Lowndes demanded that Crawford produce amended budget numbers, forcing the Treasury 

Secretary to issue significantly pared deficit projections in January. Regardless of actual figures 

however, the tide had clearly turned in favor of retrenchment. When Kentucky's David Trimble 

declared, "To live upon loans is treason against posterity!" he clearly signaled that Clay's allies 

had joined with Crawford's in a robust majority favoring spending cuts. The House passed Cobb's 

radical bill 109-48. The Senate was more sympathetic to the War Department, so they countered 

with their own, less severe retrenchment legislation. Over the objections of the most radical 

retrenchers including Cobb and Cocke, Clay himself, in one of his last acts before his two-year 

hiatus from Congress, successfully pushed the House to accept the Senate bill as a suitable 

compromise. Set to commence in June of 1821, the legislation significantly reduced the size of 

the Army, trimmed the officer corps, and halved Indian Department appropriations. Perhaps most 

wounding to Calhoun, Monroe, and their vision of the nation's defense infrastructure however, 

Congress also slashed fortification construction from an annual rate of $800,000 to $202,000, 

even specifying the forts to be axed. At the next session, the cost-cutters established a Select 

Committee on Retrenchment to oversee their vision of the nation's economic and military future. 

The battle-lines could not have been more clearly drawn.
18
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 The Legislature ordered the 10,000-strong Army be whittled down to 6,000 enlistees. 

Artillery units were cut in half, with the infantry pared almost as much, and both reorganized into 

four and seven regiments respectively. Companies were reduced from one-hundred privates to 

forty-two, with line officers assigned additional staff functions. Despite the dire complaints of 

their critics, the Radicals had simply taken the Army off its war-footing by more efficiently 

deploying smaller numbers of men. While carefully weighing the divergent opinions surrounding 

the retrenchment plan in an anonymous editorial, the pro-Crawford editors of the National 

Intelligencer privately suggested that the new Army was "decidedly superior in several respects 

to any of the preceding organizations." The plan to reduce the officer corps in proportion to cuts 

of the enlisted provoked the far greater political firestorm. Jackson, a fierce critic of any 

retrenchment cuts that in his mind weakened the nation's defenses, especially loathed the officer 

reduction plans. "The blind Policy of the last Congress," the General snarled, "has limited the 

prospects of reputation and distinction in our Army." Instead of ordering particular cuts, the 

legislature dropped responsibility for the politically-sensitive specifics right into Calhoun's lap. In 

conjunction with a Board of General Officers handpicked by Monroe and chaired by Calhounite 

Major General Jacob Brown, the Secretary of War deftly brought the officer corps into line with 

the new retrenchment legislation through a clever series of discharges, demotions, and transfers. 

Some military egos were bruised in the process however. Officers unfavorably affected by 

Calhoun's reduction plan complained to their Congressional supporters of course, which 

ironically subjected Calhoun's congressionally-mandated decisions to congressional criticism. 

When the Secretary of War originally presented his Army reduction plan he was not a candidate, 

but as the changes were executed Calhoun officially announced his unexpected bid for the 
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Presidency. The Crawford party in the legislature immediately pounced on his allegedly 

questionable choices. The House Committee on Military Affairs launched an investigation into 

Calhoun's officer reduction methodology, while a secret executive session of the Senate scoured 

his proposed list of shuffled appointments. Monroe fumed privately as his favorite presidential 

contender faced withering criticism. Appointments distributed with the "strictest impartiality," he 

groused to Madison, drew "charges on the administration importing misconduct...[from] the 

discontented." Despite all the bluster however, Congress accepted almost all of Calhoun's 

decisions and rejected only two appointments. Spearheaded by ardent Crawfordite Tennessee 

Senator John Williams, the Senate declined to name Colonel Nathan Towson as Commanding 

Officer of the Second Regiment of Artillery and Colonel James Gadsden as Adjutant General of 

the Army. Williams publicly claimed that the Administration was promoting the pair over more 

qualified senior officers, while privately implying that improper favoritism had governed the 

choices; Crawfordites denounced Gadsden as a "particular favorite" of Calhoun, with Towson 

dismissed as "close personally" to the President. Suffering only two rejections from a list of about 

sixty appointments might make Calhoun's reduction plan appear highly successful, but during a 

perpetual campaign for the presidency there was much ado about this nothing.
19

 

 Livid over the Senate's rebuff, Monroe convened two Cabinet meetings to address the 

issue. Somewhere within all the political posturing, both sides managed to locate principles to 

buttress their position. The Senate argued that Monroe had improperly raised Towson and 

Gadsden's ranks over more senior officers. The President insisted that the Senate had accepted his 

lowering of ranks for other officers, so that implied he should also possess the power to raise 

ranks. Further, Monroe had shifted Towson from a staff to a line post; Congress contended that 
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Army Regulations demanded that line appointments had to be made from within existing line 

ranks, not from staff. The President heatedly countered that he had constitutional authority over 

the two appointments because they were to newly-created, "original" positions; as such, he did 

not need to observe any staff or line distinctions. The War Department and the Senate Military 

Affairs Committee were actually consulting different versions of Army Regulations which only 

added to the confusion. Unsurprisingly, Calhoun, Adams, and Navy Secretary Thompson agreed 

with Monroe while Crawford "with great pertinacity" sided with the Senate. Though the Treasury 

Secretary warned that he would "excite irritation" in the legislature, Monroe ultimately 

dispatched two messages to Congress that defended the Administration's Army reduction plan 

and reappointed Gadsden and Towson. The Senate Committee on Military Affairs rejected the 

reappointments 25-17, simultaneously publishing their secret Executive Proceedings hoping to 

prove that their actions were not politically motivated. The standoff remained unresolved and the 

positions were left unfilled for the remainder of Monroe's term. Military efficiency, which both 

sides claimed to champion, seemed the primary casualty of the political scuffle since the duties of 

the two posts had to be shouldered by other officers.
 20

 

 The contretemps continued when Monroe intervened again to assist Towson. Towson had 

been Paymaster General when the President picked him for the new appointment. Once that plan 

failed, Calhoun dismissed Brigadier General Daniel Parker, the current Paymaster General, and 

successfully reappointed Towson to his old position. Parker's long history of service in the U.S. 

military included stints as Adjutant General and Inspector General, but he had collected some 

powerful enemies along the way. He had run afoul of Monroe during the War of 1812 when he 

served as chief clerk of the War Department under Monroe's nemesis John Armstrong. Parker had 
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informed Madison that then Secretary of State Monroe had removed correspondence from his 

files during Armstrong's absence, triggering a presidential rebuke of Monroe for "meddling with 

the affairs of the War Department." Jackson also detested Parker, privately claiming to Calhoun 

that Parker was a closet Crawfordite. Calhoun accused Parker of speaking "in a spirit of ridicule 

or censure" about his departmental reports, openly admitting that he was "prejudiced" against the 

Paymaster General. Probably hoping that Parker was a treasure trove of insider information that 

might be used against Monroe and Calhoun, Crawford offered him a Treasury clerkship the same 

day he was dismissed from the War Department, but Parker declined the position. A native of 

Massachusetts, he instead lobbied Adams for a post. The Secretary of State lent Parker his 

sympathetic ear on several occasions, but as a good Administration man he avoided hiring a clerk 

overtly at odds with his boss. Whatever Parker's true allegiance, Crawford's party retaliated for 

his firing nonetheless. The Radicals proposed a second round of deep cuts and rank reductions to 

the officer corps, which a Crawfordite privately admitted would "have broken down Calhoun," 

but the Secretary of War's congressional allies managed to blunt this new push for extreme 

retrenchment and the legislation failed to pass. Unsurprisingly the candidates condemned each 

other for the imbroglio over the officers. Calhoun and Monroe dismissed the entire affair as a 

Crawford plot to embarrass Calhoun and promote his own candidacy. Jackson alleged that 

Crawford stirred the controversy to "draw the attention of the nation from his corruption, and 

intrigue."  Adams played both sides, backing Calhoun in the Cabinet debates, but telling his pro-

reduction supporters that he "had taken no part whatever in relation to it." Alone as usual, 

Crawford blamed Calhoun's "want of judgment" for embroiling the Senate and Administration in 

a needless conflict. Army reduction only represented the opening skirmish however, as the war 

over retrenchment intensified.
21
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 As much as Calhoun and Monroe abhorred the demands for army reduction, the 

Crawfordites' evisceration of the fortification program truly rankled them. Not only had Congress 

reduced the fortifications budget by three-fourths, they expressly halted construction of four of 

the six forts Calhoun was building. Proponents of the scale-back argued that the fortifications 

budget constituted 12% of the government's borrowing, totaling $8 million in fiscal year 1820-21 

alone, a figure that they claimed simply could not be tolerated in the post-Panic financial 

environment. The President did not agree. "Under the pretext of economy," Monroe seethed, 

Congress aimed "to cut up that system in many important parts, and in fact to reduce it to a 

nullity." By severing links in his unified chain of defenses, he insisted that the Radicals had 

forgotten the lessons of the War of 1812 and returned the U.S. to its pre-war vulnerability. He and 

Calhoun pressured Crawford to coerce his allies, such as Chairman of the House Ways and 

Means Committee Samuel Smith, into reversing the cuts, but the Treasury Secretary stoutly 

insisted that Congress had acted without his influence. Monroe's recalcitrance had been partially 

responsible for his defeat on the issue, however. Some of the less doctrinaire retrenchers had 

offered the administration a compromise, proposing that less money be allocated for smaller forts, 

but the warring Crawford and Calhoun parties in Congress doomed any half-measure settlement 

and Monroe was unwilling to accept any limitations to his grandiose vision of defense. Calhoun 

argued that the Radicals' abrupt termination of in-progress building projects threatened the loss of 

funds already spent. At least two of the four forts were in a "prosperous condition at the time the 

appropriation was withheld," one of his War Department engineers insisted, "no other difficulty 

but the want of confidence, that the necessary appropriation would be made, would prevent the 

work from being completed under the Contract."
 
Calhoun blamed the "fallacious views" that 
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Crawford had peddled since 1817 in his occasionally erroneous Treasury Reports. In his earliest 

reports, Calhoun alleged, Crawford had overestimated government revenues, enabling him to 

reduce internal taxes which in turn impoverished government finances and set the stage for cuts 

to the War Department. The entire retrenchment project seemed to be a plot aimed at restraining 

Calhoun's "rising popularity" and diminishing his chances of beating Crawford.
22

 

 Unfortunately for Calhoun, the increased congressional scrutiny of his beloved fort-

building ventures only highlighted how woefully the construction projects had been mismanaged. 

Perhaps the most egregious failure in the entire program had been the fort at Rouse's Point on 

Lake Champlain. Construction commenced on this grand thirty-foot high, octagonal fort, but the 

contractors had used inferior debris from other outworks, destabilizing the structure's foundation. 

This error proved inconsequential however, once surveyors realized the fort was being built one-

half mile north of the border on Canadian soil! Derisively nicknamed "Fort Blunder," the entire 

site had to be abandoned at a loss of $275,000. Fort Delaware, located on Pea Patch Island in the 

Delaware River, was nearly as troubled. Construction of this star-shaped fort had begun in 1817 

on the exact date that Calhoun took office and engineering issues bedeviled the edifice from the 

start. Its foundation pilings had been improperly situated in marshy soil resulting in extensive 

cracking to the brickwork walls and one section of 43,000 bricks had to be removed, repaired, 

and replaced. The Army Engineer overseeing the project faced a court martial in 1824 for his 

slip-shod work, but he was charged with an error in judgment rather than neglect and acquitted. 

Ironically construction of both forts had been initiated by Crawford, who had preceded Calhoun 

as Secretary of War, and Calhoun criticized the "exorbitant terms" of the contracts that his 

predecessor had negotiated. "Of all this the Radicals say not one word," he bristled. Though 
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Calhoun did not supervise these projects directly of course, he was responsible for their overall 

management. Crawford's party in Congress delightedly pinned every failure on him, and the 

public associated Calhoun with all defense-related problems.
23

 

 Calhoun probably deserved more of the blame for the setbacks the four other forts 

experienced, since he had supervised their construction from the start. Congress cut the funding 

for Forts Gaines and Morgan, two star-shaped masonry forts which were being built at the 

entrance to Mobile Bay in the Gulf of Mexico. Calhoun deemed them essential to securing the 

United States' southern border, but construction delays and nepotism had slowed both projects. 

Two successive contractors supervising Fort Morgan had died and a War Department 

investigation revealed that Samuel Hawkins, the second contractor, had received monetary 

advances far exceeding the building materials he had actually assembled on site. Hawkins' estate 

was insolvent, which meant that his bondsmen were on the hook for the misspent government 

funds. One of those bondmen, Nicholas Gouverneur, was a cousin of Samuel Gouverneur. 

Monroe's wife Elizabeth was Samuel's aunt and he was married to Monroe's daughter, while also 

serving as the President's private secretary and as unofficial advisor to Calhoun's presidential 

campaign. If Monroe could induce Congress to resume funding the fort, a close relative of one of 

his most trusted confidantes might be financially salvaged. Behind the scenes Calhoun and 

Monroe actually hatched a plot to secretly compel Congress to cover the loss. They planned to 

have the government sue the bondsmen to recoup the missing funds, but then secretly encourage 
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the bondsmen to countersue the government for breach of contract, forcing Congress to foot the 

bill. Apparently, Attorney General Wirt squelched the idea, because the pair never executed the 

plan after seeking his advice. Both men were more open about another scheme to maintain 

funding for the southern forts. Before the entire Cabinet, they suggested transferring the 

"unexpended balance" of other War Department appropriations into the accounts covering the 

construction of the Mobile Bay Forts. Crawford objected strenuously of course, but even Adams 

had to remind the President and the Secretary of War that funds appropriated for a specific 

purpose could not legally be spent on something else. The dispute spilled into the open when 

Samuel Gouverneur confronted ultra-Radical John Cocke. Gouverneur disparaged Cocke's 

knowledge of the nation's defense needs compared to the President and War Department 

engineers, while threatening that Monroe would appeal directly to the people over the heads of 

Congress on the issue. Despite the Administration's public and private maneuvering however, the 

two southern forts remained unfunded for three years.
24

 

 Monroe and Calhoun could at least be comforted that Congress had maintained funding 

for the centerpiece of the defense build-up, their two eponymous forts that safeguarded the 

entrance to the Chesapeake. The retrenchers had allocated $175,000 and $130,000 respectively 

for the continued construction of Forts Monroe and Calhoun on the Rip Rap Shoals in Virginia. 

Unfortunately for Calhoun the money came with strings attached, as the Crawfordites bored ever 

more deeply into his management of the projects. Congressional investigators discovered that 

funds appropriated for Fort Morgan had been accidentally spent on Fort Monroe. That 

transgression paled in comparison to the scandal over the Mix contract, however. Elijah Mix had 

been hired in 1818 to deliver building stones for both forts. Calhoun had reviewed the contract, 

but it had been negotiated and signed by the War Department's Chief Engineer Joseph G. Swift 
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and witnessed by Calhoun's Chief Clerk Christopher Vandeventer. Apparently unknown to 

Calhoun, Vandeventer was Mix's brother-in-law and he privately purchased one-half of the shares 

of Mix's contract. When Calhoun discovered the conflict of interest, he opposed the insider deal, 

but allowed it to stand nonetheless. The arrangement became public knowledge after a payment 

dispute when Vandeventer tried to sell some of his shares to other relatives. Calhoun pressured 

Vandeventer to sell off his remaining shares and his clerk publicly apologized. The Secretary of 

War defended the contract as "made in the usual way," but an investigation revealed that while its 

terms were indeed favorable to the government it had never been advertised for public bids. The 

House Military Affairs Committee - Calhoun dismissed them a group of biased Crawfordites - 

opened an investigation into the entire affair. Committee Chairmen Eustis hoped to dispatch two 

members to tour the site, but Monroe insisted that any personal inspection by a Congressman be 

paid for by the member himself, not the Executive branch. Despite the President's obstruction 

however, the Committee ultimately recommended honoring all outstanding appropriations for the 

Mix contract, but terminated any future funding. Surprisingly they also exonerated everyone 

involved from any legal or public interest violations, but the optics of the incident added a little 

more tarnish to Calhoun's once-sterling reputation as an administrator. "The Mix contract has 

given them [the Crawfordites] a hold," Jackson astutely observed, "that they stick to, with great 

glea [sic], and will operate against Calhoune [sic]." Vandeventer never really recovered his good 

name; in 1823 Monroe nominated him twice as a Navy Agent in New York, but the Senate 

rejected him both times.
25

 

 Congressional critics had a field day mocking the waste and inefficiency in Calhoun's 

Department of course, but presidential politics demanded their lack of acknowledgment of his 

actual successes.  Although the number of Army posts had doubled since 1807, the War 
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Department had fostered a relatively healthy life for its servicemen and surprisingly the civilian 

death rate greatly exceeded that for comparably-aged men in the military. Calhoun's regime was 

also fiscally sound; the total cost of maintaining one enlisted man dropped from $451 to $299 per 

year. Under Calhoun's management American troops now carried superior quality muskets, but 

their price had been sliced by one-fifth since 1817. Similarly, army rations had improved in 

quality, but cost the government one-third less. Even some of the most ardent retrenchers voted to 

extend the expiring statutory authority of Calhoun's accomplished Commissary General George 

Gibson, who had so ably supervised the regional contractors that supplied the Army with food, 

even though it increased the Secretary of War's political power. Still, the negative attacks on 

Calhoun's record vastly outnumbered any positive legislation passed by the Crawfordite-

dominated Congress. "Economy," Monroe's son-in-law and Calhoun loyalist George Hay
 
insisted, 

"was like...a magical word, a spell under which the most pernicious projects were brought to 

pass." His father-in-law offered a more Calhoun-centric analysis of Congress' retrenchment 

policies. Efforts to improve the nation's defenses, Monroe complained, "have been tortured into 

crimes, and those who have been most active treated as the greatest criminals. Every little 

transaction has been sifted into." Calhoun himself argued that Crawford's supporters were 

targeting his presidential campaign as much as the nation's debt. "It was felt on all sides to be an 

effort to impair my political standing," he asserted, "and that my Radical friends based their 

future prospects very much on defeating [War Department] appropriations." Calhoun was not 

powerless however, and his own congressional allies sponsored a few successful maneuvers 

aimed at promoting the Secretary of War's presidential campaign.
26
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 The U.S. maintained twenty establishments for conducting trade with Native Americans; 

called factories, the War Department managed these posts. Congressional critics, including 

Crawfordites Thomas Hart Benton and Martin Van Buren most prominently, argued that the 

factories competed unfavorably with British merchants, unfairly penalized private traders, and 

were wastefully managed besides. Retrenchers abolished the entire system in May 1822 and in a 

move undoubtedly aimed at transferring some of Calhoun's political power directly to Crawford, 

the Radicals insisted that all merchandise, debts, and property controlled by the factories be 

reassigned from the War Department to receivers in Treasury reporting to Crawford. The move 

backfired however and ironically increased Calhoun's control over the government's Native 

American policy. With the quasi-independent factories eliminated, Calhoun gained direct 

authority over licensing private traders which culminated in his creation of a Bureau of Indian 

Affairs in the War Department in 1824. As an added irritant, The Secretary of War began 

favoring Crawford's political enemies in Georgia when appointing Commissioners for treaty 

negotiations with Native Americans. Calhoun's supporters also successfully defended another of 

his politically-valuable services, the Revolutionary War pension program. By law anyone who 

had served at least nine months in the Continental Army merited monthly payments for life. 

Calhoun had expanded the program during his tenure, earning the gratitude - and hopefully future 

votes - of appreciative veterans. The most ardent Radicals called for cuts of one-fifth to all 

pensions, but the plan divided the pro-retrenchment forces. Northern and easterners, rather than 

southern and westerners, dominated the pension lists, so unsurprisingly the Crawford and Clay 

men tended to favor the cuts, while the Adams' and Calhounites opposed them. Outside of 

Congress Clay himself blasted the pension program, claiming that "never was there more public 

money spent with less practical benefit." His supporter Francis Brooke from deep in the heart of 
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pro-Crawford Virginia even more scathingly denounced the pensions. Virginians, Brooke 

sputtered, objected to "support[ing] a large portion of the paupers of the north and the east under 

the imposing pretext that they are remunerating the old revolutionary Soldier for his blood & his 

Toils." In the end however Crawford's forces could never muster the votes necessary to deprive 

Calhoun of his beneficial political tool; the Senate supported the pension cuts, but the House 

overturned them by a large majority.
27

 

 Buoyed by their success in slashing Calhoun's budget, the retrenchers also sought across-

the-board cuts in every executive branch department. Most of the Secretaries insisted that their 

staff barely kept up with their current work load. Since Monroe had taken office, five states had 

entered the Union and forty new members joined Congress, increasing demands made on the 

Administration. Adams estimated that calls for information from the legislature had risen by a 

factor of five. More calls meant more research, more reports, and more copying by clerks, but the 

retrenchers trimmed executive branch salaries nonetheless. Congress shaved $1000 from the 

Secretaries' $6000 annual compensation, while reducing their clerks' salaries by one-fifth from 

1821 levels. Calhoun's allies managed to circumvent the entire plan for the War Department 

however by almost simultaneously passing an "Act for Civilian Salaries" that maintained the 

Secretary's pay while granting Calhoun almost $75,000 for staff expenses, which he used to 

maintain his clerks' pay. Retrenchers also demanded that each Department head provide a staff 

count, noting "how many of them are unnecessary, inefficient, or engaged in other pursuits or 

professions in no wise relating to public service." While Calhoun complied and deemed five of 

his clerks expendable or replaceable, even Crawford balked at his allies' parsimony; he defended 
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the necessity of all of his employees, while requesting funds for one additional clerk. Beyond 

legislation the Radicals also sought other means to cut costs. The House already had long-

standing three-member committees responsible for overseeing each executive department. As the 

mania for retrenchment crested, Adams, claiming he had never previously had any interaction 

with the State Department's oversight Committee, suddenly noted several "thrusts in the dark" 

from their direction looking for improprieties in his budget. Ultimately, most of the oversight 

activities uncovered very little fat to trim. Ironically, while not shy about shrinking Executive 

branch expenditures, Representatives tabled by a substantial margin of votes a resolution cutting 

their own pay.
28

 

 Adams and his congressional minions had maintained a certain calculated distance as 

Crawford, Calhoun, and their parties clashed over retrenchment, but all three candidates became 

embroiled in the battle over rival Speakerships. The House Speaker's considerable administrative 

powers helped him set the legislative agenda for Congress. He controlled Committee assignments 

including the Chairmen, enforced House rules, and could convene a Committee of the Whole 

when he wished to discuss issues without voting. During a perpetual campaign, the Speaker could 

promote or impede legislation favorable - or unfavorable - to a presidential candidate.  

Accordingly, the three Secretaries each backed Speakership candidates whom they believed 

would best support their White House bid. Unfortunately, Republican factionalism made this 

decision problematic, because politicians routinely concealed or switched their allegiances.  After 

Clay temporarily retired in 1820, New York's John W. Taylor served as Speaker for the 

remainder of the 16th Congress. In the wake of the fractious debates over Missouri's admission, 

the anti-slavery and pro-Compromise New Yorker had defeated the pro-slavery South Carolinian, 

William Lowndes. Adams assiduously courted Taylor after his election and both men ultimately 
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agreed to a mutually beneficial relationship. Taylor supported legislative priorities agreeable to 

Adams, while Adams fed Taylor inside information about the Administration's domestic policy 

agenda before it became public knowledge.
29

 

 The President and the Secretary of War were not nearly as sanguine about the Speaker as 

Adams however. Taylor had supported Monroe over Crawford for the 1816 Republican 

nomination, but soured on the President when he failed to receive a judicial appointment that 

Monroe had promised him. Assignments hostile to Calhoun's interests soon followed, as Taylor 

stacked the Military Affairs Committee with retrenchers. By the 17th Congress the Secretary of 

War and his mentor both worked behind the scenes to engineer Taylor's ouster. Adams aligned 

his own congressional party behind Taylor and even directly dissuaded Calhoun from working 

against him, but the Secretary of War was "so fixed that it was of no avail to press him further." 

Monroe himself warned Adams not to interfere in the Speakership race. To mollify the Secretary 

of State, the President claimed that he had "strongly...enjoined" his two sons-in-law, both secret 

supporters of Calhoun, from meddling in the Speakership fight, while coyly acknowledging 

however that both were "quite independent from him."
30

 

 As a Clintonian, Taylor also faced opposition from many of his fellow New Yorker's, 

including Martin Van Buren and Navy Secretary Smith Thompson. Calhoun, not yet realizing 

that Van Buren favored Crawford for the presidency, secretly conspired with New York's junior 

Senator to elevate Virginia's Philip Barbour into the Speaker's chair over Taylor. Clay's 

congressional allies floated Delaware's Caesar A. Rodney or Louis McLane as compromise 

choices, but Representatives ultimately replaced Taylor with Barbour. Calhoun's maneuver 

proved disastrous for his candidacy. Unbeknownst to the Secretary of War, Barbour was a 

doctrinaire conservative and a closet Crawfordite. His ascendancy allowed the Radicals to 
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dominate the House for the first time since 1807, which boosted the anti-Calhoun retrenchment 

agenda. Barbour's Committee Chairs proved equally adverse to Adams' interests and the 

Secretary of State severely chastised Calhoun for foolishly sponsoring a Speaker so inimical to 

the pro-Administration candidates. Barbour served in the position until Clay's return to the House 

in the 18th Congress. Naturally, Crawford backed Barbour's reelection as Speaker, Adams hoped 

Taylor might reclaim his old post, but Clay's influence over his fellow Representatives simply 

proved too powerful. Aided by some New York and Pennsylvania Crawfordites swayed by a 

rumor that Clay would withdraw from the presidential race if picked to lead the House, in 

December 1823 he won the contest for Speaker over Barbour by 139 to 42 votes after Taylor 

dropped out. In the end Clay and not the Secretaries would direct House business during the 

critical presidential election year.
31

 

 As the retrenchment disagreements demonstrated, Crawford and Calhoun dominated the 

proxy war between the candidates' supporters in the legislature. "By his haste to get at the 

Presidency," Adams growled, Calhoun "has made a cabal in his favor in Congress to counteract 

Crawford's cabal," so the Treasury Secretary concentrated his strikes against the War Department 

because Calhoun was "now most in his way." Tensions between Calhounite and Crawfordite 

Representatives grew so heated that South Carolina's George McDuffie and  Georgia's William 

Cumming fought two duels over remarks made in Congress. Indeed, without any congressional 

party, Jackson played almost no role in the legislative tussles, while Clay's absence from 

Congress relegated most of his allies to the sidelines. Shrewdly, Adams stood back as his two 

Administration rivals tried to destroy each other. While insisting that he "had certainly not acted 

in concert" with his own congressional party as it joined the attacks on Calhoun, the Secretary of 

State snidely opined that "the management of the War Department has been inefficient and 
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extravagant." With the Crawford, Adams, and Clay men aligned against him, Calhoun emerged as 

the clear loser and Crawford the winner as the perpetual campaign played out in Congress. "The 

principal effect" of Calhoun's unexpected appearance as a presidential candidate, Adams 

perceptively noted, "has been to bring out Crawford's strength, and thus to promote the interest of 

the very man he professes alone to oppose."
32

 

 Retrenchment enjoyed widespread popular support. Several of the congressional 

resolutions demanding cutbacks had actually originated as instructions from state legislatures and 

even Adams admitted resignedly that "nothing takes with the people like this stubborn opposition 

to expense." Crawford's projected budget figures had often deviated wildly from reality of course, 

with Calhoun hyperbolically insisting that no previous Treasury Secretary had "ever made such 

blunders as Mr. Cd." Crawford's mistakes remained largely fodder for internal Cabinet debate 

however, while Calhoun's fortifications fiascos generated far more public attention. "Mars, with 

his Red bretheren [sic] & arrearages & Indian affairs, has fairly bolted the course," one of Clay's 

allies sneered about the Secretary of War, "& what Colt would not bolt with such riders."  In the 

minds of Republican voters, with perhaps only misty memories of his actual historical 

administration, Crawford's commitment to economy appeared Jeffersonian, while Calhoun, 

despite his actual waste-cutting measures, became associated with bloated, over-budgeted 

bureaucracy. "The enemies of Mr. Crawford...had created suspicion, in the public mind and he 

was injured, [but] Mr. Crawford's friends have turned the tables...and most adroitly 

too...Members from every part of the Union will depart with impressions unfriendly to Mr. 

Calhoun's pretensions," one of Clay's backers astutely observed. While Calhoun might be down 

however, he was not out and as the campaign spread from Congress into the newspapers, almost 
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every candidate would endure "impressions unfriendly to their pretensions" courtesy of their rival 

aspirants.
33

 

 

Newspaper War: Indoor Politics Trumpeted Outdoors 

 As the battle over retrenchment raged, the candidates extended their campaign into the 

public sphere through the newspapers they controlled. They had been harassing each other in the 

press throughout Monroe's first term of course, but the attacks intensified as the critical election 

year approached. Just as Crawford and Calhoun had dominated the fight in Congress, at least 

initially their papers took the lead in waging press-based attacks. In Washington, the Treasury 

Secretary's City Gazette, which had once ruled the capital uncontested, now faced fierce sparring 

from the Secretary of War's Republican and Congressional Examiner. "His present attempt is to 

attribute the dissention [sic] to those who expose the opposition, and not to him and his friends, 

who have been the authors of it," a satisfied Calhoun noted. By reading both papers, voters in 

Washington could simultaneously learn about Crawford's "blunders" and Calhoun's "genius" or 

Calhoun's "mismanagement" and Crawford's "intellect and reasoning ability." Calhoun, hoping 

for a reversal of fortune in this phase of the campaign, welcomed the open warfare. "The more 

heat the better," the Secretary of War insisted, "It will bring the fever to the surface, and fully 

develop what has been so long concealed from the knowledge of the publick [sic]." As a counter 

to the retrenchment narrative, the Republican printed actual spending figures by department 

purporting to show that Crawford was the least economical Secretary with the fewest spending 

reductions in the entire Administration. Crawford rebuffed Calhoun's suddenly showy offensive. 

He seemed to think that "success can be secured by importunity," Crawford drawled, "as heaven 
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itself can be obtained by violence." His Gazette attacked the "intimacy" between Republican 

editor McKenney and Calhoun as a way of dismissing the budget figures and hired a disgruntled 

former army captain to dish the dirt on Calhoun. As the Washington press disseminated such 

stories out into their newspaper networks, the voters across the country could also chose sides in 

the ongoing feud. Crawfordite presses spewed "the most violent abuse and ribaldry against" 

Calhoun, whose papers countered by "vigorously exposing" Crawford's own misconduct and 

dishonesty. Wisely, Adams' papers stayed out of the newspaper fight over retrenchment, but the 

Secretary of State helpfully supplied Calhoun's Republican editor with back issues of Crawford's 

New York National Advocate probably for opposition research. Adams could indirectly 

encourage his adversaries' conflict without being publicly implicated. Still, the bitter warfare 

reflected badly on all the Secretaries. "The people will say 'if one tenth part of what these folks 

say is true it is time we make choice of a man unconnected with the administration,'" one of 

Clay's Ohio correspondents asserted.
34

 

 Like Adams, Clay tried to remain on the sidelines of the burgeoning press war. He and 

his supporters hoped that the lethargic pace of his campaign would immunize him from the 

Cabinet's newspaper war, but both he was soon drawn into a back-and-forth scuffle with Adams. 

As part of a routine 1822 investigation into settlement in the western territories, the House 

examined documents associated with the Treaty of Ghent negotiations. Rumored to be based on 

an anonymous suggestion from Clay himself, the inquiry turned up an 1815 letter from American 

Commissioner Jonathan Russell to then Secretary of State Monroe. In the letter, marked 

"duplicate," Russell charged that his fellow Commissioner Adams had been willing to grant Great 
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Britain Indian trade rights in the west and navigation rights on the Mississippi in exchange for 

American fishing privileges off southeastern Canada, a swap that would have benefited New 

Englanders at the expense of other regions. Adams "would barter the patriotic blood of the West 

for blubber," Russell's letter thundered, "and exchange ultra-Allegheny scalps for codfish." If he 

had sought such a deal, it might seriously damage Adams' presidential campaign beyond his 

northeastern base.
35

 

 Russell, now a Massachusetts' Representative and Crawford supporter, validated the 

truthfulness of the letter, but unfortunately for him Monroe had retained his copy. On a tip from 

Adams that the "duplicate" might be doctored, the President located the original letter in his 

personal files. Monroe's copy, marked "private," conclusively demonstrated that Russell had 

altered the duplicate letter with changes that exaggerated the charges against Adams. In Russell's 

"most diabolical" modification, his duplicate version claimed that Adams had violated explicit 

instructions from Washington not to pursue the swap, while Monroe's copy asserted the exact 

opposite. The furious Secretary of State denounced the "miserable plot" against him, claiming 

that he had angered Russell by not offering him a patronage position. He confronted Russell, who 

admitted under Adams' withering examination that he had fabricated parts of the letter since he 

only retained an incomplete draft copy of the original, but that he had not altered any "facts." 

Adams produced a pile of State Department record books that proved otherwise and left Russell 

"alternatively flushing and turning pale."  Eviscerating Russell privately hardly sufficed, 

however. "A vague and indefinite charge will be hanging over me," Adams declared, "to ruin my 

reputation as if it was distinctly proved." Working vigorously for nearly six months - it "totally 

absorbed all my morning hours...and all my faculties"  he admitted almost sheepishly - Adams 

produced a report to Congress and then a lengthy series of newspaper articles that ruthlessly 
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"annihilated" Russell. By printing both the duplicate and original letters side-by-side with 

adjoining commentary, Adams meticulously detailed Russell's duplicity. His presses piled on, 

falsely alleging that Russell had speculated with inside information that he received from 

commercial houses during the Ghent negotiations.
36

 

 Russell feebly responded to the attacks with his own rejoinders in the press. He submitted 

a third version of the letter to the National Intelligencer  - "a triplicate!" Adams mockingly 

sneered - that matched neither the duplicate or the original. "If he had done the same thing with a 

promissory note it would have introduced him to the penitentiary," an Adams' ally bellowed. In 

the end Adams' ferocious printed onslaught finally reduced Russell to sputtering that the 

Secretary of State had somehow "tricked him" into releasing the duplicate letter. Ultimately, 

Adams published a hefty pamphlet documenting the entire affair. Called The Duplicate Letters, 

the Fisheries, and the Mississippi, the whopping 256-page booklet reprinted the original treaty 

negotiation papers, the duplicate letters, Adams' newspaper exchanges with Russell, and even 

rebuttals of pro-Russell editorials. His clever counterattack successfully redirected the 

controversy from an analysis of the original charges, which would have diminished his 

reputation, into an investigation into the forged document, which only enhanced his standing. 

Perceived as the victim of a venomous smear campaign who valiantly fought back with vigor and 

intellect, Adams' presidential stock actually rose, even outside New England. "His Contest with 

Russell has elevated Adams immiensely [sic] both as an honest Man & as a Man of talents," 

Langdon Cheves observed.
37
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 Crawford's presses accused Adams of exploiting the uneven exchange with Russell to 

promote his candidacy, a rather incongruous claim since a Crawfordite had presented the 

opportunity to Adams in the first place. In the Richmond Enquirer, John Floyd, another Crawford 

partisan and one of the Congressmen engaged in the inquiry, accused Adams of insulting him 

during the press war with Russell, but Adams deftly ridiculed the "absurdity" of engineering a 

"newspaper controversy" to denounce a newspaper controversy. Calhoun's allies undoubtedly 

realized that an Adams' victory over Russell would bolster his presidential bid at the expense of 

the other contenders. Monroe turned over the original letter with great reluctance and only after 

significant pressure from Adams. The two men engaged in a rare (for them) shouting match over 

the issue when the President unsuccessfully tried concealing the letter as "private" and invoking 

his "neutrality" in the upcoming election. Meanwhile his son-in-law George Hay edited some of 

Adams' "harsh expressions" from his original report to Congress and tried to convince the 

Secretary of State to halt his counterattack against Russell after his first few articles. "It would be 

wasting time and words to put him down lower," Hay claimed, but Adams remained 

unrelenting.
38

 

 Clay may have felt the bitterest of all however. As the historian Robert Remini 

concluded, Clay probably inspired Russell to act against Adams, but without actually proposing a 

faked letter. Despite the clumsy document falsification and embroidered charges however, the 

Speaker knew that Russell's accusations were fundamentally accurate. Clay, also a Commissioner 

at Ghent, had strenuously objected during the negotiations to Adams' support for the proposed 

swap. The Mississippi's navigation rights were "a privilege much too important to be conceded 

for the mere liberty of drying fish upon a desert," Clay groused. Most of his friends advised him 

to stay out of the clash. "It would be useful to you to disavow any agency in this business," one 
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supporter counseled, dangling Russell's shredded reputation as a cautionary tale, but Clay seemed 

impervious to warnings. He claimed Adams had "labored to draw me into the controversy" by 

"misrepresenting" him in his enormous pamphlet. His public reasoning aside, Clay probably 

hoped to somehow validate the politically valuable charges against Adams and strengthen his 

own campaign in the west, while avoiding association with an electioneering scheme. 

Accordingly, he published a letter in the National Intelligencer disclaiming any role in the dispute 

between his "honorable" colleagues, but noting that Adams' account contained "no doubt 

unintentional" errors. "The hope may be confidently cherished," Clay added with an evident jab at 

his adversary, that navigation rights on the Mississippi "never will be hereafter deemed even a fit 

subject of negotiation with a foreign power." To avoid charges of electioneering, Clay promised 

to reveal his version of the Ghent negotiations "at some future period more propitious than the 

present...when there can be no misinterpretation of my motives."
39

 

 Adams quickly responded with his own sarcastic letter in the press. He would have 

derived "great pleasure" from correcting any errors had Clay found it "advisable now to specify 

any." He insisted that his response to attack had been conducted "in the face of day and under the 

responsibility of my name," a not-so-subtle dig at Clay's reputed behind-the-scenes role in the 

imbroglio.  Adams promised to "vindicate contested truth" should Clay's account ever 

materialize. As a riposte to Adams', the Speaker finally published his own pamphlet, Letters to 

John Quincy Adams, Relative to the Fisheries and the Mississippi. Clay hoped this work would 

justify his role in the conflict and refute charges that his sectional stands at Ghent favored the 
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West at the expense of other regions, but it never received the widespread distribution that 

Adams' booklet had commanded. Although the Speaker always strenuously denied any 

involvement in starting the controversy, Adams denounced Russell as Clay's "tool," insisting that 

Clay had been "circulating this poison" for years. Especially galling to the Speaker, he claimed 

that Clay and even Russell himself had supported the reciprocal exchange of privileges with 

Great Britain. Contrarily, Calhoun believed that the "hand behind the curtain" orchestrating the 

Russell attack belonged to Crawford, rather than Clay. Jackson split the difference and blamed 

both Clay and Crawford for the "vilanous [sic] scene." Whatever the truth, if the strike had 

originated with any of his opponents the plot badly backfired. The dispute enhanced Adams' 

standing at the expense of his presidential rivals. Russell never recovered from his bout with 

Adams however. In the next election his district dropped him as a congressman after only a single 

term and the expression "to Jonathan Russell" an opponent, meaning to overwhelmingly destroy 

his reputation by refuting his lies, entered the political lexicon.
40

 

 While the press war over retrenchment and the Ghent negotiations were high-profile 

exchanges, almost every candidate received on-going rough treatment in his rivals' newspapers. 

The nation's presses "pour forth continual streams of slander upon my character and reputation, 

public and private," Adams complained, "No falsehood is too broad, and no insinuation too base." 

Accusations ran from the frivolous to the formidable. Hostile editors labeled Crawford, a 

"shameless parasite, a base dissembler," and dismissed him as a "giant in intrigue but a dwarf in 

public service." He had been an unfit ambassador, a tool of the British, and a proponent of 

prostitution. As the frontrunner and party insider, the Treasury Secretary would obviously "act 
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under the influence of caballers" and "the movers or dupes of intrigue." Critical papers denounced 

Adams as a quick-tempered aristocratic monarchist with "lurking and distrustful suspicion in the 

eyes" who was unpopular even in New England. He did not pay his debts, had opposed the 

Louisiana Purchase, and was a "negligent" dresser who lacked a proper waistcoat, cravat, and 

sometimes went to church barefoot. Opposition presses pilloried Calhoun as a lax administrator, a 

spendthrift bureaucrat, and a loose constitutional constructionist who was "seeking to foist a 

military despotism on the nation." Even the Secretary of War's family was not spared when his 

rivals' editors defamed his mother-in-law, a Charleston society matron. Critics accused Clay of 

being too young, too inexperienced, and too devoted to western interests at the expense of nation 

to be president. He was a follower rather than a leader who had supported public legislation only 

because it benefited him personally. Clever editors modified their attacks to suit their target 

audience. Adams rivals' Southern newspapers claimed that he favored tariffs and restrictions on 

slavery in Missouri for their largely anti-tariff and anti-restrictionist readers; their northern editors 

reversed Adams' positions for their pro-tariff, pro-restrictionist readers. A Connecticut paper 

reminded voters that Crawford and Clay were slave-owners "holding their fellow man in 

bondage, and not safe to be trusted with the liberties of the people," while one in Rhode Island 

countered that Clay favored emancipation, but Adams wished to extend slavery. "Mr. Adams has 

voluntarily resided for 7 years in a slave State," the newspaper blared, "and at this moment is a 

slave-holder!" Since Virginians had virtually monopolized the presidency at the expense of the 

rest of the Union, newspapers in other states played on readers' fears of dynastic rule. One Illinois 

editorial carped that though Crawford and Clay might live in Georgia and Kentucky "those 

gentlemen are Virginians." Some New York papers more broadly denounced the "Virginia 

dynasty," the "Virginia succession," or the "Virginia influence." Crawford's supportive 

newspapers dismissed such concerns as "phantoms" that "pol. jugglers have conjured up to 

subserve [sic] their temporary purposes," but for many voters outside the Old Dominion they 
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carried weight. In Republican party strongholds, presses emphasized Crawford's partisan 

orthodoxy; the other candidates, a Richmond paper assured voters, "represent a new party broken 

off from the true Republican party."
 
Another of the Treasury Secretary's newspapers, evoking 

memories of Monroe's photo-finish over Crawford for the 1816 nomination, reminded the 

President that he had a "private account" to settle with the Republican party by supporting a 

"suitable" successor, which of course precluded Adams and Calhoun in favor of Crawford. 

Adams appraised the situation that almost every candidate faced from his opponents' newspaper 

attacks. "Against me I have in every section the passions and prejudices peculiar to its own 

situation and circumstances," he protested, "and everywhere party spirit wielded by personal 

rivals and adversaries."
41

 

 Naturally, the detested opposition party proved an irresistible label to affix on one's 

opponents; Crawford, Adams, Calhoun, and Clay were each smeared as closet Federalists. 

Opposition newspapers insisted Clay violated Republican policy by supporting Federalist-

inspired measures such as the National Bank and federally-funded internal improvements. Rival 

presses called Calhoun an "ultra-Federalist," who promoted "the idea of a grand and magnificent 

government" in Washington at the expense of the states. Editorial defenders of both men 

countered that they had undeviatingly supported the party at key junctures in the past going back 
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three presidential administrations. Unfortunately for Crawford and Adams, neither man could 

make that same claim. During John Adams' quasi-war with France in 1798, Crawford, joined by 

several other young men in Augusta, dispatched a letter to Adams supporting his militaristic 

response to French naval aggression. Critics alleged that this "Augusta Address" demonstrated 

Crawford's support of the elder Adams' "reign of terror...[during] the odious and disgusting days 

of the black cockade." They further charged that he also favored gag laws, anti-sedition 

legislation, and a standing army, none of which had actually been stated in the letter. Reprinted 

copies of the "Address" falsified some of the phrasing to make the letter appear to be more pro-

Adams than the original. Crawford could only wearily respond that he had been a patriotic youth 

opposed to factionalism during wartime. He had been asked to support the "Address" precisely 

because he was a Jeffersonian Republican and that Adams' most reviled legislation had passed 

only after Crawford had signed the letter.
42

 

 The younger Adams' Federalist problem exceeded every other candidate's of course, 

because he had actually been a Federalist. Simpson's Columbian Observer maligned the Secretary 

of State as "the Federalist of 1798, the libeller [sic] of Jefferson, the enemy of the rights of man, 

the contemner [sic] of Democracy...and truly devoted to those destructive and ruinous measures 

of his Fathers' [sic] administration." Adams could only weakly answer that after he had been a 

Federalist he had been "uniformly Republican," while his papers contended that he "had never 

been considered a sound federalist." In the wake of Monroe's rejected attempt to fuse both parties, 

voter irritation with the state of the economy and politics as the "Era of Good Feelings" faded, 

and nostalgia for a glorious but receding republican past, newspaper charges that the Republican 

candidates were actually Federalists proved quite effective. "Anon. writers" made "false or 

prejudiced" statements, Monroe noted testily, "A great effort seems to have been made to pull 
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down institutions and characters, rather than to rear them up for the support and honor of the 

country."
43

 

 While the charges and counter-charges that spewed forth from the candidates' newspapers 

sullied their names to varying degrees, no attack proved more deadly than the allegations leveled 

by the mysterious "A.B." Beginning in January 1823 and continuing over the next several 

months, Calhoun's Washington Republican printed a series of articles that accused Crawford of 

criminal corruption. Signed anonymously by "A.B.", these hit pieces blared that Crawford had 

knowingly deposited public money in unstable western banks and barred such funds from 

withdraw. These deals amounted to compensation-free loans to nearly insolvent institutions and 

the government lost money on the transactions when the banks failed. Crawford had also 

accepted depreciated currency from western banks, even when not backed by specie and barred 

by congressional resolution, and then lied about this "malfeasance" in his official reports to 

Congress. Over time A.B.'s charges grew ever more lurid. He insisted that Crawford had 

speculated with Treasury funds in the western banks for his personal financial benefit and that 

Congress' official printer, the pro-Crawford National Intelligencer, had deliberately suppressed 

"parts of the documents implicating Mr. Crawford the most strongly." Unfortunately for 

Crawford, the charges resonated because they were based on real actions. During the Panic of 

1819, despite his commitment to specie-backed paper money, Crawford had received 

unredeemable state bank notes into the U.S. Treasury, redistributed this currency in states that 

accepted it at face value, and shifted federal deposits into some of the most troubled institutions. 

While his actions had saved some local banks from collapse, Crawford's real aim had been 

rescuing the national economy, not salvaging the state banks he distrusted. Nonetheless, 

supporters of his rivals countered that Crawford had been using his office for electioneering 
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purposes. Western voters felt lukewarm toward his candidacy due to Crawford's symbiotic 

relationship with the Bank of the United States, but some western politicians, such as Missouri's 

Thomas Hart Benton, allegedly became passionate Crawfordites only after the Treasury Secretary 

favored their financial institutions. Two special House Committees convened hastily in 1823 and 

dominated by his supporters exonerated Crawford of any wrongdoing, but the Treasury 

Secretary's reputation suffered mightily. "Mr. Crawford is completely prostrate," one of 

Calhoun's partisans noted gleefully, "He has been on an inclined plane for some time, but has 

been descending with an accelerated velocity every moment, since he received the propelling 

stroke from 'A.B.'"
44

 

 Though the accusations appeared in his flagship newspaper, Calhoun's direct level of 

responsibility for the A.B. attacks remains unknown. Like the other contenders however, the 

Secretary of War closely scrutinized the presses backing his candidacy and his congressional 

party had also unsuccessfully supported resolutions calling for an investigation into Crawford's 

relationship with western banks over a year before A.B. sensationalized the scandal. A.B.'s 

charges destroyed Crawford's administrative reputation, just as the Crawfordite's hostile scrutiny 

of his forts and contracts had devastated Calhoun's. Fair or not, an odor of corruption would cling 

to Crawford into the final critical election year. The Treasury Secretary may have won the battle 

in Congress, but the Secretary of War successfully counterattacked once the war reached the 

newspapers.
45
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The Costs Of War: The Never-Ending Campaign And The Politics Of Corruption 

 Since republican belief forbid overt electioneering, the presidential candidates required 

other means of reaching voters. Their conflicts in the Cabinet and Congress that ultimately 

reached the newspapers amply served this purpose. Press wars offered two methods of 

electioneering without electioneering. A candidate could anonymously smear his opponents to 

help foster a negative image of a rival, but he could also defend his own good name from attack. 

Since he was simply fending off a vile slanderer, no voter could accuse him of improperly 

campaigning for office. "Surely to parry the daggers of assassins is not to canvass votes for the 

Presidency," Adams cunningly observed in defense of the practice. As his response in the Ghent 

controversy demonstrated, the Secretary of State proved especially adept at using defense as 

offense, overwhelmingly countering any criticism no matter how slight, but every contender 

employed this strategy to covertly electioneer. A candidate's presses usually coupled defense with 

admiration. Laudatory newspaper coverage reinforced an upbeat image of his accomplishments, 

while keeping his name before the public. There were pitfalls to positive image-making of course. 

Excessive praise from one's own newspapers could easily be dismissed as pandering puffery. 

Clay mocked the "ridiculous superlatives" that pro-Calhoun editors employed to promote his 

candidacy. "To compare him to Washington; to pronounce him a prodigy of genius! What 

nonsense," the Speaker sneered. Still, the benefits of positive self-promotion seemed to outweigh 

the risks.
46

 

 While every presidential hopeful cultivated a positive public image, the perpetual 

campaign unsurprisingly favored abusing opponents over praising candidates. Adams voiced 

what nearly every contender probably felt at some point in the election, complaining that he had 

been slandered "with everything that truth, misrepresentation, or falsehood can supply to defame 
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and disgrace me. " Still, the Secretary of State understood that the mud-slinging was essential to 

the practice of presidential politics. "From the nature of our institutions," Adams opined, "the 

competitors for public favor, and their respective partisans, seek success by slander upon each 

other, as you add to the weight one scale by taking from that of the other." The candidates largely 

failed to realize however that attacking each other amounted to a mutually-destructive circular 

firing squad. In a one-party contest, with the allegiance of supporters subject to shift, slandering 

rivals only discouraged potential future allies. "The effect of the stand taken here by Mr. 

Crawford's friends, partizans [sic], and presses will be to alienate all the friends of the other 

Candidates," Clay observed, seemingly unaware that his own attacks produced a similar reaction 

in his opponents' allies. Beyond irritating elite politicians however, political slurs repelled the 

very voters the candidates needed to win the election. "There is a disposition to believe rather the 

ill than the good that is said of [public men]," Adams lamented, "Virtue is never presumed and 

seldom credited." The negative campaigning that appeared necessary to win the election 

ironically suggested to voters that "caballing, bargaining, place-giving, or tampering with 

members of Congress" were also required. As the Secretaries and the Speaker exaggerated each 

other's faults, public perceptions of government corruption intensified. "That scandalous 

defalcations in our public pecuniary agents, gross misapplications of public money, and an 

unprecedented laxity in official responsibilities occurred and been suffered under our government 

for the past six or eight years are faults not to be concealed," the New York Statesman luridly 

warned voters. "Maladministration" emerged as a leading issue in the 1824 campaign.
47

 

 While some of the controversies may have been trumped up, what voters read in the 

newspapers defined the candidates' increasingly negative public images. Crawford developed a 

reputation as an overrated bureaucrat consumed by his ambitious schemes to win the election. "I 
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have yet to learn Crawford's claim to the Presidency," one anonymous correspondent told Clay, 

"He has given stronger evidence of ability in a Congressional caucus than upon any other theater 

he has occupied." "What talents has he ever displayed to Warrant it [the Presidency] much less to 

merrit [sic] it," another questioned. Even his standing as a competent financier suffered. Crawford 

"has so managed his Department as to endanger the whole system of the admn," Calhoun alleged, 

while a Marylander told Clay, "the Deplorable condition of our fiscal concerns...[are] impossible 

for him to surmount." Adams was denounced as an elitist intellectual unable to understand the 

concerns of ordinary Americans. Referencing both his baldness and the vision problems that 

plagued Adams after once looking at a total solar eclipse, one Clay correspondent jibed that "his 

Head Glistened too much like a Sun Dial," while another mocked that "the Proffessor [sic]...has 

too much water in his Eyes to see common things." As always his Federalist past fueled his 

critics. "Adams can't be elected," one insisted, "he is too Cold...he is hated - his Father's memory 

is enough." Another added that "with his 4th July garland flowers [and]...the glory of advocating 

the Surrender of the navigation of two thirds of the union to the British, he has secured himself 

early, if not dignified, retirement." Calhoun's detractors pilloried his youthful inexperience and 

questioned his temperament for the job. As a Representative "he was then the most presuming 

man in Congress," one maintained, "He is now the most presuming man in the Nation - with 

fewer claims to the Chair of State than any other individual named, he is making bolder efforts to 

attain it." Another claimed that "his inexperience, Impetuosity of feeling &c. &c. prevented even 

a remote chance of his Election some twenty years hence." Critics caricatured Clay as a slick 

politico, with his obvious legislative skills overshadowed by his manipulative trickery. He was 

impetuous, brash, power hungry, and immoral, traits that augured a "dangerous" presidency. 

Reputedly a master of the game of brag, an antecedent to poker that relied on bluffing and lies, 

the Speaker was also rumored to have lost $8000 in one wild night at the card table. Clay was like 

a "column that presents so beautiful a Corinthian capital [but] does not rest upon a broad basis of 
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Moral confidence," Willie P. Mangum claimed, while John Randolph of Roanoke more wittily 

observed that "he stinks and he shines, like a dead mackerel in the moonlight." Even the publicly-

unassuming Monroe endured vicious condemnation for his role in the scramble for succession. 

"The more I know of him, the more I am satisfied of his duplicity and his incompetency to fill the 

office which he holds," a correspondent snarled to Jackson. "From nature a dull and stupid man," 

another declared, "he is governed by...the motive of personal advantage, and the obligation to 

take care of himself." The Southern Patriot expressed the problem most succinctly, editorializing 

that "the candidates for the Presidency...are mutually and thoroughly reviled."
48

 

 The Southern Patriot should have omitted Jackson from its list of the loathed however. 

Not seen as a serious candidate, without any party involved in Congressional infighting, and 

almost completely ignored by his opponents' presses, the General marched blissfully above the 

fray as his rivals savaged each other. "The executive candidates are vying with each other - I 

stand alone," the General boasted. Apprehensive about Jackson's notorious factiousness, John 

Eaton warned him to "act with the caution that belongs to you; commit not your opinions; nor let 

malevolence...drag you into any news paper controversy." His ally worried needlessly. The 

presses Jackson controlled freely extolled his virtues, vilified his rivals, but faced little return fire 

during most of the long campaign. His followers denounced the "trick upon trick, intrigue upon 

intrigue, and falsehood upon falsehood" of the other presidential campaigns, allowing Jackson to 

run as a "virtuous outsider" set to take on the corrupt Washington establishment. While the other 
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contenders trumpeted their illustrious records of political service - and dismissed Jackson 

precisely because he lacked one - the General turned this seeming disadvantage into an 

advantage. As historian Harry L. Watson concluded, "Thousands of ordinary voters came to 

believe that petty intrigue and corruption had taken over pursuit of the nation's highest office and 

looked for a fresh face to restore republican vitality." Jackson would enter the critical election 

year virtually unscathed politically and with just the fresh face many voters sought.
49

 

 Unlike Jackson, his rivals would carry numerous political wounds into 1824, but none 

would be more battle scarred than Crawford. As the frontrunner, he had faced the united 

opposition of the President and his fellow Secretaries in the Cabinet, endured pressure from both 

sides in the ongoing dispute between the Administration and the Radicals in Congress, and 

suffered by far the most vilification in the combined presses of his adversaries. "He is under a 

distructive [sic] cross fire," Calhoun chortled. The strain of spending the last eight years in pursuit 

of the Presidency may have proved too much for the ambitious Treasury Secretary. In September 

1823 while visiting the Virginia home of his ally James Barbour, located over one-hundred miles 

in the countryside southwest of Washington, Crawford was suddenly stricken with a debilitating 

illness that left him nearly blind, with slurred speech and paralyzed hands and feet. 

Contemporaries diagnosed Crawford's sickness as "inflammatory rheumatism," but he may have 

suffered a paralytic stroke, compounded by a severe allergic reaction to an overdose of lobelia, a 

popular nineteenth-century herbal purgative, that Crawford had taken to treat his erysipelas, a 

bacterial skin infection usually affecting the extremities. A local doctor exacerbated the disease 

by bleeding the Treasury Secretary twenty-three times. Confined to darkened rooms while he 

slowly recovered over the next four months, the usually energetic Crawford could not read, write, 
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or attend to his Cabinet duties. As the election year dawned, Crawford's ability to interact with his 

followers and directly control his campaign had been severely compromised. The war had been 

costly indeed.
50
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CHAPTER 7: THE FINAL BATTLES 

 As heated as the perpetual campaign had been, nothing prepared the candidates for the 

furious conflict culminating in the election's final year. Their triumphant social occasions 

received glowing coverage in their own biased newspapers of course, but their organizations 

maintained the rancorous battling in Congress and their letter writers continued spreading 

slanderous rumors about rival campaigns. "It seems as if every liar and calumniator in the country 

was at work day and night to destroy my character," Adams fumed. Factionalism further eroded 

Republican party unity and slippery side-switching politicians created ever more problems for the 

candidates. Van Buren noted that most politicos were notoriously non-committal on every topic. 

Asked if he "concurred in the general opinion that the sun rose in the East," the New York 

Senator joked, "my answer having been that I presumed the fact was according to common 

impression, but as I invariably slept until after sun-rise, I could not speak from my own 

knowledge."
1
 

 The voting public continued to suspiciously scrutinize the contenders for any violations 

of republican strictures against electioneering however. "Every time [a candidate] acts personally 

in the Election it will hurt," one Clay supporter argued, "The public greatly approves a dignified 

& retired Course. It remains to be seen whether management, intrigue or Corruption Can 

eventually succeed." One of the candidates argued that such corruption was indeed already 

succeeding, or at least he made certain to air his contention for public consumption. "How can a 

republic last long under such scenes of corruption," Jackson thundered, "nothing but the 

redeeming spirit of a virtuous people...can redeem our nation from woe; and our republican 
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Government from destruction." As the election played out, the political maneuvering necessary to 

win only strengthened the General's case to an increasingly anxious electorate.
2
 

 

Barbarian Inside The Gates: General Jackson Storms Washington 

 While Jackson had spent most of Monroe's second term as the outsider candidate running 

against the "corrupt" capital insiders, he would venture deep into the heart of enemy territory as 

the campaign entered its final climactic year. When Tennessee Senator John Williams, a key 

player in the officer reduction controversy, an open critic of Jackson's adventurism in Florida, and 

a Crawfordite besides, sought reelection from the state legislature in late 1823, Jackson backers 

John Eaton and William Lewis hoped to replace him with a senator more favorable to the 

General's candidacy. They tried assembling a coalition behind other candidates, but none proved 

capable of uniting the pro-Jackson forces. Alternatively they pressured Williams to drop 

Crawford in favor of the General, but the stubborn Senator refused to budge. Though Jacksonians 

had convened county meetings across the state over the past year, with many adopting resolutions 

demanding that all Tennessee politicians support Jackson's presidential run, rumors still 

circulated that the General lacked the unanimous support of his home state. If Tennessee elected a 

pro-Crawford Senator, Jackson's presidential campaign would appear every bit as weak as his 

rivals had always claimed. Without Jackson's knowledge, Eaton and Lewis gambled by placing 

Jackson himself in nomination for the Senate seat as the only Jacksonian capable of beating 

Williams. A Jackson victory would be an uphill climb since the incumbent enjoyed broad 

popularity in the state legislature and many members had already committed to his candidacy.
3
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 Eaton and Lewis arranged for Abram Maury to officially request by letter that Jackson 

"assent to what your friends earnestly desire" and serve as Senator "tho' at war with your 

individual interest." Jackson coyly responded that "there are many better qualified," while adding 

that it "would be said, that my state had conferred it upon me, and that it ha[d] been sought for 

too by me, with a view to...other purposes which are at present pending before the nation." He 

dutifully agreed to serve if elected nonetheless. Both letters were widely reprinted to prove 

Jackson had not openly schemed for the position, but once notified of his nomination he 

immediately decamped to the Capitol in Murfreesboro. While virtuously reiterating his stance 

against electioneering  - "I neither vissited [sic] or conversed with a member except when 

vissitted [sic] and the conversation introduced by them," the General proclaimed - Jackson 

unstintingly reminded the legislators of Crawford's unpopularity in Tennessee. His strong-arm 

campaign worked. Jackson overcame Williams by thirty-five to twenty-five votes, a close margin, 

but an amazing accomplishment considering Williams' high number of pledged supporters. In one 

deft maneuver, Jackson and his organization had solidified his presidential campaign both 

statewide and nationally. His hold on Tennessee was virtually beyond challenge now. A Senate 

term would also add legislative experience to his paltry political resume - barely more than a year 

combined as a Congressional Representative and Senator over a quarter-century ago. Jackson 

claimed to be "astonished" at his election the U.S. Senate, insisting with proper republican 

sentiment that he "had hoped that I had filled my measure of public service, & would have been 

permitted to have spent some time in retirement." He positioned his reluctant service as a means 

to depriving Crawford of Williams' caucus vote however. "Thus you see me a Senator contrary to 

my wishes, my feelings & my interests," the General informed one correspondent, "to gratify the 

state in prostrating Crawfordism [and]...against a caucus system." Even when moving to the 

inside, Jackson would try to maintain his outsider status.
4
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 Jackson turned his journey from the Hermitage to Washington into an opportunity to 

engage in some face-to-face electioneering with ordinary citizens. "I have been greeted by people 

whenever I have halted," he informed his wife Rachel, "in many places, on the way side were 

collections who hailed  & stopped the stage to shake me by the hand." Despite his avowed 

"determination not to participate in their hospitality anywhere," the General, often escorted with 

"companies of their independent corps of Infantry," dined with numerous followers in Tennessee 

and Virginia. While Jackson claimed these events were "tiresome & troublesome," the General 

displayed a real talent for the popular politics emerging as a necessary component of presidential 

campaigns. While studiously avoiding overt electioneering tours, Jackson used legitimate travel 

to connect with voters. Though meeting awe-struck supporters may have secretly pleased the 

General, he was much less delighted with his destination. Jackson regarded Washington D.C.  as 

a modern "Babylon," a city with magnificent buildings that concealed every sort of political 

wickedness. "Scenes of intrigue and corruption...appear to be the order of the day as practiced in 

this great city," he reported to Rachel.
5
 

 Though the White House had been repainted and the Capitol rebuilt after sustaining 

significant damage from the British attack during the War of 1812, the capital city retained 

touches of its rustic origins. Swelteringly humid in the spring and summer, carriages frequently 

overturned in the muddy streets while two-foot snakes occasionally invaded posh drawing rooms. 

Real reptiles aside, Jackson remained most wary of the politicians who slithered along the grimy 

streets of Washington since many had censured him as an impulsive troublemaker. "My 
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enemies...denounced me as a man of revengefull [sic] Temper and of great rashness," he admitted 

ruefully. With a determination to refashion his reputation, Jackson deliberately listened more than 

participated in Congressional debates. While carefully concealing the "honest indignation [that] 

arises within me" at routine political practice in Washington, he bragged that "I have become a 

perfect Philosopher...my enemies have become confounded, & dismayed, in not being able to 

irritate me." Jackson made only one speech in his first Senate term, in favor of increased defense 

spending, and that stance only reinforced his warrior-hero image. His tactics demonstrated that 

the General was as politically savvy as the capital politicos he condemned however. Remaining 

mostly silent allowed Jackson to avoid taking any controversial stands on issues, minimized his 

proclivity for making enemies, and countered his reputation for recklessness. "The opinion of 

those whose minds were prepared to see me with a Tomahawk in one hand, & a scalping knife in 

the other has greatly changed," Jackson crowed gleefully, "I am getting on very smoothly."
6
 

 Surprisingly Jackson seemed delighted rather than disgusted to be in the center of the 

action. He actually received more exercise walking from his boardinghouse to the Capitol than he 

did managing his Tennessee farm and his physical condition visibly improved. "If the Genl [sic] 

had remained at home, I am satisfied he would not have enjoyed such health," Eaton reassured 

Rachel. Instead of fretting over correspondence and newspapers at the Hermitage, his 

congressional work "keeps his mind employed and his spirits cheerful." Perhaps Jackson also felt 

more at ease residing in Washington because it placed him in close proximity to his fellow 

Senator from Tennessee. John Eaton had played an outsize role in the campaign throughout the 

election, serving as Jackson's cheerleader, confidante, fund-raiser, publicist, and chief strategist. 
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The two men frequently gossiped about the state of the race, bounced ideas off each other, and 

Eaton even supplied Jackson with suggested phrasing for his political correspondence. Some of 

their political enemies denounced Eaton as a "cold-blooded, heartless man" who "ruled" Jackson, 

but the General insisted that "he is worthy of & shall receive my warmest gratitude so long as I 

live." Jackson's Senate service also provided him first-hand access to the all-important political 

rumor mill. He passed a variety of the latest gossipy tidbits into his correspondence network, 

while simultaneously reaffirming his outsider status with the caveat "however I know but little 

upon the subject, as I neither met with the politicians, or conversed on the Presidential question."
7
 

 Proximity to the powerful also allowed Jackson to reconcile with some long-standing 

enemies. Since his decision to run for President, the General had quietly tried to resolve many of 

his outstanding disputes. Jackson mended fences with Thomas Watkins, a critic of his killing of 

Charles Dickinson in an 1806 duel and now Jefferson's personal physician. He tried to remain 

friendly with both sides in the nasty infighting that roiled Tennessee state politics and 

unexpectedly settled in his opponent's favor an old lawsuit with Andrew Erwin over one of their 

shadier speculative land deals. Once he reached Washington however, Jackson kicked his 

reconciliation project into high gear. He ended a seven-year feud with Winfield Scott, informing 

his fellow General that "whenever you shall feel disposed to meet me on friendly terms, that 

disposition will not be met by any other than a corresponding feeling on my part." Jackson 

exchanged dinners with the hated John Cocke, one of his bitterest foes in Tennessee State 

politics. In "what you never would have expected" as a stunned Eaton put it, the General patched 

up his vicious quarrel with Thomas Hart Benton, who had wounded Jackson in an 1813 barroom 

brawl. He even restored civil relations with Clay, his rival for high office and a man he once 
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castigated as an "intriguing...Demagogue." Jackson "has buried the Tom-Hawk [sic] with all his 

enemies," one relieved supporter exclaimed, while the General himself told Rachel, "It is a 

pleasing subject to me that I am now at peace with all the world." By January 1824 only three 

names remained on Jackson's enemies list - John Williams, whom Jackson had replaced in 

Congress, former Pennsylvania Senator Abner Lacock, a harsh critic of the General's "blood and 

carnage" tactics in the First Seminole War, and Crawford of course; Jackson continued to regard 

the Treasury Secretary as "that arch-fiend." Settling with his old adversaries served as yet another 

method for Jackson to undercut the criticism that he lacked the proper temperament necessary for 

the presidency.
8
 

 Just as Jackson's Senate service signaled a more aggressive phase of his presidential bid, 

his campaign in the states began gathering steam. Pennsylvania especially showcased the 

General's emerging prominence. "My friends here tell me I am gaining fast," Jackson proclaimed, 

"Pennsylvania is fixed." Thanks to his robust statewide newspaper network, led by the 

indefatigable Stephen Simpson and his Columbian Observer, Pennsylvania Democrats, the name 

Republicans in the state had adopted, were turning increasingly Jacksonian. The Democrats, 

much like their national Republican counterparts, had become progressively more factionalized. 

The regular party, committed to increased banking and commercial development, called 

themselves New School Democrats with their Philadelphia branch known as the Family Party. 

They were opposed by the Independent Republicans, a coalition that included the anti-bank, anti-
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caucus Old School Democrats and Federalists. Jackson's partisans, led by editor Stephen 

Simpson, were initially concentrated in the Old School faction, but ultimately many Democrats of 

all stripes affiliated with the General.
9
 

 Jackson publicly maintained a proper Republican demeanor despite his growing 

excitement over positive political developments in Pennsylvania. Responding to a Dauphin 

County Committee that had endorsed him, Jackson repeated his declaration that the Presidency 

should neither be sought nor declined. With a sentiment sure to please ordinary voters, he noted 

that "my political creed prompts me to leave the affair uninfluenced by any expression on my 

part; & to the free will of those who have alone the right to decide." When the Harrisburg 

Commonwealth reprinted Jackson's letter, it represented the first occasion that the General 

publicly agreed to serve as President. At the New School's March 1823 nominating convention 

for state races, the Family Party planned to anoint Calhoun as Pennsylvania's preferred  

presidential candidate, but Jackson fanatics staged a "wild demonstration" in favor of a pro-

Jackson resolution that had to be gaveled down by the chairman. After the brouhaha subsided 

both sides claimed they had commanded a majority of the delegates. Tellingly however it had 

been the Family Party that had backed down from the Jacksonians' pressure, forcing even 

Calhoun to ruefully admit that it was "prudent...that even the appearance of an abortive attempt 

has been avoided." By the fall Pennsylvania's Federalists began gravitating toward Jackson, 

prompting state House member Jonathan Roberts to snarl that "the public, the uninformed part at 

least, are carried away with Jackson." Beginning in November 1823 pro-Jackson Democrats, 

employing Committees of Correspondence established over the previous two years, convened 

meetings across the state to promote his candidacy. By the following January, eleven counties and 

the city of Philadelphia committed to attending a convention in Huntingdon later in 1824 to 
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appoint a slate of Jackson electors. At the Philadelphia meeting to which all Democrats had been 

invited, each presidential candidate was represented by a standard bearing their name. Attendees 

could signal their presidential preference by gathering under the insignia representing their 

favorite, but in "a trial at the place where the other candidates expected to make an impression on 

Pensylvania [sic]," only Jackson's standard attracted any followers. In Pennsylvania at least, 

Jackson seemed unexpectedly poised to upset the conventional political thinking of Republican 

elites.
10

 

 While gaining politically in a key middle-state battleground, Jackson also showed 

surprising strength in an important southern state. "If Pensylvania [sic] declares for me," he 

argued prophetically, "N. Carolina is certain." In presidential politics the state had almost always 

followed Virginia, so North Carolina was expected to favor the Treasury Secretary. Indeed the 

state's Radicals relied on Virginia's newspapers and politicos to influence their own elite and in 

December 1823 one-half of North Carolina's state legislators endorsed Crawford's candidacy. 

Calhoun had prioritized his campaign in the state however by appealing to the ego of its 

politicians. "The contest will greatly depend " on North Carolina, he insisted, "Nothing can throw 

your state so much in the background, as the impression, that she was the mere appendage of the 

Ancient Dominion." Calhoun's ally, House of Commons member Charles Fisher, assembled a 

secret Committee of Correspondence that then organized district meetings to form a unified 

"People's Ticket" of electors opposed to Crawford. Calhounites planned to claim the majority of 

spots on the ticket, relegating minority positions to the Jackson and Adams men, in a grand 

coalition designed to defeat the Treasury Secretary. Calhoun himself believed he was "decidedly 
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ahead" in the race to capture North Carolina, but working with the General's minions proved 

exasperating for his followers. "They are an obstinate sett [sic]," one Calhounite claimed, 

"intoxicated with military glory." The Secretary of War's cronies complained that one Jacksonian 

insisted that "if elected to support Jackson, he would vote for no other man," including Calhoun. 

Meanwhile, they grumbled, another Jacksonian, "notwithstanding all his apparent acquiescence in 

our arrangements,...he, & others, if they could, would instantly start an active ticket for Jackson." 

By February the General's men did just that. Emboldened by Jackson's muscular movement in 

Pennsylvania, they forced the Calhounites off the People's Ticket and claimed the majority of 

electors for their favorite. The General's partisans grew convinced that Jackson by himself could 

defeat the combined Crawford and Calhoun forces in North Carolina. "The people are beginning 

to stir, and when they do they will be heard," Jackson asserted as he followed these 

developments.
11

 

 The General had assessed the situation correctly. The burgeoning Jackson movements in 

North Carolina and Pennsylvania, two states well outside his home region, finally caught the 

attention of his presidential rivals. "The unfortunate nomination of Gen. Jackson," one frustrated 

Pennsylvania supporter informed Clay, "has so possessed the public mind & the disorder has 

broken out in so many fresh places that your friends have been unable to make headway." 

Undoubtedly concerned about Jackson's rise, Clay himself carped to Adams that "the greatest 

danger of war" is that it "creates[s]...a military influence and power." John Eaton chuckled at the 

"fear and trembling" Jackson's emergence had abruptly produced among the Secretaries and their 

supporters. "When the people are...openly proclaiming the man who rests strong in their 
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affections," he noted with amusement, "alarm is produced, from an apprehension that such a 

spark, may presently be fanned into a flame." Their sustained dismissal of Jackson's candidacy 

left his opponents suddenly scrambling for a strategy to blunt his mounting popularity.
12

 

 Adams adopted the softest approach, trying to co-opt Jackson into his own campaign. 

The Secretary of State had long harbored hopes of hitching the General's bandwagon of followers 

to his own presidential star. He had always admired Jackson and had been his principal defender 

in the Cabinet debates surrounding the General's controversial activities during the Seminole 

War. Ever since Jackson rebuffed his bid to appoint him Minister to Mexico, Adams plotted to 

draft Jackson as his vice presidential running mate instead. He openly argued that linking the 

unpredictable General to his candidacy was based on a "correct principle - his fitness for the 

place, the fitness of the place for him." More importantly Jackson would add "the peculiar 

advantage of the geographical association" to Adams' run. As the expressly northern candidate in 

the race, the Secretary of State certainly realized that putting a slave-owning westerner - to say 

nothing of a national celebrity hero - on his ticket would enormously increase his appeal to voters 

outside New England. As a bonus the General might also help with his own electoral base; 

Adams admitted that Jackson enjoyed a "popular feeling" for his vice-presidency even in New 

England.  The Secretary's organization worked diligently behind the scenes, spreading rumors 

that Jackson preferred playing junior partner to Adams, despite the General's frequent 

declarations that he would serve as President if elected. Though Adams' congressional ally John 

W. Taylor warned him that Jackson was too popular even in New York to be relegated to the vice 

presidency and Navy Secretary Southard cautioned him that promoting Jackson for any role only 

strengthened his campaign for the Presidency, Adams himself continued his self-serving efforts to 

demote the General to second place. He argued that because of his mass popularity "there was no 
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person who could be substituted for Jackson" as his running mate. He airily dismissed his 

supporters' concerns about the General's reputed intemperate impulsiveness. The Vice 

Presidency, Adams explained to his nervous followers, is "a station in which the General could 

hang no one, and in which he would need to quarrel with no one...it would afford an easy and 

dignified retirement in his old age." The Secretary of State seemingly forgot that he was only four 

months younger than the "elderly" Jackson. When rumor-mongering proved insufficient to corral 

the General, Adams personally planned a showy social campaign to win him over.
13

 

 With the aid of his wife Louisa, Adams decided to host a colossal party at their home on 

January 8 commemorating Jackson's victory in the Battle of New Orleans, with the heroic 

General himself feted as the guest of honor. Adams timed his event perfectly. It occurred shortly 

after Jackson arrived in Washington to assume his Senate seat, but before the congressional 

caucus due in February. Accordingly Jackson would be available to attend and Adams might 

convince the General to serve as his running mate just prior to the selection of the official 

Republican nominee. The Adams' spared little expense or effort for their spectacular affair. 

Louisa hand-delivered almost all of the five-hundred invitations, while laboring for weeks over 

the food, music, and decor needed to entertain so many guests. Her husband fretted meticulously 

over the details himself, even personally supervising the placement of party decorations on the 

big night. The result was a feast for the senses. From two-blocks away bonfires guided the guests 

to the Adams residence, with the home itself festooned with garlands, lanterns, and flowers. 

Louisa had the dance floor decorated with a chalked design that proclaimed 'Welcome to the Hero 

of New Orleans' accompanied by eagles and flags. Over one-thousand party-goers, including 

most of Congress, the Cabinet, and their spouses watched as Louisa gracefully escorted a 

gracious Jackson through the festivities with Adams beaming proudly from the sidelines. The 
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dancing and drinking continued until 1 AM, long after the General had departed. While hosting 

such an ostentatious gala, Adams carefully preserved his republican credentials of course. 

Extravagant spending could be justified on the Battle anniversary because it was already 

celebrated as a holiday by ordinary citizens and the Secretary of State donned a simple suit rather 

than the lavish formal attire most of his other guests sported. The party served as another 

newspaper victory for Adams too. It was relentlessly hyped by Adams' presses before it occurred 

and celebrated just as persistently afterward. As historian Catherine Allgor observed, "Years after 

the event, it was referred to not as the 'Jackson Ball,' of which there were many, but rather the one 

and only 'Adams Ball.'
14

 

 Adams' festivities succeeded in impressing most of official Washington and his 

hospitality even awed Jackson. "The party at [M]rs. Adams was the largest I ever witnessed at a 

private house," the General enthused, "every room was crowded." The affair failed to achieve its 

main objective however, as Jackson moved no closer to serving as Adams' vice president. With 

his campaign's positive developments in North Carolina and Pennsylvania, Jackson had begun to 

taste victory, and he was not about to accept a seat anywhere but at the head of the table. As 

rumors persisted that Jackson would subordinate his own ambitions to the Secretary of State, he 

blamed the Adams organization for the whisper campaign that aimed at diminishing his 

candidacy. "Be assured that the friends of Mr. Adams when they assert that I have 'abandoned the 

field in his favour [sic],' not only are guilty of the grossest misrepresentation," Jackson told one 

ally testily, "but practice an unpardonable outrage upon...the freedom, & sovereignity [sic] of the 

people." His own supporters grew so annoyed that they floated their own counter-rumor that 

Adams had agreed to serve as Secretary of State under President Jackson. No matter how much it 
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irritated the General however, Adams continued his attempted downgrade well into the fall of 

1824 and long after its evident futility.
15

 

 Unfortunately for both men, Adams' efforts invited their mutual opponents to start 

another rumor that the two were cooperating in a secret coalition. Crawfordites labeled the pair 

the "Holy Alliance," which unfavorably associated Adams and Jackson with the detested 

absolutist monarchs of Europe. For Jackson the rumor was especially hurtful since it linked him 

to the Cabinet that he had been so vigorously running against. Furious, the General asked one of 

his followers to pen a letter to the opposition presses denying the rumor. He even supplied the 

verbiage. "Such a one of the following might be proper," he instructed his supporter, "General 

Jackson...will neither resign his pretensions, intrigue, nor combine with any man...[His] cause 

requires neither falsehood nor corruption to support it. It is the people's cause." The coalition 

rumor merely extended the speculations that Clay's partisans had entertained since Jackson's 

Tennessee nomination. They believed the Jackson candidacy had been a deliberate Adams plot to 

deprive Clay of western votes. "Many see in his [Jackson's] offering nothing but a diversion in 

favor of Adams," one Clayite claimed, with another westerner adding that Adams regarded his 

"overtures" to Jackson as "the most effectual means of destroying our influence." Some of 

Adams' own supporters believed that he had surreptitiously supported the General's bid as far 

back as 1821 to divide the South's vote. One suggested that Adams had established an early pro-

Jackson newspaper, deliberately choosing an editor who had been hostile to the elder John Adams 

to "pass for a mask." Adams admitted dining with the editor, but coyly insisted that "I had no 

control over his opinions." If Adams had secretly encouraged the Jackson campaign as a means to 
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deprive Crawford and Clay of votes, his plot truly miscarried; the General proved so popular with 

the electorate that he cut into every contenders' vote totals including Adams'.
16

 

 Where Adams had unsuccessfully dangled carrots to entice Jackson, the remaining power 

elite in the capital took a stick to the General instead. After almost a month of Jackson's charm 

offensive in Washington coupled with his dramatic rise in Pennsylvania and North Carolina, in 

mid-January the Democratic Press, a Crawford newspaper in Philadelphia, broke a shocking 

scandal involving the General. The paper claimed that Jackson had advised then president-elect 

Monroe in 1817 to balance his Administration between the two parties by appointing at least two 

Federalists to his Cabinet. If true, the allegations might seriously damage Jackson's campaign 

both in Pennsylvania, where the Federalists remained a sizable minority loathed by many in the 

Democratic majority, and with hyper-partisan Republicans nationwide. Jackson only vaguely 

recalled the correspondence and wrote desperately to both Monroe and his adopted son seeking 

his own or the President's copy of the damaging letter. Monroe claimed to be unable to locate his 

version, yet he could somehow "very well recollect" that the seven-year old letter "did you honor. 

It expressed...a generous exercise of power, by the Republican party, in a way to...draw the Union 

together." Monroe also insisted unequivocally to Pennsylvania Representative George Kremer, a 

known Jackson supporter, that he had played no part in providing any information on the scandal 

to John Binns, the editor of the Democratic Press. "Intrigue is the order of the day here," an 

outraged Jackson exclaimed, "I expect the object is, by the publication at this moment to produce 

an effect upon Pensylvania [sic] who is about to form an electoral Tickett [sic] to support me." 

The suspicious timing of the release certainly justified Jackson's surmise.
17
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 While Jackson initially denied the story, once he received his copy of the letter from his 

son he realized there was truth behind the slander. The General had indeed recommended 

Federalist William Drayton, a colonel who had had served under Jackson in the War of 1812, as 

Monroe's Secretary of War. The other "Federalist" that he had advocated however had been then 

a Republican, Adams as Secretary of State, so the claim that he favored two Federalists was 

clearly exaggerated. The episode took an unexpected twist when editor Binns alleged that Monroe 

had read Jackson's letter to Pennsylvania's Senator Walter Lowrie and Representative John 

Findlay. Findlay denied the accusation, but Lowrie, an avowed Crawfordite, substantiated Binns' 

account, claiming he had "incontrovertible evidence" that Jackson had recommended Federalists 

to Monroe. Indeed, while in discussion with Van Buren at his Senate desk, Lowrie opened one 

letter from his stack of mail and turned pale. "To our amazement it enclosed a copy of Mr. 

Monroe's reply to the Letter from Gen. Jackson," Van Buren later recalled. This letter, written in 

Monroe's handwriting, but with a concluding paragraph penned by George Hay, had been 

anonymously mailed to Lowrie but postmarked from Richmond, a known hot-bed of Crawford 

supporters. The principals involved engaged in a four-month fight in the newspapers. Monroe 

complained that Lowrie's copy of the letter had been "purloined." Hay demanded via an 

anonymous editorial that Lowrie produce this "stolen property." Lowrie accused both men of 

engaging in a cover-up. Jackson insisted that he would be "violating confidence by publishing 

private and confidential correspondence" if he released his copies of the letters unless Monroe did 

so as well. Buckling under the pressure from Jackson's newspapers, Lowrie finally issued the 

1817 Monroe-to-Jackson letter in April. After a conference between Eaton and Hay in May, 

Jackson and the President followed suit and released to the Columbian Observer and the National 

Intelligencer the five remaining letters both men had exchanged in 1816 and 1817, as well as 
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their 1824 correspondence on the subject. Newspapers across the nation reprinted the eagerly-

awaited letters.
18

 

   Once it entered the public record that Jackson had indeed pressed Monroe to appoint a 

Federalist Cabinet Secretary, many Republican luminaries believed the General's campaign had 

been irreparably damaged. Jackson's recommendations were "tantamount to a declaration that 

political principles and opinions [were] of no importance in the administration of government," 

Albert Gallatin noted disparagingly. Monroe cunningly tried to link Jackson's proposals to his 

own detested party amalgamation policy. "I find that you essentially concurred with me," he 

soothingly reassured Jackson, "that the President ought to be the head of this nation, rather than 

of a party." Ironically, by connecting Jackson to his own rejected policy, Monroe probably hoped 

to strengthen Calhoun's campaign at the expense of the General's. To further aid his secret 

favorite, the President counseled Jackson not to defend himself. "Defiance, by reserve and 

silence, is what the transaction, and all connected with the present movement, merit," he blithely 

observed, but Jackson was not about to be quietly tied to either the hated opposition or Monroe's 

unpopular bid for party fusion. He justified his support of a Federalist on patriotic rather than 

partisan grounds. Lauding Drayton's personal character, Jackson added that "men, call them what 

you will, who risk life, heath and their all in defense of their country are entitled to share the 

offices of the Government." In an even cleverer maneuver, he invoked two of the nation's beloved 

founding icons to validate his actions. "I can truly say of [Drayton], that we are all Federalists, we 
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are all Republicans," Jackson insisted, quoting Jefferson's inaugural address, while later adding 

that "the voice of Washington, in his farewell address...was that party animosity was not to be 

encouraged." Jackson managed to turn a negative, support for an enemy partisan, into a positive, 

association with figures from the nation's hallowed republican past, clearly echoing the campaign 

messaging in Eaton's Letters of Wyoming.
19

 

 Privately Jackson blamed the Treasury Secretary and his minions for the entire ruckus. 

"Mr. Crawford's friends have become desperate and will do anything," he snarled, "their motto, 

the end, is worthy of the means." He blamed his old adversary Abner Lacock for stealing the 

letter from a naively trusting Monroe. Once dragged into the tempest, Lacock admitted discussing 

Jackson's letter with Lowrie and Findlay, but vociferously denied pilfering the President's 

correspondence. Since at least three of the Secretary's supporters, two politicians and one editor, 

had admittedly engaged in publicizing the letter, Crawfordites certainly warranted a portion of 

Jackson's blame. Surprisingly however, the General largely exonerated the President for his role 

in the controversy. While Jackson acknowledged that Monroe may have discussed the letter with 

the parties involved, he did not "believe it proceded [sic] (in Mr. Monroe) from a wicked or 

deceptive mind; but from a weakness, & reposing confidence in my Enemy."
20

 

 The President clearly deserved far less of Jackson's trust however. After the scandal 

broke, Monroe informed Adams that "he had never kept General Jackson's letter upon File on his 

table, and certainly did not five or six years after it was written...It was not until after a long 

search, and in an old forgotten trunk, that it was found." His claim failed to explain how a long-
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stored and forgotten letter that only he knew about could be "well recollected" by himself or 

"purloined" by others. Following his extended public and private campaign denying any 

involvement whatsoever in the affair, Monroe finally admitted to Adams that though he had not 

read Jackson's letter to Lowrie and Findlay, he had "alluded" to its contents. Indeed at least four 

Pennsylvania politicians would ultimately concede that Monroe had shown them the letter, some 

as far back as 1822 during the President's attempt to appoint a Federalist, William Irish, as U.S. 

Marshall for Western Pennsylvania. Apparently Monroe had been brandishing Jackson's letter 

whenever he needed to justify a party fusion project to recalcitrant Republicans. After Lowrie's 

copy of Monroe's return letter to Jackson appeared, the President clearly stretched the truth when 

he told the General that he did not "recollect ever seeing it, or your letters, till within a few days 

past, since the year 1817." Since Jackson's advance in Pennsylvania especially threatened 

Calhoun, the suggestive timing of the attack on the General implies that Monroe or Hay 

themselves could have even arranged to have Jackson's letter printed in a Crawford paper and the 

Lowrie letter forwarded from a Crawford stronghold. While aiding the Secretary of War's 

campaign, misdirecting suspicion would give the attack the appearance of a Crawford-

orchestrated plot and scrub Monroe's fingerprints from the intrigue. While only circumstantial 

evidence implicated Monroe in such a scheme, it certainly resembles many of the other double-

games the President had played throughout his terms in office.
21

 

 Ironically, whether or not Crawford or Monroe had directly plotted to undermine Jackson 

with his pro-Federalist letter, the affair ultimately strengthened the General's campaign. His 

rivals'  presses sensationally proclaimed that Jackson had favored the disloyal opposition of 

course. Crawford's newspapers labeled Jackson "the Federal candidate for the Presidency," 

suggesting that "the man who disclaims Party should by Party be disclaimed." Jackson's own 
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papers countered that the General simply championed nonpartisan appointments of well-qualified 

individuals for the national good just as Washington and Jefferson had done. They also retaliated 

in kind, listing the prominent Federalists known to be supporting other candidates. Most Jackson-

leaning Republicans seemingly accepted his Founders-inspired justification and they defended the 

pro-Federalist letter, either half- or whole-heartedly depending upon their feeling toward 

Federalists. Unexpectedly however, the opposition party provided Jackson with his greatest gains. 

While he had alarmed some Federalists by suggesting in one of his old letters that the leaders of 

the Hartford Convention should be hanged for treason, his correspondence converted many others 

to his cause. He especially appealed to Federalists disgusted with the "turncoat" Adams. Jackson 

was now the only Republican candidate who had rejected his party's Federalist proscription 

policy in writing. Since he had done so seven years earlier and long before the current campaign, 

his sentiments seemed truthful rather than an electioneering ploy. Once again Jackson's 

presidential foes had misjudged his unorthodox campaign to their own detriment.
22

 

 While Jackson may have been strengthened, the publication of his damaging 

correspondence signaled a new front in the electoral war. The candidate who had once been 

ignored by his rivals' newspapers suddenly endured the same withering attacks his opponents had 

faced for three years. While some opposition presses focused on his lack of civil administrative 

experience, most exclaimed that his "martial" temperament rendered him unfit for high office. 

The hard-nosed General who had summarily executed undisciplined militiamen, incarcerated 

martial law violators, and mercilessly hung alleged British spies, "might endanger American 

liberty." As the attacks mounted, Eaton even worried that Jackson's adversaries would use his 

marriage to Rachel against him, since the pair had wed before she divorced her first husband. 

"Heretofore the Radicals have not dreaded him," Eaton observed as he began assembling 
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materials to defend their union, "but now seemingly a most prominent rival, they are bringing all 

their batteries to bear against him." While rumors about its questionable nature circulated among 

elite politicians in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Washington, the Jacksons were spared any real 

vilification of their marriage in the newspapers until the 1828 election however. As the General 

watched the escalating denigration, he began sounding like the other contenders. Opposition 

newspapers "heap upon me every scurrilous slanderous abuse that falsehood can suggest," he 

complained, caricaturing him as "a sort of saw head & bloody bones, fit only to scar[e] children." 

Since the General's military record served as the very raison d'être of his presidential run, these 

attacks aimed to undermine the foundation of his candidacy. Jackson privately conceded that as a 

military commander he had occasionally "departed from" the Constitution, but he blamed such 

breaches on the "critical situations" he faced in wartime. Surprisingly however, Jackson reacted 

by publicly ignoring the ill-treatment. Much like his performance in the Senate, the General 

surmised that such press strikes aimed at provoking his violent response, thereby validating the 

criticism against him. Instead, Jackson predicted that the newspaper assaults would backfire. "The 

subjects the[y] embrace...will increase my standing with the nation more than any other course 

they can pursue," the General shrewdly observed, "They will elect me, contrary to their wishes, 

by their abuse." Indeed press attacks that warned voters about Jackson's "dangerous" military 

record also reminded them of Jackson's "glorious" military record. Jackson's own newspapers 

vigorously defended the General's character and qualifications of course, while his closest cronies 

submitted anonymous letters to the National Intelligencer refuting his rivals' attacks. Ultimately 

the voters would decide which version of Jackson was running for President.
23
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Out With A Whimper: Crawford And The Death Of "King Caucus" 

 While Jackson marched purposefully into 1824, Crawford limped - physically, mentally, 

and politically - into the last year of the election. Though slowly recovering from his 

incapacitating September affliction, the Treasury Secretary's job, campaign, and political standing 

had each suffered in the interim. "If I was to judge from the appearance today of the treasurers 

friends," Jackson chuckled, "I would suppose he is politically (as he notably is) sick." His rivals 

gleefully circulated rumors that Crawford would surely die initiating a wild frenzy to capture his 

supporters and voters. "The state of Mr. Crawford's health is such as to scarcely leave a hope of 

his recovery," Clay assured his own allies, "His friends begin to own that his death is now but too 

probable, and that in any event he can no longer be held up for the Presidency." Despite his 

opponents' hopes however, Crawford's condition steadily improved through the winter and by 

April 1824 he rejoined Cabinet meetings for the first time since the previous summer. Though 

numerous historians have blamed Crawford's debilitating illness for his poor showing in the 

election, the Treasury Secretary's health garnered surprisingly little attention from rival presses. 

"You see nothing now in the papers respecting the health of Mr. Crawford," a chagrined Clay 

acknowledged. While elite politicians freely gossiped about the subject, the Secretary's potential 

physical unfitness for high office never became a pressing campaign issue for ordinary voters. 

Though his condition was serious, Crawford always seemed to be steadily improving, so his 

sizable organization and newspaper network held firm during his ongoing travails. As his 

biographer Chase Mooney argued, Crawford was hardly the "virtual corpse" depicted in many 

historical accounts.
24
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 Perhaps his rivals avoided publicly disqualifying Crawford for his sickness because 

several of them had suffered crippling health setbacks as well.  The youthful William Lowndes, 

South Carolina's original nominee for president and barely a month older than Calhoun, had 

already succumbed to illness of course, dying at the age of forty. In the fall of 1822 Clay 

contracted a severe "bilious fever" while attending to business in Ohio. While he was confined for 

several months to his bed in Ashland, Clay's Federal-style mansion on the outskirts of Lexington, 

the National Intelligencer in Washington re-circulated rumors from Louisville that the Speaker 

had actually died. Doctors treated him for almost a year, but his chronic condition persisted and 

Clay continued complaining of his "dyspepsia," acute indigestion caused by gastritis or peptic 

ulcers, until the fall of 1824. Although not as severely, the Speaker's health problems slowed his 

campaign just as Crawford's had affected his. Too ill to leave his bed, Clay had to decline a 

proposed electioneering swing through western New York in 1823.
25

 

 However significant Clay's troubles though, Jackson's medical issues easily trumped the 

Speaker's. Courtesy of his past duels and bar fights, the General carried two bullets in his body, 

one in the chest and the other in the upper left arm. The lodged bullets combined with the 

lingering effects of his bouts with malaria and dysentery seriously compromised Jackson's health; 

from 1821 onward he was in pain every day of his life. The General endured acute chest 

congestion, chronic cough, periodic pulmonary hemorrhages, sporadic fever, debilitating 

stomachaches, severe osteomyelitis, and the occasional abscess that he lanced himself. He self-

medicated with huge doses of calomel as a purgative and sugar of lead as an anti-inflammatory, 
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but both drugs were actually slowly poisoning the General with massive amounts of mercury and 

lead. His brief stint as military Governor of Florida in 1821 almost killed Jackson, forcing him to 

convalesce at home until the spring of 1822. Throughout the long campaign Jackson deluged his 

correspondents with a litany of his ailments,  complaining about his "violent cough," "throw[ing] 

up great quantities of fleme [sic]," the "difficulty in keeping my bowells [sic] open," the "loose 

[sic] [of] a good deal of blood," a "palpitation of the heart," his "occasional bli[n]dness," and an 

"unusually severe...paign [sic] in my breast, side & left shoulder." His health problems rendered 

him at times unable to read, write, travel, or concentrate on his campaign. "I apprehend, that I will 

never regain my health," the General sighed, "My constitution has recd [sic] so many severe trials 

- that it is too much weakened." Compared to Crawford, Clay, and Jackson, Adams remained 

relatively robust, but even he was occasionally plagued by "severe rheumatism and hoarse cold." 

Considering the state of nineteenth-century healthcare, a serious illness could sideline any 

candidate at any time, so overtly criticizing Crawford for his physical issues proved 

problematic.
26

 

 Crawfordites actually put their chief's illness to good use. They tried to induce Adams or 

Clay to abandon their own runs and join his ticket as Vice President, dangling Crawford's 

allegedly imminent death as a surefire route to the presidency. Ardent Crawfordite John Floyd, 

who had engaged in an acrimonious newspaper scuffle with Adams over Jonathan Russell's letter 

from Ghent, informed one Adamsite that he regarded the Secretary of State quite favorably now 

and "he did not know but we should finally go with him." Illinois Senator Jesse B. Thomas 

stroked Adams' ego, telling one Adams' ally that Crawford's "highly probable" death created a 
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"peculiar anxiety" among his followers to select a "quality" vice president like the Secretary of 

State. If Adams supported Crawford now, his organization would back Adams as the next 

president, Thomas insisted. North Carolina Representative Hutchins Burton lobbied Adams 

directly, suggesting he join as junior partner in a coalition with the Treasury Secretary. Most 

Crawford supporters favored Adams as their second choice over Clay, Burton claimed, and 

considering Crawford's "precarious" health, his expected death would quickly elevate the 

Secretary of State into the top spot on a Crawford/Adams ticket. Adams, who was carefully 

following Crawford's recovery, rejected all such overtures by claiming that his supporters would 

refuse to yet again subordinate a northerner under another southern president.
27

 

 Crawford's allies made an even stronger push to recruit Clay. Since some Crawfordites 

had already backed Clay's reelection as Speaker based on a false rumor that he would withdraw 

from the presidential race, cooperation between both organizations was not without precedent. 

Van Buren himself grew convinced that a Crawford/Clay ticket uniting the south and west would 

best defeat Adams and Calhoun and preserve Republican party unity. "I made unwearied efforts 

to bring about that arrangement," the New York Senator admitted, informing the Speaker through 

intermediaries that Crawford's health problems virtually assured "his eventual elevation to the 

Presidency." Despite his eager rumor-mongering about the subject, Clay was not about to 

abandon his own race based on the mere possibility of Crawford's death however. He rebuffed the 

Treasury Secretary's offer in proper republican fashion, proclaiming that "it is my fixed 

determination to enter into no arrangements, to make no bargains, but...to hold myself free & 

unshackled, to pursue the public good." Once Clay refused their repeated advances, the 

Crawfordites spread a rumor that Adams had also sought Clay for his ticket to justify their own 

maneuvering. To the detriment of both sides however, the negotiations between the Crawford and 
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Clay organizations over the vice presidency only fueled rumors that both men were cooperating 

in a secret coalition aimed at benefiting Crawford. Jackson's newspapers reminded western 

readers that Crawford opposed federally-funded internal improvements that were popular in the 

region. They argued that a vote for Clay was really a vote for Crawford and a vote against 

internal improvements. Clay's alliance with the nefarious Treasury Secretary only proved, the 

Nashville Gazette insisted, "that the prospects of subordinate office under a superior, whose 

schemes he aids...is with him a more governing principle than...obedience to the will of the 

people, or gratitude to those who have...made him what he is." Crawfordite efforts to shunt two 

rivals into a lesser office ultimately ended in failure.
28

 

 While illness and vice presidential machinations may have distracted Crawford and his 

minions, the Treasury Secretary and his organization remained focused, as they had from the 

outset of the campaign, on winning the congressional caucus nomination. In pursuing his party's 

official endorsement, Crawford was merely following the path blazed by his three predecessors. 

The first Republican congressional caucus that selected Jefferson and Burr as the party's 

nominees in 1800 had been a haphazard affair with no intended permanence. The initial conclave 

had been envisioned as a means to grant official party approval to nominees already backed by 

popular public opinion. Since its earliest iteration lacked set rules and formal organizational 

structure however, ensuing caucuses were plagued by poor attendance, intraparty bickering, and 

popular criticism that the caucus seemed to be directing rather than following public opinion as 

originally planned. While picking the party's standard-bearers, congressional caucuses often 

became forums for politicians opposing the official nominee. As Monroe appeared poised to 

claim the 1816 caucus victory, New Yorkers, unhappy with yet another president from Virginia, 
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first backed native son Daniel Tompkins as the nominee and then Crawford when Tompkins 

failed to generate enough support. Monroe, who had himself challenged Madison in the caucus 

for the 1808 nomination, narrowly edged Crawford 65-54, with Tompkins handed the vice 

presidency as a concession to bitter New Yorkers.  Only forty of two-hundred Republican 

congressmen bothered to show up for Monroe's 1820 perfunctory coronation. Called mainly by 

New York Clintonians hoping to derail their Regency rival Tompkins as vice president and Clay 

supporters hoping to push their man into the second spot as a prelude to the 1824 election, the 

majority attending actually passed a resolution stating that caucus nominations were unnecessary. 

Despite its checkered history however, Crawford avidly sought the official Republican 

endorsement. The Treasury Secretary had labored for eight grueling years building an 

organization, distributing patronage, and assembling the congressional party necessary to win a 

caucus vote; his formal Republican nomination would be the crowning achievement of his very 

traditional campaign for the presidency.
29

 

 Caucusing had been a long-term staple of American politics of course, predating even the 

Constitution. State politicians often used such gatherings to help pass legislation, dole out 

patronage positions, make nominations for elected office, and plot party strategy. Regardless of 

its time-honored status however, congressional caucuses for presidential nominees had been 

criticized in every electoral cycle since its initial use. The shopworn arguments for and against the 

caucus were rehashed for the 1824 contest. The Cincinnati National Republican actually reprinted 

an 1808 anti-caucus manifesto verbatim! Opponents argued that caucuses were unconstitutional, 

undemocratic, unnecessary, and corrupt. Since U.S. Congressional politicians were 

constitutionally barred from serving as presidential electors, granting these same men the right to 
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pick nominees arguably violated the Constitution. As ordinary voters in popular elections 

increasingly chose the electors, granting elite politicians in Washington control over the nominees 

appeared undemocratic. The caucus depressed turn-out some argued, because voters believed that 

elites had already decided presidential elections. "As a party measure, it may in some instances, 

tend to promote union," one caucus detractor also observed, but without a Federalist nominee 

Republicans could dispense with this partisan relic. Finally, since congressmen were notorious for 

trading favors, pedaling influence, and self-interested voting, giving Washington politicians a 

voice in picking the nominees seemed to invite corruption.
30

 

 Proponents countered that caucuses simply represented the constitutionally-protected free 

expression of individuals. Since the national legislature convened the caucuses, the official 

nominee best represented the national will of ordinary voters, helped balance competing state 

claims, and no more democratic method of designating the party candidate had been proposed. 

Past nominees Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe had proven to be principled statesmen not 

crooked politicians and caucuses prevented electoral college intrigue, so they certainly had not 

promoted corruption. Since most critics had been Republican malcontents or Federalists, caucus 

supporters warned that opposing one only promoted an "incestuous union" between the parties. 

Exaggerating its historical importance, Crawfordites championed the caucus as the ultimate 

Republican institution with the probable favorite positioned as the true Republican heir to 

Jefferson. With the fiftieth anniversary of the Revolution approaching, caucus supporters 

appealed to tradition to defend the conclave. They called it "the good old way," "an old 

landmark," and a "keepsake from the purest days of democracy." Naturally the candidates' 
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newspapers joined the war over the caucus. The halls of Congress would be better "converted into 

common brothels," the anti-Radical Niles Weekly Register screeched, than serve as a site for the 

intrigue and bargaining of a caucus. The pro-Crawford National Intelligencer and Richmond 

Enquirer countered with arguments lauding the caucus, ironically reversing the position both 

papers had advocated in 1816.
31

 

 As the side-switching Crawford newspapers demonstrated, despite the principled stances 

on both sides of the debate, caucus supporters were usually members of the majority faction 

expected to win a caucus vote, while opponents were usually members of a minority faction with 

little hope of dominating the gathering. Many politicians in the majority who vigorously favored 

caucuses were known to oppose such conclaves once their faction slipped into the minority, with 

caucus losers labeling the winners corrupt intriguers. The congressional caucus had now "met 

with the displeasure of several gentlemen with whom I have served in caucus more than once," 

Crawfordite Samuel Smith observed disgustedly, "Men are governed by the consideration of 

whether the caucus will or will not support their favorite candidate." State politicians followed the 

same pattern; those from states supporting Crawford tended to champion the congressional 

caucus, while their counterparts from states supporting other candidates generally denounced it. 

In 1823 Tennessee's solidly pro-Jackson legislature, calling the practice a "violation of the spirit 

of the constitution," passed an anti-caucus resolution which they dispatched to other states for 

concurrence. In response, legislatures in Maryland, South Carolina, Alabama, and Indiana, all 

states with significant support for Jackson, Clay, or Calhoun, passed some version of anti-caucus 

resolutions. New York's legislature, dominated by the Crawford-supporting Albany Regency, 

expressly rejected Tennessee's resolution. They passed a counter-resolution supporting the caucus 
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instead, sending it out to the other states as well. Firmly pro-Crawford Virginia endorsed New 

York's resolution, with future-President John Tyler defending the caucus as "the only practicable 

mode whereby the wishes of a majority of the nation, are likely to be attained." North Carolina, 

reflecting the split between Crawford and Calhoun supporters at the elite political level, divided 

on the Tennessee resolution; the Governor and House approved the measure, but the Senate 

rejected it. Calhoun ally Charles Fisher led the opposition to the congressional caucus. Since two 

Federalists had prominently supported Fisher, Crawford backers dismissed the entire anti-caucus 

effort as a scheme perpetrated by a Calhoun/Federalist alliance aimed at benefitting the Secretary 

of War's presidential campaign and returning the hated opposition party to power. Other 

factionalized states reacted similarly. With a mix of supporters of each candidate, deeply 

fractured legislatures in Pennsylvania and Ohio also debated but postponed taking any action on 

either resolution.
32

 

 The presidential candidates followed similar self-interested logic. Expecting to be 

competitive, Crawford, Adams, and Clay supported the caucus, while the less viable contenders 

Calhoun and Jackson opposed it. "Our success greatly depends on a caucus nomination," one 

Crawford ally noted succinctly. Indeed with verbal commitments from Republicans representing 

Georgia, New York, Virginia, North Carolina, and even twenty New Englanders, Crawfordites 

judged that they commanded the solid majority of congressman necessary to win the caucus vote. 

There would be little trouble from Crawford's adversaries. Since Adams, Clay, and Calhoun had 

each personally participated in one or more past caucuses, they certainly could not oppose 1824's 

gathering. Van Buren, Crawford's principal spokesman, vigorously defended the caucus as 

essential to maintaining party harmony, since it served as a venue for addressing, but then 
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suppressing internal party differences. Adams also insisted that the caucus was fully 

constitutional. "It is in its essence caballing," he admitted, but "I consider it one of the least 

obnoxious modes of intrigue." With so many competing candidacies, Clay suggested that 1824 

might be the year without a caucus since friends of the expected losers would likely boycott the 

conclave. Once the presidential question "reach[ed] every hamlet and every bosom, may not the 

promulgation of a vote in Caucus rather exasperate than allay previous differences?" the Speaker 

wondered. Like Adams however, Clay agreed to caucus "provided the members who compose it 

speak the sentiments of those whom they represent." Unsurprisingly, the trio of pro-caucus 

candidates each commanded a significant number of allies in Congress, so each harbored hopes 

of engineering a victory especially if the caucus divided among the large number of candidates.
33

 

 Unlike their fellow contenders, Calhoun and Jackson opposed congressional caucus 

nominations. Initially Calhoun had instructed his followers to remain "uncommitted" and 

"cautious" about attending one, but his poor showing in the congressional war with Crawford 

probably convinced him to come out against a caucus that he seemed unlikely to win. The 

Secretary of War informed Van Buren that he would decline a congressional caucus nomination 

even if offered one. The Patriot, Calhoun's New York City newspaper, began running editorials 

criticizing the caucus as an unprincipled and undemocratic tool of managing politicians and 

Calhoun's followers joined the mounting outcry against it. Intentionally invoking the name of 

Crawford's faction, one Calhounite savaged the caucus as "radically vicious." It "throw[s] all 
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power into the hands of a few managers, who will eventually prostitute their power to corrupt & 

selfish ends," he snarled.
34

 

 With few congressional supporters and virtually no chance of winning the traditional 

nomination, Jackson rejected the caucus from the outset of his campaign and with even greater 

vigor than Calhoun. "I touch not, handle not this unclean thing," the General bellowed, "I hope 

the people will assume their rights...& shew [sic] the designing Demagogues of the day that 

the[y] will not be intrigued out of their direct right of electing the President." His supporters 

echoed their hero and assailed the caucus just as forcefully. Considering the General's burgeoning 

support in the state, Pennsylvania unsurprisingly emerged as a prominent battleground against the 

caucus. The Independent Republicans there, who comprised the backbone of Jackson's 

organization in the state, had opposed caucuses at any level of government since 1817 so their 

opposition pre-dated Jackson's candidacy. At a late 1823 meeting in Philadelphia called to 

nominate delegates to a convention for selecting Pennsylvania's presidential electors, pro-

Crawford editor Binns sponsored a resolution mandating that the state's Republican congressmen 

attend a congressional caucus. The Jacksonians in attendance staged a raucous demonstration. 

"There arose a universal cry of no caucus! - down with him! - Out with him!" one stunned 

Calhounite related, "the poor fellow was glad to get off with his whole bones." Philadelphia's pro-

caucus faction retaliated by convening a January meeting to defend the caucus. About one-

hundred Jackson supporters, many of them drunk and disorderly according to the Crawfordites 

present, disrupted the gathering midway and berated the assembly. Editor Stephen Simpson leapt 

on a table, waved his hat, and shouted, "Three cheers for General Jackson!" In the ensuing melee 

between pro- and anti-caucusers, the fighting knocked down a stove pipe, the room filled with 
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smoke, and the attendants dispersed without passing any resolutions. Many Jacksonians cited the 

1816 gathering as their "turning point" against the caucus, since its attendees had nearly 

nominated an obviously inferior intriguer like Crawford. In their minds the caucus morphed from 

"undemocratic" to "dangerous" and many Jacksonians believed that defeating it even trumped 

electing the General.
35

 

 Disregarding the objections, Crawford and his followers had little choice but to press 

onward since the Treasury Secretary predicated his entire campaign on winning the official 

Republican nomination. As with much of the anti-Crawford effort throughout the perpetual 

campaign, Calhounites led the Republican establishment attack against the caucus. Early in 1824 

fourteen Calhoun-supporting Congressmen from Pennsylvania issued a "Circular" proclaiming 

their intention to boycott a caucus. Clay and Adams initially held back from joining an outright 

rejection however, maintaining their own chance of winning and hoping that Crawford's health 

might decline even further forcing him to drop out. The two contenders waited until the very end 

of January before finally joining the anti-caucus movement. Adams, who had already been 

carefully gauging how various members might vote in a caucus, visited his ally John W. Taylor in 

the Capitol and the two men spent three hours assessing the situation. Shortly afterward the 

Secretary of State, who had never once voiced any objections to the caucus, suddenly declared 

himself "utterly averse" to the undemocratic, unconstitutional, and corrupt party nomination. "I 

wished my friends to take any measures in concert with others opposed to it," he proclaimed. 

Meanwhile before he reached Washington, Clay's allies had advised him to remain neutral on the 

propriety of the caucus so as to not antagonize the friends of other candidates. Clay himself 

believed he was many members' second choice for president, and his position as Speaker might 

help him to win the nomination as a compromise choice if the caucus deadlocked. Once he 
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arrived in the capital and began counting congressional noses however, Clay realized Crawford 

would certainly win the official nomination. Unless the Treasury Secretary's adversaries 

cooperated Clay argued, Crawford would "infallibly succeed against them all."
36

 

 Accordingly, Calhoun's ally Samuel D. Ingham, Clay supporter Richard Mentor Johnson, 

and Adams' Taylor coordinated their activities. They agreed on the "necessity of concert among 

them...in opposition to a Congressional caucus nomination," and called for a meeting of their 

like-minded followers in a public house opposite the Unitarian Church. Ironically, the newborn 

anti-caucus coalition caucused among themselves, debating the best method for defeating both 

the imminent conclave and its probable King. Members weighed "whether they shall go and vote 

it down by an overwhelming majority, or stay away and permit the faction to separate from the 

Republican family and evict them," a satisfied Calhoun related. The anti-Crawford forces 

eventually agreed to boycott the caucus en masse. The "friends of Calhoun, Clay, Jackson, & 

Adams...are united in the determination to give the caucus a death blow," one Calhounite 

chortled, "The explosion will blow up Mr. Crawford's machinery & put an end to his hopes 

forever." While the focus shifted to a united attack against Crawford, several Calhoun and Adams 

supporters even called for a temporary truce in the press war between the pair. Desperate "to 

prevent Crawford from sinking suddenly," his allies circulated rumors that Clay supporters would 

actually attend the conclave; Clayites retaliated by claiming that the Crawfordites planned to 

invite the hated Federalists to the caucus. In one final, frantic gambit to stave off defeat, New 

York Crawfordite C. C. Cambreleng dangled a future nomination to both Clay and Adams in 

exchange for supporting Crawford in this year's caucus. Cambreleng "promise[d] that by acceding 

to this arrangement now, the service to the party would lay up a fund of merit for promotion at a 
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future election." The deal mimicked Crawford's tactic in gracefully accepting Monroe's 1816 

nomination, but Adams and Clay both rejected the offer this time around.
37

 

 Amid the oppositions' growing rancor against the caucus, ten of Crawford's congressional 

allies - Van Buren with his infamous reputation for intrigue wisely kept his name off the list - 

published a call for a caucus in the National Intelligencer. Crawfordites had sought one member 

from each state to sign the call, but mustered only congressmen from a handful of states with 

sizable pro-Crawford sentiment. A succeeding issue of the Intelligencer carried a rejoinder from 

twenty-four congressmen rejecting the invitation and claiming 181 of their peers also opposed the 

caucus. Crawford's opposition presses mocked his supporters' pretensions. "The poor little 

political bird of ominous note and plumage...was hatched at Washington on Saturday last," the 

Baltimore Morning Chronicle taunted, "The sickly thing is to be fed, cherished, pampered for a 

week, when it is fondly hoped it will be enabled to cry the name of Crawford, Crawford, 

Crawford."
38

 

 As various members publicly declined to attend, Crawfordites became increasingly 

disconsolate. "I found many gloomy faces to day [sic] in the Senate Hall," Jackson chuckled. 

Still, the caucusers soldiered on, with Virginia's James Barbour stoutly insisting that "I by myself, 

I" would caucus even if no other members joined him. The caucusers convened on February 14 at 

7 PM  in the House chamber. The night was cold and dreary, aptly metaphorical weather for 

Crawford's sputtering campaign. Van Buren had tried to coerce two legendary Republicans into 

attending, but Nathaniel Macon and John Taylor of Caroline both opted out, citing the 

unconstitutional nature of the proceedings. The highest profile participant that the Wizard of the 
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Albany Regency could conjure up was Maryland's venerable Samuel Smith, a congressman since 

1793 who had joined in the first caucus. Pre-caucus predictions had ranged from 115 to 42 

members attending; in the end only 66 of 240 Republicans in Congress actually appeared. Van 

Buren had opened the affair to the public hoping to refute charges that the caucus was a "secret 

cabal," but the decision proved problematic when the spectators actually outnumbered the 

caucusers. Four states accounted for two-thirds of those gathered - 16 from New York, 15 

Virginians, 9 from North Carolina, and 8 Georgians. Five states sent one participant only, while 

ten went completely unrepresented. The Crawfordites were genuinely stunned by the meager 

turnout, and even the anti-caucus coalition expressed surprise at the effectiveness of their boycott 

when many Crawfordites failed to show up. One member disheartened by the low attendance 

motioned to postpone, but Van Buren himself sternly led the effort to defeat any delay. Ignoring 

the hostile cries from the gallery of "Adjourn! Adjourn!" accompanied by the thumping of 

walking sticks, Crawford was overwhelmingly nominated on the first ballot by sixty-four votes, 

opposed by two for Adams, one for Jackson, and one for Macon. Depending upon the presidential 

proclivities of the reporter, the galleries either erupted in applause for Crawford countered by "a 

small coterie" of hissers, or in "much hissing" with only "scattered applause" for the nominee. 

Regardless of audience reaction, the results laid bare the ugly truth behind Crawford's fading 

candidacy. In the last congressional caucus ever held, the Treasury Secretary had been nominated 

by a minority of Republicans in Congress, less than one-fifth of that body, and by the smallest 

percentage of members compared to prior caucuses for first time nominees. "Persuasions, threats, 

coaxings, entreaties were unsparingly used," Clay jibed, but Crawford's supposedly massive, 

unstoppable organization compelled only scanty attendance for the signature event of his entire 

campaign. Crawford had once hoped to top Monroe's 1816 total of sixty-five caucus votes, but in 

the end he was denied even that small consolation.
39
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 The caucus also nominated Albert Gallatin as Crawford's running mate. After Van Buren 

announced that Daniel Tompkins, the sitting Vice President, would not stand for reelection, 

Gallatin received fifty-seven votes with nine others scattered among an array of candidates 

including, in an obvious dig, one for Adams. A former Congressman, diplomat, and long-serving 

Secretary of the Treasury in the Jefferson and Madison administrations, Gallatin's nomination 

served as payback since he  had favored Crawford over Monroe in 1816. As a Pennsylvanian, 

Crawfordites expected Gallatin to nudge that all-important middle and swing state into the 

Treasury Secretary's column and as a protégé of Jefferson, he would reinforce Crawford's links to 

the party's glorious Republican past. Gallatin's nomination also effectively balanced the ticket 

geographically and ideologically. Not only would a northerner now be paired with a southerner, 

but as Treasury Secretary Gallatin had staunchly supported federally-funded internal 

improvements, while Crawford did not. Unfortunately for Crawford, as the consummate 

Washington insider Gallatin also reminded voters of Treasury Secretary's immersion in the 

capital's unsavory political establishment. Objections to Gallatin's nomination surfaced almost 

immediately. Critics argued correctly that the Geneva-born Gallatin was ineligible to serve as 

Vice President, or President should the need arise, since the Constitution mandated that only 

natural-born citizens could hold those offices. Over his long years of service Gallatin had also 

amassed numerous political enemies and they readily disparaged his competence, claiming that 

Gallatin had left the Treasury in significant disarray when he resigned his post. As the pressure 

mounted on Gallatin to drop out of the race, Adams proposed appointing him Minister to Britain 

"to relieve him from an awkward situation," but Monroe flatly refused, probably unwilling to 
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alleviate any of the disorder roiling Crawford's troubled campaign. Crawford's organization 

renewed begging Clay to step in and replace their embattled vice presidential nominee, but the 

Speaker continued rejecting every effort to demote his candidacy as he had throughout the 

campaign. His allies emphasized the point, publishing a circular from "The friends of MR. 

CLAY" that declared their determination to "adhere to him steadily to the end." Crawford's offer 

"was impossible to accede to," Clay noted, "and it was impracticable, if it had been accepted."  

Van Buren finally prevailed upon Gallatin to step aside and the beleaguered nominee withdrew in 

humiliation on September 18. Crawfordites resignedly suggested that each state select a local 

favorite for vice president on their Crawford tickets.
40

 

 Ultimately all of Crawford's rivals cooperated to derail the caucus and once he accepted 

the official nomination, opposition presses intensified their attacks, depicting him as a corrupt, 

elite insider. Crawfordites dismissed the objections as politically-motivated, self-interested 

propaganda spread by his unsuccessful competitors. The other candidates opposed the caucus 

"not from any repugnance to the practice, as their previous conduct had shown," Thomas Hart 

Benton insisted, "but because it was known that Mr. Crawford...would assuredly receive the 

nomination...all united in painting the intrigue and corruption of these nominations." Indeed 

candidates Adams, Calhoun, and Clay had all caucused in the past, while Felix Grundy, author of 

Tennessee's anti-caucus resolution, had attended the 1812 conclave. Most hypocritically of all, 

Richard Mentor Johnson, one of the most vocal opposing voices, had actually served as Secretary 
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of three previous caucuses! Crawfordites observed that all other candidates had actively 

encouraged state caucuses and then eagerly accepted those localized nominations, despite their 

obvious inferiority to the nationally-representative congressional nomination. Indeed, Clay had 

urged his followers in Indiana to hold a caucus in the state legislature. "Whatever may be said of 

the[m]," Clay opined, "there is no doubt that they are the most influential expressions of public 

sentiment which have yet been employed, and that their effect is great." Crawford's critics 

countered that state nominations originated more closely to the people and therefore better 

reflected their wishes. State legislators served short terms, usually one year, so they more 

regularly communicated with voters than national legislators and the state caucuses had only been 

necessary to counteract the corrupt congressional caucus. Despite the principled arguments on 

both sides however, in a political culture increasingly reliant on popular participation, the anti-

caucus forces emerged victorious. As with much of the coordinated attack against the Treasury 

Secretary throughout the long campaign, Crawford's rivals managed to turn his strength into a 

weakness, transforming his support within the party into a corrupt intrigue by politicos. Instead of 

positively influencing public opinion as it had in the past, Crawford's caucus nomination became 

a burdensome liability.
41

 

 Of all of Crawford's rivals, Jackson probably benefited the most from the Treasury 

Secretary's caucus nomination. Although part of the long ongoing, mainstream criticism of 

caucusing within Republican party ranks, the General and his supporters had been the earliest and 

noisiest detractors of a potential Crawford nomination. His followers had been at the forefront of 

the movement against all caucuses, including at the state level. Some Jacksonians outside 
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Tennessee had even criticized his home state caucus nomination. Denouncing the caucus himself, 

the General linked it to the central theme of his campaign. "Should the people suffer themselves 

to be dictated to by designing demagogues," Jackson noted fiercely, "their present happy 

Government...must sink under the seeds of corruption." He made two correct predictions. Jackson 

proclaimed that "this will create [a re]action, and prostrate the candidate they have attempted to 

impose upon the natio[n] by a small minority, in open contempt of public opinion," and that "this 

will be the last of King caucus - its Funeral Knell well will be sounded throughout the union." 

Just as Crawford's campaign had focused on winning one, Jackson's centered on denouncing the 

caucus nomination. The General's correspondence teemed with condemnations of the practice. 

Eaton's Letters of Wyoming included a sternly-worded rejection of the caucus. Editorials in the 

Columbian Observer derisively nicknamed it the "Second Hartford Convention." The Tennessee 

legislator who nominated Jackson for president rebuked the "insidious overwhelming...usurping 

influence" of the caucus. Resolutions passed at a Pennsylvania Jackson meeting reviled it for 

"promoting intrigue and corruption, and...usurption [sic] of the rights of citizens in whom alone 

the election franchise is vested."  Jackson's entire campaign - correspondence, newspapers, state 

nomination speeches, meeting resolutions, and pamphlets - expertly reinforced his messaging 

against Crawford, the caucus, and corruption. Jacksonians also used the caucus to skewer all of 

Washington's power elite, while praising their hero. Congressional caucusers "are near to the 

executive, as well as to the great offices of State, of the Treasury, and of War, to all of which 

there is great influence, and patronage attached," one Jackson backer insisted, while another 

contrasted Jackson with his rivals by noting that "My candidate requires no caucus. His caucus 

was in the hearts of the people." For Jackson of course, Crawford's nomination simply proved 

that "Babylon" did indeed have a "great whore."
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Casualty Of War: The Surprising Collapse Of The Calhoun Campaign 

 While Calhoun and his minions had successfully orchestrated the anti-caucus effort that 

undermined the focal point of Crawford's candidacy, they continued concentrating on the states 

central to the Secretary of War's own campaign. Every contender had harbored designs on 

capturing North Carolina and Pennsylvania of course, but Calhoun, positioning himself as the 

southerner with northern appeal, had staked his entire candidacy on winning the pair. Jackson's 

emerging prominence in both states represented an existential threat to Calhoun's campaign, 

endangering years of the candidate's vote-gathering efforts. In North Carolina, the Jacksonians' 

forced expulsion of Calhounites from the People's ticket exposed the Secretary of War's campaign 

as a project hatched by elite politicians opposed to Crawford, rather than a unprompted popular 

movement. In perhaps the greatest achievement of Jackson's 1824 campaign, his tireless forces 

worked meticulously over several months populating the People's Ticket with pro-Jackson 

electors. Without any central party machinery, the General's North Carolina campaign 

coordinated local public meetings via newspapers and correspondence committees that nominated 

electors or replaced those unwilling to serve. Despite rumors of Calhoun's alliance with the 

opposition party, Federalists ironically turned the tide against the Secretary of War. Jackson 

crony William B. Lewis employed the General's pro-Federalist letters to woo prominent 

Federalists into the Jackson campaign, including two-time gubernatorial candidate William Polk. 

Lewis advised Polk that a President Jackson would be "disposed to reward merit wherever to be 

found" and would not "proscribe and persecute the Federalists because they differ with him in 

opinion." Several Federalists consequently became Jackson electors on the People's Ticket. With 
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the complete breakdown of Calhoun's operation in North Carolina, Jackson smugly insisted that 

"both the Carolinas will unite in my support."
43

 

 Beyond his push in North Carolina, Calhoun had expended even greater effort to win 

Pennsylvania. In 1821 the Secretary of War, who fancied himself a southerner with northern 

sensibilities, conducted an inspection tour of defense installations in the Pennsylvania - "the old 

stomping ground...his native state," Crawford observed sarcastically. Calhoun combined 

surreptitious electioneering with his job-related travel. While appraising the city's fortifications, 

he secured support for his presidential bid from George Mifflin Dallas and his Philadelphia-based 

Family Party. Dallas was the son of Madison's Treasury Secretary Alexander J. Dallas; his 

Family Party, representing wealthy manufacturers and bankers, favored economic nationalism. 

By joining with Calhoun they envisioned a new alliance - one that would better represent their 

interests - between Pennsylvania and South Carolina, supplanting the conservative Virginia/New 

York axis that had long dominated presidential politics. Family politicians had orchestrated 

nearly every key advance of Calhoun's campaign. They comprised the state's U.S. congressional 

delegation that asked an allegedly "surprised" Calhoun to run for president in December 1821. 

They distributed pro-Calhoun literature in Pennsylvania and organized the ill-fated attempt to 

secure Pennsylvania's nomination for Calhoun at the state convention in 1823. The Secretary of 

War also courted Pennsylvania Federalists, still a significant minority in the state. He promised to 

consider them when advising Monroe on filling Cabinet vacancies, insisting that they could count 

him "among the friends of the state here." When John Shulze, the pro-Calhoun candidate for 

Governor in 1823, won office by the largest majority in Pennsylvania history, the Secretary of 

War appeared primed to capture the northern axis of his two-state nationalist strategy. "The 
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unanimity which prevails in Pennsylvania is very gratifying," a self-satisfied Calhoun proclaimed, 

"With the firm position of Pennsylvania, my ultimate prospect is good."
44

 

 Calhoun had not factored in Jackson's emergence of course and the General's forces had a 

few surprises in store for the Secretary of War. Once Pennsylvania's Jacksonians announced in 

January that they planned to attend a convention in Huntington to select a ticket of electors, 

Democratic state legislators, most of them supporters of Calhoun or Crawford, issued a counter-

call for a convention in Harrisburg in March. The legislators, urging "unity and harmony" on the 

party, argued that the state's Democrats should maximize their influence by sponsoring only one 

slate of electors. Calhounites secretly plotted to use the convention to draft a Calhoun presidential 

ticket, with Jackson relegated to the vice presidential slot. Jackson's backers correctly suspected 

that the Harrisburg convention was a Calhounite stratagem designed to undermine the General, 

since the legislators had stated that any county not sending delegates would "be considered as 

authorizing" their state legislators to serve as their delegates and very few of those men favored 

Jackson. Initially, the General's allies proposed boycotting the legislators' convention, but once 

again Stephen Simpson rallied the troops. He recommended that the Huntington delegates vie for 

slots at the Harrisburg gathering instead "and thus beat the enemy in their strong hold, and on 

their own ground!" Simpson organized "Hickory Clubs" for Jackson supporters; these attracted 

numerous young, politically unaffiliated, and previously inactive voters. The Jackson clubs 

combined with his extensive newspaper network in the state formed the popular movement 

necessary to combat the regular Democratic Party machine. Ultimately Jacksonians abandoned 

their own convention plans in favor of co-opting the Harrisburg assembly. With the General 
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always more popular with western rank-and-file Democrats than eastern political elites, 

Jacksonians easily swept delegate elections in Pennsylvania's western counties. More shockingly 

however, with the enthusiastic support of urban artisans they carried 10 of 14 wards in 

Philadelphia, a city supposedly solid for Calhoun, stunning the Family Party in the very epicenter 

of their power base. "Heaven knows what will be the upshot," one bewildered Calhounite 

exclaimed, "but it seems to me that Jackson is carrying it away from all the rest." Faced with 

losing control over Pennsylvania's patronage to the state's other factions as the popular General 

swamped the hapless Secretary of War, staunch Calhounite George Dallas wisely conceded 

defeat. He personally sponsored a resolution endorsing Jackson's presidential candidacy at a 

citywide meeting in late February.  Without even consulting Calhoun, Dallas had effectively 

withdrawn him from contention in Pennsylvania. The March 4 convention in Harrisburg turned 

into a virtual rally for the General, with a pro-Jackson electoral ticket approved almost 

unanimously 123-2. While Pennsylvania had a history of holding state delegate convention to 

pick gubernatorial nominees, the Harrisburg assembly was the first-ever delegate convention held 

for a presidential nominee. "As Jackson's friends were encreasing [sic] every day," one erstwhile 

Calhounite admitted candidly, "we thought it the most prudent course to join the strongest party." 

While the Old and New School factions continued to battle each other in state races, 

Pennsylvania's Democrats of all types had consolidated behind Jackson. The General attracted his 

share of wealthy businessmen, merchants, and lawyers of course, but the bulk of his followers 

were "small farmers, miners, rivermen, and mechanics"; perhaps appropriately, they selected a 

bartender to notify the General about his Pennsylvania endorsement. "The whole weight of that 

state will support me," a pleased Jackson surmised. Indeed Pennsylvania's Jacksonians, whom 

one Calhounite had once disparagingly dismissed as "the grog shop politicians of villages & the 

rabble of Philadelphia & Pittsburgh," rocked the political establishment across the nation. "I 

confess that nothing in the course of this canvass has surprised me more than that Pennsylvania 
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should have selected Jackson," an almost dazed Peter Porter told Clay. With his stunning 

Pennsylvania upset, in the eyes of his presidential rivals Jackson went from farce to factor almost 

literally overnight.
45

 

 No politician proved more shocked than Calhoun himself of course. Only three weeks 

prior to his astonishing reversal of fortune, the Secretary of War, declaring that "Penn
a
. is firm as 

a rock," insisted that he would capture the Harrisburg nomination. Reeling over Dallas' switch to 

Jackson, he counseled his supporters "to hold our position, and wait events," but the convention's 

results sealed Calhoun's fate. His defeat in Pennsylvania coupled with his failure in North 

Carolina meant that the two pillars supposedly buttressing his candidacy had collapsed, 

effectively taking his entire campaign with them. With his electoral fortunes rendered untenable, 

Calhoun suspended his campaign for the presidency. The man who had once hoped to be 

everyone's runner-up ended up run over by the Jackson juggernaut. While Calhoun accused 

Dallas of betrayal, the Family Party boss had simply acknowledged the political expedience of 

abandoning the Secretary of War and he himself had pushed for a Calhoun vice presidential 

nomination as a consolation prize. Although thoroughly disappointed, Calhoun pragmatically 

accepted the outcome almost immediately, "probably for the sake of a certainty of not being 

entirely thrown out of place," John W. Taylor suggested snidely. Less than a week after his defeat 

in Pennsylvania, his allies were already angling to name Calhoun to the second spot on Adams' 
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tickets. "Calhoun's game now is to unite Jackson's supporters and mine upon him for Vice-

President," Adams observed cannily. The Secretary of State remained non-committal until he 

received assurances from Calhoun's backers that they would in turn support him for president. 

Once Calhounites from New York, a state where Adams was locked in a furious battle with 

Crawford, promised to support him, Adams announced that he had "no disposition to remove" 

Calhoun from any of his state tickets. Meanwhile, Calhoun's allies fought a rear-guard action to 

maintain his position in Pennsylvania. While Jackson had almost completely united the state's 

Democrats, not every delegate backed Calhoun for the vice presidency. The Secretary of War had 

carried only 87 out of the 125 votes at Harrisburg. His stunned followers continued hoping that 

some miracle might resurrect his campaign. "If in the course of the summer," one Calhounite 

confessed, Jackson's "election should appear doubtful the leaders of the party would desert him 

with as little ceremony as they lately deserted Calhoun." Jackson's original supporters briefly 

considered staging another convention to both repudiate Calhoun's nomination and replace every 

former-Calhounite elector with a pro-Jackson man, but such drastic actions proved unnecessary. 

As the election played out, Calhoun, though personally favoring Jackson for the presidency, 

pursued a neutral course carefully designed not to alienate followers of either of his rivals. 

Perhaps the Secretary of War had indeed been everyone's second choice for president, because he 

ultimately proved agreeable as a vice-presidential nominee to both the Jackson and Adams 

organizations.
46

 

 Matching the tactical mastery with which he had weakened Crawford throughout the 

perpetual campaign, Calhoun had engineered a win-win vice presidential bid. By linking his 

candidacy to both Jackson and Adams, the Secretary of War would triumph regardless of which 
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man captured the presidency. In Calhoun's mind at least, he was well positioned for another 

presidential run in 1828 or 1832. Some Crawfordites, still bitter at the Secretary of War's attacks, 

dismissed Jackson's candidacy in Pennsylvania as the 'Calhoun ticket.' Jackson was "the horse on 

whom Calhoun is to ride and reach the Presidential chair," Gallatin noted resentfully. Ironically 

however, just as Adams may have initially supported Jackson to undermine Clay, the General's 

Pennsylvania campaign may have been sustained in part by Crawfordites as a means of blunting 

Calhoun's momentum. One Adams ally recognized Henry Baldwin, a key figure in Jackson's 

Pennsylvania movement, as "a Crawfordite under a Jackson mask." If the General's candidacy 

had indeed been an Adams or Crawford inspired plot, the two Secretaries had badly miscalculated 

since Jackson unfavorably affected all other candidates' electoral fortunes. Indeed Jackson's 

ouster of Calhoun produced immediate consequences for his rivals. Much of Calhoun's 

organizational support in North Carolina and Pennsylvania transferred to the General. "The mist 

into which Calhoun's bubble broke settles upon Jackson," Adams cogently noted. Calhoun's 

newspaper network also disbanded with Jackson frequently the beneficiary. Most prominently the 

Secretary of War's New York Patriot and the Raleigh Star began editorializing for the General. 

Calhoun's once mighty flagship paper, Washington's Republican and Congressional Examiner, 

was mired in debt and folded in April; by July Calhoun's friends sold the property to the National 

Journal, which was backing Adams. Electorally, Jackson's triumph over Calhoun transformed 

him into a credible alternative to Clay in the northwest, nudged middle states Maryland and New 

Jersey in his direction, and even strengthened his support in his home region in the southwest.
47

 

 While Calhoun may have been disappointed in his personal finish, he and Monroe surely 

celebrated his campaign as a whole. Defeating Crawford, Calhoun had once hyperbolically 
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observed, "is of the highest importance to the lasting interest of this Republik [sic]. Almost as  

much depends on it as on the late war." Accordingly, both men had dedicated significant effort 

throughout the President's second term to frustrating the Treasury Secretary's succession. By 

crossing swords with Crawford in Cabinet debates, contesting his party in Congress, publishing 

damaging newspaper attacks against him, and assembling the coalition that torpedoed the caucus, 

Calhoun had done far more than any other candidate to deny Crawford a victory. With far fewer 

elite and popular supporters at his disposal than his rivals, the Secretary of War inflicted 

maximum damage with minimal resources. Indeed Calhoun's destructive attacks on Crawford 

proved a key factor in the outcome of the election of 1824.
48

 

 

Raising The Issues: Clay's Quixotic Quest In Congress 

 As the election year unfolded, Jackson, Crawford, and Calhoun had each exploited the 

18th Congress to further their campaigns. Jackson used the session to enhance his resume, 

Crawford to capture the caucus nomination, and Calhoun to tarnish Crawford's prize. No 

candidate made congressional activity the central feature of their campaign however, until Clay 

reappeared in the legislature in late 1823. Clay returned to Congress "with the intention of 

making the Speaker's chair a step for his own promotion to the Presidency," John W. Taylor 

correctly surmised. Not only could he count on the "esprit de corps" of the members working in 

his favor should the multiple candidacies result in a House election for the presidency, but most 

importantly the Speakership would allow Clay to conduct a very unusual campaign to attract 

voters using legislation passed in Congress. All of the candidates had taken positions on issues of 

course, but none would center his presidential bid as directly on policy as Clay. He had learned 

the power of the Speakership throughout his service in Congress. During Monroe's first term, by 
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publicly promoting both positive and negative positions on issues - opposing the President's 

foreign policy and supporting a compromise over Missouri's admission for instance - Clay had 

vaunted into the rarified ranks of credible presidential contenders. Basing a presidential run on 

policy echoed Jackson's unorthodox campaign decisions. Using legislation to attract voters was 

essential for Clay, who lacked  access to the patronage or funding necessary to create and sustain 

a newspaper network like the Secretaries. All of Clay's congressional speeches were printed by 

the National Intelligencer and copied in other newspapers across the country at no cost to Clay. 

Since verbatim transcripts were employed, his campaign messaging would be directly conveyed 

to voters unfiltered by the media, his adversaries, and in exactly the form the candidate wished. 

Indeed Clay spent countless hours correcting the notes the Intelligencer editors would use to set 

type to ensure that his speeches were presented to the public precisely as he desired. As an added 

bonus drafting and passing legislation comprised the routine duties of a congressman, so Clay 

could hardly be accused of electioneering. As historian M. J. Heale noted, Clay "in effect became 

the first presidential contender to run on issues, to identify himself with a number of clear policy 

positions."
49

 

 Clay had claimed that "private affairs" and a duty to his family had forced him to retire in 

1821. Indeed, he was heavily in debt and by focusing on his lucrative contract to serve as counsel 

for the Bank of the United States in Kentucky and Ohio, Clay hoped to restore his frayed 

finances. He was already itching to return to the center of the action by 1822 however, so Clay 

polled several of his supporters about potentially reclaiming his old position. Most 

enthusiastically endorsed what Clay had obviously already decided. Members carry "great 

weight" in their states, one Clayite insisted, "The influence of your personal presence under these 

circumstances would doubtless have considerable weight." Clay's little ploy allowed him to claim 
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that he had been "reluctant and unwilling" to return to Congress, but his "numerous 

friends...everywhere, concurred in thinking my presence there might be material in relation to 

another object." Kentucky had gained two new seats after the 1820 census, and Clay successfully 

ran for one of them in August 1822. He returned to Congress in December of the next year, swept 

aside some token opposition from supporters of his presidential rivals, and reclaimed the 

Speakership. As Clay had planned all along, he now had the podium and megaphone necessary to 

run an issues-oriented campaign for the presidency. He called his platform the 'American System,' 

a pleasing moniker he had coined in the 16th Congress but based on policies he had been 

pursuing for several years prior. The American System included a national bank, high protective 

tariffs to nurture domestic industry, and a network of federally-funded internal improvements 

such as bridges, roads, canals, lighthouses, and harbors. Together these progressive policies 

would strengthen the nation's home market and shower prosperity on all citizens. The Speaker 

envisioned his policies as an interlocking arrangement, with tariffs generating the revenue needed 

for government building projects, Internal improvement creating the infrastructure to link the 

local markets that the tariffs had fostered, and the Bank issuing loans to help finance the 

improvements while stabilizing the currency the high tariffs had produced. As planned by the 

wise legislators in Washington, Clay's policies would benefit the Union as a whole. He argued 

that America needed his System now more than ever. By bolstering domestic manufacturing, it 

would help fortify an economy devastated by the panic of 1819. By building roads and canals, It 

would improve the weaknesses in the nation's defense infrastructure that the War of 1812 had 

exposed. By creating interconnections between regions, it would help heal the bonds that had 

been frayed by the divisive sectional battle over slavery in Missouri and the partisan bickering 

over the War. In theory the American System offered tangible progress to every voter. In practice 

of course the devil would be in the details.
50
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 Clay focused on internal improvements first, a seemingly prudent course since they were 

wildly popular with the public and many politicians. Proponents of internal improvements argued 

that they lowered transportation costs, invigorated domestic manufacturing, fostered new 

markets, increased consumer purchasing power, boosted property values where they were built, 

and accelerated national economic growth. Since everyone seemed to benefit, a chorus of voices, 

including bankers, brokers, traders, merchants, shippers, manufacturers, and farmers, called for 

more spending on internal improvements. Support was not unanimous of course. Opponents 

argued that they encouraged over-spending and debt. "I have been called a radical," one South 

Carolina state legislator complained, "a name given in derision, by those who say expend two 

three hundred millions of dollars in cutting canals and opening roads...[and] let posterity pay the 

public debt." Granting the federal government control over local building projects represented a 

dangerous consolidation of power - threatening to slavery or republicanism depending upon the 

ideology of the critic. Road and bridge-building would be better managed by the states or 

municipalities where they were located. Federally funded internal improvements invited 

corruption, either by venal politicians pandering to selfish special interests for votes or through 

sweetheart patronage deals that exchanged government expenditures for political favors. Finally, 

Article 1 of the Constitution restricted federal taxation to defense expenditures and debt payment 

only, while the Tenth Amendment expressly reserved un-enumerated powers to the states. 

Nowhere in the document had the Framers granted the national government the power to fund or 

build internal improvements. Proponents countered that the Constitution actually sustained their 

position. It clearly enumerated the federal government's power over postal roads, military 
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infrastructure, lighthouses, intrastate commerce, and appropriations. Broadly interpreted, the 

"general welfare" and "necessary and proper" clauses in Article 1, section 8 of the Constitution 

granted Congress the power to fund and construct internal improvements. Clay himself insisted 

that the Constitution would starve on the "water and gruel" regimen that the strict-constructionists 

were serving. He maintained that the Framers wrote the document to preserve the Union, so that 

any action that served that purpose was undoubtedly constitutional. Clay's known passion for 

internal improvements proved easily mocked however. An Adams' newspaper in New Hampshire 

claimed that "many respectable Kentuckians" had petitioned Congress to outfit a polar exploring 

party. "If the expedition should succeed, and we should be allowed a free passage...through the 

centre of this ball of earth, the profits of trade, carried on in a straight line instead of the present 

circumbendibus route, would be immense," the journal satirized, "If the people will make Mr. 

Clay our next President, he will undoubtedly promise to patronize this branch of Internal 

Improvements."
51

 

 Despite the principled stances on both sides of the argument, supporters and opponents of 

federally-funded internal improvements tended to pass judgment on individual projects based on 

self-interest. Rather than supporting Clay's theoretical, over-arching, planned, and organized 

system, many politicians and citizens alike assessed public works projects based on their value to 

personal or local interests. National legislators routinely analyzed the costs and benefits that any 

improvement offered their home region, state, or constituents; they often opposed funding 

projects in other states that they had supported in their own. Federally-funded internal 

improvements were "a political shuttlecock," Van Buren asserted, "which they tossed backward 
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or forward according to the feelings and exigencies of the moment...under cover of loud 

professions for the public good." Ordinary people proved just as self-interested as their political 

leaders. New Yorkers eagerly supported canal building in their own state, but once they 

constructed the highly-valuable Erie Canal, they opposed federally-funding similar projects that 

might bring prosperity to - and competition from - other states. Westerners, who had used state 

rights arguments to justify their opposition to an eastern national bank, now demanded that 

easterners fork over 3% of federal land sales to finance western road building projects. Clay 

himself had experienced the split public reaction internal improvement projects engendered. He 

had ardently backed the federally-funded construction of the Cumberland Road, which ran from 

Cumberland, Maryland to Wheeling, Virginia and connected the Potomac and Ohio Rivers. The 

new Road initially followed the same course as an older wagon track, but did not terminate in 

Pittsburgh like the original. While Virginians and Marylanders were delighted, the snubbed 

Pennsylvanians responded furiously. Though many of the state's citizens zealously favored 

internal improvements, they rejected the politician most identified with the policy. "It is the 

Cumberland Road that has induced them to abandon the course in which...their political interests 

as well as personal predilections would have led them," Peter Porter informed Clay. Congress 

mandated an extension of the Cumberland Road from Wheeling to St. Louis in 1820. The law 

required construction to proceed in as straight a line as possible, but Crawford, recognizing the 

vote-gathering potential inherent in every internal improvement decision, joked to Adams, "We 

should see to make it run so as to pass through the seats of government of the three States of 

Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois." In the end the Road did just that, following a less-than-straight route 

that included stops in Columbus, Indianapolis, and Vandalia, the capitals of the three states. In 

general, westerners coveted increased market access, so they almost always supported federally-

funded internal improvements. The Middle states usually favored extending their existing system 

of improvements, but discouraged any that created competitive economic rivals outside the 
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region. New Englanders had already built an excellent system, so they resisted financing any 

extensions to other regions that might facilitate a drain of their own population. The South, with a 

low population growth that tempered demand for more internal improvements, usually rejected 

nationally subsidizing any projects. Accordingly, support for federally-funded internal 

improvements managed to be both broad and narrow at the same time.
52

 

 Apparently unconcerned about the potential political pitfalls surrounding the issue, in the 

first three months of 1824 Clay delivered four dramatic, well-publicized speeches outlining his 

plans for federally-funded internal improvements. With his usual rhetorical panache, Clay argued 

that the national legislature should prioritize an internal improvements program. "All the powers 

of this Government should be interpreted in reference to its first, its best, its greatest object, the 

Union of these States" he observed inspirationally, "And is not that Union best invigorated by an 

intimate, social, and commercial connexion [sic] between all parts of the confederacy?" With 

Clay's prompting, a Committee of the Whole House submitted a "Bill to procure the necessary 

Surveys, Plans, and Estimates, upon the subject of Roads and Canals." This legislation allocated 

$160,000 and authorized the President to employ the Corps of Engineers to survey proposed 

routes "as he may deem of national importance, in a commercial or military point of view, or 

necessary for the transportation of public mail." After a series of heated debates that rehashed the 

old arguments for and against federally-funded internal improvements, the House passed the bill 

113 to 86, the Senate concurred by a vote of 25 to 21, and Monroe signed the legislation on April 

30, 1824. Votes on the bill proved eminently predictable. Since most of the surveying would 

likely occur in the West and the Middle states, those regions' representatives voted 

overwhelmingly in favor of the bill. New England and New York already possessed a well-
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developed transportation system, so a majority of their congressmen opposed the bill. In the 

South, Virginia and North Carolina voted solidly against it, while South Carolina and Georgia 

split when representatives from the western parts of those states favored the legislation.
53

 

 Reaction in the states proved equally predictable of course, with voices from the south 

criticizing Clay's bill and those from the west or the middle supporting the Speaker. South 

Carolina Governor John Wilson objected that the Survey bill was "but an entering wedge which 

will be followed, no doubt by the expenditure of millions. South Carolina will be grievously 

assessed, to pay for the cutting of a canal across Cape Cod." The Richmond Enquirer lambasted 

Clay and his cronies for supporting "a great system of 'national improvement.' The public debt 

which these politicians would perpetrate upon us; the vast patronage and power which they would 

concentrate in the hands of the federal government are...objections of the most serious character." 

Contrarily Erastus Root, the Lieutenant Governor of New York, applauded Clay's work for 

internal improvements. "Your zeal upon that subject fastens your friends in the western part of 

this state," he gushed. Ohio's Painesville Gazette covered a Clay speech in support of the Survey 

Bill and crowed, "Our readers need not be told that it was one of the finest specimens of oratory I 

have ever heard." Despite Clay's close association with the issue however, his presidential rivals 

also supported federally-funded internal improvements. Adams insisted that the Constitution 

empowered Congress "to institute and establish a system of internal improvement by roads and 

canals." He freely distributed copies of his 1807 Senate resolution that demanded federal funding 

for a system of public works, proudly proving that he had favored the policy long before Clay had 

taken up the cause. Though Jackson had once believed unequivocally that only the states 

possessed the power to fund internal improvements, he now evasively positioned himself between 
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the 'states' rights' and 'national good' sides of the debate. "Congress can constitutionaly [sic] apply 

their funds to such objects...where they are of a character national, not local," he proclaimed, "but 

the general government...cannot exercise an exclusive jurisdiction and invade the Soverignty [sic] 

of the States." Neither the federal government or the states should submit to the "encroachment 

by" or "jealous fears" of their respective rights regarding internal improvements, the General 

insisted. He voted for the Survey bill and proved quite receptive to funding all defense-related 

infrastructure during his Senate term. Even Crawford, a severe critic of government debt, 

recognized the economic value of funding some public works projects and believed that a system 

would be installed "gradually." Crawford's views rankled his base; Van Buren complained that 

his candidate was "far from being a strict constructionist" on the issue and 47 of the 66 pro-

Crawford caucusers voted against the Survey bill. While his rivals may have agreed with him to 

varying degrees however, the public identified Clay as the prime political mover behind the 

federal government's internal improvement program. "A hydra...determin[ed] to suppress those 

marches of national improvement...were defeated...by the industry and talents of the illustrious 

statesman, CLAY," one Rhode Island newspaper editorial waxed lyrically, "Mr. Clay  has gained 

immortal honor, and endeared himself to every liberal and high-minded American."
54

 

 Clay followed-up his internal improvements victory with a push for new protective 

tariffs, an issue that usually sparked contentious debate. Tariffs were taxes on imported goods; 

they had been promoted in the U.S. as far back as the Washington administration as a means to 
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promote domestic industry. After the War of 1812, Congress passed tariff legislation in 1816 and 

1818 to protect American products from competition with a flood of cheap British imports. In the 

post-Panic of 1819 economy, devastated manufacturers in the middle and northwestern states 

began demanding new tariffs to help shelter their already stressed businesses from the pressure of 

foreign rivals and encourage a domestic market. The Southern and Southwestern states, with 

economies more reliant on exporting agricultural produce, and New England, with their numerous 

connections to international trade, generally objected to any new tariffs that would hike prices for 

products they purchased or imported. Accordingly, opponents argued that protective tariffs were 

unconstitutional, undemocratic, uneconomical, and divisive. Tariffs were not sanctioned by the 

Constitution's Article 1, which restricted taxation to debt payment and defense expenditures 

exclusively. They represented a despotic federal power-grab to create an "undefined, unlimited, 

consolidated government." Tariffs were undemocratic; by "taxing all farmers, planters, and 

merchants to support the manufacturing interest, that is making the many support the few." 

Tariffs damaged the economy. They depressed imports, which lowered federal revenues and 

increased the national debt, while reducing exports because they encouraged retaliatory tariffs 

from foreign trading partners. To cover the shortfall, the government would be forced to increase 

direct taxation, which would hit an area like the South especially hard, since the tariff had already 

reduced their income from exports and increased their expenses from the purchase of imported 

goods. Finally, tariffs amounted to congressional "bribes" that purchased the support of some 

regions or states at the expense of pitting sections and interests against each other. Tariff 

proponents conceded that some sections would face short-term sacrifices as other sections were 

helped, but in the long-term the whole country would benefit from lower-priced products 

produced in a robust domestic market. They insisted tariffs would raise government revenues and 

any lost agricultural jobs would be replaced by increased positions in manufacturing. Tariff 

advocates couched their support in terms of the public good. "Congress is not legislating only for 
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the Wolcott Woolen Manufacturing Company," Clay fervently insisted, "but for a great nation & 

a great national interest." Ironically, both sides claimed their foes were favoring particular over 

national concerns! Much like the principled arguments bandied about in the internal 

improvements debate however, broad majorities of politicians and citizens supported tariffs in 

principle, but in practice only if they protected the narrow special interests in their home regions, 

states, or localities.
55

 

 After Clay stocked it with pro-tariff representatives, the House Committee on 

Manufacturing introduced a "Bill to amend the several acts for imposing Duties on Imports" in 

January. Congress laboriously bickered over the legislation for two months. Jackson complained 

that the "speechmaking mania" about the tariff bill was "consuming" the entire Congress. Clay 

himself addressed his colleagues on nine occasions, including a well-attended, two-day harangue 

at the end of March. After delineating the nation's post-Panic economic distress, the Speaker 

rousingly made his case for protection. "Is there no remedy within the reach of the government? 

Are we doomed to behold our industry languish and decay yet more and more?" Clay pleaded, 

"We must naturalize the arts in our country...by adequate protection against the otherwise 

overwhelming influence of foreigners. This is only to be accomplished by the establishment of a 

tariff." After the House and Senate hammered out a compromise, the final tariff bill mandated an 

ad valorem tax, meaning that the rate was adjusted based upon the value of the commodity, 

generally at about 35 percent on a host of imports, including burlap,  bleached cotton yarn, straw 

bonnets, marble, lace, carpeting, tarred cordage, tacks, steel wire, anvils, anchors, rifles, cutting 
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knives, iron screws, quills, tiles, black lead pencils, candles, castor oil, wheat flour, potatoes, 

corks, beer, beef, butter, cayenne pepper, plums, raisins, books, foolscap, window glass, and 

apothecaries' vials. The broadest and most controversial increased duties were placed on imported 

iron, woolens, cotton, hemp, and cloth bags. The wide range of taxed imports allowed critics to 

attack the tariff on specific items. New England's ship-builders objected to the duties on iron, 

hemp, and sail duck, all raw materials essential to their industry. Duties on cotton bags and cheap 

woolens used for slave clothing incensed southern and southwestern cotton planters. Weavers in 

Massachusetts blasted the increased cost for imported wool. Even temperance advocates 

complained that taxes on imported spirits would only encourage "a loathsome still on every side 

of the picture." Conversely however, the bill protected such a diverse array of domestic industries 

that it corralled support from various localities for different reasons - hemp growers in Kentucky, 

cast iron manufacturers in Pennsylvania, Nantucket's whalers, lead miners in Missouri, sugarcane 

growers in Louisiana, and woolens producers in New York and Ohio all heartily supported it. 

Clay stoutly defended the bill's inclusivity as "an affair of mutual concession," while cavalierly 

dismissing its critics. "Do you ever expect to see a tariff adopted which will satisfy every body?" 

he demanded hotly, "Perfection in matters of detail, if ever attainable, must be left to the future." 

The Speaker had apparently concocted the bill just perfectly enough and twisted the right number 

of arms however. In April it narrowly passed the House 107 to 102 and the Senate 25 to 21. The 

Northwest and the Middle states voted overwhelmingly in favor and the South and Southwest 

overwhelmingly against it. New England, with its merchants and shippers anti- and manufacturers 

pro-tariff, rejected the bill by a slim majority. Monroe signed the tariff into law in May.
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 Clay had some prominent company in support of his legislative triumph. Jackson and his 

fellow Tennessee Senator Eaton were the lone 'ayes' for the tariff bill from the Southwest. The 

votes of both men proved crucial to passing the legislation, but supporting the bill was the first 

potential misstep of the Jackson campaign. The southern slave states were the largest consumers 

of imported cotton bags. In the Senate Committee that worked on the bill, Jackson successfully 

fought to have the duty on cotton bags lowered. When the bill reached the floor however, he flip-

flopped and supported a compromise - "two immaterial amendments" he claimed dismissively - 

that reinstated a higher duty on cotton bagging. The General had obviously betrayed the will of 

his southwestern constituents and for suggestively political reasons. His change-of-heart on the 

cotton bag tariff occurred at the same time as his battle with Calhoun for Pennsylvania's 

nomination. Jackson already feared that his pro-Federalist letter had damaged his standing with 

notoriously anti-Federalist Pennsylvania Democrats, so passing a tariff that would be popular in 

the state probably seemed absolutely essential to his presidential campaign. The General stoutly 

justified his maneuver. "Speak[ing] in terms the most general" as Eaton advised, Jackson 

evasively insisted that he had only supported "a careful and judicious Tariff." He positioned his 

vote as a principled stance that was necessary to protect the raw materials vital to the nation's 

national defense, to discharge the dangerous mountain of public debt, to avoid increases in direct 

taxation, and to help redistribute labor from the overcrowded agricultural sector to an 

understaffed manufacturing one. Practically channeling Clay, Jackson actually proclaimed that "it 

is time we should become a little more americanized [sic]."
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 While he may have improved his standing in Pennsylvania, Jackson endured a swift and 

furious negative reaction in his home region. "I have recd [sic] many letters on this subject..in 

terrorem [by way of threat]," he admitted ruefully and even some of his closest friends and family 

members broke with the General over the issue. Southwestern backers of his rivals sensed some 

potential cracking in the region's monolithic support for Jackson and they gleefully capitalized on 

his "betrayal." Jackson endured an unprecedented torrent of negative press from the region's 

newspapers. One Alabama broadsheet heatedly blared that his tariff vote "gave decisive proof 

that Gen. J. is entirely devoted to this new and oppressive system of taxation, got up for the 

exclusive benefit of some forty or fifty manufactories." Even Jackson's hometown Nashville Whig 

insisted that only "uninformed" voters supported the tariff. "From the remarks I have seen in their 

paper on the subject," Eaton fumed, "it will be quite a difficult matter for any portion of this 

unformed [sic]...to become more correctly informed than they are." When Adams' men in 

Tennessee convened a meeting to denounce both Jackson's vote and the tariff, the General blamed 

it on "British influence" and sputtered - correctly - that "If the Tariff principle are right, or wrong 

Mr. Adams is as strong a Tariff man as any." He demanded the names of "those double faced 

Hypocritical political friends" in attendance that dared to challenge "my votes [that] were 

bottomed upon national principles, of equality, & perfect reciprocity, to all sections of the union." 

Stressed by the thunderous criticism over his tariff vote, by the end of his first Senate term 

Jackson was "warn out with fatigue." He admitted that "day after day talking, & arguing about 

things that might be decided in a few hours, requires a Job like patience to bear; it does not suit 

me." Like most other Congressmen, he had used his Senate service to further his personal 

business of course. The General had ensured that an ally received a key appointment as Florida 

surveyor and that his wife's father received compensation for his stint as an Indian treaty 
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commissioner, but none of these self-interested actions elicited much complaint. The furor 

surrounding his tariff vote rankled Jackson more than any other occurrence in the long election, 

probably because the General realized his political pandering to Pennsylvanians undercut the very 

basis of his campaign message against corruption. Ultimately however Jackson weathered the 

storm and most of his regional supporters forgave his tariff apostasy, while his middle state 

backers applauded his vote.
58

 

 Considering the heat Jackson had taken over his tariff vote, Adams and Crawford wisely 

remained circumspect about the bill. The Secretary of State actually attended some of the 

congressional debates over the issue. While he objected to raising taxes on some items, he 

ultimately supported the legislation with some politically-prudent equivocation. Adams claimed 

to have little "knowledge of its details" or any "decisive opinion upon them," but he "hoped its 

operation would be satisfactory to those whose interests it was particularly adopted to promote, 

without being oppressive upon the agricultural and commercial interests." Daniel Webster, his 

fellow New Englander and one of the tariff bill's more vocal opponents, carped that all of the 

presidential candidates supported protective tariffs and "our friend J.Q. is as bad upon it as any of 

the rest." Yet, one of Adams' supportive newspapers positioned the Secretary of State as an 

opponent of Clay's "extremes of a prohibitory policy." In terms of the tariff, Adams could be 

depicted as standing on almost any side of the debate. Crawford also hedged his opinion of the 

tariff bill. While insisting that he broadly rejected protectionism, the Treasury Secretary conceded 

that tariffs crafted to raise revenue or promote key domestic industries were occasionally 

necessary. His organization split on the issue. Crawfordite southerners agreed with their chief and 

many were openly delighted that the vote on cotton bagging had dented Jackson's seemingly 
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impervious regional popularity. Some congressional Crawfordites even claimed the entire cotton 

bagging amendment had been a designed trap to undermine Jackson. Many of Crawford's 

northern supporters favored the bill, including his ardently protectionist running mate Gallatin. 

Since most of his New York constituents backed the bill, the normally tariff-adverse Van Buren 

unsurprisingly voted for it as well, rationalizing his self-interested stance as a Republican  

party-building measure.
59

 

 Whatever his rivals' opinions on the issue however, Clay became the public face of the 

protective tariff movement, just as he had with internal improvements. At one dinner the Speaker 

"became warm, vehement, and absurd upon the tariff," Adams related, "He is so ardent, 

dogmatical [sic], and overbearing that it is extremely difficult to preserve the temper of friendly 

society with him." Unsurprisingly Clay received plaudits from the special interests that had 

supported the bill and criticism from those that had opposed it. "Of all of our public men, I think 

you best understand the great interests of this great Country," a Rhode Island lawyer raved, while 

Francis Brooke, Clay's chief supporter in Virginia, lamented that "your Speeches on the Tariff 

had made a Strong impression against you." Indeed, Clay's tariff bill battered as much as 

bolstered his presidential campaign. While he had touted the nationwide good that increased 

taxation would create, Clay devoted three of his nine speeches on the tariff to lauding the hemp 

industry. When southerners complained about the increased taxes on imported cotton bags, Clay 

insisted that domestic hemp bags would serve as the ideal replacement. The optics of his stance 

proved problematic however. Hemp growers were concentrated in his Northwestern home region; 
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Clay himself grew the crop and he was heavily invested in hemp rope manufacturing. His foes 

"characterized it as a tribute extorted from the cotton growing states to enrich Mr. Clay's 

Kentucky pets," Van Buren noted. Southerners argued that cotton bags far surpassed the hemp 

version in quality, so Clay was demanding that they spend more money on an inferior product 

that would enrich him personally and support the already-profitable hemp bag manufacturers in 

his home state. To some Clay's legislative work on tariffs and internal improvements seemed to 

be just more insider maneuvers by a corrupt politician and detractors denounced both programs as 

"electioneering schemes" aimed at making Clay president.
 60

 

 Since Clay had hoped to become synonymous with both tariffs and internal 

improvements in the public's mind, his strategy to run as the issues candidate proved quite 

successful in that sense. Unfortunately for the Speaker however, his problem was not the 

messaging but the message. One Ohio supporter had warned him against returning to Congress. 

"The Country has already become disgusted with the intrigues of the Cabinet candidates and will 

turn from them to seek a private Citizen unconnected with the administration or Congress," he 

insisted, "you would have to take a leading part in all the prominent Measures...[and] you would 

be frequently placed in a most embarrassing situation...from being in Congress." Indeed Clay had 

sold protective tariffs for their national economic value, but critics countered that they simply 

benefited hemp growers including Clay himself at the expense of the country's other important 

interests. The Speaker had pushed federally-funded internal improvements for their national 

usefulness, but critics argued that he was simply surveying roads for his constituents in Kentucky 

at the expense of other states' taxpayers. While he claimed to be the champion of America, his 
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opponents accused Clay of simply dressing his naked self-interest in a handsome nationalist suit. 

Ultimately the voters would decide if the cloths fit the man.
61

 

 

International Front: Adams And The Bitter Fruits Of Diplomacy 

 Clay and Jackson may have been held accountable for their votes in Congress, but the 

Secretary of State frequently interacted with the legislature too, so voters could also judge Adams 

for his departmental work. During the 1st session of the 18th Congress, he devoted an 

extraordinary amount of time to meeting with legislators. Averaging nearly 250 official visits per 

month, which did not include his impromptu "chats" at the theater, church, or his residence, 

Adams usually spent at least a half-hour with each man, with three hours reserved for the truly 

important discussions. "The interruption to business thus incessantly repeated is distressing, but 

unavoidable," Adams complained. Indeed, every presidential campaign required networking with 

congressmen, but Adams especially relied upon the legislature. Since successful international 

negotiations served as his principle qualification to succeed Monroe, Adams needed the Senate to 

sanction the various pacts he submitted for approval. By 1824 he had already successfully 

produced an impressive string of diplomatic triumphs, with five treaties accepted by and two 

more pending before Congress. Once the divisive tariff bill finally passed, Adams submitted for 

Senate approval a slave trade convention that he had negotiated with the British. The agreement 

had a long and tortured history. Despite prohibition of the transatlantic slave trade by Parliament 

in 1807 and the Jefferson Administration the next year, illegal privateers had continued to 

smuggle slaves into the U.S. often though the Spanish borderlands. In 1818 British Foreign 

Secretary Castlereagh proposed a slave trade convention with the U.S. that sanctioned a 

reciprocal right to search suspicious vessels flying the flag of either nation, with a mixed tribunal 

of both powers to try any slave traders uncovered. Though the ends may have been morally 
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laudable, the entire Cabinet rejected Castlereagh's means. Granting the British a right to "visit and 

search" any American vessel anywhere sounded too much like their practice of impressing U.S. 

sailors, a still-unresolved issue that had helped trigger the War of 1812. As a former Federalist 

always suspected of pro-British proclivities by suspicious Republicans, Adams unsurprisingly 

denounced Castlereagh's proposal more harshly than any other Administration figure. "Admitting 

the right of search...in time of peace," Adams snarled, "would be making slaves of ourselves."
62

 

  The convention proposal gathered dust until 1823 when the U.S. House of 

Representatives voted 131 to 9 to define the slave trade as piracy, instructing the Monroe 

Administration to negotiate its abolishment with any European maritime power. The "piracy" 

designation served as an attractive fig-leaf hopefully concealing the fine line between searching 

for slave traders and impressing American sailors. A "remarkable" majority favoring action 

against the slave trade had coalesced in the House - "a union of Crawfordites, federalists, 

Clintonians, and Lowndesians turned Calhounites," Adams observed in amazement - but every 

member resisted any association with impressment. The Secretary of State drafted a new 

proposed convention with Britain.  It sanctioned a reciprocal right of search once both nations had 

officially declared the slave trade to be piracy, ensured captured traders would be tried in their 

home country and not by mixed tribunal, demanded indemnities for abuses of the right to search, 

and forbade removal of any person from any vessel, the so-called 'anti-impressment clause.' The 

Secretary of State also penned an accompanying letter that vituperatively recounted and 

condemned Britain's long history of impressing Americans. When the Cabinet debated the drafts, 

Crawford lambasted Adams' ludicrous attempt to present the British with one document 

permitting the right of search and the other denouncing it, while Calhoun criticized him for 

conceding the right of foreign officers to seize any American. Ultimately Monroe severely edited 
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the anti-impressment letter, ignoring Adams' complaint that the objections to his politically-

motivated document were politically-motivated. After both nations signed the new convention, 

the Secretary of State submitted the treaty to the Senate for approval on a stormy morning in May 

1824. While there had been broad agreement in Congress only one year prior for permitting 

reciprocal searches for slave traders, 1824 was an election year and the ensuing political storm 

was utterly predictable. The Senate summarily rejected Adams' latest handiwork. Crawfordites, 

though they lacked the votes to torpedo the treaty outright, organized a showy public campaign 

sensationally accusing Adams of abandoning the U.S.' traditional opposition to impressment. 

Ironically, in the Cabinet debates Adams had been the loudest voice opposing British searches of  

American ships, but his opponents successfully used the slave trade convention to transform him 

into the chief defender of the British practice. Crawford, who had been the principle proponent of 

moderating Adams' tough initial stand against the British, now claimed he had never approved of 

the Secretary of State's concessions and his supporters portrayed him as chief critic of 

impressment. Monroe once again pressured Crawford to reign in his congressional allies, but the 

Treasury Secretary feigned ignorance of any of the legislature's proceedings. The Senate amended 

the convention to restrict searches to the African coastline only and, with Jackson's yes vote 

included, passed the treaty 29 to 13. The British rejected the American alterations however and 

the convention was never enacted.
63

 

 Although both slave and non-slave owning Senators, including longtime slavery foe 

Rufus King,  had opposed the un-amended convention because it seemed to allow impressment, 

Adams initially blamed all hostility to the pact on "alarm lest this concert...for suppressing the 

slave trade should turn to a concert for the abolition of slavery." Several of the Secretary's 
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opponents were much more focused on contemporary presidential politics than a theoretical 

future threat to slavery however. Virginia Senator John Taylor of Caroline insisted that "dead-set 

Crawford men" had spearheaded opposition to the convention, with Van Buren and Maine 

Senator John Holmes the "prime instigators." Several other Congressmen corroborated Taylor's 

claim and even the British believed that the Senate's changes to the convention had "arisen purely 

from party spirit." Adams tried to defend himself with an unsigned lawyerly editorial in the 

National Intelligencer carefully distinguishing between the convention's right of searching pirate 

vessels against the right of search in general, but became enmeshed in yet another dust-up with 

the Crawford-leaning newspaper. As the Senate debated the convention, the Intelligencer 

published documents related to the treaty. Curiously, they omitted the 1823 House reports that 

had reopened negotiations on the slave trade and sanctioned a British right to search in the first 

place. The documents were "suppressed on the pretext of a want of room for them," Adams 

fumed, yet they had enough space for "nearly a whole column of counter-argument." 

Crawfordites gleefully spread a rumor that Adams himself had deliberately withheld the 

documents "to screen me from the public indignation." Though the Intelligencer’s editors 

apologized for the oversight, they were furious when Adams reprinted the House reports in his 

own National Journal. As the imbroglio played out, Crawfordites surreptitiously circulated a 

handbill alleging that Adams opposed any suppression of the slave trade, while Crawford, Vice 

President of the American Colonization Society since its 1817 inception, staunchly favored 

curtailing the odious practice. As a electioneering tool, criticizing Adams' slave trade convention 

proved doubly advantageous to his presidential rivals. The former Federalist Adams could be 

painted as soft on an abhorrent British practice, while derailing the treaty entirely sullied his 

glorious record of diplomatic achievement, the very foundation of his presidential campaign. 
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Ultimately even Adams conceded that fears about both impressment and abolition played a part in 

the Senate's tinkering with his beloved treaty.
64

 

 Like many northern politicians, the Secretary of State had a complicated relationship with 

slavery. As a Senator in the early 1800's, Adams voted against prohibiting the importation of 

slaves into the Louisiana Territory. He had also argued that any laws restricting the slave trade 

passed before the constitutionally-mandated date of 1808 were unconstitutional, even if they 

would not take effect until 1808. As an American diplomat and Secretary, he championed 

southern claims for compensation for slaves removed by British forces during the War of 1812, 

helped U.S. citizens attempting to extradite escaped slaves from Canada, and opposed the 

American Colonization Society's attempt to repatriate free blacks to Africa. Adams urged 

Massachusetts' congressional delegation to approve the first Missouri Compromise that admitted 

the state, but lividly denounced the second Compromise that endorsed Missouri's "barbarous" 

constitution. He based his opinions entirely on the U.S. Constitution. Adams believed that 

restricting slavery in Missouri was unconstitutional, so he supported the first Compromise. 

However Missouri's constitution was itself unconstitutional because it improperly curtailed the 

rights of citizens of other states, so he opposed the second Compromise. Nonetheless, Adams 

remained publicly silent about the morally dubious, but politically expedient Compromise 

package. "I have favored this Missouri Compromise believing it to be all that could be effected 

under the present Constitution and from extreme unwillingness to put the Union at hazard," he 

noted. Privately, and almost exclusively with his antislavery supporters from New England, 

Adams often sounded much more like an abolitionist however. He insisted that "slavery is the 

great and foul stain upon the North American Union," and prayed for its total "extirpation". "A 

life devoted to it would be nobly spent or sacrificed," he opined piously. Adams public/private 
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dichotomy allowed him to talk tough to northerners opposed to slavery, without seeming tough 

on slavery to southerners since he needed support from both camps to win the presidency. As a 

vote-seeking politico, he prudently never answered any letters that requested his opinions on any 

slavery-related issue. Trying to cautiously straddle both sides of the Missouri Compromise 

debates ironically left Adams open to attack from both sides. Crawford's northern supporters 

claimed Adams favored extending slavery, while southern Crawfordites alleged he favored 

restricting it. Pressed from two directions, Adams finally publicly clarified his constitutionally-

based opinions on the two sides of the Missouri Compromise.
65

 

 Adams also came down on the less popular side of supporting the Greek War of 

Independence. Greece had been in revolt against the rule of the Ottoman Turks since 1821, with 

their efforts to achieve liberty much admired in a U.S. on the verge of celebrating the fiftieth 

anniversary of its own Revolution. Politicians across the spectrum eagerly offered support - 

mostly rhetorical - for the Greek cause. Jackson helped commemorate the anniversary of the 

Battle of New Orleans by donating to a New York City-based collection to aid the Greeks. "It 

cannot but be gratifying to me to see this...raising [of] funds to aid the oppressed, but gallant 

Greeks," the General intoned, "it will keep in the recollection of this nation, what gallant men can 

do, when united." Federalists also championed the Greek cause; newly-elected Massachusetts 

Representative Daniel Webster introduced a congressional resolution to fund a U.S. diplomatic 

mission to Greece should Monroe dispatch one. No politician became more associated with Greek 

independence than Clay however. The Speaker made a rousing speech demanding support for 

Webster's resolution. As "almost the sole, the last, the greatest deposit of human hope and of 

human freedom," the U.S. House must support "Grecian success...[with]all the noble feelings 
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prompted by religion, by liberty, by national independence, and by humanity," the Speaker 

thundered.
66

 

 Within the Administration, Crawford, Calhoun, and Monroe all supported funding a 

mission to Greece, but Adams obstinately opposed the effort and no mission was ever sent. The 

Secretary of State insisted that the U.S. should serve as an example of liberty for the world, but 

always steer clear of involvement in foreign wars. Adams dismissed Clay's pro-Greece efforts as 

another electioneering stunt. He likened it to the Speaker's support for the independence of Latin 

American republics during Monroe's first term, when Clay had used that issue to "seize upon the 

popular feeling of the moment to perplex and embarrass the Administration," while burnishing 

his own presidential credentials. Clay himself had acknowledged the popular aspect of the Greek 

cause when he admonished opponents of a mission to "go home and meet their constituents." 

Adams grew so incensed by Clay's crowd-pleasing stance that he refused to contribute to a 

private subscription book to aid Greece, donating to a Presbyterian Church in St. Louis instead. 

"We had objects of distress to relieve at home more than sufficient to absorb all of my capacities 

of contribution," he noted sourly. While most politicians regarded Clay's Greek enthusiasm as 

another "electioneering scheme," the Speaker clearly bested the Secretary in the court of public 

opinion.
67

 

 Adams also tried his hand at some domestic diplomacy. Since the War of 1812, six states 

had been compensated by the federal government for the use of their militia in the conflict. Caleb 

Strong, the Federalist Governor of Massachusetts when the war broke out, called out his militia, 

but unlike other state governors, he refused to place it under command of the regular Army. 

President Madison warned Strong that Massachusetts would accordingly not be compensated for 
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any militia-related expenditures. In 1824 William Eustis, the sitting Republican Governor, and 

the state legislature both repudiated Strong's decision, and demanded that Congress now 

reimburse Massachusetts for the $657,924.74 spent for the militia during the War. Monroe, never 

one to shy away from a national unity project, supported the Massachusetts claim. "The Southern 

members ought to take the lead in sustaining it," he suggested magnanimously, "it will...give a 

strong & powerful Support to the Republican Party in that [Massachusetts] & all the Eastern 

States." Surprisingly, Calhoun broke with his mentor on the issue. Though he had once supported 

Massachusetts' claim, the Secretary of War became "cold as an icicle" to the cause during the 

election year. Before he dropped out of the race, Adamsites theorized that Calhoun was making a 

play for the votes of Massachusetts' Federalists by opposing the state's Republican Governor. 

Indeed Calhoun had socialized with New England's leading Federalists while on defense-related 

swings through the region in 1817 and 1820, and entertained some of their more prominent 

politicos at his Washington residence. Once he abandoned his presidential bid, Calhoun dangled 

support for the Massachusetts' claim in exchange for New England's backing his Vice Presidential 

bid. When two of his congressional allies who had once favored compensating Massachusetts 

switched sides, Adams angrily charged them with "vice Presidential electioneering in behalf of 

Calhoun." The Secretary of State became the Administration's principal cheerleader for his home 

state's claim, promising his supporters "I shall give it all the aid in my power." When the Cabinet 

debated compensating Virginia for the interest on their wartime militia expenditures - they had 

already been paid for their actual outlay - Attorney General Wirt criticized making the state 

"whistle" for the interest owed. Yet "you make Massachusetts whistle for her principle," Adams 

shot back tartly. Despite his every effort however, Congress failed to reimburse Massachusetts in 

1824. Hopefully for Adams, voters would remember his numerous successful diplomatic forays, 
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rather than the election year failure of the slave trade convention, his missteps over Greece, or the 

lack of progress in satisfying Massachusetts' claim.
68

 

 

A.B. Unmasked!: The Many Faces Of Ninian Edwards 

 Like Adams, Crawford conducted his own election year business with Congress, but his 

work proved even more combative. While the 1823 congressional investigation into A.B.'s 

shocking charges had exonerated him of any wrongdoing, the House still had an outstanding 

resolution from May 1822 requesting the Treasury Department's correspondence with western 

banks regarding government deposits. The voluminous number of documents, over 1200 printed 

pages worth, and Crawford's intervening illness delayed the project, but the Secretary finally 

complied with the resolution in March 1824. In his cover letter with the submitted 

correspondence, Crawford disputed the testimony that Illinois Senator Ninian Edwards had made 

during the House's 1823 A.B. investigation. Edwards had claimed that as a Director of the Bank 

of Edwardsville in 1819, he had instructed the bank's Receiver, Benjamin Stephenson, to 

withhold acceptance of public funds because the Bank was in danger of failing.  In Edward's 

presence, Stephenson had written to Crawford communicating these dangers, but subsequently 

received written orders from the Treasury Secretary to deposit public funds anyway. When the 

Bank of Edwardsville eventually failed, the government lost the deposits it had placed there. If 

Edwards had testified truthfully, then Crawford may have indeed been guilty of malfeasance as 

A.B. had been mercilessly insisting throughout the previous year. Crawford's cover letter 

challenged Edwards directly. "The Secretary deems it proper to state that no such letter from the 
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Receiver is to be found in the files of the Department; that the officers employed in it have no 

recollection of the receipt of such a letter; and that...no answer to any such letter, directing the 

Receiver to continue the deposits, was ever written to him by the Secretary of the Treasury," he 

informed the House definitively. Either Edwards or Crawford was lying and since Stephenson 

had died in 1822, there appeared to be no way to resolve the dispute.
69

 

 Following Edwards' testimony during the A.B. investigation, Monroe had appointed him 

Minister to Mexico. On the verge of departing for his new assignment when Crawford submitted 

his accusatory letter to the House, Edwards briefly delayed his departure, assembling documents 

to refute the Treasury Secretary's charge. He prepared a reply to Congress while en route to 

Mexico, dispatching it to Speaker Clay from Wheeling, Virginia. While he ludicrously 

"disclaimed any other construction" of his accusations "than the most innocent of which they are 

susceptible," Edward's latest missive insisted unequivocally that Crawford had mismanaged his 

departmental funds. He maintained that the Treasury Secretary had accepted unredeemable paper 

notes from western banks contravening an 1816 Congressional resolution, underreported the 

amount of those notes in his reports to Congress, illegally deposited public money in failing 

banks, deliberately suppressed documents proving these charges, and committed perjury during 

the House's 1823 investigation. Perhaps most explosively of all, Edwards admitted that he himself 

was the mysterious A.B.! The Ambassador's letter dropped like a bomb right into the middle of 

the presidential race. As the charges and countercharges flew, pitting Edwards against Crawford, 

the salacious scandal embroiled Congress and the Administration, while entrancing the press and 
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the public. "One or the other must fall never to rise again," Jackson proclaimed excitedly. "It was 

politically a question of life and death to them both," Calhoun agreed.
70

 

 Hardly a stranger to political controversy, Edwards had been long involved in 

Washington's insider political machinations. Born into a well-connected Maryland family, as a 

child he had been tutored by current Attorney General William Wirt. He moved to Kentucky in 

his late teens, transformed his family's local property into a prosperous estate, and entered politics 

in alignment with the Pope family, Clay's principal rivals in the state. After creation of the Illinois 

Territory in 1809, Edwards' powerful friends in Washington secured his appointment as the 

second Governor. Once Illinois became a state, the legislature picked Edwards as its first Senator 

in 1818. Serving in the national capital during the perpetual 1824 campaign, Edwards naturally 

became enmeshed in the presidential race. Jesse B. Thomas, his fellow Senator and bitter rival in 

state politics, had endorsed Crawford, so Edwards gravitated towards the Treasury Secretary's 

opponents. During Monroe's first term, while privately blaming Crawford for the President's 

"hostile" patronage decisions, Edwards complained publicly that Monroe favored his arch-rival 

Thomas when dispensing Illinois appointments. "Each of them has partisans to provide for, and 

each of them urges with great earnestness his particular friends," Adams observed wryly. After 

receiving a few patronage favors from the Secretary of State, Edwards initially backed Adams as 

Monroe's successor, but he switched to Calhoun after the Secretary of War promised to "act 

accordingly" in securing Edwards a diplomatic appointment. "No one" would exert "greater 

influence" in the coming struggle between "political virtue and vice," Calhoun flattered him. 

Edwards had been "peculiarly and earnestly my friend," a wistful Adams observed, but now he 

"has chained himself to the car of Calhoun." As a member of the Secretary of War's organization, 

Edwards unsuccessfully conspired with fellow Calhounite Samuel D. Ingham to replace the 
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National Intelligencer with Calhoun's own Republican as the official printer of Congress. Since 

he had once boarded with Clay, Edwards also eagerly became the prime purveyor of rumors that 

the Speaker had been behind Russell's attack against Adams using the Ghent letters. When 

Calhoun dropped out of the race, Edwards admitted to Adams that he had switched to the 

Secretary of War only because Calhoun seemed better positioned to defeat Crawford, Edwards' 

"paramount" objective. The Secretary of State gratefully welcomed the return of his capricious 

crony.
71

 

 Both sides tried to control the narrative surrounding the blossoming A.B. scandal. 

Edwards' supporters claimed that Crawford had deliberately procrastinated in submitting the 

documents until Edwards had left town and would be unable to defend himself. Crawfordites 

responded that in fact Edwards had been in Washington when Crawford's cover letter reached 

Congress and he purposely departed leaving his false accusations to influence voters in the fall. 

Edwards had planned, Thomas Hart Benton insisted, "that the matter would lie over until the next 

session, before which time the presidential election would take place, and all the mischief be done 

to Mr. Crawford's character, resulting from unanswered accusations of such gravity." The 

Treasury Secretary had believed from the start that Edwards was behind the A.B. attacks. During 

the original 1823 investigation into A.B.'s accusations, Crawford complained to a supporter that 

the "insidious conspiracy" had been engineered by "Ninian Edwards & Company," which 

included Edwards' son-in-law Daniel Pope Cook, Calhounite Samuel Ingham, and even Virginia's 

Hugh Nelson, a close personal friend of Monroe. Pressured by Crawfordites, Clay had little 

choice but to convene a Select House Committee to investigate the entire affair. The Speaker 

carefully balanced the Committee's politics. It included three Crawfordites, Chairman John Floyd, 
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his fellow Virginian John Randolph and George Owen of Alabama; Adams' House leader John 

W. Taylor, Clay's own ally from Ohio Duncan McArthur, Louisiana Jacksonian Edward 

Livingston, and Daniel Webster, who had favored the now withdrawn Calhoun. Clay's careful 

show of impartiality displeased Adams. Taylor informed the Secretary of State that the 

Crawfordites knew Edwards was lying and they wished to expose him through his own 

testimony, but without delaying a final report exonerating Crawford past the fall election. With 

his own ally threatened, Adams complained that Edwards had been disadvantaged "by the want of 

any person here daring enough to sustain his cause against the browbeating temper of Crawford's 

partisans, and by the dastardly spirit of the rest." The Select Committee voted almost immediately 

to demand that Edwards return and testify, dispatching the House's assistant doorkeeper, John 

Oswald Dunn, to locate and escort Edwards back to the capital.
72

 

 Since Monroe had just selected him as Minister to Mexico, Edwards' stunning revelation 

also directly entangled the Administration in the scandal. Crawfordites insisted that a nefarious 

quid pro quo had occurred; Edwards supplied the anonymous A.B. slanders against Crawford and 

the President rewarded him with a plum diplomatic assignment. "Having sown his seed," Van 

Buren hissed, "he obtained from Mr. Monroe the appointment." An "exasperated" Monroe 

blamed Edwards for "implicating him...of being leagued with [Edwards] against Mr. Crawford as 

a candidate for the Presidency." He convened three emergency Cabinet meetings, excluding 

Crawford of course, to plot the Administration's response to the crisis. The President intended to 

issue his own order immediately recalling Edwards. Unsurprisingly, Adams and Calhoun 

objected, probably opposed to any course that might drain the swirling pool of corruption in 

which candidate Crawford appeared to be drowning. Calling it unconstitutional interference in 

House business, Adams absurdly claimed that Monroe lacked the authority to recall his own 
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Ambassador and even questioned the financing of Edwards' return trip. Monroe, facing the 

complete erosion of his carefully nurtured facade of scrupulous neutrality in the presidential race, 

insisted that if necessary he would personally cover Edwards' expenses and launch his own 

enquiry into the matter to justify his recall. Adams countered that "a prodigious stir has been 

made about catching him..and preventing his escape; all which is to excite odium against 

him...and to prepare for a whitewashing of Crawford...[It] had been used to divert public attention 

from the merits of his allegations." The Secretary of State certainly understood that tactic; he had 

employed the same strategy in destroying both Jonathan Russell and his Ghent accusations. 

Monroe finally compromised with a recalcitrant Adams and only ordered Edwards to stop and 

await any Congressional command to return.
73

 

 In one unprecedented 14-hour marathon session the Cabinet also debated Edwards' 

potential "resignation" as Ambassador. Monroe favored forcing him out immediately. "He would 

thereby disengage himself and the Executive from the imputation of a concert together," the 

President reasoned desperately. Adams hoped to let Edwards resign on his own accord, while 

Calhoun "warmly" objected to any removal of Edwards, arguing that even his resignation would 

be tantamount to an admission of guilt. The trio based their divergent opinions on personal 

political calculations of course - Monroe was protecting his legacy, Adams his ally, and Calhoun 

his longstanding campaign against Crawford. Ultimately, Monroe acceded to his subordinate's 

wishes and decided to retain Edwards while the congressional investigation played out. It was 

perhaps fitting that Edwards' ministerial future rested on political scheming since similar 

considerations had governed his appointment. When Monroe considered potential nominees for 

the mission to Mexico, Calhoun was still in the presidential race. While the Secretary of War had 

been floating Edwards' name for the Mexico mission for almost a year, many of his Pennsylvania 

allies favored Family Party mastermind George Dallas for the position. Adams, probably hoping 
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to drive a wedge through the heart of Calhoun's organization, pushed his erstwhile supporter 

Edwards for the post. Once the Senate confirmed Edwards by a wide margin, he began sharing 

political gossip with Adams again.
74

 

 While the capital breathlessly awaited Edwards' return, the Select Committee proceeded 

with its investigation into Crawford's dealings with the western banks. With Edwards unavailable, 

the group agreed to produce an initial report on Crawford's activities first and then to remain in 

Washington until Edwards could be questioned. After reviewing the extensive documentary 

evidence provided by Crawford in March, supplemented with a newly-submitted response to 

Edwards' latest charges, the Select Committee issued a preliminary report in late May. Written by 

Livingston but with considerable input from Webster, the Committee's findings covered six 

individual accusations. They agreed that, first, Crawford could not be charged with "having 

mismanaged public funds." Second, Crawford had indeed accepted notes not backed by specie 

from some banks in repayment for their Treasury debts, which had been forbidden by the 1816 

congressional resolution, but he had done so "with a proper regard to the interests of the United 

States" to prevent more Panic-related bank failures. Third, with only one minor omission, 

Crawford had not misreported the amount of those "uncurrent notes" that the Treasury had 

received from the banks. Fourth, while he may have "misconstrued the effects" of the contracts 

between some banks and the Treasury, he had not deliberately misled Congress because he had 

submitted the contracts with his reports to the legislature. Fifth, Crawford had failed to inform 

Congress about the public deposits in three local banks, but it had been an accidental oversight 

with no "concealment...intended...[or] occasioned by design." Sixth, Crawford had excluded some 

of his personal correspondence with bank directors from his congressional reports, but the 

"papers so omitted were immaterial" and not "withheld from some improper motives." Edwards' 
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supporters reacted furiously when Crawford's numerous "omissions" were conveniently 

dismissed. "Was it lawful to allow a bank, or any body, to use public money for one or two years, 

or a single day, and return it in depreciated notes?" Ingham protested hotly, "Was it prudent and 

safe for the United States?...[The Committee] adopted all of Mr. Crawford's excuses." The report 

"had credited Mr. Crawford for all the bad money he has passed off upon public creditors as if he 

had never received it," Adams grumbled. The Minister's defenders complained that the 

intimidating power of a potential Crawford presidency had unduly biased the Committee against 

Edwards. Even some Crawfordites expressed surprise that a House Committee comprised of 

conflicting candidate supporters would issue a report so favorable to Crawford, one "that 

reflected the highest honor upon themselves" as Van Buren put it, especially during a superheated 

election year. Edwards had not fared so well however. In perhaps the greatest blow to his 

credibility, the investigation discovered that many western bank directors, including Edwards, 

had pressured Crawford to invest public money in their failing institutions during the Panic. The 

exact crime that he had charged Crawford with committing had been "very much desired and 

promoted by Edwards himself," one Adamsite noted resignedly.
75

 

 The new report that Crawford submitted to the Committee had been presented and 

partially written  by his chief clerk, Asbury Dickens. Unfortunately for the Treasury Secretary, 

just two days before his testimony was scheduled to begin, he suffered a relapse of his illness. In 

this latest bout, Crawford suffered partial paralysis, his tongue swelled which slurred his speech, 

his eyesight became blurry, and most troubling of all he experienced hallucinations, raving that 
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Ninian Edwards was stealing his horses and planning to shoot him. "He appeared to be much 

more infirm than Mr. Jefferson at the age of 82," one visitor reported of the 52-year-old 

Crawford. Every candidate carefully gauged the effect Crawford's latest tribulations might have 

on the race. Crawfordites again exploited the Secretary's illness, suggesting that his opponents 

should temper their attacks in the Select Committee in deference to poor Crawford's "desperate" 

health; since the Treasury Secretary might die, they should stay on good terms with his 

organization if they hoped to gain his supporters. Clay speculated that Crawford's relapse would 

force him out of the race, but hopefully not too hastily. The Speaker aimed to repair his damaged 

relationship with Crawford's voters, so that he could capitalize on the Treasury Secretary's 

withdrawal. "It is of consequence to me that there should be time for the anti-tariff fever, now 

raging in the South, to abate," the Speaker noted. By the end of the summer, former Calhounite 

George Hay, one of Monroe's ever-active son-in-laws, insisted that Crawford's "real condition 

ought to be made known by newspaper discussion," but Adams quashed the idea; exaggerating 

Crawford's health problems could be too easily discredited if he recovered. He had monitored 

Crawford's condition carefully, even making an excursion to the ailing Secretary's country house 

to personally evaluate his condition. Adams found Crawford convalescing comfortably. He was 

"almost well,...in cheerful spirits," and still planning a business trip to Pennsylvania and New 

York the following week. Jackson's Columbian Observer broke the press blackout surrounding 

Crawford's health however, declaring that Crawford's illness was "retributive justice of 

Providence" for his crimes. Much to the chagrin of his political foes though, Crawford once again 

escaped death. Although plagued by ongoing speech and vision difficulties, Crawford had largely 

recovered by September. He could walk firmly, read newspapers, and write in a scrawl; in 

November he resumed attending Cabinet meetings.
76
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 As Crawford recuperated, his accuser finally returned to Washington. After a more than 

1500 mile journey, the House doorkeeper overtook Edwards in Edwardsville, IL. The pair 

reappeared back in the capital in late May and Edwards faced the Select Committee in June. 

Ingham coached  Edwards on his written submission to the investigators, suggesting the 

weaknesses in Crawford's testimony that Edwards could exploit. "Do not forget that you are 

writing for the popular eye and ear, which requires things be made plain," Ingham counseled, 

"Let your reply be mild, and forbear to draw any conclusions as to motives." Edwards called and 

personally examined a series of witnesses attempting to prove his charges about Crawford's 

unsavory relationship with western banks, but the various testimonies largely rehashed the 

information the Committee had already reviewed and dismissed in the month prior. Edwards even 

produced a copy of Receiver Stephenson's letter that Crawford claimed to have never received. 

Rumors circulated that a Treasury clerk admitted to reading this same letter in 1819, "but he 

would upon no earthly consideration consent to be summoned to testify to that fact." Offsetting 

counter-rumors contended that Edwards had forged this new piece of evidence, so most of the 

Committee remained indifferent to the alleged bombshell. Far more damaging to Edwards, the 

House members deeply probed his own role as A.B. Unfortunately for the Illinois Senator, when 

seeking confirmation as Minister to Mexico in March, he had strongly implied under oath that he 

was not the mysterious anti-Crawford author. Several witnesses, including Indiana Senator James 

Noble and the editors of the National Intelligencer, testified that Edwards had misled the Senate. 

Noble claimed that Edwards had "positively and solemnly denied" being A.B. He had even 

contradicted A.B.'s accusations about Crawford, telling Noble, "Now, damn it...notwithstanding I 

am considered as his enemy, no man...could have managed the fiscal and financial concerns of 

the government with more integrity and propriety than Mr. Crawford did." Edwards had assured 
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other Crawfordites that the Treasury Secretary's actions had saved western debtors, depositors, 

and banks alike. The Intelligencer's Gales and Seaton testified that Edwards had approached them 

unbidden and vociferously denied authorship of the A.B. articles. Edwards' assertions were so 

believable, the editors claimed, that they actually published an editorial assuring their readers that 

he was not A.B. The Committee's final report issued on June 21 echoed their preliminary 

investigation and totally exonerated Crawford. "Nothing has been proved to impeach the integrity 

of the Secretary, or to bring into doubt the general correctness and ability of his administration of 

public finances," the document stated decisively. Hoping to "censure it without doors," Edwards 

tried to galvanize criticism of the report by supporters of Crawford's presidential rivals, but his 

lies had severely damaged his own standing so he received most of the public condemnation. 

While Crawford had been officially excused, the final report hardly represented a total victory for 

the Treasury Secretary however. The investigation had revealed a number of Crawford's 

mistakes, misstatements, and dubious decisions. His public reputation as a competent financier, 

still tainted with a faint odor of corruption, certainly suffered.
77

 

 While the Senate had long adjourned, Van Buren remained in Washington to watch over 

the House proceedings and surreptitiously review the Committee's final report. It "did not contain 

a single harsh comment" about Edwards, Van Buren related, "a feature which I was very desirous 

it should possess and to which I took some pains to reconcile our friends who were naturally 

excited and justly indignant." Indeed the Committee had predictably fractured along partisan 

lines, pitting supporters of the opposing presidential contenders against each other. Crawfordite 

Floyd joined by erstwhile Calhounite Webster, who appeared to be in the midst of switching over 

to the Treasury Secretary, sought to laud Crawford's administrative skills and disparage Edwards' 
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accusations as "frivolous and malicious." Adams' Taylor and Jackson's Livingston resisted that 

approach, so the final report moderated the "proposed panegyric" of Crawford, with all direct 

criticism of Edwards expunged. Sparing Edwards in the report was another of Van Buren's 

political masterstrokes however, because it gave document the appearance of impartiality rather 

than a partisan Crawfordite whitewash of their candidate's transgressions. When published, the 

report ensured public awareness of Edward's lies, but seemed reasonable because it avoided 

personal attacks or even censuring the embattled Minister. Since he appeared to have lied about 

Crawford's activities with western banks, deliberately misled the Senate to receive his ministerial 

appointment, and then fled after making his false accusations, Edwards' public reputation had 

been utterly ruined. Adams admitted that popular opinion "ascribe[d] malicious and corrupt 

motives" to his attack on Crawford, and even Edwards' son-in-law Cook conceded the growing 

"prejudice against him in the public mind."
78

 

 Edwards' troubling testimony sparked yet another crisis for the Administration. Not only 

had the President's hand-picked Ambassador clearly lied under oath during his confirmation 

hearings, but Calhoun had been implicated in furthering the plot against Crawford. Noble had 

testified that Edwards' original charges against the Treasury Secretary had not been mailed 

directly to Clay, to whom they were addressed, but in fact had come to the House through the 

War Department. Edwards refused to answer direct questions about Calhoun's involvement in the 

affair and when he was about to admit that the Secretary of War had recommended him as 

Minister to Mexico, Livingston cut him off. "This stopping of the testimony would operate worse 

on the public mind than if everything had come out," Adams noted despairingly. Monroe 

complained that Crawford's supporters were "pursuing him personally...with the deadliest rancor 

of hostility...impudently charging him with hostility to Crawford." They publicly pressured the 

Administration to sack their devious Minister, while Edwards' supporters claimed that a good 
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man would be sacrificed to further Crawford's presidential bid. Edwards himself protested that 

the attacks against him were meant to "divert the course of scrutiny from [Crawford's] conduct to 

my character." Adams feared that any move against Edwards would only prompt his "appeal to 

the nation upon it with effect." "The President was so harassed that he scarcely knew where to set 

his foot," Navy Secretary Southard acknowledged.
79

 

 Monroe convened three more emergency Cabinet meetings, without the ailing Crawford, 

to address the entire fiasco. The sessions included two exhausting day-long discussions when the 

Cabinet even ate their meals together and worked late into the evening. Calhoun admitted that he 

had indeed received Edwards' packet of charges before it reached the Select Committee. Adams 

argued for full disclosure since the unpleasant truth had already become public knowledge, but 

Wirt and Southard convinced Monroe to avoid admitting anything that "might connect 

unnecessarily the Administration with the odium." The Cabinet turned to Edwards' fate. Monroe 

insisted that his Minister's lies "will blast his character before the nation" and if he did not 

"remove him, his own character will be blasted too." Wirt argued that Edwards fallacious 

testimony had "so affected his moral reputation that it seemed scarcely possible to send him as a 

Minister in a foreign country without the Government itself catching the infection with which his 

name is tainted." When Calhoun and Southard agreed that Edwards must be terminated, only 

Adams defended him. The Secretary of State maintained that the Committee had not censured 

Edwards, but in fact proved that Crawford had made "glaring misstatements" just as Edwards had 

charged. Firing him would only be "a triumph...of revenge" for Crawford, so Edwards should be 

permitted to resign on his own without Administration pressure.
80

 

 The meetings devolved into gripe sessions condemning the Treasury Secretary and 

reviewing in minute detail his every offense since 1819. The entire Cabinet agreed that 
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"Crawford's career had been an uninterrupted series of attacks upon the Administration, always 

disavowed or disguised by himself." Adams insisted that Crawford never renounced or restrained 

the perfidious conduct of his Radical friends. Calhoun complained about Crawford's dereliction 

of duty during his illness, including illegally authorizing his daughter to sign his name on official 

documents. Monroe produced an 1822 letter that Crawford had sent him - the President seemed to 

always have old, politically-valuable correspondence at the ready -  in which the Treasury 

Secretary complained that "prejudices against him had been excited...from two quarters," 

obviously meaning Adams and Calhoun. In the midst of all the Crawford-bashing, the Cabinet 

received word that Edwards had resigned solving that problem for them. The embattled Minister 

insisted that Crawford was guilty, but he quit to spare Monroe any further embarrassment.
81

 

 The fallout from Edwards' unexpected unmasking took on an almost absurdist quality. 

Crawfordites arranged for a public shunning of Edwards, blatantly excluding him from a planned 

dinner in the capital celebrating Independence Day. The President and the Cabinet responded 

with a "formal public notice" that they also declined to attend since the bipartisan festivities now 

appeared to be a campaign event for Crawford. George Hay and Adams discussed undermining 

the National Intelligencer for the "disingenuous course" they had taken in support of the Treasury 

Secretary. Monroe acted more directly, dressing down editor Gales "with great severity, for the 

treacherous manner in which the newspaper has for a long time been managed." Rumormongers 

implied that Edwards had directly denied being A.B. to Monroe to secure the ministerial 

appointment. Monroe insisted to Wirt that they had not discussed A.B., but admitted that "I 

always did believe, even from the commencement of the publication of those papers, that he was 

the author." Indeed, Edwards' covert identity was seemingly an open secret readily traded by 

Washington's political insiders. Regardless of his acknowledged awareness however, Monroe 

implausibly argued that, despite rewarding an anonymous assassin of Crawford's character with 
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the diplomatic post he coveted, he never believed Edwards' appointment "could subject me to the 

imputation of being unfriendly to Mr. Crawford, or a partizan [sic], in the pending election, 

against him." Though Edwards begged Monroe through both Wirt and Adams to publicly defend 

him, Monroe flatly refused any direct contact with his former Minister and made no official 

statement supporting Crawford or Edwards. "I think it best therefore to keep to myself, & to say 

nothing...on either side," Monroe decided, "Let each do himself justice in his own way." If 

Edwards denied lying to Monroe to get a job, the President would not contradict him and "by 

silence admit the truth" of Edwards' claim. Unfortunately for Edwards, by resigning his 

ambassadorship he only seemed to confirm that he had lied under oath to obtain the appointment. 

Though later elected to one term as Governor of Illinois in a three-man race against two 

Jacksonian opponents who split the opposition vote, his reputation had been completely destroyed 

outside his home state and Edwards never again played any role in national politics.
82

 

 The entire A.B. episode was probably a combination of traps that Calhoun and Crawford 

had tried to spring on each other. Calhoun's organization seemed to know A.B.'s secret identity 

from the outset. "I look with some curiosity for 'A.B.'," Calhounite Samuel Southard, with his 

tongue firmly in his cheek, wrote teasingly to Edwards during the height of A.B.'s revelations in 

1823, "He is a troublesome fellow. I wish I could find him out." Crawford's informants reported 

that Calhoun had been closeted with Edwards for up to two hours every day for two weeks prior 

to Edwards' departure for Mexico, presumably working on the document of charges that Edwards 

presented to the Select Committee. "I never doubted that the plot against my reputation was your 

handi-work and originated in a brain so fertile in mischief," Crawford contemptuously informed 
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Calhoun after the election was over. Crawford insisted that Adams became involved in the 

scheme simply to win allies in Illinois. Monroe and Calhoun countered that Crawford had 

deliberately reignited the controversy in 1824 to embarrass the Administration and tarnish 

Calhoun's candidacy. The A.B. issue had "in great measure been forgotten" since 1823, Monroe 

insisted. Crawford calculatingly waited until Monroe appointed Edwards as his Minister to send 

his cover letter to Congress. He planned to catch Edwards in a lie, simultaneously implicating the 

President and the Secretary of War in an insidious intrigue to scuttle his candidacy. The entire 

affair "has been one of the most painful of my public life," Monroe lamented.
83

 

 If Crawford and Calhoun had indeed engineered two countervailing traps, nearly every 

power player in the election tumbled into them. The President's Ambassador, a close political ally 

of the Secretary of State, had charged the Secretary of the Treasury with committing crimes, 

publishing his accusations in the Secretary of War's newspaper, with the entire affair papered 

over by the Speaker's Committee. It had been a sorry spectacle indeed and probably reinforced 

the public's perception that Washington was a cesspool of corruption. As usual though, one 

candidate adroitly sidestepped the mess entirely. Jackson had played a small role in the affair. He 

had been personally spreading the rumor that Treasury clerks had read Stephenson's 1819 letter 

which proved that Crawford was lying. He had also met with Edwards as he returned to 

Washington to testify while Jackson was en route home to Nashville. The General advised 

Edwards "to continue to the capital to defend his character." Critics tried to twist the meeting into 

an "alliance" between Jackson and Edwards. Both episodes garnered little public attention 

however, especially since Jackson had virtually recused himself from the case. "If an 

impeachment should be preferred against Mr. Crawford, I would not sit upon his trial," the 
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General insisted, "It is a subject I intend to take no part in." Jackson wisely, and perhaps 

purposefully, avoided the issue that ordinary citizens most closely associated with corruption in 

the capital.
 84

 

 For political junkies the A.B. incident served as a microcosm of the election itself. It 

pitted multiple candidate organizations against each other with the fight conducted dramatically 

within Congress. It featured dueling rumors, correspondence that both hurt and helped, and social 

politics deployed as a weapon. It had been fueled by a scuffle over patronage and energized by 

side-switching politicians routinely transferring their allegiance among the presidential 

candidates. It boasted the most spectacular Cabinet war of the entire election, with breathless 

coverage in the newspapers eagerly devoured by the electorate. As with every other episode in the 

long campaign of course, those voters would have the final say over the meaning of A.B. 

 

Insiders Versus Outsiders: The Politics Of Corruption 

 With the fiery resolution of the A.B. episode, the campaign entered its waning months. 

Each candidate adopted a different strategy for their final appeal to voters. Crawford's effort had 

always relied primarily on elite politicians. Since he had been sidelined by illness, Crawford 

turned to Van Buren to take charge of the faltering campaign. The Treasury Secretary had always 

struggled with controlling his willful, opinionated, and diverse followers, a task made even more 

difficult by his compromised health. Fortunately for Crawford, Van Buren, the ultimate 

Washington insider and his chief political fixer, was more than up to the task. The Senator from 

New York had arrived in the capital in 1821 without a preferred presidential candidate and every 

contender tried to recruit him into their organization. Van Buren soon rejected Adams for his lack 

of popular support in the west and south, Calhoun because he had invaded Van Buren's home turf 
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with an electioneering tour through New York, and Clay for their disagreements over policy. 

Instead Van Buren gravitated to Crawford. A firm believer in the positive societal worth of 

political parties and earnest champion of partisan unity, Van Buren blamed Monroe for the 

Republican Party's disintegration and believed the Treasury Secretary best suited to reunite their 

warring factions. Crawford also represented a continuation of the Virginia/New York axis' control 

over presidential politics, which conveniently increased Van Buren's personal political power of 

course. Accordingly. he tried to apply at a national level the same tactics of party management 

and discipline that he had used so effectively in state politics. In organizing Crawford's campaign, 

"I made my debut in the art and business of President-making," Van Buren recalled proudly. 

Crawford's opponents were much less pleased with the wily New Yorker. "He is as slippery as an 

Eel," one Clay backer observed disparagingly.
85

 

 Van Buren certainly needed all of his numerous political skills, because the Crawford 

campaign had reached a critical stage. It had been an underwhelming year for the Treasury 

Secretary. Crawford had been attacked as a scheming intriguer, his caucus nomination had been 

only weakly supported, his reputation for competency had been undermined in a sensational 

congressional hearing, and now he was too sick to manage his own presidential run. Not ones to 

spare the wounded frontrunner, his rivals piled on with a fresh attack. As Secretary of War in 

1816, Crawford had submitted a report on Indian Affairs that claimed Native Americans faced 

extinction unless they became more Americanized. "Let intermarriages between them and whites 

be encouraged by the government," he argued, because incorporating Indians into "the great 

American family" would prove more valuable than adding "the fugitives of the old world." 

Crawford's report had already been used against him in press attacks during his 1816 nomination 
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fight with Monroe. His "heretical" views had been condemned as aristocratic bigotry against 

European immigrants, hatched in the mind of a "wild" theorist tainted by his long residence 

among Georgia's Creeks. His 1824 opponents dusted off the old charge in a new pamphlet 

distributed during the election year both in the South and in cities with large immigrant 

populations. Crawfordites counterattacked, suggesting that his accusers should "behold, on their 

own plantations, certain mongrel beings, who bore in their countenance the lineaments, and their 

veins the blood of their masters," but the pamphlet only further diminished Crawford's fading 

popularity.
86

 

 Van Buren decided it was high time to bring out the big gun, none other than the revered 

father of the Republican Party Thomas Jefferson himself. While the Select Committee awaited 

Edwards' return, Van Buren set out in May with New Jersey Senator Mahlon Dickerson for a 

brief visit with the former President. Van Buren had already been accused of taking 

electioneering trips for Crawford to Philadelphia and New England. Rumors swirled that, using 

his "talents for intrigue," his latest travel aimed to align Virginians behind Clay's candidacy 

because Crawford was near death. In fact New York's Wizard realized that Crawford was already 

recovering and he had quite another project in mind. Van Buren knew that Jefferson preferred 

Crawford as Monroe's successor and he hoped the iconic Founder would publicly endorse the 

Treasury Secretary. Gaining open support from the high profile elder statesman would surely 

boost Crawford's crippled candidacy. Jefferson had little affection for Crawford's principle 

antagonist of course. As Virginia gentlemen, Monroe and Jefferson maintained superficially 

cordial relations, but the pair secretly disliked each other intensely. Monroe's son-in-law George 

Hay alleged that Jefferson would praise Monroe to his face, but then severely criticize him 

privately. "His enmity to Mr. Monroe was inveterate, though disguised, and he was at the bottom 

of all the opposition to Mr. Monroe in Virginia," Hay insisted. At Monticello Van Buren and 
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Dickerson listened courteously as the nattering old politico rambled on and on, regaling them 

with his turn-of-the-century war stories about his conflicts with those reprehensible Federalists. 

"He seemed never to tire in his review of the past," Van Buren observed politely, but his mission 

ended in failure. While Jefferson admitted to favoring Crawford, no formal endorsement would 

be forthcoming. The former President claimed he was just too old and felt "forever excluded from 

any interest in the management of public concerns." Jefferson's disappointing decision practically 

typified Crawford's entire campaign - enthusiastic support from the political elite that never 

translated into broad public appeal.
87

 

 While Crawford's late electoral efforts were relatively staid, Clay commenced one of the 

most aggressive stretches of his entire campaign. He dispatched his close ally, Louisiana Senator 

Josiah Johnston, to New York and Philadelphia in June. Bearing introductory letters from the 

Speaker himself, Johnston spearheaded Clay's last ditch attempt to capture the middle states. The 

current condition of Clay's campaign in the region disgusted Johnston. He counted many 

supporters in the middle states, but "their organization was too long neglected - & the other 

parties have gain'd [sic] ground by our supineness [sic]." Johnston created Committees of 

Correspondence centered in both New York City and Philadelphia, and they initiated a furious 

flurry of letter-writing. He arranged for meetings of the Speaker's most prominent allies, with the 

addresses and resolutions ratified by the attendees "printed & distributed in every direction." 

Johnston also finally created a regional newspaper network dedicated to Clay's candidacy. The 

Speaker's middle state effort had been so unassuming, that the press war waged in New York and 

Pennsylvania between Crawford and Adams had ignored Clay almost as much as Jackson. "There 

is one advantage at least you enjoy by having no press," Johnston admitted ruefully, "you 
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certainly provoke no hostility." New York's Evening Post and The Statesman had offered to back 

Clay, but they were Federalist papers and "your friends hesitated - dreading the unfavorable 

influence of their politicks [sic]." Realizing at last the "very great disadvantage under which I 

have labored" without formal press support, Clay authorized the Federalist endorsements. "On 

their part it is perfectly voluntary," he rationalized, "They are unbought [sic]. No imputation of 

that kind could possibly be made." Much more significantly, Johnston secured the Philadelphia 

Aurora for Clay's campaign. He penned pro-Clay articles for the newspaper and then sent copies 

of the final printed broadsheet "to your friends in N. York, Boston, Rhode Island, & the West," 

while Clay himself dispatched copies to supporters in Louisiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois, and 

Indiana. Favorable reportage required payment of course; Johnston subscribed to the Aurora for 

six months, billing Clay $20 to cover the cost. He invested even greater funding to acquire 

editorial support for Clay from The Patriot in New York City. "Your Cause...sank everywhere 

under the want of direction & management," Johnston admitted with chagrin, "I had myself no 

Idea...of the total want of  Interest or Zeal or arrangement among your friends. With a little 

activity & money a sufficient number of presses would have been engaged." Still cognizant of the 

issue-oriented nature of his campaign, Clay encouraged Ralph Ingersoll Lockwood, a young New 

York lawyer, to compose a pamphlet extolling the Speaker's stance on federally-funded internal 

improvements and protective tariffs. Called An Address to the Republicans and People of New 

York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, Johnston utilized The Patriot's presses to print thousands of 

copies of Lockwood's hagiographic pamphlet and then scattered them about the Union. Clay 

himself tweaked a Circular praising his nationalist views that had been published by his Kentucky 

Committee of Correspondence. He produced two versions, one for distribution in Virginia and the 

other adapted for middle state usage.
88
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 The newfound urgency suddenly animating Clay's forces seemed to barely change the 

trajectory of his campaign however. The exchange of correspondence appeared confined to "all 

the great names we have among your friends." The same men who had been supporting Clay 

from the outset were simply circulating feel-good letters among themselves. The meetings 

Johnston organized were sparsely attended and though Clay's diminutive press network began 

churning out newspapers, they were issued in lesser numbers than his rivals had been producing 

for many years. Even stressing the issues behind his candidacy seemingly failed to deliver the 

votes. "It is a little remarkable to me that my support of the Tariff has excited against me in the 

South, a degree of opposition, which is by no means counterbalanced by any espousal of my 

cause in Pennsa. and other quarters, where the Tariff was so much desired," Clay grumbled 

almost petulantly. Johnston correctly blamed Clay's dearth of middle state popular support on his 

lackluster, unorthodox campaign strategy. "The other Candidates have availd [sic] themselves of 

all the presses - and all the aid of Caucus - Conventions & party names - & While yours stood 

still, trusting everything to the Judgment of the people," he noted. Unfortunately for Clay, his 

vigorous push in the waning months seemed far too little and much too late the affect the 

outcome of the race.
89

 

 Since he had already conducted a more energetic campaign than Clay, Adams remained 

much less active than the Speaker as the election approached. The Secretary of State went home 

in September to visit his father. The pair were actually quite close, so Adams probably hoped to 
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squash a false rumor brewing in the "electioneering cauldron" that the elder Adams had declined 

to bequeath his estate to his son, "producing unfavorable political impressions concerning my 

personal character."  Adams spent a month in Massachusetts carefully tending to his core 

constituency in New England. He flatly rejected appearing at a "great public dinner" in his honor 

held at Faneuil Hall in Boston, claiming that "it might have the aspect of a political expedient to 

make an ostentatious and equivocal exhibition of popularity...gotten up at my own desire for that 

purpose." Instead, he hosted a series of intimate public dinners for his closest allies in Boston and 

Salem, which could hardly be labeled as electioneering by his rivals. Adams diligently reminded 

his guests however that as president the other candidates would surely short shrift New England 

when divvying up the patronage pie and that he alone could best represent their interests. 

Throughout the election Adams had been the master of social campaigning; his final exertions 

once again demonstrated his supremacy in this aspect of the war for votes.
90

 

 Jackson avoided obvious electioneering as much as Adams. He had been invited to visit 

both Massachusetts and South Carolina, but he rejected the requests and returned to Nashville 

instead. Instead of scrambling like Crawford and Clay, Jackson simply hoped to reap the electoral 

rewards of his well-conducted campaign. Like much of the General's good fortune through the 

long election, another lucky coincidence dropped directly into his lap. In August 1824 one of the 

few living Revolutionary War figures made a triumphant return to the scene of his heroic 

youthful exploits. Invited by both Monroe and the Congress in celebration of the fiftieth 

anniversary of the nation's independence, Marie-Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert du Motier, 

known popularly as the Marquis de Lafayette, arrived in New York City and spent the next 

thirteen months traveling by stagecoach and steamboat to all twenty-four states. He visited 

battlefields, attended veterans' reunions, and witnessed spectacular entertainments staged in his 

honor. Poets wrote odes feting him, artists painted noble portraits of his likeness, young women 
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strewed flowers in his path, and tens of thousands of Americans personally witnessed the living 

legend as he progressed on his epic journey. Most commentators remarked on the European 

political implications of Lafayette's tour, noting the unflattering contrast between democracy in 

the U.S. and the despotism of Bourbon France. Few analyzed his impact on American politics 

however which may have been greater still. Lafayette's iconic image served as a stark 

counterpoint to the lingering problems that had plagued the U.S. for over a decade. His battlefield 

success in the Revolution contrasted unfavorably with the military failures of the War of 1812, 

his known anti-slavery views rebuked the concessions to slaveholders in the Missouri 

Compromise, and his unselfish service to the young American Republic reproached the greedy 

commercialism that many believed had prompted the Panic of 1819. For Americans worried that 

their nation was in decline, Lafayette's visit only reminded them just how far from their founding 

ideals they had tumbled. With a strong sense of  nostalgia as their Founders were slowly dying 

one-by-one, tinged with fears that the next generation of leaders would not live up to their valiant 

forebears, Lafayette's visit touched a raw nerve in the American psyche. As historian Fred 

Somkin argued, "Sometime during the decade after the War of 1812 America turned the corner 

into the nineteenth century. Looking back with a stabbing sense of loss, the nation pressed 

Lafayette to its heart in a last communion with its youthful self."
91

 

 Lafayette's appeal cut across all partisan, political, and factional lines, as he received 

acclaim from every city, state, and region in the Union. "Men, who have not spoken to one 

another for more than twenty years, have made arrangements together and have invited one 

another to entertainments in our honor," Lafayette observed enthusiastically, "and revive together 

common memories of the Revolution." Every presidential candidate naturally tried to bask in the 
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reflected glory from the famous Frenchman especially during the election season. In early 

October, Clay personally wrote and presented to a public meeting in Lexington a resolution 

inviting Lafayette to Kentucky. The Speaker reminded the distinguished visitor that the citizens 

of his state harbored "warm admiration of his uniform and zealous devotion to Liberty." The 

resolution was adopted unanimously of course. Lafayette would not visit Lexington until May 

1825, but Clay ensured that his patriotic resolution received wide publication in the press. Adams 

made an even splashier connection with Lafayette. In October, the Secretary of State spent five 

ballyhooed days with him in Philadelphia and Baltimore, eating dinners, attending church, and 

visiting various public institutions with the Revolutionary hero. The pair witnessed a woman die 

in the Widows Asylum, passed through a line of surly convicts at the Penitentiary, reviewed a 

parade of over 4000 school children, and listened to orphans singing hymns. Naturally, they also 

visited Independence Hall and examined a Spanish chestnut tree that President Washington had 

planted before his retirement. Although still suffering from the lingering effects of his illness, 

Crawford eagerly led the Cabinet delegation that welcomed the Marquis to Washington in mid-

October. In return, Lafayette publicly expressed his personal friendship with the Treasury 

Secretary - the pair had met when Crawford served as Minister to France in 1813. Almost every 

contender attempted to very visibly drape Lafayette's heroic mantle at least partially around their 

own candidacy.
92

 

 Jackson alone never interacted with Lafayette before the election. The General met him 

for the first time only well after the voters had gone to the polls. They accidentally ran into each 

other on the stairway of the hotel in Washington where both were staying in December 1824. 

"The emotion of revolutionary feeling was aroused in them both," Rachel Jackson recalled and 

Lafayette would subsequently visit the Jacksons in Tennessee a few months later. As a twelve-
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year old, the General had witnessed the Marquis' landing in Charleston in 1777, but the pair had 

never been officially introduced. Despite lacking an actual connection with Lafayette before the 

election as the other candidates had enjoyed, Jackson benefited enormously from the Marquis' 

visit nonetheless. In the past year, his own martial heroism had been amply rewarded when 

Jackson received a Congressional medal for his War of 1812 service. More importantly, as 

tributes to his celebrated victory in the Battle of New Orleans, Jackson had been presented with 

Washington's Revolutionary-era spyglass as well as the pistols Lafayette had given him. "I view 

it as the highest honor that could be paid to me, to be considered worthy, by the representatives of 

that immortal man...to be a fit repository for the implements used by him in the procurement...of 

our national independence," Jackson gushed. Cleverly, he connected Washington's "relix" [sic] 

with his own presidential bid. "To be thought worthy of this deposit," he informed Rachel, "has 

confirmed me, that the independent course I have pursued, has been right...It is, under the 

influence & intrigues of this city, a triump [sic] over my enemies, of honest worth, over 

corruption, & will save the nation from the rule of Demagogus [sic]." His supporters grasped the 

connection. One Jacksonian informed the General that his Pennsylvania devotees believed that 

"he has not descended to any unworthy intrigue - nor indulged in any invective against his 

competitors. In one word, he has acted like a Washington." During the Revolution, the thirteen-

year-old Jackson had served as a courier for the local militia in South Carolina. Captured by the 

British, as a prisoner-of-war Jackson was "treated harshly & inhumanely,...confined in the cells  

under ground," and almost starved to death. In the ongoing political struggle between liberty and 

power, he claimed to be the champion of the republicanism handed down from the Founders. 

Should any voter forgot Jackson's connection to the nation's storied past, the Letters of Wyoming 

earnestly reminded them to "Remember, he was of the Revolution!" Fortunately for Jackson, 

nostalgic voters celebrating Lafayette's visit and concerned about the declension of the nation's 
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corrupt politics probably could not help but remember Jackson's own connection to the 

Revolution as they cast their ballots in the fall.
 93

 

 As the perpetual campaign finally neared its dramatic denouement, the insiders were 

clearly running quite differently than Jackson the outsider. Crawford pinned his hopes on high 

profile establishment figures, Clay on belatedly matching the efforts of other campaigns, and 

Adams on his skill at social politicking with other insiders. Only Jackson seemed truly connected 

to Lafayette's unprecedented, triumphal tour. In the end the voters would decide whether the 

insiders or the outsider deserved to succeed Monroe. As the candidates prepared to face their 

judgment, Adams, expressing what all of them probably felt, fretted, "Prospects everywhere, 

nothing to be relied upon anywhere."
94
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CHAPTER 8: THE WAR WITHIN THE STATES 

 "A man drawn by four horses or a carriage by eight to the four cardinal points of the 

compass are an admirable hieroglyphic of our approaching presidential election," Adams 

suggested cogently. Indeed, with the exception of the Middle States, each region had fielded a 

champion expected to succeed with the voters in their area - Adams in New England, Crawford in 

the South, Jackson in the Southwest, and Clay in the Northwest. Candidates simply counted on 

carrying their home states. "Virga [sic] will certainly sustain [Crawford], for he was born there," 

Eaton informed Jackson. While every candidate expected to accumulate votes in their native 

region, they paid lip service to notions of nationalism of course. "Let us have sectional 

sympathies," Adams insisted, "but let us distrust even them; and let us indulge no sectional 

antipathies." Meanwhile Jackson complained that "I regret to see no national feeling in the 

majority of congress. Every one appears solely to be engrossed with the interest alone of his own 

section of the country." Candidates were generally sympathetic and knowledgeable about the 

needs and concerns of voters from their home base, but to win the presidency they required at 

least a patina of nationalism to attract voters from other regions.
1
 

 Due to the complexity of running twenty-four state campaigns however, no candidate 

competed in every state or even region. Unsurprisingly, candidates focused on competitive areas 

where they believed they possessed at least a chance to win, so the race winnowed down to five 

somewhat individual races - Adams versus Crawford in New England, Crawford versus Jackson 

in the South, Jackson versus Adams and Clay in the Southwest, Clay versus Jackson and Adams 

in the Northwest, and a four-candidate free-for-all in the Middle States. As political scientist 

Robin Kolodny observed, "In terms of popular election, no 'national' election occurred in 
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1824...Rather, a series of regional elections occurred, each trying to define the national interests 

in their terms."
2
 

 

Into The Maelstrom: The Candidates Face The Voters 

 While the candidates might minimize regional or geographical considerations, most 

voters did not. The lingering effects of the various calamities besetting the nation over the 

previous decade ensured that the presidential candidates would be carefully scrutinized for their 

problem-solving skills, but voters from different states or regions would judge by distinct sets of 

standards. The Panic of 1819 for instance had not affected all Americans equally. Instead it 

spawned a "personal and very local definition of interests," as historian James E. Lewis observed. 

The Panic had amplified the divide between debtors and creditors, artisans and farmers, and 

exporters and importers, while pitting towns against  cities, the coast against the interior, and state 

against state. Most debtors lived in the South and the West, but owed money to creditors from the 

North and the East. State governments generally reflected this rift. Between 1819 and 1822, stay 

laws, moratoriums on debt collection, were passed by the legislatures of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 

Missouri, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Vermont. Similar proposals were debated but 

defeated in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Virginia, and North Carolina, with 

opponents arguing that stay laws violated constitutionally-protected contracts and limited already 

constricted credit. Compounding the problem for many western voters, the federal government 

tended to spend the money earned from customs duties and western land sales on eastern interests 

instead of spreading the wealth to help ameliorate the financial distress. The Panic increased 

demands for democratization, because ordinary citizens sought more control over the elites' 

economic decision-making, but it also heightened disagreements over the specific economic 
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policies those elites should pursue. Some voters blamed Washington politicians for the financial 

mess and argued for less centralized government control over the economy. Others countered 

with calls for additional government programs, but divided over the particulars. While the tariff 

generally separated north from south, federally-funded internal improvements and public land 

sales also split east from west. As Congress endlessly debated army officer reductions, aid for 

Greek patriots, and A.B. scandals, most voters, particularly those from the most economically-

distressed areas, cared far more about solutions for their economic problems.
3
 

 Similarly, other differences bifurcated the electorate. The Missouri Compromise created 

two schisms. It had not only divided slave from free, North from South, it also fractured East 

from West. Many westerners strongly objected to eastern politicians controlling a western state in 

ways that no eastern state would permit. One Kentucky newspaper lividly editorialized that 

Congress was treating Missouri like a "colony" not an "independent state." Regardless of a 

citizen's pro- or anti-slavery sentiments, reaction to the Compromise also intensified in proportion 

to a state's proximity to Missouri. Kentucky and Illinois expressed greater concern about the 

Compromise than Pennsylvania and Virginia. New England, which gained two additional 

Senators protecting its interests without any increase in population, responded even less 

passionately. Meanwhile, the threat of Federalism and the opposition to amalgamation mattered 

far more in the older states where the Federalists persisted as a minority political force than in 

newer states that never experienced the "taint" of Federalism. Older-state Republicans still 

dealing with Federalists in their midst cared far more about a presidential candidate's ties to the 

erstwhile opposition party than newer-state Republicans who never even encountered a 
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Federalist. Other political alliances also roiled voters. Since Virginia and New York had 

dominated the presidential election process, the remaining twenty-two states all sought to end the 

control those two powerhouses had long exerted.
4
 

 One issue transcended and encompassed all of these concerns however; many voters 

worried that corruption had overtaken the political system. One of Jackson's correspondents 

complained about "the aberration (from the old republican principles)  which has manifested itself 

for the last five or six years - the excessive accumulation of offices,...the affectation of European 

& princely etiquette...the lust of office and pride of power about the seat of the General 

government." Only hyper-vigilant voters could ensure that their political leaders would honor the 

nation's traditional republican values. Divergent reaction to these economic, slavery-related, 

partisan, and political issues produced broad North versus South and East versus West divisions, 

and five regional identities emerged from the fracturing - New England, Southern, Southwestern, 

Northwestern, and Middle State. Within these extensive regions however, each state had specific 

internal political intricacies that layered yet another level of complexity to every electoral 

calculation. To achieve victory each candidate had to navigate through what the historian Donald 

J. Ratcliffe called "cross-cutting cleavages."
5
 

 By an Act of Congress, voting occurred between October 27 and December 1. Most 

states featured statewide winner-take-all popular elections for electors. Maine, Maryland, Illinois, 

Kentucky, and Tennessee chose electors in popular elections but by district, which increased the 
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likelihood that candidates might split a state's electoral votes. Only six states retained the 

legislature's control over elector selection - Vermont, New York, Delaware, South Carolina, 

Georgia, and Louisiana. In rural areas especially, any convenient location could serve as a polling 

place, including post offices, stores or even private homes. Election officials usually remained 

inside with the ballot box and voter records, while voters stayed outside and handed their ballot to 

the officials through a window. Eligibility generally went unchallenged unless the voter was not 

recognized by the officials. There were no "official" ballots. Tickets, with the candidate's name 

followed by his list of electors, were printed by the candidate or his organization and then hand-

distributed. Alternatively, newspapers published the ballot which could be cut out and carried to 

the polling place. In high-turnout elections that generated significant voter interest, the grounds 

around the voting window could become quite hectic and congested, full of voters, the electors, 

their representatives, ticket hawkers, onlookers, and even the occasional "tough" employed by 

one faction to prevent voting by another. Still voters cleverly circumvented obstructions. For 

instance, if a Jackson "tough" blocked entry to the polling place, a shrewd Clay voter might shout 

'Huzza for Jackson!' to gain admittance!
6
 

 With increased democratization and popular control over electors, candidates required 

more manpower, time, talents, and personal input to win presidential elections. Beyond swaying 

elite politicians in Washington or within states, victorious campaigns now needed their own 

representatives in each state to reach the voters there. Since all the candidates were Republicans 

however, none could necessarily rely on existing impartial party apparatus but had to create new 

structures to run their efforts. Candidates nurtured informal lines of communication between 

themselves, their national organizations, and their state campaigns. "You are the centre of 

information relative to your distant prospects," one Kentucky supporter suggested to Clay, "I 
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should like a free communication with you on the subject, that I may sharpen my course in such a 

manner as best to accomplish the great end." They expected supportive congressmen to influence 

their own allies in state and local politics to help rally voters. Contenders with demonstrated 

popularity in a state could rely on their friends there to select, organize, and then print the ticket 

of electors, but occasionally candidates had to personally solicit the electors themselves.
7
 

 First Party System politics had always employed public meetings and legislative caucuses 

to designate electors, so the candidates unsurprisingly resorted to these traditional methods for 

their 1824 campaigns. Tickets produced by public meetings often created confusion however. 

Too many or too few electors might be chosen, tickets might improperly overlap districts, or a 

selected elector might refuse to stand. In the newer states with less experience in presidential 

campaigning, electors might even self-nominate, so voters had to trust that a self-styled "Adams 

elector" would in fact vote for Adams when the electoral college convened. Public meetings 

supporting presidential candidacies, whether they designated electors or not, generally followed a 

time-tested script. Announced in the press or by handbill about a week prior, the meetings 

appointed a chairman and secretary, entertained speeches, voted on resolutions, and then issued 

an address after the meeting ended. The published address had usually been written before the 

meeting by the candidate's most senior advisors to insure consistent and proper messaging. 

Occasionally campaigns transformed convention addresses into pamphlets to facilitate even wider 

circulation. Jackson's Pennsylvania meeting address for instance turned up as a pamphlet in 

Kentucky, while Ohio's address became an Indiana pamphlet. Sometimes meetings created 

Committees of Correspondence to communicate with candidate groups in other states or to 

maintain their own morale during the long campaign by exchanging letters with each other. 
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Occasionally the meetings even appointed Committees of Vigilance to run get-out-the-vote drives 

on election day.
8
 

 The candidate-run campaigns yielded quite different results. While each contender could 

be theoretically competitive in the six states with legislative selection of electors, popular 

elections required organizational strength. Adams assembled the most national campaign, fielding 

tickets in seventeen of eighteen states with popular elections. Jackson followed with thirteen state 

tickets, Crawford with twelve, and Clay, in his customary last-place position, with ten. Failure to 

assemble a ticket of electors in a particular state did not mean that a candidate entirely lacked 

support there. Rather it represented a combination of a candidate's instate popularity with his 

resources available in a complicated election comprised of twenty-four individual state races.  As 

a practical matter however, lack of a ticket engendered grave electoral consequences; regardless 

of the number of voters who might have preferred a candidate, without a ticket of electors in a 

state, he received no popular votes there. Throughout the perpetual campaign, every candidate 

had endlessly speculated about which contender would carry which state, but "all such 

calculations must necessarily be received with many grains of allowance," as one North Carolina 

state legislator observed. The voters and the state legislators would now pass judgment on which 

conjectures had been warranted.
9
 

 

The War In New England - Adams' Dynastic Dominance 

 While Adams may have distanced himself from his family's Federalist legacy, he hoped 

to equal his Father's electoral dominance in New England, a region the elder John Adams had 

carried unanimously in two consecutive elections in 1796 and 1800. By the 1820's, presidential 

races in New England generally featured vigorous two-party contests, an almost universal adult 
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white male franchise, a robust consciousness of regional identity, and mostly at-large statewide 

popular votes for electors. Economically diverse, the region's citizenry worked in agriculture, 

commerce, and manufacturing, and many voters favorably regarded Clay's American System 

policies  - so long as they were directly beneficial to the region of course. The Federalists had 

once ruled New England; they continued to play an important king-making role between their 

opponent's factions, occasionally reaching almost half the electorate, especially in Massachusetts 

and New Hampshire. The region's Republicans enforced partisan discipline with powerful central 

organizations that exerted control over members via caucuses and committees.
10

 

 Neither the western candidate Clay or the outsider candidate Jackson gained much 

traction in states attuned to regional identity and organized politics; both failed to field any 

electoral tickets and accordingly received no popular or electoral votes in New England. Most of 

the regular Republican Party organizations somewhat apathetically backed the Secretary of State. 

"There is little feeling in New England for Adams," Josiah Johnston informed Clay, "The Ultra 

Federalists hate him - the moderates feel indifference - the Republicans are not Cordial - He is 

supported merely on sectional grounds." While Adams may not have excited many northerners, 

after six consecutive terms of southern presidents, most Republicans in New England believed 

their section long overdue for a return to White House control. While Adams may not have 

aroused enthusiasm, Independent Republicans and Federalists repulsed by the "turncoat" Adams 

even more disinterestedly formed tickets for Crawford. The Treasury Secretary's damaged 

reputation, southern identity, and opposition to the regionally-popular protective tariffs and 

federally-funded internal improvements yielded an uninspiring, lop-sided showdown tilted 
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dramatically in favor of New England native Adams. Only one in five eligible voters bothered to 

turn out, the lowest percentage for any region.
11

 

 As it had been since the Revolution, Massachusetts remained the spiritual and political 

leader of New England. The state's taxpaying qualification to vote excluded only a small number 

of white males. In a statewide popular election for presidential electors, the winner required an 

absolute majority of votes cast, so parties wielded enormous power. Indeed, Massachusetts' 

parties were the most organized and disciplined in the Union. Candidates needed parties for the 

tedious tasks of a campaign; tickets in Massachusetts were generally handwritten not printed, so 

parties employed a small army of "scribblers" to prepare the ballots voters cast. While the rest of 

the nation considered Crawford the party candidate, in New England Adams received that 

designation. A meeting of almost three-thousand Republican regulars in Boston had nominated 

him for the Presidency and the state's legislators composed his electoral ticket. As a former 

Federalist however, Adams remained somewhat distrusted by his own party, so Massachusetts' 

Republicans only somewhat tepidly backed the Secretary of State.
12

 

 Many Republicans in the state hoped for another option and Clay, architect of the 

admired American System,  enjoyed a small boomlet of support. Two Federalist newspapers, the 

New England Galaxy and the Boston Courier endorsed him, while his elite Republican supporters 

attended several meetings to promote his candidacy. The state's wool producers especially 

approved of his tariff policy and his allies widely reprinted and distributed Clay's speeches 

favoring protection. The Speaker's supporters sounded almost Monrovian in their attempt to 

derail Adams. Since the Secretary of State was the official Republican nominee in Massachusetts, 

they excoriated the "demon of party spirit" that had sanctioned him. They insisted the time had 
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come to "bring about the era of good feelings" by electing a man "whose mind is too independent 

to be fettered by the claims of office-seekers." Clay's forces combined with Crawford's in an 

attempted rewrite of Massachusetts' voting laws. They sought to replace the statewide popular 

election that heavily favored Adams with electors chosen by district which made their minority 

candidacies more competitive. When the Adamsites eked out a victory - the state Senate rejected 

the change by one vote - Clay's ill-fated insurgency completely collapsed. Disgruntled 

Republicans and Federalists half-heartedly aligned themselves with Crawford. In turn Adams 

expressly rejected support from the state's Federalists, which conveniently reinforced his 

Republican credentials in regions outside New England. When Republican legislators formed his 

ticket of electors, they deliberately excluded all Federalists from participation. The 

underwhelming choices clearly underwhelmed the electorate. While 57% of voters had turned out 

for the Governor's race held earlier in the year, less than 30% trudged to the polls to vote in an 

election featuring the state's own native candidate and son of a former President from the state, 

potentially representing a victory for the first northern, non-Virginian in almost a quarter-century. 

Perhaps the voters simply decided their votes were superfluous; Adams easily swamped Crawford 

in Massachusetts, winning five ballots out of every six, and barely broke a sweat to walk away 

with fifteen electoral votes.
13

 

 The election in the remaining New England states closely resembled Massachusetts' 

contest. The creation of Maine, a part of Massachusetts until 1820, had been the spoonful of sugar 

Northerners consumed to make the Missouri Compromise easier to swallow. The state's 

Washington politicos, prominently including Senator John Holmes, backed Crawford en masse, 

but at an 1823 party convention of rank-and-file members Adams easily defeated his Cabinet 
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rival as the state's Republican favorite. The influential Portland Argus continued pushing 

Crawford, but with the Treasury Secretary's hyper-partisan supporters, Van Buren among them, 

stressing the urgency of Republican unity needed to defeat a revival of the Federalist scourge, 

Maine's Federalists proved less receptive to Crawford than their Massachusetts' counterparts. 

Adams easily defeated Crawford by a three to one margin in the fall election. Maine allocated 

two electors in a statewide popular vote and seven more in a vote by district, and Adams collected 

all nine.
14

 

 Rhode Island's franchise, requiring at least $134 in property ownership, proved the most 

restricted in the region and barred about one-half of the state's adult white males from voting. A 

"Friends of Adams" group nominated four electors in Providence in October, with a caucus of 

Republican legislators endorsing the slate the next day. Only 12% of the eligible voters cast 

ballots, with Adams predictably trouncing a ticket of unpledged "opposition" electors. As in 

Massachusetts, Clay enjoyed a grassroots following in Rhode Island, but his lethargic campaign 

virtually ignored the state and he never formed an electoral ticket there. Connecticut also heavily 

favored Adams. With only a modest property requirement, more adult white males were 

enfranchised compared to Rhode island, but the 15% turnout was proportionally as meager. 

Adams won four to one over a slate of Crawford electors.
15

 

 Isaac Hill, editor of the Patriot, almost single-handedly ran Crawford's campaign in New 

Hampshire, calling the Treasury Secretary the "regular Republican candidate" selected by the 

recognized method. None of his fellow citizens heeded Hill. Adams won 100% of the state's 

popular vote, his biggest margin in the entire election, and all eight electoral votes. Alone among 

New England's states, Vermont retained the legislative selection of electors. With only a few 
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dissenters, Adams easily carried all seven of Vermont's electoral votes. Crawford's reputation as a 

cost-cutter appealed to his New England supporters, but the A.B. charges essentially obliterated 

whatever slender chance the Treasury Secretary had once possessed to weaken Adams' grip on 

his native region. Adams, capturing all fifty-one electors in New England, more than one-half his 

final tally, proved the only candidate in the race able to completely sweep his home region.
16

 

 

The War In The South - Cracks In Crawford's Firewall 

 Superficially, the four Southern states seemed as secure for Crawford as New England 

had been for Adams. Rural, agricultural, less committed to federally-funded internal 

improvements, and absolutely hostile to protective tariffs, the Treasury Secretary's Radical-

backed candidacy had been predicated on carrying the region. Virginians "feel the progress of 

their impoverishment by the extraction of the profits of their labour by the northern and eastern 

capitalists, under the operation of the protecting system," Clay's ally Francis Brooke complained 

bitterly. Jefferson and Madison had hoped to develop manufacturing in the South, but high cotton 

prices encouraged the region to remain largely agrarian. Virginia and North Carolina, the two 

states with statewide popular elections for electors, boasted vigorous two-party elections 

favorable to organization candidates, while Georgia and South Carolina, with their state 

legislatures selecting electors, appeared prime targets for a candidate with a devoted following 

among elite politicians. Checking off both those boxes, Crawford appeared the ideal contender to 

take the entire region. He had been born in Virginia, lived in Georgia, opposed the regionally-

unpopular tariffs, and had based his victory on a bloc of electoral votes delivered by a solid 
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South. As with so many aspects of the Crawford's misbegotten campaign however, a theoretical 

advantage only fitfully translated into actual election-day success.
17

 

 In presidential politics, Virginia had dominated both the South and the nation. A 

Virginian had run for President in each of the nine elections held since the U.S. adopted the 

Constitution. Although justifiably proud of their historic importance, the state gained a reputation 

for doctrinaire, impractical conservatism. After a visit to Richmond, Monroe's son-in-law George 

Hay bemusedly told Adams that they were still discussing Madison's 1798 Virginia Resolutions 

there, "as if they belonged to another planet, and have not the remotest conception of the present 

state and condition of Virginia's influence as a member of the Union." The state restricted voting 

to freeholders with fifty acres unimproved or twenty-five improved, which disenfranchised one-

half the adult white male population and ensured that the landed gentry controlled political life in 

the Old Dominion. Unless a voter resided near a county seat, casting a ballot required an arduous 

trek often over poorly maintained roads; state elections generally attracted more voters than 

national contests. The state constitution discriminated against western Virginians, with easterners 

disproportionally represented in the legislature. Westerners enjoyed a more diverse economy than 

east Virginians, even including some textile manufacturing, so they were more receptive to 

internal improvement funding and less rigidly opposed to protective tariffs.
18

 

 Initially the east backed Crawford and the west favored Adams, but as Jackson's 

campaign gained steam he started poaching supporters from the Secretary of State in west 

Virginia. Ritchie's influential Richmond Inquirer, the "political barometer" of Virginia as Adams 
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snidely observed, tried to tip the scales toward Crawford, proclaiming him the true Jeffersonian in 

the race. The paper dismissed Adams as an ultra-Federalist committed to high tariffs and Jackson 

as a ruthless warrior ill-suited for the Executive chair. A rump caucus of Crawfordite legislators 

endorsed Virginia's participation in the congressional caucus, and, after the Treasury Secretary 

received the nomination, formed a pro-Crawford electoral slate supported by Correspondence 

Committees in cities throughout the Old Dominion. Jacksonian and Adams' supporters had 

boycotted the entire process, but their attempt to unite behind one anti-Crawford ticket failed. 

Their supporters staged mass meetings, formed correspondence committees, and created electoral 

tickets, but with even less enthusiasm than the Crawfordites. All the candidates fielded an 

individual ticket in Virginia, one of only five states with a four-man contest, but despite the 

plethora of options, voters seemed unexcited by their choices. "Great apathy Still exists in 

Virginia," Clay supporter Francis Brooke admitted.
19

 

 The results reflected Brooke's assessment. Only 12% of the eligible electorate turned-out, 

the lowest percentage in any state, but Crawford easily garnered over 50% of those who voted. 

The Treasury Secretary amassed his totals mostly in the east, sweeping the Tidewater and 

Piedmont, with Adams and Jackson splitting the west for about 26% and 18% respectively of the 

final tally. Despite the concerted effort Clay had expended to win Virginia, he limped away in 

humiliation with a measly 430 votes, under 3% of the ballots. The Speaker had long understood 

the utter disdain Virginians harbored for his positions on tariffs and internal improvements, yet he 

somehow continued to believe his birth in the state would sway the voters there. "I should indeed 

have been highly gratified if my native state had thought me worthy of even a second place in her 
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confidence and affection," Clay remarked peevishly after his fourth place finish. Crawford's 

appeal in Virginia ironically rested on factors that diminished his electability in other states. His 

reputed Jeffersonian principles, his opposition to protective tariffs, his position as the official 

Republican nominee, and his influence with elite politicians, the exact sort of men who controlled 

Virginia, all buttressed his convincing win. In his only state popular vote victory in the entire 

election, Crawford snared all twenty-four of Virginia's electoral votes.
20

 

 North Carolina closely resembled Virginia economically, socially, and politically. In 

presidential elections, the state's traditional leadership had usually meekly followed Virginia's 

lead and 1824 was no exception. Several of their congressmen had joined the caucus that 

nominated Crawford and many state legislators back home simply accepted the choice with little 

cavil.  As we have seen, Federalist and insurgent Republicans backed Calhoun's bid. They formed 

a 'People's Ticket' of electors that Jacksonian rank-and-file Republicans eventually hijacked for 

the General. As the prime advocate of the unpopular tariff, Clay did not run in North Carolina. 

Adams was the second choice of most Jacksonians and about 4500 voters even marked his name 

as their favorite on their 'People's Ticket.' Surprisingly however, he never fielded an independent 

ballot in North Carolina, which effectively winnowed the race to a Crawford versus Jackson 

contest. All adult male taxpayers could vote and a relatively high 42% of the electorate 

participated in the spirited contest. Jackson's convincing victory, with almost 57% of the vote, 

stunned most political observers. As historian Thomas E. Jeffrey noted, "Considering the 

unanimity with which Republican leaders in North Carolina had supported Crawford, the ability 

of the People's Ticket to poll majorities in two-thirds of the counties was nothing short of 

remarkable."
21
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 Crawford carried North Carolina's geographic and political power center, Raleigh and its 

environs in the middle of the state, along with the Piedmont region bordering Virginia. Jackson 

triumphed in the west bordering Tennessee, with eastern tobacco and rice planters on the Atlantic, 

and in nineteen of twenty-three traditionally Federalist counties. The General assembled his 

winning coalition by diverse appeals to varying constituencies. Based on his pro-Federalist letter 

to Monroe, Federalists hoped President Jackson might abolish the Republicans' hated proscription 

policy. The General's successful military exploits attracted militiamen. "In almost every Captain's 

company the drums were beating and fifes whistling for the hero of New Orleans," one 

Crawfordite disgustedly claimed, "the officers would treat their men, make them drunk, and then 

raise the war whoop for General Jackson." Eastern and western North Carolinians had long 

sought funding for internal improvements, but had been denied by the a handful of stingy political 

leaders  from the middle who controlled the state's politics and purse-strings, so Jackson's vote in 

favor the Roads and Survey Bill appealed to them. Many Jackson voters, tired of North Carolina 

playing second fiddle to Virginia, simply rejected the candidate so closely associated with their 

powerful neighbor. "It is time for North Carolina to stand alone," one former state legislator 

maintained, "time to break the chain of Virginia influence - and to think and act for ourselves." 

Distrust of Washington's establishment politicians transcended and encompassed all of these 

concerns for Jackson's voters. "The very existence of our republican government," the Salisbury 

Western Carolinian shrieked, "depends upon the success or the failure of the present struggle of 

the people against the schemes and machinations of a caucusing aristocratic combination of 

politicians." Jackson's image as an anti-corruption political outsider simply resonated with more 

North Carolinians, than a scandal-plagued "intriguing, disingenuous politician" like Crawford. 
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North Carolina's fifteen electoral votes, which most political analysts had already conceded to the 

Treasury Secretary, went to Jackson instead.
22

 

 In the remaining two southern states the legislatures selected the electors. Georgia, 

Crawford's place of residence, appeared an easy win for the Treasury Secretary. As with many 

other national politicians, he had been subtly aiding his home state from his office in Washington. 

During the Panic for instance, Crawford had shifted government deposits from a bank in Alabama 

to save one in Georgia. The state's deeply fractured politics complicated his presidential bid there 

however. Georgia remained violently riven by a clash between two political factions, men loyal to 

John Clark and followers of Robert Troup. Crawford belonged to the latter faction. Jacksonians in 

Georgia convened some mass meetings, with Clarkite politicians gravitating toward his campaign 

as a counterweight to the Troupite Crawford. Fortunately for the Treasury Secretary, his faction 

controlled the legislature in 1824, so Crawford easily won the elector election 121-45. In the end 

even some Clarkites, setting aside the state's internal differences to put a Georgian in the White 

House, voted for Crawford and he gained all nine of Georgia's electoral votes.
23

 

 South Carolina's legislature effectively cancelled out Georgia's vote. Originally Calhoun 

backers, many of the legislators supported Adams as their second choice. At the Secretary of 

War's urging however, most readily transferred their allegiance to the Jackson/Calhoun ticket. A 

dueling pamphlet war erupted between the Crawfordites and Jacksonians. "Southron" 

championed Crawford as an economizer, strict constructionist, advocate of state sovereignty, 

defender of slavery, and played the tariff card against the General. "A South Carolinian" 

supported Jackson, who had been born in South Carolina, and blasted the Treasury Secretary as a 

"negative, hidden or doubtful, weak, illegal, and unconstitutional" public servant. Though his 
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espousal of protection had indeed irritated South Carolinians, the state's westerners supported 

Jackson's vote in favor of the Roads and Survey Bill. Once again however, Jackson's reputation as 

the crusading outsider sealed the deal. "You are the person pointed out by the Finger of Heaven 

to hand down to Posterity the liberties of our Common Country, Durably Cemented, Improved, 

pure & uncontaminated," one legislator effusively informed the General. Jackson strolled to an 

easy 132-25 victory in the legislature's election and captured eleven more electoral votes in the 

process. With Adams and Clay not competitive, Crawford "won" the South with thirty-three 

electoral votes to Jackson's twenty-six, but his victory was hollow at best. In what should have 

been an overwhelming triumph that served as a springboard to a national victory, Crawford 

barely staved off Jackson's challenge, which augured poorly for his ultimate success.
24

 

 

The War In The Southwest - Welcome To Jackson Country 

 Clay once considered the Southwest a part of his western home base, so he expected to 

easily carry Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. Jackson's entry scrambled the 

Speaker's careful political calculations however. "Your friends do not push you in opposition to 

Jackson," Thomas Hart Benton informed Clay about the region, "They would consider it bad 

policy, but go for you next after him." Not only was the General from the Southwest, his military 

exploits appealed to numerous citizens living there. As the scourge of the Creeks and the 

Seminoles, Jackson's formidable reputation as an Indian fighter comforted people who feared 

Native American attacks. As a wily Indian negotiator - Jackson was notorious for his one-sided, 

deceptive treaties favoring European over Native Americans - the General gained a following in 
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Alabama and Mississippi, where Indians still controlled large swaths of territory that European 

Americans coveted. Clay, a fierce critic of Jackson's military activities and with more 

sympathetic views of Native Americans, rapidly lost ground to the General in the entire region. 

The issues Clay stressed also worked against his campaign in the Southwest. While Clay's 

internal improvement bill had been regionally popular, apart from Louisianans, south-westerners 

reviled his tariff legislation.  Jackson also blasted Clay as a corrupt insider, linking him to the 

ultimate Washington villain. He warned his regional allies that the Speaker and the Treasury 

Secretary's "intrigues are united, and their friends are industrious." Clay faced an uphill battle if 

he planned to reclaim the Southwest from the General.
25

 

 Much like Crawford's Georgia, Jackson's home state had also split into two warring 

political factions, the supporters of John Overton against the acolytes of Andrew Erwin. Some 

theorized that the popular Jackson, loosely tied to the Overton group through William Lewis and 

John Eaton, had been thrust into the presidential race merely to enhance the tawdry instate image 

of his faction. When the General demonstrated his national appeal in mass meetings in states far 

outside the Southwest however, his presidential run decoupled from its parochial origins. 

Unfortunately for Jackson, he had racked up numerous enemies in Tennessee. The state's Clay 

supporters spread rumors that the Speaker would win Tennessee, while Crawfordites 

counterattacked with critiques of Jackson's unpopular tariff vote. Jesse Benton, brother of 

Thomas Hart Benton and a participant in Jackson's 1813 barroom brawl, distributed a pamphlet in 

Tennessee highly critical of both Jackson and Adams for their protectionist views. Jackson 

dismissed "the Redoubtable hero, of squatting memory" - he had shot a crouching Benton in the 

buttocks during the melee - correctly predicting that "a time may arise when their mirth may be 

turned into tears." His own supporters retaliated by emphasizing the dishonesty and corrupt 
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alliances practiced by Washington politicians. The Nashville Gazette insisted that "there is no 

falsehood too glaring - no calumny too malignant, for the caucus faction and its auxiliaries, the 

Clay party, to employ to...defeat the election of a man, every way superior to either." As 

Jackson's national campaign began to skyrocket however, the fall election in Tennessee 

increasingly appeared to be a mere formality. All freeholders with at least six months residence 

could vote in a popular election with electors picked by district. While the turnout only reached 

27% of those eligible, Jackson nearly cleared 20,000 tallies. The Crawford, Adams, and Clay 

tickets combined fell just short of 800 ballots. While he had his detractors, Jackson was simply 

too popular to justify much opposition effort in his home state.
26

 

 Alabama and Mississippi shared numerous economic, political, and philosophic 

similarities. Both states were highly dependent on cotton and slavery, both conducted statewide 

winner-take-all popular elections for presidential electors, and both enjoyed robust turnouts for 

the 1824 contest. With always increasing populations however, their electorates remained in 

continual flux. Both states maintained strong connections to the federal government to facilitate 

Indian removal, land sales, and internal improvement projects. Jackson's tariff position had 

angered the cotton planters in both states, but his vote for internal improvements and his vigorous 

support for removing Native Americans mitigated their animosity. Alabama's voting laws 

enfranchised all adult white males. Although many Alabamians favored Jackson, most state 

legislators initially supported Crawford or Adams since prevailing political wisdom had 

minimized Jackson's chances for victory. Crawford's partiality toward Georgia at the expense of 

Alabama unsurprisingly rankled the state's citizens. His manipulation of land sales to favor 

himself and settlers from his home state, caustically derided as the "Georgia Group" by 
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Alabamians from other regions, thoroughly damaged his standing in the presidential contest. 

"Save us from Crawford, & Georgia politics," one exasperated Jackson supporter exclaimed. As 

Alabama increasingly fractured along the lines of state-of-origin, citizens originally from North 

Carolina and Tennessee began gravitating toward Jackson. When the General's national campaign 

started turning heads, one Clayite in Alabama complained that "the contagion is spreading to this 

country." Turnout in the fall election exceeded 50%, the second highest in the nation, and Jackson 

swept almost 70% of the vote in a four-man race, easily capturing the state's five electoral votes. 

Adams finished second, while Crawford, supported solely by the 'Georgia Group,' placed a 

distant third. Clay's supporters - one had once claimed they were "the most inteligent [sic]" 

people in the state - amounted to 96 voters only.
27

 

 Mississippi restricted voting more than Alabama, with the electorate limited to taxpayers 

and property-owning militiamen. State legislators almost equally divided between Jackson or 

Adams, but ordinary voters, comingling the General's military record with his stance against 

corruption, increasingly backed Jackson. One native insisted that Mississippi was full of "honest 

men" so Jackson, "who has done more for us than any other since Washington," would win the 

state. Crawford, representative of federal politicians generally, was not "in good odour [sic]" in 

Mississippi. The state also turned-out a healthy 46% of its electorate and its results mirrored 

Alabama's. Jackson enjoyed a two-to-one ballot advantage and added three more electoral votes 

to his total. Once again the New Englander Adams somewhat surprisingly finished second to 

Jackson, even closer in Mississippi than in Alabama. Neither Crawford nor Clay participated. The 
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Secretary of State, with his control over government printing, had secured favorable press 

coverage in the region and his defense of Jackson's military exploits endeared him to many 

voters. Numerous Yankee merchants resided in both states' urban centers, and Adams deliberately 

ambiguous tariff position snared him 40% of the planter vote in Mississippi. Clay's weak 

campaign, protectionist views, and his harsh censure of Jackson's conduct in the Seminole War 

fatally undermined his effort. The Speaker had once blithely assumed both states would back him 

without much effort, but Jackson captured both Alabama and Mississippi instead.
28

 

 Louisiana occupied a unique position in the Southwest and the nation. Though culturally 

divided between French and English speakers - they self-identified as 'Creoles' and 'Americans' - 

both groups were deeply factionalized politically, most prominently between long-time residents 

and new arrivals. Boasting the largest city in the South, New Orleans, dominated by a powerful 

special interest,  the sugarcane growers, and enforcing laws that only enfranchised less than half 

of the state's adult whites males, an elite minority controlled government affairs in Louisiana, 

with the state legislature picking the presidential electors. Clay's nationalism attracted many of 

Louisiana's philosophically cosmopolitan politicians and, over the fierce objections of 

Jacksonians, one of his presidential nominations had come from the state. His campaign in 

Louisiana was spearheaded by Martin Duralde, his son-in-law and a leader of the Creole faction. 

Although hostile to Clay's protectionism, the Speaker's tariff bill suddenly surged in popularity 

with Louisianans once he protected their cash crop by taxing imported brown sugar. Clay's stance 

on internal improvements also attracted supporters beset by flood loss and bad roads. Jackson's 

legendary triumph over the British in the Battle of New Orleans earned him quite a following of 

course; the city had already designated its central plaza 'Jackson Square' six months after the 
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General's titanic victory. However Jackson's controversial arrests after he declared martial law in 

New Orleans soured many Creoles on his presidential bid. Louisiana probably best typified the 

dangerous/glorious split reaction to Jackson's military record. Generally, Americans favored 

Jackson and Creoles backed Clay. A minority representing commercial and cotton interests 

settled on 'none of the above' and espoused Adams.
29

 

 When the state legislature convened to pick the electors, about thirty-one of fifty-eight 

members supported Clay. The Speaker's followers had actually lost seats in 1823 because they 

opposed the popular election of presidential electors. Clay only needed thirty votes to win 

however, yet somehow his hapless campaign once again snatched defeat from the jaws of victory. 

Two of his supporters suffered a carriage accident and missed the vote, another lost a challenge to 

his seat by an Adams man, and two more arrived late. No candidate achieved a majority, but the 

tiny Adams faction cleverly cut a deal with the Jacksonians to split the electors three to two in 

favor of the General. The Jackson and Clay forces were equally displeased with the result. 

Jackson's men believed he would have won a popular election in Louisiana, so members who 

promised to vote for Clay or Adams "would not have dared to do so & face their constituents 

afterwards." They regretted however, with the legislature closely divided between Jackson and 

Clay, the "7 or 8 members favourable to Adams had it in their power completely to have given 

Mr C the ascendency - their intrigues and propositions called for the adoption of the course 

pursued." Clay complained about the bad luck that critically deprived him of votes, crossly 

alleging that some members were also "seduced" to abandon his cause. Despite his evident 

support in Louisiana, the Speaker was completely shut out of electoral votes. Contrarily, the 

outcome delighted Adamsites; they had adroitly parlayed their diminutive presence into a 40% 

share of the state's electoral vote. Crawford, "generally & justly detested" in Louisiana as one 
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Jacksonian claimed, never received any consideration. As a region the Southwest almost 

unanimously endorsed local favorite Jackson over the other westerner Clay. The General won its 

twenty-two electoral votes, with his regional sweep blemished only by the two rogue tallies for 

Adams.
30

 

 

The War In The Northwest - Clay's Issues Become The Issue 

 In the Northwestern states, very few citizens expressed good feelings about the Era of 

Good Feelings.  Since the War of 1812 ended, the region had suffered from a trade imbalance, 

numerous bank failures, a shortage of the money supply, and a poor transportation system that 

limited market access. Many northwesterners seethed that profits from sales of their public lands 

somehow ended up in the pockets of easterners. While Clay hoped his issues-based campaign 

would appeal to voters across the nation, he certainly expected it would bring him victory in his 

home region. He argued that the tariffs and internal improvements he supported would vastly 

improve the Northwest's fragile economy. Indeed the congressmen representing Illinois, Indiana, 

Ohio, Kentucky, and Missouri voted overwhelming for Clay's tariff and internal improvements 

bills in the 18th Congress. Not every issue worked in his favor however. Clay's Northwestern 

supporters worried that his association with the detested Bank of the United States would 

undermine his bid, even among his friends and neighbors. Despite working actively in the 

Speaker's campaign, Charles Hammond told Clay, "It is my earnest wish to see a Western man at 

the head of our government but I scarcely know how to reconcile myself  the propriety of placing 

in that station...the champions of the United States Bank." Hammond insisted that many 
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northwestern voters would "make opinions upon this subject something like a sine qua non." 

Anti-slavery sentiment also permeated Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois and some of his allies feared 

that Clay's much-heralded Compromise with slavery in Missouri might cut into his vote totals. 

Despite the Speaker's breezy optimism about his chances in the Northwest, pitfalls clearly 

remained in his path to victory. Jackson would serve as his primary competition across the region, 

but Adams would also join the more popular westerners in most contests. Only Crawford decided 

to opt out. The Treasury Secretary's opposition to federally-funded internal improvements, 

cheerleading for the BUS, and scandal-mired management of public deposits in the region had 

simply rendered him unelectable in the Northwest; he would field a serious ticket in only one 

state.
31

 

 The tumultuous politics in the Speaker's home state of Kentucky were every bit as 

captivating as Clay himself. All adult white males with at least two years rural or one year urban 

residence were enfranchised to participate in wildly contested elections, which were often marred 

by vote fraud, double voting, vote buying, and the occasional riot; only Kentucky continued to 

sanction viva voce voting. Since the Panic of 1819, politicians had divided into a "Relief" party 

that supported stay laws to save debtors from bankruptcy and an "Anti-Relief" party that opposed 

them. The state's courts supported the Anti-Relief faction, so a Relief Governor disbanded them 

and created new courts to support relief laws. The old courts refused to stand down, both 

judiciaries sat simultaneously, and Old and New Court political parties formed. Though Clay was 

allied with the Anti-Relief party and also the chief legal Counsel for the BUS, Kentuckians from 

all factions, hoping for a sympathetic home-state ear in the White House, clamored with a 

"universal passion" for a Clay presidency. Both houses of the legislature unanimously nominated 
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him for the office. With popular voting by district for presidential electors, Clay's allies held 

meetings and formed Committees of Correspondence across the state. Inchoate opposition to Clay 

slowly coalesced around Jackson, the other westerner in the race, and his supporters organized 

meetings and committees, although they lagged far behind Clayite efforts. Kentucky Jacksonians 

reminded voters that while the General was out fighting for the country the other presidential 

candidates remained safely "in the circles of fashion and luxury, enjoying lucrative offices." 

Despite having their local hero in the race, turnout in the presidential election was off by two-

thirds from the previous elections for state office in August. The appeal of Clay's tariff and 

internal improvement legislation, that he had skewed in favor of his native state, easily trumped 

Jackson's military record. The Speaker soundly smashed the Jackson ticket, winning over 70% of 

the ballots and to no one's surprise received Kentucky's fourteen electoral votes. Jackson's 

greatest strength was centered in Louisville, whose residents were still reeling from the Panic, and 

in the newly settled counties in western Kentucky, but even the General's personal popularity 

failed to stem Clay's home state landslide. Adams and Crawford together received less than 1% of 

the vote.
32

 

 While Clay expected to carry Kentucky, he also harbored high hopes for Missouri, a state 

he had personally ushered into the Union in 1820. With a rapidly growing population, a 

developing economy supported but not dependent upon slave labor, and an electorate comprising 

all adult white males, Clay's direct connection to statehood and his internal improvement policies 

greatly appealed to voters. Appreciative Missourians not only nominated Clay for president, he 

won an easy 60% to 34% victory over Jackson in a popular election by district, with Adams 
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trailing third with just under 6% of the vote. Only one-fifth of eligible voters turned out however, 

three times less than the previous state legislative elections, but Clay tallied three more electoral 

votes regardless.
33

 

 Clay's plan to add the other Northwestern states to his victory column ended much less 

favorably however. The new states of Indiana and Illinois both enfranchised all adult white males, 

but lacked organized political parties. Indiana's legislators broke into two caucuses to nominate 

slates of electors for Adams and Clay; virtually no practicing politician supported Jackson. With 

his power over federal newspaper contracts, Adams unsurprisingly received the lion's share of 

editorial endorsements. The General's followers demonstrated a level of organization 

unprecedented in politically-youthful Indiana however. Jacksonians convened their own series of 

meetings across the state; then Elihu Stout, editor of the pro-Jackson Vincennes Western Star, 

convinced them to come together at a state convention in September to establish a Jackson 

electoral ticket, just as the General's supporters had done in Pennsylvania. While a mere eighteen 

men from only a handful of counties attended, Indiana's state delegate convention represented the 

first-ever such assembly organized for a presidential candidate in Indiana. Three thousand copies 

of the convention's address were distributed across Indiana after the ground-breaking meeting. 

Despite the lateness of his entry, Jackson's ticket captured almost half the vote. He handily 

defeated the Clay and Adams slates in a statewide popular election with a 37% turnout, adding 

five additional electoral votes to his total. Jackson fared best in the southern counties that had 

been economically ravaged in the Panic. The state bank in Vincennes had gone bankrupt and 

ruined its depositors shortly after paying a hefty dividend to wealthy stockholders, which 

included many local and national politicians. Enraged voters turned to an outsider like Jackson 

who seemed less connected to a corrupt political establishment. Adams carried the Quaker 
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dominated counties in the east where compromises with slavery were not popular, even if they 

brought another northwestern state into the Union. Indianans generally applauded Clay's support 

for internal improvements, but he lost the anti-slavery vote to Adams and the anti-Bank vote to 

Jackson. His criticism of Jackson's military record only further damaged his reputation. "Your 

speech on the 'Seminole War' [is] being frequently...handled by your political enemies, with a 

view to your injury," one supporter regretfully reported.
34

 

 In Illinois, with electors selected in a popular vote by district, Jackson, Adams, and Clay 

each offered a ticket in all three areas. The Governor announced the configuration of the districts 

in September only a few weeks before the election however. Disorder was the order of the day, as 

a bewildering array of self-nominated electors offered themselves to voters. A self-identified 

"Jackson-Clay" man might secretly favor Crawford! Only one Adams elector ran in each district 

which helped consolidate his vote total, while the General's voters could choose from at least two 

to up to five Jackson electors. The Secretary of State actually captured a plurality of Illinois' 

ballots, but his voters were concentrated in one district so he received only one electoral vote. 

Jackson carried the other two districts, earning two electoral votes. Anti-slavery sentiment clearly 

benefited Adams. In August voters had resoundingly rejected a new state constitution that might 

have permitted the introduction of slave labor and Adams' electors had been publicly identified 

with the anti-slavery cause. Clay, noted architect of the Compromise with slavery, finished third. 

While Illinois supported tariffs and internal improvements, they also harbored deep distrust for 

the Bank which only further eroded Clay's support. Almost alone among Northwestern states, 

Crawford actually competed in Illinois.  Many Illinoisans were deeply anti-party however, 

believing that parties restrained popular sovereignty and conflicted with traditional republican 
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values. Accordingly they rejected caucus nominations and candidate organizations, which 

effectively proscribed the Treasury Secretary but benefited an outsider candidate like Jackson. 

One Crawford elector ran without ever uttering the name Crawford! Unsurprisingly the Treasury 

Secretary, whose supporters had also favored the rejected pro-slavery constitution, came in last.
35

 

 Ohio offered the most contested and exciting contest in the Northwest, as Clay, Jackson, 

and Adams all competed vigorously in a statewide popular election for sixteen electoral votes, the 

most valuable prize in the region. The state had a small taxpaying requirement to vote, effectively 

enfranchising nearly every adult white male. Parties supporting the three contenders were 

assembled almost from scratch, with little connection to any other political factions, including the 

Governor's race which had been held only two weeks prior. Restrained by expectations that the 

popular DeWitt Clinton might enter the race, Ohio's legislature had nominated Clay for president 

in 1823, but only by a rump caucus and after an abortive first attempt in 1822. Clay's party in the 

legislature constructed his ticket of electors, which was promoted by Committees of 

Correspondence across Ohio, and finally ratified by a meeting of about three-hundred "friends of 

'An American System'" in Columbus. Jacksonians organized a few spontaneous meetings early in 

the year, but the General's campaign really took off with a timely push from the press. Moses 

Dawson's Cincinnati Advertiser had backed Jackson since 1823, but when the city's other paper, 

the National Republican edited by former-Clintonian Elijah Hayward, began editorializing for the 

General in 1824, the frequency of Jacksonian activity increased, culminating in a state delegate 

convention in May. Much like the tiny affair in Indiana - only seventeen delegates attended - the 

Jackson convention still represented the first-ever state delegate convention in Ohio. The Adams 
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organization lagged behind his opponents', but still managed a few meetings that nominated a 

slate of electors. The three clashing campaigns raucously roused their supporters on election day. 

"The cannon are now roaring and the drums beating before my door, and I hear the loud huzzas," 

one excited observer reported. Ohio had been viewed as a slam-dunk for the state's close 

neighbor, but Clay only barely edged out Jackson 39% to 37%, with Adams falling to third at 

about 25% of the vote. Turnout proved relatively robust at 37%, but still trailed the 53% who 

voted in the very recent Governor's race.
36

 

 Economic concerns dominated the election. Clay's hope that the issues he championed 

would underwrite his success proved warranted. His literature stressed the Speaker's contributions 

to furthering federally-funded internal improvements and his voters, seeking increased economic 

development, favored such projects. Clay racked up healthy majorities in counties along the 

proposed state canal and National Road routes. The Speaker fared far more poorly in areas 

devastated in the Panic however. Since the economic downturn, anti-bank sentiment had soared 

in Ohio. Cincinnati's economy had been especially ruined and residents were still reeling from 

another mini-panic in May 1824. The BUS, with its involvement in the devastating collapse of 

local banks, seemed like an eastern "swindle" perpetrated on innocent westerners and many 

Ohioans blamed the politicians who promoted the scam. Jackson's literature in Ohio trumpeted 

him as "the CANDIDATE OF THE PEOPLE" in opposition to "an organized corps of Leading 

men and intriguing politicians." Clay,  who represented the BUS in cases against both the state 

and its debtors, insisted that "it would be most unfair always to infer the private opinions of an 

individual from his professional movements as Counsel." Citizens from economically-distressed 

regions ignored the Speaker's lawyerly logic and voted for Jackson instead. Capitalizing on the 
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public's disgust with politicians, Adamsites tore a page out of Jackson's playbook and ran the 

Secretary of State as the outsider, anti-aristocracy candidate running against Clay, the candidate 

endorsed by most of the state's political heavyweights.
37

 

 Slavery and cultural politics also factored into the race. Many Ohioans opposed slavery; 

the state legislature even vowed in January 1824 "to participate in the duties and burdens of 

removing" this "national evil." In response, Clayites claimed that the Speaker had channeled "the 

spirit of George Washington" in settling the Missouri question; he also stood for gradual 

emancipation, while Adams' views on the future of slavery were unknown. Despite the 

counterarguments however, the non-slave owning Adams outperformed his opponents among 

anti-slavery religious groups, including Quakers, Presbyterians, Seceders, and Baptists. New 

England émigrés also trended toward the Secretary of State, while Jackson was more popular 

with the Scotch-Irish and Pennsylvania Dutch, groups traditionally hostile to the English. Still 

Clay peeled off a number of votes from the cultural favorites in these communities, 

demonstrating the widespread appeal of his policies. In Ohio at least, the Speaker finally gained 

voters with his issues-based candidacy that had been so costly elsewhere. "If my efforts on the 

Tariff have affected me in Virginia they have benefited me in other quarters," Clay noted about 

his campaign in Ohio.
38
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 Clay performed well in his home region, capturing thirty-three electoral votes from the 

Northwest, but his opponents denied him the clean sweep he desired, expected, and needed, with 

Jackson winning seven and Adams one electoral vote. Attributing his defeats in Illinois and 

Indiana along with Jackson's near-upset in Ohio to forces outside his campaign, a chagrined Clay 

pointed the finger of blame at everyone but himself. "The discouragement of my friends - the 

power of the Atlantic press - the influence of Governmental patronage - the fabrication of tales of 

my being withdrawn," had all contributed to his Northwestern setbacks he insisted. Indeed Clay's 

tiny organization, nonexistent newspaper network, and lack of patronage had indeed hampered 

his campaign across the nation. Further, rumors had circulated in Ohio and Indiana, denied 

vociferously by his electors, that Clay had cut a deal with Crawford to drop out of the race and 

transfer his electoral votes to the Treasury Secretary. Despite Clay's analysis however, the very 

issues he had supported contributed to his fate in the Northwest. While he focused solely on 

tariffs and internal improvements, which certainly earned him significant votes, his support for 

the BUS, his Compromise with slavery, and his association with unsavory Washington politics 

repelled other voters. The Speaker learned a hard lesson about running for president in an 

increasingly democratized electorate. While politicians might try to target specific constituencies 

with carefully crafted policy positions, it was the voters who would decide which issues mattered 

the most.
39

 

 

The War In The Middle States -  The Front Line In The Battle Of The Giants 

 The Middle States featured vigorous two-party-contested elections, but with weaker 

central control over partisan activities than in New England. The Republicans factionalized with 
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greater intensity there, especially in New York and Pennsylvania, opening a door for insurgent 

Republican candidacies. The Middle States placed a greater emphasis on patronage than other 

regions. Since they lacked a favorite son in the race, once New York titan DeWitt Clinton decided 

not to run, middle state politicos would scrutinize prospective presidents for their probable 

appointment policies. Economically diverse, market-oriented, and receptive to commercial 

expansion, the Middle States usually supported tariffs and internal improvements, so long as they 

directly benefited the region of course. Many Middle State cities had suffered in the Panic 

however, with high unemployment and depressed commerce lingering into the election year, so 

voters there were seeking a candidate with solutions to their economic problems. Without 

competition from a Middle State candidate, the region's elections became the most broadly and 

bitterly fought contests in the cycle. Every candidate offered something to the citizens of 

Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland. Despite its nationalist patina, 

Clay's tariff and internal improvements legislation had been crafted with the Middle States in 

mind. Crawford had excelled at coalition-building as he assembled his mighty organization, 

which appealed to partisan Republicans facing their own fractured state parties. Adams claimed 

that his skills in diplomacy and administration transcended national differences, but also 

protected the diverse special interests in the Middle. Unlike the other candidates, the Secretary of 

State would not "excite the constant distrust, jealousy, and alarm in whole sections of the Union," 

but instead would pursue "compromise dictated by the common good," safeguarding all sources 

of national wealth, including commerce, manufacturing, and agriculture. Jackson separated 

himself from the other three of course. As the anti-corruption outsider, he would save the Middle 

states from further depredations by intriguing federal politicians.
40
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 As the quintessential Middle State, Pennsylvania's politics presented a factional minefield 

requiring some skilful maneuvering by the presidential candidates. The state enfranchised all 

adult male taxpayers, and with numerous voting districts, casting a ballot in a statewide popular 

election for electors proved easier than in many other states. The real battle for Pennsylvania 

occurred long before election day however. As we have seen, Calhoun intended the Keystone 

state to be a keystone in his campaign. His elite political supporters there had backed the 

Secretary of War as a means of shattering the Virginia/New York axis and elevating 

Pennsylvania's stature, but Jackson's grassroots forces overwhelmed the Secretary of War at the 

state Republican convention in March. Western Pennsylvania had been the first hotbed of 

Jacksonian support outside his native Tennessee. The General's followers had been meeting there 

since late 1822, assembling in fields, taverns, inns, courthouses, churches, and militia parade 

grounds to express their ardor for Jackson's presidential bid. In the fall the Jackson ticket attracted 

New School Democrats, Old School Democrats, Independent Republicans, and Federalists, easily 

swamping the Adams, Crawford and Clay offerings by a three-to-one margin in one of the 

nation's few four-man contests. Turnout in the election was proportionally less than the 1816 

presidential election however.
41

 

 Clay's supporters blamed his lackluster organization and absent newspaper network for 

his poor Pennsylvania showing, but once again it was the Speaker's issues that turned off voters. 

While Clay attracted an ardent minority following - his tariff bill had been written to appeal to 

Pennsylvania's special interests after all - pervasive anti-BUS sentiment dampened enthusiasm for 

his campaign. Rerouting the National Road away from Pennsylvania to his birth state Virginia 

also mightily rankled the state's voters. Clay badly trailed in fourth place. Denouncing the 
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Harrisburg convention that nominated Jackson, Crawfordites countered with their own gathering 

in August, but only one-quarter of the state's counties dispatched a representative. The Crawford 

ticket they assembled gained little traction in a state inhospitable to a scandal-tainted, anti-tariff, 

excessively-economizing, Radical Washington bureaucrat. When pro-Crawford toasters were 

hissed at a public dinner in Philadelphia, one amused Calhounite remarked, "John Adams was 

never more detested and abhorred in the days of the alien & sedition laws than Mr. Crawford is at 

this moment in Pennsylvania." The Treasury Secretary finished a weak third. Adams flattered the 

state, insisting that Pennsylvania was now the leader of the Union, protecting smaller states from 

domination by Virginia and New York. Philadelphia Federalists were apparently more forgiving 

than their counterparts in New England. The former Federalist Adams fared well with his old 

compatriots in the city and secured a distant second place finish statewide.
42

 

 Regardless of the localized appeal of his opponents however, Jackson captured ballots 

from almost every voting bloc across the state. Simpson's Columbian Observer had blamed 

Pennsylvania's economic problems on a corrupt financial system that benefited wealthy bankers 

at the expense of the "middle classes" and "honest labor." Skilled artisans and poor immigrants 

believed that Jackson's tirades against corruption promised real improvements in the battered 

economy. Scotch-Irish, Irish, and German Pennsylvanians found Jackson, the  vanquisher of the 

British at New Orleans, culturally appealing. The General had cleverly publicized his church-

building efforts at the Hermitage. A letter from his Nashville pastor that was widely reprinted in 

Middle State newspapers declared, "One reason why I wish to see him President is, because he 

will come out more decidedly in favour of religion than any other of the candidates." Jackson 

unsurprisingly carried the Methodist, Baptist, and Presbyterian vote in the state. Jackson's heroic 
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military exploits attracted young, first-time voters. Courtesy of Jackson's pro-Federalist letter, 

many in the opposition party eagerly anticipated his lifting of the Republicans' proscription 

policy; the Federalist stronghold in Lancaster County voted overwhelmingly for the General. 

Jackson's outsider campaign aimed at toppling a corrupt political establishment encompassed all 

of these concerns. Built on Old School Democrat arguments that had been circulating in the state 

for years, Jackson's instate literature warned that "intrigues...among the official Gentry at Wash. 

[were] poisoning & strangling our Infant republic." His campaign easily snared Pennsylvania's 

hefty twenty-eight electoral votes for the General.
43

 

 New Jersey's voters delivered a much closer final result than neighboring Pennsylvania in 

their statewide popular election for electors. Despite the state's relative economic and social 

homogeneity, energetic two-party electoral contests were the norm. Even with a taxpaying 

qualification, virtually all adult white males could vote; women, blacks, and aliens were expressly 

barred by law. Initially, New Jersey's elite Republican politicians had divided, with Senator 

Mahlon Dickerson supporting Crawford, Navy Secretary Samuel Southard covertly for Calhoun, 

half the congressional delegation backing Adams, and Clay commanding a small but zealous 

following. Boosted by Jackson's stunning triumph at Pennsylvania's state delegate convention in 

March however, New Jersey Jacksonians in South Jersey spearheaded a drive for a similar 

assembly in their state. Seven of thirteen counties sent delegates to Trenton, nominating a Jackson 

ticket that included three Federalist electors. Jackson backers at the convention included several 

figures associated with the Burr Conspiracy, most prominently the notorious Samuel Swartwout, 

an active participant in the suspected treasonous plot. A second convention barring Federalists but 

mixing Jacksonians and Crawfordites nominated another ticket with three Crawford and five 
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Jackson electors, forcing angry pro-Adams Republicans to nominate a separate ticket for the 

Secretary of State. Finally, a mere eight days before the election, Jackson's most ardent followers 

organized a third convention, nominating an all-new slate of Jackson electors called the 'People's 

Ticket.' With a turnout down by two-thirds from the last contested presidential election in New 

Jersey in 1808. Jackson won nine of thirteen counties and defeated Adams by almost two-

thousand votes. The Jackson-only ticket carried 52% of the electorate, the Adams ticket lagged 

behind with 42%, while the Crawford/Jackson ticket limped into last place with just over 6%. 

"George the 4th has precisely as much prospect of a vote as he has," one Calhounite had correctly 

predicted about Crawford's New Jersey campaign.
44

 

 Ethnocultural tendencies displayed elsewhere followed a similar pattern in New Jersey. 

New England émigrés and Quakers trended Adams, while German, Dutch, and Scottish farmers 

leaned Jackson. New Jersey's Federalists divided; many supported their erstwhile colleague 

Adams, while many others responded to Jackson's pro-Federalist letter and cast their ballot for the 

General. Clay had actually demonstrated healthy grassroots support in New Jersey. Unconnected 

to the Speaker's national organization, over one-thousand enthusiastic Clayites had spontaneously 

rallied in support of his candidacy at public meetings in Bergen, Morris, and Essex counties in 

North Jersey. Inexplicably however, Clay never followed up on this advantage. Over focused on 

New York and Virginia, the Speaker bypassed his superior prospects in New Jersey and never 

organized a ticket there. Once again, Jackson primarily based his wining campaign on cleaning-

up Washington. "Take for your President a man from your own body, untainted by the corruption 

of a court, and uninitiated in Cabinet secrets," the Jacksonians' convention address informed their 

fellow New Jersey voters. Lafayette's well-publicized tour of the state's Revolutionary 

Battlefields on the eve of the election also provided a timely assist for the warrior candidate. The 
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state's voters evidently overlooked the Jackson campaign's own involvement in Washington 

intrigue. Swartwout and other New Jersey Jacksonians had been the principle purveyors of a 

rumor that Clay no longer expected to win and "consequently General Jackson will obtain the 

electoral votes of all the Western states." Clay's allies published vociferous denials in the press 

blaming Jackson's cronies, but the General added New Jersey's eight electoral votes to his column 

anyway.
45

 

 Like other Middle States, parties in Maryland were well-organized, but more closely-

balanced than elsewhere. Differing from their counterparts in the region however, Maryland's 

Federalists were the factionalized party, resulting in a marked partisan laxity among Republicans. 

All adult white males with at least a year's residence were enfranchised and electoral participation 

in Maryland usually ranked highest in the nation. With presidential electors selected in a popular 

vote by district,  each candidate possessed eleven chances to walk away with electoral votes. All 

four candidates competed, but there were no statewide tickets. Electors were either self-

nominated or picked by meeting in each district. Unsurprisingly in a competitive four-man 

contest where each district election mattered, Maryland validated its national reputation. The state 

enjoyed the highest turnout in the Union at 54% of the eligible electorate, one of only two states 

to surpass the halfway mark in voter participation. In the popular vote Jackson barely edged 

Adams; both men received about 15,000 ballots with their totals separated by less than three-

hundred votes. Jackson swept more districts however, earning seven electoral votes to Adams' 

three. Crawford dropped well into third place with more than four times fewer votes than the 

leaders, but he captured one district, taking one electoral vote. In yet another humiliating finish, 
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Clay, who had expected to carry at least two districts, fell just short of an insubstantial 700 votes 

total and earned no electoral votes whatsoever.
46

 

 The Treasury Secretary had been championed by the state's much-admired Senator 

Samuel Smith, but Crawford's Radical retrenchment policies remained quite unpopular in 

Maryland. Adams easily defeated the Treasury Secretary in the rural areas around Baltimore, 

within the ethnic English slaveholding strongholds in southern Maryland, among coastal tobacco-

growers, and with state's governmental employees. There were far fewer Jacksonians among 

those constituencies, with the General's supporters located primarily in the city of Baltimore and 

in western Maryland. Baltimore's economy had substantially suffered in the Panic, so Jackson's 

anti-corruption message helped him carry the city's working class. The General's advertized piety 

swayed voters here as well, with Jackson leading among Methodists, Baptists, and Presbyterians. 

They apparently ignored a pamphlet widely-circulating in Maryland, expressly aimed at the 

state's religious communities, that claimed one of six militiamen executed during the Creek War 

by Jackson's orders had been a "preacher of the gospel." The factionalized Federalists, still quite 

active in Maryland, unsurprisingly split in their presidential choice and Federalist electors 

appeared on the Adams, Jackson, and Crawford tickets. Calhoun had relentlessly courted 

Maryland's Federalists and most of his high-profile supporters there flipped to Jackson, but 

ordinary Federalist voters broke almost evenly between the General and the Secretary of State.
47
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 Unlike Maryland, Delaware's state legislature picked the electors. After some convoluted 

maneuvering the politicians awarded two electoral votes to Crawford and one for Adams. 

Unfortunately for the Treasury Secretary, the final results only reinforced his reputation as a 

scheming politico. Delaware's parties rivaled Massachusetts' in their well-oiled organization. 

Divided into three counties, northernmost New Castle County lacked slave labor, supported 

Clay's American System policies, and generally voted Republican, called Democrats here just as 

in Pennsylvania. Southernmost Essex county included slave-owning tobacco planters, favored the 

Missouri Compromise, and generally voted Federalist. Kent county in the center had traditionally 

also been Federalist-dominated, but had become more competitive by the 1820's and Republicans 

actually seized control there in 1824. All three counties possessed the same number of seats in the 

legislature regardless of population size, which meant that the two Federalist counties were over-

represented. Adams was the popular favorite in north Delaware, Crawford in south Delaware, but 

Jackson commanded a significant minority presence throughout the state. Delaware Federalists 

preferred Crawford over Adams, so the state's Republican newspapers actually reprinted the pro-

Crawford editorials from Federalist newspapers to increase Republican support for the Secretary 

of State. When a joint session of the legislature convened to pick the electors, fourteen favored 

Adams, eleven Crawford, and five opted for Jackson, but almost every member was open to 

bargaining. Needing an absolute majority of sixteen votes to win, only one Adams elector cleared 

that bar on the first ballot. Two Crawford electors obtained fifteen votes however, just one short 

of victory, so the Senate Speaker, who was chairing the joint session and had already voted as a 

member, voted again as Chairman giving Crawford two electors. Adams had clearly been 

cheated, but members from the southern counties voted down northern objections and the results 

stood.
48
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 As intricate as Delaware's political maneuvering had been, it failed to match the tangled, 

frenzied manipulation in New York's fabled legislative vote for presidential electors. With thirty-

six electoral votes, a whopping 15% of the national total, New York offered the biggest reward in 

the entire election and every candidate conspired to carry off the trophy. A plethora of competing 

interests comprised the electorate in New York. Manufacturers, merchants, industrialists, 

shippers, and farmers all vied for political attention, while the state's domestic and international 

economic ties drew its focus both east and west. Representing this complex mixture, Republicans 

in New York had splintered into a bewildering array of shifting factions, endlessly complicating 

every political calculation. "After living a dozen years in New York, I don't pretend to 

comprehend their politics," one New England émigré observed bemusedly, "It is a labyrinth of 

wheels within wheels, and it is understood only by the managers."  The two principle groups were 

allied to Van Buren and Clinton respectively. Van Buren supported Crawford, Van Buren's 

Albany Regency controlled the legislature, the legislature picked the electors, so Crawford 

appeared to be the frontrunner to win New York. Just as in the national campaign however, the 

other candidates each aimed to take down the Treasury Secretary there, so Crawford and his allies 

faced a blizzard of crossfire from the other contenders.
49

 

 In 1823 anti-Crawford Regency and anti-Regency Republicans created the 'People's 

Party.' This coalition fought to transfer the election of electors from the legislature to ordinary 

voters, presumably denying Crawford New York's electoral vote. They never consolidated behind 

a replacement choice for president because Adams, Calhoun, Clay, and Jackson men all 

participated. Calhoun claimed the People's Party represented "the heroes of the Revolution, and 

the Republicans of '98 and 1812" against Van Buren and his "reign of corruption and intrigue." 
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Factionalism hampered the fragile anti-Crawford coalition from the outset however. Some 

members loyally followed Clinton, but others loathed him; most backed Adams for President 

once Calhoun dropped out, but others rejected the Secretary of State. Adams invariably flattered 

Clinton to his supporters, but Clinton himself backed Jackson. Competing rumors circulated that 

Jackson's party in New York was a stalking horse for Clinton's soon-to-be-announced presidential 

bid or that Clinton supported the General because President Jackson planned to name him 

Secretary of State. With all these cross-cutting fault lines, the Regency frustrated the legislative 

push for popularly-elected electors but only by a hairsbreadth three votes in the Senate. While 

Van Buren had supported numerous democratic electoral reforms in the past, the Wizard opposed 

the popular elector election simply to avoid placing Crawford's New York victory in the hands of 

a fickle and changing electorate.
50

 

 Clay's American System policies had attracted New Yorkers across the state, but 

especially in the western part. Settlers from New England increasingly matched the traditional 

Dutch New Yorkers in influence and they leaned Adams. A small meeting in New York City 

endorsed Jackson as "the people's choice for president" and veterans throughout the state 

favorably regarded the General. Crawford even faced problems within Van Buren's coalition. 

While the leaders backed him, ordinary Regency Republicans never truly embraced Crawford. 

Many not only rejected his opposition to protective tariffs and internal improvements, but the 

hoary Virginia/New York axis itself had become increasingly unpopular. For voters in the 

nation's largest state, a Crawford presidency meant four more years of undeservedly playing 

second fiddle to the much smaller Virginia. Even the Federalists in Van Buren's coalition 

appeared to be breaking in favor of the Secretary of State. Trusting Crawford's future to a 
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malleable legislature instead of unpredictable voters seemed far safer to Van Buren. He illogically 

insisted that the legislature that rejected the switch to a popular election had itself been elected 

"with a direct reference to the presidential question," which somehow justified not turning the 

choice over to the voters. Unfortunately for New York's chief political guru, his machinations 

proved costly at the polls. After the Regency defied popular demands for more control over the 

presidential electors, Clinton, the People's Party nominee, handily defeated the Regency 

candidate in the 1824 gubernatorial race and Van Buren's allies lost control of the legislature. 

Crawford's "friends have less common sense than any set of men I ever knew," Jackson observed, 

"every step they take is well calculated to destroy their candidate with the people."
51

 

 Fortunately for Crawford, the Regency-dominated lame duck and not the newly-elected 

legislature would pick the electors and Van Buren himself returned to Albany to oversee the 

proceedings. He still faced a challenging task. By a simple majority vote, each branch of the 

legislature voted for a slate of electors. If the slates matched, then electors were considered 

selected, but if they differed both chambers met in joint session to negotiate a unified slate. The 

Regency controlled the Senate, but not the Assembly. With thirty-two Senators and one hundred 

and twenty-five Assemblymen, the winning slate needed seventy-nine votes. When Van Buren 

counted heads, he realized that Crawford and Adams each commanded about sixty votes, while 
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forty members favored Clay; only by expert strategic management would Crawford carry New 

York.
52

 

 The state's politicians had developed a national reputation for their slick maneuvering. In 

a narrowly divided legislature deciding among four candidates in an intensely contested 

presidential election, they successfully maintained that standing. Adams' floor leader Thurlow 

Weed had personally trailed a Crawfordite around New York state during the summer and caught 

him bribing three Clay supporters with cash to vote for the Treasury Secretary. He threatened to 

expose the three guilty members if they voted for Crawford and he personally marked their 

ballots so he would know if they complied. "Treacherous" friends were "ready for the attainment 

of some paltry promise to sacrifice" him, one New York ally complained to Clay, "the thirst for 

public office and emolument and the unwearied and artful efforts to corrupt and purchase others 

have truly sunk our State." For his part, Van Buren struck up a secret alliance himself with the 

Clayite minority, brokering a mixed slate of electors containing twenty-nine Crawford and seven 

Clay men. Van Buren's list cleared the Senate, but faltered in the Assembly where the Crawford, 

Adams, and Clay groups each nominated their own ticket. After a three-day deadlock, Van Buren 

convinced his cautious allies in the Assembly to vote for the Adams ticket. Since each chamber 

now had a designated slate, a joint session would decide between the two. Van Buren had 

contrived the entire plot based on the smug assurance that the Crawford/Clay ticket would easily 

defeat the Adams slate in the joint session. Foolishly however, Van Buren had not informed his 

Clay allies about his plan, so when the Regency Assemblymen voted for the Adams ticket, Clay's 

followers naturally assumed Van Buren had deserted them. They had planned all along to take 

"advantage of our Neutrality" and "keep fair with all of them," so they could unite with either 

Crawford or Adams as circumstances warranted. Weed, smartly sensing an opening, created his 

own clandestine alliance with the Clayites, negotiating a new combined slate of twenty-nine 
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Adams and seven Clay electors. He printed the ballots himself to keep the maneuver entirely 

concealed.
53

  

 The ballot-counting in the joint session quickly revealed Weed's stealthy maneuver, 

stunning the over-confident Regency members. When the joint session Chairman Erastus Root 

plucked the first Adams/Clay ballot from the box,  he was so flustered he could only sputter, "A 

printed split ticket!" Bedlam erupted, but the counting continued despite cries of "Treason!" from 

the Crawfordites. In the final tally, the Crawford/Clay ticket received 76 votes, the Adams' ticket 

59, the Adams/Clay ticket 19, and three ballots were left blank. Since seven Clay electors 

received ninety-five votes total from two tickets, they were selected. Twenty-five Adams electors 

had garnered seventy-eight votes, one short of an absolute majority, or so the Regency members 

claimed. However the three blank ballots meant that only seventy-eight votes were needed. After 

two hours of fruitless objections, the Adams electors were approved, some Crawfordites walked 

out in disgust, and four Crawford electors were picked on a second ballot. In the end, Adams left 

New York with twenty-five electoral votes, Clay seven, and Crawford, the purported frontrunner, 

with four. Once again the Treasury Secretary's vaunted organization had fumbled at the finish. 

Van Buren "looks like a wilted cabbage," one Adamsite chortled.
54

 

 Although Calhoun had been long eliminated from the race, he too exulted in Crawford's 

New York defeat. "Our country has a right to rejoice the overthrow of the most dangerous 

faction, which has ever appeared in our country," he crowed upon hearing the result. While Van 

Buren blamed duplicitous Clayites for Adams' upset, he had simply been outmaneuvered by 

Weed and fell victim of his own secretive political shenanigans by keeping the Clay men in the 

dark. Clay's forces also miscalculated however. His members apparently split between voting the 
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Adams/Clay and Crawford/Clay tickets, which reduced the overall influence of the Speaker's 

bloc. Their "grand mistake," Peter Porter told Clay with chagrin, came "in not closing at once 

with the offer made by the Adams men to divide the ticket equally." Ironically, his opponents also 

suppressed his support in the New York legislature by spreading rumors that he had no support in 

the New York legislature! Since Clay also lacked a press network, "there is not one paper here in 

which we can reply," one ally complained. Though he had been bested by the Adamsites, the 

cunning Van Buren still possessed one last card to play however. When the electoral college 

convened in December, Van Buren and the Regency, ably assisted by Adams men and 

Clintonians working for Jackson, applied ample political pressure on New York's electors. 

Accordingly, one Clayite voted for Jackson, one Adams elector voted for Crawford, and two 

other Clay electors failed to appear and were replaced by Adams men. Van Buren's latest 

machinations netted one additional electoral vote each for Adams, Crawford, and Jackson, all at 

the expense of Clay. "I know not the secret springs which have produced such a strange result as 

has occurred in N. York," a deflated Clay admitted. The Speaker could at least take consolation 

that New York ensured that he did not leave the Middle States empty-handed. In the most 

contested region in the nation where every candidate sought to extend their campaign outside 

their home base, each contender captured some electoral votes. Adams obtained thirty, Crawford 

eight, and Clay four. Jackson emerged as the clear winner in the pivotal Middle however, with his 

impressive forty-four votes actually doubling the total he had earned in the Southwest. The 

General's oft-repeated campaign messaging against corruption had clearly been effective against 

the politicians from Washington.
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Table 1 - Vote Totals For The Presidential Election Of 1824 

Popular Vote (PV), Percentage of Total Popular Vote (%), and Electoral Vote (EV) 

by State, Region, and Nationally 

 

 
 

 

Adapted from Michael J. Dubin, United States Presidential Elections. 1788-1860: The Official 

Results by County and State (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., Inc., 2002), 31-42. 

Totals do not include 365 popular votes for unaffiliated electors, 200 in Rhode Island and 165 in 

Illinois. The results for popular votes reported here vary somewhat from other others sources, 

such as Lynn Hudson Parsons, The Birth of Modern Politics: Andrew Jackson, John Quincy 

Adams, and the Election of 1828 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 98-99 and Donald 

Ratcliffe, The One-Party Presidential Contest: Adams, Jackson, and 1824's Five-Horse Race 

(Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2015), 279-280. There was no "official" tally of 

popular votes. Historians have pieced together the totals from newspapers accounts and state 

archives, so they are frequently inconsistent.  
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Analyzing The Returns: The Fate Of Four Very Different Candidacies 

 As heated as the contest had been, turnout proved quite subdued. Over 360,000 citizens 

voted, representing only 27% of eligible voters, with the strongest participation in the Middle 

States and the weakest in New England. Since many contests were lopsided formalities for the 

expected winner, particularly in New England, the Southwest, Kentucky, Missouri, and 

Pennsylvania, many voters, convinced that their ballot was unnecessary, simply stayed home. 

Although the perception was slowly changing, voters also generally participated in greater 

numbers in state over national races, since local legislators usually wielded more power over the 

lives of ordinary citizens than politicians in Washington. Jackson captured 42% of the national 

popular vote, followed by Adams at 32%, with Crawford and Clay far behind at about 13% each. 

The electoral vote totals suggested a similar narrative, but with one critical difference. Jackson 

claimed the most electors at 99, Adams was again second at 84, but Crawford crucially bested 

Clay. Though the Speaker had slightly outpolled the Treasury Secretary in popular elections, 

Crawford's influence with state legislatures provided him with 41 electors to Clay's 37. Since no 

candidate had achieved a majority of electoral votes, following the Twelfth Amendment to the 

Constitution, the election would be decided by a vote in the U.S. House of Representatives among 

the three leading candidates in electoral vote. Since Crawford had edged Clay in that category, he 

would join Jackson and Adams in a House election and not the Speaker. The candidates' relative 

finish unsurprisingly matched their regional results. Jackson and Adams claimed the top spots 

because they carried their home regions easily, while making significant inroads elsewhere. 

Jackson proved quite competitive against Crawford in the South and Clay in the Northwest, with 

Adams also showing some strength in the latter region. The two leading candidates truly carried 
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the day in the Middle States however, together garnering 86% of the electoral vote from that 

region.
56

 

 No House election would be required to decide the Vice Presidency. With his position on 

both the Adams and Jackson tickets, Calhoun easily won the office outright with 182 electors to 

78. He captured votes in every region, with only five states rejecting him completely. Crawfordite 

Georgia and Virginia opposed the Treasury Secretary's arch-nemesis of course, with the former 

casting their votes for Van Buren and the latter anointing North Carolina Radical Nathaniel 

Macon. Other states decided that their second choice for president should be Vice President. Clay 

received the majority of Delaware's electoral votes, while Connecticut and Missouri joined by a 

few minority electors from New Hampshire and Maryland opted for Jackson. Former New York 
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Senator Nathan Sanford had been Clay's running mate on several tickets; he received thirty 

electoral votes from New York, Kentucky, and Ohio. As Calhoun had planned since his abrupt 

departure from the presidential race, he was now poised to exert influence over any incoming 

administration.
57

 

 For the two biggest losers in the race, the election had clearly not gone according to plan. 

By any traditional measure, Crawford had assembled the strongest campaign by far. His weighty 

organization, spirited newspaper network, influence over elected officials, well-oiled 

congressional party, and caucus nomination would have delivered an overwhelming victory in 

1816, but unfortunately for Crawford the old rules no longer applied. Crawford and his allies 

correctly believed that he had been attacked more vigorously than any candidate since Jefferson. 

The decline of Federalism encouraged Republican factionalism, effectively meaning that the 

Party no longer needed to consolidate behind a single candidate. The multiple Republican 

campaigns both increased and intensified attacks against the frontrunner. The rejection of 

Virginia/New York domination tainted any candidate they supported. The growing disgust with 

corrupt politics doomed the scandal-beleaguered caucus nominee. Each of these changes 

dramatically undermined the power of Crawford's giant organization, one he had so painstakingly 

built over more than eight years. Even if Crawford recognized the ground shifting under his feet, 

he had been committed for so long to his original strategy he simply could not change course at 

the end of the race. The putative frontrunner finished last in popular vote, winning a popular 

election only in Virginia. His influence with politicians at least preserved his chance in the House 

election however. Crawford topped Clay by winning in four state legislative elections, amply 

assisted by Van Buren's ultimate insider machinations in the electoral college. If the House 
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election could be carried by political wheeling-and-dealing, the Treasury Secretary remained a 

viable candidate.
58

 

 The outcome of Clay's pathetic effort was far more predictable than Crawford's defeat. 

Nearly every decision Clay made throughout the long campaign proved disastrously mistaken. 

Though the Speaker retained support in Congress, choosing to run without a newspaper network 

or sizable organization - both staples of successful past and future presidential candidacies - 

hampered his campaign everywhere except in his home region. "What operates very much against 

your prospects is the want of a newspaper," one Middle State ally noted with chagrin, "In every 

corner they are setting up presses for Crawford & Adams while it is with difficulty that we can 

find admittance for articles in your favor." Clay squandered his limited resources by focusing on 

his nearly hopeless cause in the Virginia/New York axis at the expense of other Middle and New 

England states potentially more receptive to his message. While Clay's campaign based on issues 

pointed to their future importance in Second Party System politics, they clearly worked against 

him in 1824. The other three candidates deliberately obscured their precise views behind vague 

generalities, allowing Adams' supporters for instance to run him as anti-tariff in the South and 

Southwest, but pro-tariff in the Middle States. "Was not Jackson as much a Tariff man as you 

were," one Louisiana ally groused, "His conduct was more covert." Indeed Clay's very visible 

role as the architect of the Missouri Compromise, the Tariff legislation, and the Roads and 

Surveys Bill permitted no evasion and his national campaign floundered in the face of ardent 

"local jeolesies [sic]." Even the Speaker eventually grasped his predicament. Correctly claiming 

that the other candidates had deliberately taken opposing stands on the same issue in different 
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regions, Clay complained that, "The difference between them & me is, that I have ever been 

placed in situations in which I could not conceal my sentiments."
59

 

 Clay's decision to return to Washington politics proved his greatest mistake of all 

however. His command of indoor maneuvering properly earned him his historical reputation as a 

shrewd political tactician, but as presidential elections became increasingly democratized, he 

proved far less adept at crowd-pleasing out-of-doors mass politics. Clay's reelection to the 

Speakership forced him to take highly-visible stands on divisive issues, while participating in the 

sometimes unsavory business of politics. Unfortunately for Clay, as Jackson ratcheted up his 

attacks on corruption in Washington, he was master of the biggest House in the General's unholy 

city. In many ways Clay's campaign was almost the mirror opposite of Calhoun's. While the 

Secretary of War had created and supervised a well-oiled electoral operation, very few ordinary 

voters favored him. In contrast Clay attracted a coterie of ardent admirers among the citizenry, 

but he so poorly managed his campaign at the top that that support never translated into ballot 

box success. 

 Adams entered the election with an advantage over his opponents. Controlling three 

newspaper contracts in every state virtually guaranteed favorable free press coverage across the 

nation. As the only non-slaveowner in the race, he could also depend upon carrying sectional-

minded voters in the North. His edge increased substantially once Clay opted out of New 

England, which left Adams facing only Crawford, an overtly Southern candidate tainted by 

scandal. Without much competition in his home region, Adams could focus on his national effort. 

Unsurprisingly, he ran in more states than any other candidate, while fielding the most well-
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rounded campaign. Where Jackson relied on popular elections and Crawford on state legislatures, 

Adams successfully mixed both types in his strong second-place finish. For all of his worries 

about Federalists, they emerged as a non-factor in his campaign. He did not need them in New 

England to defeat Crawford, and he performed reasonably well with them elsewhere. The 

numerous attacks Federalist newspapers leveled against Adams actually improved his standing 

with Republicans. Adams also padded his vote totals far outside New England with support from 

the so-called "Universal Yankee Nation," natives from his region who had dispersed into other 

states.
60

 

 Not every factor favored the Secretary of State however. While Adams thoroughly 

outdueled Jackson in terms of traditional metrics for presidential experience and undoubtedly 

carried some voters on that basis alone, the General's anti-corruption campaign damaged 

Washington politicians generally, but Administration figures especially. Adams had been 

politically savvy enough to sit back, watch, and reap the benefits as Crawford and Calhoun 

almost totally destroyed each other's reputations, but the splatter from their nasty fight stained 

every Cabinet candidate. As a result, Adams generally trailed Jackson in popular elections outside 

New England. Even with his victory over the General in Virginia, Adams finished far behind 

Jackson in the South and the Southwest, while performing only marginally better against him in 

the Northwest. In the all-important Middle however, Jackson demonstrated how powerfully his 

campaign message had worked against Adams, when he received twice as many popular votes 

there as the Secretary of State. 

 Jackson's outsider candidacy required an insurgent's campaign. Unlike his three rivals, he 

had virtually no chance of winning a congressional caucus nomination and was less competitive 

in state legislature elections for electors. With little support from national and state politicians, he 
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was forced to turn to other means to win the election. Although based on longstanding, local 

political precedents, his campaign employed the first state caucus nominations for president in 

1824 and the first delegate conventions to select electors ever. His supporters also organized more 

public meetings in a wider array of states than any other candidate. The greater popular 

involvement in the Jackson effort served both practical and ideological purposes. As outsiders 

supporting an outsider, Jacksonians almost never controlled the regular levers of power, so they 

required alternative means of fostering their candidate's campaign. Since they avoided the 

conventional methods that his opponents employed however, Jacksonians were free to criticize 

those methods as illegitimate. The General's greater reliance on a grassroots presidential 

campaign in 1824 pointed toward future standard practice in the Second Party System's mass 

politics.
61

 

 Jackson's message proved equally novel. Jackson and his allies carefully cultivated his 

image as a war hero, veteran of the Revolution, westerner, common man, and anti-partisan, but 

above every other qualification, the Jackson campaign stressed his opposition to political 

corruption. Every candidate insisted that the presidency should be conferred by the people 

unsolicited of course, but Jackson repudiated electioneering with far greater consistency and 

frequency than any contender. Unlike his opponents, he repeated his pledge ad nauseam to an 

array of correspondents in dozens of letters over several years. Taking the cue from their leader, 

his followers followed suit, coherently reinforcing Jackson's message against corrupt political 

practices across every aspect of his campaign, including newspapers, pamphlets, speeches, and 

toasts. The congressional caucus served as the most visible sign of corrupt politics-as-usual and 

both the General and his followers stigmatized it unrelentingly. As one of his newspapers 

colorfully snarled, Jackson "will hang every scoundrel in Washington within five minutes after 

his inauguration." No presidential candidate had ever run against the Capital itself. Clay probably 
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rivaled Jackson in uniform, recurrent messaging, but unfortunately for the Speaker, Jackson's 

campaign themes simply proved more resonant and less divisive to voters. While Jacksonians 

differed on specific issues - most supported internal improvements and defense upgrades, but 

lacked agreement on tariffs and slavery extension - they united in opposing congressional caucus 

nominations and Washington insider politics. Jackson message attracted diverse blocs of voters, 

proving quite popular with backcountry residents in the South and Southwest, with urban 

dwellers in Panic-ravaged cities, and ethnoculturally with the Scotch-Irish, Pennsylvania Dutch, 

and Irish Catholic laborers. Of all the candidates, the General clearly demonstrated the greatest 

strength outside his home base.
62

 

 Specific circumstances surrounding the 1824 election enhanced the timeliness of 

Jackson's message. The War of 1812, the Missouri Compromise, and the Panic of 1819 had each 

frayed the nation's cohesiveness and fostered regionalism. Political, economic, and military 

failures, exacerbated by nostalgia over the fiftieth anniversary of the Revolution and Lafayette's 

visit, fed a growing public fear that the United States had betrayed its republican ideals. Instead of 

solving the nation's problems and reversing the slide, voters began to believe that corrupt First 

Party System political practices both caused and contributed to the declension. An increasingly 

democratized electorate in presidential elections boosted scrutiny of the candidates and Jackson's 

message against corruption, flexibly encompassing all voters whatever their position on specific 

issues, attracted more ballots than any other candidate. Long before Jackson's campaign garnered 

attention from the public and the politicians, voters had begun coalescing against Washington 

insiders, especially the Cabinet Secretaries. Clay received letters from every region of the country 

denouncing his Cabinet opponents simply because they were Department heads. "Abuses have 

crept in to the administration of the Government," a New Yorker complained, "charged on the 
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present heads of the different departments." A New Englander insisted he supported Clay due to 

his stance on the issues, but "above all, to take from the Cabinet the power...of perpetuating 

offices in itself." Clay supporters in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Virginia expressed 

similar sentiments. Meanwhile, Maryland's Roger B. Taney, not officially connected to the 

Jackson campaign in 1824, supported the General nonetheless, noting acerbically, "He is honest, 

he is independent, is not brought forth by any class of publicans...I am sick of all Secretary 

candidates."  Jackson's campaign reflected these beliefs. Eaton blamed the War of 1812 failures 

on Cabinet rivalries and denounced the men in these same offices now destroying each other to 

gain the presidency. "We have seen enough of the ills resulting from this condition of things to 

desire a change," he insisted to Jackson, the "Secretaries are each in quest of his own interest and 

promotion...There was a time when for this office, men thought not of themselves, but...[of] great 

fidelity in public trusts, but now To Puff is the style,...[to] bow and court and intrigue for a high 

station." Alone among the campaigns, only Jackson's literature stressed the nation's declension. 

Many voters believed that national politics needed an outsider to fix the problems that insiders 

had created, and Jackson's campaign adroitly capitalized on their anxieties.
63

 

 Each candidate offered some version of nationalism to attract voters from outside their 

home base. Crawford ran as the partisan Jeffersonian hopefully appealing to all Republicans 

regardless of their region of residence. Adams touted his peerless record of public service. His 

unrivaled diplomatic background, administrative experience, and negotiation of nationalist 

treaties certainly branded him the most traditionally qualified candidate in the race, but also 
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helped him transcend any "geographical considerations." While Crawford and Adams made 

generic nationalist appeals that would not have been out of place in any preceding presidential 

election, Clay and Jackson actually offered specific solutions to contemporary national problems 

lingering from the Era of Good Feelings. The Speaker advanced explicit  policies under the 

overtly nationalist rubric 'American System.' Jackson countered by aligning voters everywhere 

against Washington corruption, running an 'us versus them,' a 'people versus the politicians' 

campaign. From the generic side, Adams' appeal easily trumped Crawford's. The Treasury 

Secretary's pose as the 'Republican candidate' was simply unsustainable when faced with a 

fractured, deeply-divided Republican Party. Similarly, Jackson's stance overwhelmed Clay's. The 

Speaker's platform was readily caricatured as a self-serving, regionally-biased political ploy by 

those that it did not directly aid. In effect, his enemies accused him of what historian David 

Waldstreicher termed "nationalist regionalism," the conflation of one's regional interests with 

national goals.
64

 

 Meanwhile, Jackson's message proved quite malleable to any citizen anywhere. Whether 

a voter was pro- or anti-slavery, favored or fought tariffs, or supported or opposed federally-

funded internal improvements, Jackson's claim that Washington's intriguing politicos were to 

blame for the nation's ills resonated. The General ultimately triumphed over his capital-based 

opponents because they had spent the last four years proving his point. As some of the nation's 

problems remained unaddressed, the politicians turned a minor disagreement over two army 

officers into a major political fight, rewarded favored friends with coveted patronage positions, 

engaged in endless rounds of newspaper mud-slinging, circulated evil rumors about each other, 

and participated in a full-blown political scandal that tarnished every candidate except Jackson. 

While generally not corrupt, the politicians' practices had mostly been politics-as-usual. Their 

activities proved jarring to many voters however, anxious that their nation was in decline and that 
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their economic problems remained unsolved. In increasingly democratized presidential elections, 

these voters tossed a Jackson ballot into the box. As the election moved from the people back to 

Washington in the House of Representatives, the politicos would afford the General with even 

more opportunities to make his case. 
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CHAPTER 9: KINGMAKING BEHIND CLOSED DOORS 

 As December's chill settled over Washington, Clay prepared to face his own personal 

winter of discontent. The Speaker, a master at scheming behind closed political doors, had 

himself been outmaneuvered by insider trickery carefully concealed from the public. Though 

Clay had narrowly defeated Crawford in the popular vote, he trailed the Treasury Secretary by 

four electoral votes. Since no candidate had achieved a majority of electoral votes, following the 

Twelfth Amendment to the Constitution, the election would be decided by a vote in the U.S. 

House of Representatives among the three leading candidates in electoral vote. Clay's fourth 

place finish meant that he had been eliminated from contention. While half the Louisiana 

legislature had favored Clay, the backroom deal between the Jackson and Adams men denied him 

any electoral votes whatsoever. Meanwhile he had departed New York's legislative election with 

seven electors, but after secret maneuvering by Crawford, Adams, and Jackson supporters, only 

four voted for Clay when the electoral college convened in December. Finally, Crawfordites in 

Delaware had improperly granted the Treasury Secretary two electors. A change of result in 

either Louisiana, New York, or Delaware would, at the very least, have tied Clay with Crawford 

in electoral votes. Instead the Treasury Secretary and not the Speaker would face off against 

Jackson and Adams. Clay's ouster from the House election benefited all three of his opponents. It 

removed a western rival to Jackson, a pro-American System rival to Adams, and prevented 

Crawford's exclusion from the race. Stymied by insider machinations, the master manipulator had 

himself been mastered by his competitors. Still, as a high-profile and powerful House Speaker, 

Clay exerted enormous influence over the legislators responsible for deciding the election. While 

he could never be king, Clay might yet be the kingmaker.
1
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 "I would not cross Pennsylvania Avenue to be in any office under any administration 

which lies before us," Clay carped about his choices. Still, the three finalists believed the Speaker 

at least partially controlled their fate especially through his influence over the delegations from 

Kentucky, Ohio, and Missouri, the three states he had captured in popular elections. Supporters of 

each contender pitched their appeals to Clay on very different grounds. "You know our partiality 

was for you next to the Hero; and how much we want a western President," Jacksonians 

flatteringly told Clay. Crawfordites appealed to Clay's sense of duty. "The hopes of the 

Republican party are concentrated on you," they begged, "For God sakes preserve it...we consider 

him & you the only genuine Republican candidates." Meanwhile an Adamsite "with tears in his 

eyes" insisted that the Secretary of State "always" admired Clay's talents. "There is no station to 

which they are not equal," he pleaded, "Consider seriously whether the public good & your own 

future interests do not point most distinctly to the choice which you ought to make." Each 

candidate's followers cleverly insisted Clay had been their "second choice" from the beginning. 

The nature of each man's bid for Clay's support revealed their different strategies for winning a 

House election. The victorious candidate needed a simple majority of states, meaning thirteen of 

the twenty-four. Crawford had won only three states, so he had a long climb to overtake his more 

popular opponents. Unimaginatively, he fell back upon his losing strategy in the general  election 

by appealing to the partisan impulses of elite politicians. Jackson changed tactics from stressing 

anti-corruption to highlighting his western regionalism. He had won eleven states; if he could 

hold on to those while adding any two of Clay's western victories he would come out on top. 

Adams had triumphed in seven states. He had relied heavily on his social campaign in the general 

election and he would need every bit of his deal-making ability to add six more states to his total. 

Tellingly, by appealing to Clay's "own future interests," he was the only candidate to overtly 

suggest that the Speaker might get a job in his forthcoming administration. With 212 
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Representatives to woo, there would be ample opportunities for these partisan, regional, and 

personal strategies to play out.
2
 

 

Corralling The Representatives: Let's Make A Deal 

 "I am compelled to be an actor in the public concerns here," Clay complained, "And an 

actor in such a scene!" Indeed, the Speaker adroitly captured the almost-frenzied intrigue as each 

of the three remaining candidates tried to forge a winning coalition of states. Unfortunately for 

the erstwhile frontrunner, the tables had turned. In the general election Crawford had been the 

man to beat, but as the competition moved into the House the Treasury Secretary was widely 

regarded as the weakest of the three contenders. He had captured only three states in the fall 

contest and prospects looked grim for adding any more to his totals in the House. Georgia and 

Virginia remained firmly committed to Crawford of course, while he continued to rely on 

Delaware. Not only had Crawford taken two of three electoral votes in the diminutive state, but 

Louis McLane, Delaware's lone Representative, admired Crawford personally, disliked Adams 

intensely, and "would overthrow the Capitol sooner than he would vote for Jackson." 

Unsurprisingly, Crawford's only true success in the House election came from the same elite 

politicians that had served as the basis of his entire campaign. Although ordinary voters in North 

Carolina had opted for Jackson, almost the entire congressional delegation continued to favor 

Crawford. Elsewhere the Treasury Secretary's cause seemed relatively hopeless, but those four 

states "have nailed their flag, and will sink with the ship," one Georgian noted resignedly. 

Crawford's health remained an issue. Although he had largely recovered his speech, vision, and 
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strength, one hand remained paralyzed and persistent rumors exaggerated the severity of his 

condition.
3
 

 As the least competitive candidate, most coalition rumors naturally centered on 

Crawford. Jackson overheard that the Treasury Secretary would unite with Adams, while Adams' 

informants insisted that Crawford was joining forces with Jackson. In fact neither rumor was 

correct. Crawford's managers believed he was every Representative's second choice and they 

intended to keep their man in the race in the event the two favorites deadlocked. Strategically, 

they could only prevent Adams or Jackson from achieving a majority, force multiple balloting, 

and hope that Crawford would emerge as the compromise choice when the other two failed to 

win. As usual Van Buren continued to serve as Crawford's chief tactician. Since Jackson lacked 

much of a following among politicians in the House, he expected Adams to have an edge in the 

race. Accordingly, Van Buren counseled New York's pro-Crawford Representatives to stand 

"aloof from the intrigues," allow the Adams and Jackson contingents to butt heads, and prevent 

Adams from achieving a majority of New York's delegation. Meanwhile, Maryland's 

Representatives appeared divided between the two leading aspirants and Van Buren's intelligence 

suggested that state would vote for Adams on the first ballot, but switch to Jackson on the second. 

Adams' early failure to seal the deal would only embolden the Jacksonians to fight on, at which 

point Crawford could be brokered as the candidate suitable to all sides. Van Buren's plan offered 

the slenderest odds of success of course, but Crawford's weak position in the general election 

provided few options. Victory depended on preventing Adams from winning New York on the 

first ballot, a task seemingly tailor-made for a crafty political-fixer like Van Buren.
4
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 Despite his lack of support from elite politicians, Jackson and his allies expected to win 

the House election. The General had triumphed in the popular vote, carried the most states, and as 

a westerner he should be theoretically competitive in the states Clay had won, where he remained 

quite admired by numerous ordinary citizens. In Jackson's simplistic analysis, the popular vote 

winner should win the House election. "The people have the right to choose the chief executive of 

the nation," the General insisted. Jackson returned to Washington in December, this time 

accompanied by his wife Rachel. The hoopla surrounding the impending House vote wearied 

both Jacksons. "How shall I get through this bustle," Rachel wondered, "There are not less than 

fifty to one hundred persons calling in a day. My dear husband was unwell...and company and 

business are oppressive."
5
 

 Oppressive or not, Jackson joined the frenzy to corral the necessary number of 

Representatives, but the General was clearly out of his element. While some of his surrogates 

pandered to Clay, and some of Clay's allies hinted that the State Department would be the price of 

the Speaker's support, the General remained deeply opposed to any deal-making with either Clay 

or Crawford. "Jackson you well know will not intrigue or trade for any...office, & I love the man, 

the more that he will not," Eaton observed proudly. Since the other contenders were more readily 

bargaining however, "it is indeed difficult to conceive how he can maintain his ground & 

prospects, when...the reverse of his virtues is brought to bear against him," his ally added with a 

touch of chagrin. While Jackson simply hated Clay and Crawford too much to compromise with 

either, he also believed he had no need to bargain. Expecting support from the states he had won 

in the general election, the General required only two more victories. With the western states of 

Ohio, Kentucky, and Missouri ripe for the plucking by the only  popular westerner remaining in 
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the race, Jackson believed his triumph an almost foregone conclusion. In the face of his rigid 

opposition to deal-making however, even states that had supported him began to slip from his 

grasp. "Rumors say that deep intrigue is on foot," the General sputtered, "that Mr. Clay is trying 

to wield his influence with Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, & Elonois [sic] in favour of Adams." The 

lucky General who had sailed along unmolested until late in the campaign endured even more 

personal attacks. A new pamphlet, composed by his enemies in Tennessee and widely 

disseminated by Adamsites, dredged up his pro-Federalist letters to Monroe and concluded that 

Jackson was "illiterate and barbarous...vulgar and rude." As a "notorious violator...of every law of 

God and man," the General was simply unfit to serve as President. Even worse for the Jacksons, 

rumormongers began whispering about Rachel's "immorality." The couple had married before 

Rachel divorced her abusive first husband, so Washington gossips began spreading tales about the 

potential First Lady's bigamy. "That they would attempt to disturb the repose of an innocent 

female in her declining years is a species of wickedness that I did not suppose would be 

attempted," Jackson observed with cold fury. Surprisingly however, he dismissed the scandalous 

chatter as a "plan of my enemies...to excite and provoke me" just as they had done during his 

Senate term. Once Jackson ignored them, the rumors never gained much traction.
6
 

 While Jackson floundered, Adams proved remarkably adept at the sort of maneuvering 

required for the second part of the election. Long before any of his presidential adversaries, the 

Secretary of State had suspected that the 1824 contest might ultimately be decided by a vote in 

the House. He had carefully courted members of Congress throughout the perpetual campaign, 

with his social politicking punctuated by his spectacular party for Jackson. When he returned to 

Washington in December, he began meeting with congressmen in every available venue - in his 
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office, at his home, at the theater, in church, in the House, in their boarding houses, and even on 

the road in between! Both sides initiated these discussions. Adams frequently approached specific 

members, but just as often Representatives claimed "official business" with him as a cover to for 

their real desire to have a "confidential conversation" about the presidential election. Adams 

conferred with representatives from at least seventeen states. Ignoring the obvious lost causes 

such as Crawfordite Georgians and Jacksonians from Tennessee, he focused on New England, the 

Middle, and most shrewdly the states that favored Clay, including Kentucky, Ohio, Missouri, and 

Louisiana. In a related effort, he and Louisa hosted a well-attended party for yet another high-

profile military figure. Lafayette had finally reached Washington on his around-the-country tour 

and the Adams' assembled over 180 guests to fete the popular Revolutionary War hero. All this 

maneuvering required a delicate touch. "Incedo super ignes [meaning 'I walk on fires']," Adams 

admitted, but the Secretary of State was well-experienced at navigating through political hot 

spots. As the election shifted from an outdoor spectacle where Jackson's popularity wowed voters 

to an indoor intrigue where Adams' long experience with social politicking drew in 

Representatives, the Secretary of State enjoyed a distinct advantage over the General.
7
 

 Adams publicly maintained his principled opposition to any sleazy deal-making of 

course. When approached by the followers of various politicians hoping to claim a spot in his 

future Cabinet, he usually demurred. Insisting that he had not expected to win the election, 

Adams improbably declared that he had never even considered any potential Secretaries. While 

recognizing the "talents and virtues" of various politicos, he would fill his Cabinet "with 

reference to a system comprising all the great public interests." Just as he had publicly renounced 

electioneering during the campaign while furiously electioneering in private however, the 

Secretary of State's bland statements concealed his avid willingness to bargain his way into the 
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Presidency. With Representatives from the states he needed to win over to his cause, Adams 

openly discussed printing contracts and potential future administrative appointments. He 

promised not to remove any current appointees just because they had supported another candidate 

in the election. Adams also forcefully dissuaded Monroe from making any late-term diplomatic 

assignments, probably because the Secretary of State had already bargained some of those 

positions away in his bid for House votes. When "suspicions arose that I was using these vacant 

missions as lures to promote my own election in the House," Adams was forced to abruptly 

change course and just as forcefully insist that Monroe now make the diplomatic appointments! 

He even delivered a letter to the President as a "testimonial that I had not used those missions to 

promote any person of my own." The entire issue became such a political hot potato that Monroe 

ultimately made no appointments, allowing all three contenders to promise the missions as 

inducements for House votes. Echoing his campaign pronouncements, Adams also continued 

offering vague opinions on the issues. He promised inquisitive Southerners that his tariff policy 

would champion "conciliation, and not collision...[between] the great interests of the country." 

While satisfied with current levels of protection, he claimed to be "inclined" to lower tariffs to 

benefit agricultural and commercial interests. Meanwhile, he declared the constitutionality of 

federally-funded internal improvements a settled question, but the potential for abuse of such 

enormous power would be controlled by the states and the people through elections. Any 

Representative from anywhere could read almost anything into Adams' deliberately fuzzy policy 

positions.
8
 

 Regardless of his protestations, Adams set about rounding up the votes he needed for 

victory. With his success in the New York's legislative election, that important Middle state 

appeared as a legitimate target in Adams' House campaign. Unfortunately for Adams however, 

Van Buren had capitalized on a widely-held belief among Crawfordites that Adams had cheated 
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the Treasury Secretary out of electors in New York and Van Buren had already insured that the 

pro-Crawford bloc remained committed to their favorite. As a counter, anti-Crawford Clintonians 

among the state's Representatives seemed ripe for drafting into the Adams camp.  General Jacob 

Brown, disgusted by the "weakness, defeats, and disappointments of the North hitherto," 

promoted a union between Adams and the popular New Yorker. Such an alliance would not only 

block the two southern slave-owners from claiming the executive chair, but would also provide 

Clinton with a victory over Van Buren in their ongoing struggle to control politics in the Empire 

State. Adams carefully praised Clinton, acknowledged their similar political views, but reminded 

Brown that Clinton favored Jackson for the presidency. Clinton's stand demonstrated that 

succession politics often trumped ideology for Representatives in the House. Now that the South's 

hammerlock on the presidency might be broken, the other regional favorites calculated their own 

future claims on the office. Clay's New York supporters began gravitating toward Adams because 

they believed that Clay, as a westerner, would be next in line after a northerner. Clintonians made 

the same calculation; by supporting the westerner Jackson now, they would set-up the northerner 

Clinton to follow the General into the White House. Clinton had swayed New Jersey's delegation 

with similar logic. While Jackson had won the state's popular election, many of its 

Representatives, joined by their fellow New Jerseyan Navy Secretary Samuel Southard, admired 

Adams. Southard's support had probably been furthered by Adams' promise to retain him in his 

Cabinet post if he became President. Unfortunately for the Secretary of State, Clinton convinced 

New Jersey's delegation to follow the popular vote and cast theirs for Jackson. Ultimately even 

Southard refused to take sides in the succession race. "Southard's neutrality is just as useful to 

Jackson's cause as his most devoted support would be," Adams fumed, "because it decides the 

vote of New Jersey in his favor." While Adams hoped for Middle state House votes, convoluted 

succession politics insured continued murkiness.
9
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 Despite his Middle state setbacks, Adams' best work occurred in one-on-one meetings 

with key western legislators. Unbeknownst to the Secretary of State, a group of Representatives 

from five Western states, Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois, and Louisiana, had secretly met and 

agreed to act in concert to maximize their influence in a House election. Illinois Representative 

Daniel P. Cook had been one of the attendees. As the only Congressman from his state, Cook 

could decide Illinois' presidential choice entirely by himself, which naturally subjected him to 

enormous pressures from all three candidates. He had previously pledged to support the electoral 

vote winner in Illinois, which meant that he must vote for Jackson to honor his promise. He was 

married to Ninian Edwards' daughter however and was still exceedingly grateful that Adams had 

untiringly supported his father-in-law. At a meeting with Adams, Cook claimed that the split 

decision in his state "leaves him at perfect liberty to vote in the House as he should think best for 

the public interest." While he would avoid "standing out alone" for the Secretary of State in the 

West where many ordinary voters favored Jackson, Cook had discovered - obviously in the secret 

meeting - that enough Representatives from Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, and Louisiana would join 

him behind Adams to give him cover in voting for the New Englander. When Cook later 

appeared to waver, Adams turned to his tried and true method of electioneering by hosting a 

private dinner for Cook and his wife. Cook complained that Jacksonians from Pennsylvania, 

South Carolina, and Kentucky had been bullying him to vote for the General. "Exhortations, 

promises, threats - nothing has been spared," Cook protested. The Jacksonians explicitly dangled 

the Governorship of the Arkansas Territory to entice Cook and "bewailed the ruin which Cook 

was about to bring upon himself " by not voting for Jackson. Adams' long-term solicitous 

attention to Cook paid off handsomely however when the Representative remained loyal to 

Adams despite the Jacksonians' alluring offer. The Secretary of State proved less successful with 

Cook's neighbors in Indiana. Adams tried to gain influence in the state by clearing his choices for 
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the state's printing contracts with Indiana Representative Jonathan Jennings. "He appeared to be 

satisfied," Adams noted with pleasure. Crawfordite Indiana Senator James Noble retaliated by 

sponsoring a resolution calling for all of the State Department's correspondence regarding 

printing contracts in his home state to be submitted to Congress. Noble's action apparently 

intimidated the state's Representatives sufficiently and they ultimately rejected Adams in favor of 

Jackson.
10

 

 Like Cook in Illinois, Missouri's lone Representative John Scott controlled the 

presidential vote of his entire state. He also faced pressure from the dueling campaigns including 

from within Missouri, since one of the state's Senators favored Adams and the other Jackson. 

Carefully assessing his options, Scott met with Adams to complain that the Secretary of State had 

designated a printer in Missouri who was "politically opposed to him." Scott produced a list of 

new printers which Adams quickly accepted, claiming he had never been intentionally hostile to 

Scott. "He appeared satisfied," a relieved Adams related. Scott also reminded Adams of a pending 

petition to remove his brother as a judge in the Arkansas Territory for killing another judge in a 

duel. Soothingly, Adams responded that Monroe had never acted on the petition and probably 

would not do so. With these concerns mollified, Scott promised Adams that he would join with 

other western states in casting his House vote even if his own constituents opposed his choice. He 

ended the meeting by openly lobbying for a Cabinet post for Clay. Adams refused to commit on 

specifics, but tellingly promised that "if I should be elected by the suffrages of the West I should 

naturally look to the West for much of the support that I should need." In proper republican 

fashion, Scott assured Adams that he would never "prescribe conditions or make bargains" for his 

vote. Privately however, Scott admitted that "I had rather my state be courted than the party 

courting." Scott's interest in Clay's future only proved what every contender had long expected, 
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that Clay increasingly appeared central to a victory in the House election. The key to landing the 

Speaker's support rested in wooing Kentucky's delegation.
11

 

 Clay's home state might very well have been Adams' toughest nut to crack however. To 

win Kentucky, he needed to overcome the objections of both its politicians and its people. Adams 

and Clay had not only been rivals in an acrimonious presidential race, they had a long-standing 

personal dislike for each other that transcended their agreement on various policy issues. The 

dissimilar pair had never been friendly, but they had truly clashed during the Ghent treaty 

negotiations when Adams would arise at four in the morning to begin his workday only to 

discover the card party in Clay's room was just breaking-up. He had once dismissed Clay as 

"essentially a gamester, and, with a vigorous intellect, an ardent spirit, a handsome elocution, 

though with a mind very defective in elementary knowledge, and a very undigested system of 

ethics." Beyond Clay, many Kentuckians demanded a westerner in the White House and expected 

their congressional delegation to gratify those wishes by opposing the New Englander and 

supporting Jackson. Somewhat surprisingly, by early January Clay had already settled on Adams 

among his "choice of evils." Publicly, he dismissed Crawford due to his health issues and his 

undemocratic caucus nomination. Clay rejected Jackson because the General "would give to the 

Military  Spirit a Stimulus...that might lead to the most pernicious results." The Speaker probably 

also realized that a President Crawford and his Radical allies would almost certainly block the 

passage of any American System legislation, while a President Jackson would frustrate Clay's 

own political hegemony over the West. Clay's move also made immediate political sense. He 

knew that Ohio's congressional delegation already leaned toward Adams, while the Secretary of 

State appeared to be the second choice in states that favored Crawford, meaning that Adams 

retained much more maneuverability to win a House election than either of his rivals. Most 
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important of all however, three-quarters of Kentucky's delegation already supported Adams, 

solely because they "entertain the belief that their kind wishes [regarding Clay] will, in the end, 

be more likely to be accomplished by so bestowing their votes," the Speaker noted. Righting an 

old wrong from 1816, Clay and his fellow Kentucky Representatives clearly intended that he 

would be named Secretary of State and thus the presidential heir apparent in the next 

administration. In proper republican fashion, Clay never overtly expressed these crass political 

sentiments of course, insisting that he would "be guided solely by the public good" in casting his 

House vote. Still, Adams and Clay clearly needed each other, but were not yet certain what the 

other party was thinking.
12

 

 Accordingly, the Secretary and the Speaker carefully commenced a delicate dance aimed 

at furthering both their political careers. Through intermediaries, Clay informed Adams that he 

"was much disposed to support me, if he could at the same time be useful to himself." Kentucky's 

legislature was already debating a bill instructing the state's congressional representatives to only 

support a western candidate in the House election, which would limit their choice to Jackson 

alone. Despite insisting that the instruction effort had been led by the Relief Party as a backdoor 

means of opposing the Anti-Relief Clay, Kentucky Representative Robert P. Letcher discreetly 

informed Adams that he could not "act definitively" in opposition to the will of his constituents 

who favored Jackson over him. Dismissing his previous fury over the matter, Adams now 

volunteered that he "felt no animosity" toward anyone involved in the controversy over the Ghent 

letters. More shrewdly, he reminded Letcher that Calhoun's vice-presidential votes in Kentucky 

positioned him as a future rival to Clay, which subtly suggested that the Speaker might need a 

position just as high-profile to counter the Secretary of War. Letcher agreed to back Adams in the 
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House if it benefitted Kentucky. "The substance of his meaning," Adams noted, "was that if 

Clay's friends could know that he would have a prominent share in the Administration, that might 

induce them to vote for me, even in the face of instructions." At Letcher's request, Adams readily 

agreed to meet with the Speaker directly "whenever it might suit the convenience of Mr. Clay," 

an offer he repeated directly to Clay at a dinner for Lafayette that they both attended. Adams and 

Letcher met three times in the run-up to the House vote. Though both men had conferred in "mere 

general terms" and "made no definite propositions," the seeds of a future grand bargain delivering 

Kentucky's House vote to Adams and the State portfolio to Clay had already been sown. Adams 

himself seemed to grasp the significance of his pending deal with the Speaker. "There is in my 

prospects and anticipations a solemnity and moment never before experienced," he admitted after 

his discussions with Letcher.
13

 

 The adversaries met in Adams' office at 6:00 PM on January 9, 1825. The Secretary of 

State's normally chatty diary is surprisingly brief and circumspect regarding the details of his 

fateful encounter with Clay. The two politicos shared "a long conversation explanatory of the past 

and prospective of the future," Adams noted. They obviously ended their venerable and bitter 

feud, dismissing over ten years of real animosity in two hours. Clay noted that he had been 

approached by partisans of all the candidates, including Adamsites, "urging considerations 

personal to himself as motives" for his support in the House election. Probably trying to gauge 

Adams' level of commitment to the American System, the Speaker insisted that instead of 

personal concerns he wanted Adams "to satisfy him with regard to some principles of great public 

importance." Adams eagerly complied and Clay left the meeting with "no hesitation in saying that 

his preference would be for me." Both participants, joined by numerous historians, insisted later 

that Adams never directly offered Clay the State Department in exchange for his backing in the 

House election. Whether openly declared or not however, Adams needed Clay's support to win 
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the House election and Clay needed Adams' support to be designated next-in-line for the 

presidency. While no one except Adams and Clay can ever know for certain what the pair 

discussed in their meeting, to suggest that two savvy politicians, each with dozens of backroom 

deals to their credit, would suddenly balk at openly hashing out the most important political 

bargain either man had made to date simply strains credulity. New Hampshire Representative 

William Plumer, one of Adams' closest allies, claimed that Adams told him that Clay had agreed 

to support him, but would need time to win over the rest of Kentucky's delegation. "I did not 

think it decorous to inquire more particularly," Plumer noted diffidently, "nor did Mr. Adams 

seem disposed to say anything further of what passed between them." Undeniably, Adams 

appeared visibly at ease after his meeting with Clay. When Kentucky's legislative instructions 

demanding their Representatives support a westerner in the House vote arrived a few days later, 

his supporters fretted over this new obstacle to victory. The Secretary of State coolly informed 

them however to "see and converse with Mr. Clay." Although one  Kentucky state legislator who 

supported the resolutions publicly stated that "he did not wish the vote of Kentucky to be bartered 

away, or that Mr. Clay should be Secretary of State to the exclusion of Jackson as president," a 

majority of Kentucky's delegation clearly seemed prepared to do just that. A deal had indeed been 

sealed.
14
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 As had occurred during the campaign Clay used legislation to further a presidential bid, 

but this time Adams reaped the benefits of the Speaker's strategy. Eight days after their meeting, 

Clay introduced a bill in the House to appropriate funding for an extension of the National Road 

through Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, four western states that Adams had assiduously 

courted and desperately needed to win the House election. With the radicals in control of the 

Senate the bill had little chance of passing Congress, but Clay's intent was not to push an 

expensive new piece of legislation. Instead, his latest bill offered Adamsites a chance to prove 

their commitment to both the American System and the West. Most of New England's 

Representatives, who had earlier in the year soundly rejected financing Clay's much less 

expensive Roads and Surveys Bill, experienced a sudden change of heart and backed Clay's new 

bill by a substantial margin. Even more helpfully, Jacksonians from the South and Eastern states 

unwittingly fell into Clay's trap and voted against the bill which dramatically illustrated the 

difference between the potential Jackson and Adams administrations. Clay also sponsored a bill 

funding the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. Similar legislation had also failed in the past, but 

again the New Englanders switched sides and the bill cleared the House 97-72. If any western 

Representative had qualms that a President Adams and his regional allies would support their 

internal improvement wish-list, Clay's clever legislative gambit erased any doubts. The Speaker's 

tactics also demonstrated that the candidates' congressional parties, which had been so important 

during the perpetual campaign, continued to perform a key function in the House election.
15

 

 Historiographically, Clay and Adams' frequent collaboration and ideological agreement 

throughout their subsequent careers obscures the shocking nature of their decision to join forces 

in January of 1825. To their contemporaries, any cooperation between the two severely 

antagonistic personal enemies, one an enthusiastic proponent of Monroe's policies and the other a 
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tart-tongued critic, was almost inconceivable. About two weeks before the scheduled House 

election, Clay, joined by majorities of the Kentucky and Ohio delegations, "unequivocally" 

announced their intention to vote for Adams. The disclosure left a "universal" impression that 

Adams would now be the victor, "but the result of the counter-movement will be the real crisis," 

the Secretary of State admitted nervously. Indeed the news burst upon the capital with as much 

fury as the British bombardment in 1814. Recriminations erupted fast and furiously, ironically 

focused mostly on Clay. As the reputed Machiavellian manipulator, the Speaker, rather than the 

Secretary, bore the brunt of the Jacksonian counterattack. The General's followers screeched that 

Clay had betrayed democracy as well as the West, deliberately blocking the popularly-backed 

Jackson so that he might subsequently take his place as the first Western president. Clay endured 

a fusillade of press criticism and Adams received letters "threatening organized opposition and 

civil war" if Clay prevented Jackson's presidential victory. The level of vitriol represented an 

abrupt about-face for Jacksonians, who had only recently been flattering Clay to garner his 

support. "[If] the devil does not preside in their councils he must be quite conversant with them," 

an unnerved Clay observed. The General's allies enjoyed much company in the denunciations of 

Clay however. Crawfordites, Clintonians, and Calhounites joined the metaphorical tar-and-

feathering of the Speaker. Clay wearily claimed that Crawford's people were simply trying to 

block Adams' election, while Clinton and Calhoun were working to undercut Clay himself, a 

future obstacle to their own presidential ambitions.
16

 

 Although the General had always distrusted the Speaker, even Jackson seemed taken 

aback by "such an unexpected course" from Clay. "He is greatly fallen, never to rise again in the 

estimation of the ame[ri]can nation," Jackson insisted. Still Clay's actions allowed Jackson to 

reinsert his favorite campaign theme into the House election. "Intrigue, corruption, and sale of 
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public office is the rumor of the day," the General noted with almost evident satisfaction, "it will 

give the people a full view of our political weathercocks here, and how little confidence ought to 

be reposed in the professions of some great political characters." Only Crawford, who nursed his 

own long-running feud with Clay, professed to be unsurprised by the curious turn-of-events. It "is 

astonishing every person here except myself," he bragged to Jefferson, "I have long known the 

principle juggler." Amidst the firestorm, Clay could only reiterate the principles that he insisted 

had supported his unexpected decision. "I should never have selected [Adams] if at liberty to 

draw from the whole mass of our citizens," the Speaker proclaimed, "but there is no danger in his 

elevation...Not so of his competitor...I cannot believe that killing 2500 Englishmen at N. Orleans 

qualifies for the various, difficult, and complicated duties of the Chief Magistracy." As much as 

Clay might rationalize his choice, it proved an unpopular stance throughout the West; even in 

Kentucky, calls to burn Clay in effigy had to be stifled by his friends.
17

 

 While Jackson carped in private about Clay's decision, the Speaker faced much more 

serious public charges about his actions. The day after Clay announced his support for Adams, an 

anonymous House member from Pennsylvania printed an explosive editorial in the Philadelphian 

Columbian Observer. The article blasted "one of the most disgraceful transactions that ever 

covered with infamy the Republican Ranks." It alleged that Clay's supporters had approached 

Jackson's men offering to vote for the General in the House election if Jackson promised to make 

Clay his Secretary of State. The Jacksonians had naturally rebuffed this nefarious offer, the 

editorial alleged, but the fact that Clay now favored Adams only proved that he supported "those 

who would pay best." These allegations in the  Observer represented the first occasion that the 

word "bargain" had publicly been applied to Clay's actions during the House election. Clay 
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responded furiously in the pages of the National Intelligencer. He called the anonymous author "a 

base and infamous calumniator, a dastard and a liar," and implied that he would challenge the 

unidentified Representative to a duel should he be unmasked. He further retaliated by demanding 

an actual congressional investigation into the matter. The House formed a special Committee to 

comply with Clay's wishes, with a report to be issued dramatically on the same day as the House 

presidential election. As with the A.B. inquiry, the Speaker maintained a careful political balance 

on the Committee, with four Crawfordites, two Adams' men, and one Jacksonian serving. He 

wisely limited his own supporters' role to ensure public acceptance of the group's findings. There 

was no danger for Clay in convening an investigation into the charges with a Committee 

composed of the allies of his competitors. Though the Speaker had probably entered into this 

same type of bargain with Adams, he knew that neither he nor his followers had ever approached 

Jackson. Clay simply never intended to promote any Westerner other than himself for the 

presidency and never supported Jackson for high office besides.
18

 

 Shortly after Clay's call for an investigation, Pennsylvania Representative George Kremer 

admitted by letter to the Committee that he was the author of the article. He claimed that he could 

"prove, to the satisfaction of unprejudiced minds...the accuracy of the statements" that he had 

delivered in the Columbian Observer. He agreed to participate in the congressional investigation 

"if they mean to prosecute the enquiry fully and fairly" and to abide by the results "let it fall 

where it might." Kremer appeared to be the dull-witted front man for a much larger conspiracy to 

defame Clay. His letter had been ghost-written by two former Calhounites now supporting 

Jackson, Samuel D. Ingham and George McDuffie. In their haste to raise suspicions about Clay, 

McDuffie had foolishly corrected Kremer's numerous misspellings in his own hand. With his 
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accuser's identity revealed, Clay was shocked. Kremer was an unobtrusive, lightly-regarded first-

term Congressman with little involvement in the capital's power politics. Favoring a leopard-skin 

overcoat, his fellow Representatives regarded him as a curious eccentric and a heavy drinker. 

Kremer was said to be an "intemperate man and that he scarcely knew whether he had written the 

letter or not," Adams noted. Clay proved less charitable than his ally, dismissing Kremer as an 

"old vulgar gross drinking half dutchman half irishman of whom I could make nothing."
19

 

 Kremer began having second thoughts about his intrusion into the divisive House 

election. He refused to duel with Clay and the Speaker decided not to pursue an affair of honor 

with such an inconsequential opponent. Through intermediaries, Kremer suggested that he would 

sign an apology acceptable to Clay, "disclaiming any intention of imputing corruption to Clay, 

and declaring that he knew no fact ascertaining that any bargain had been made." Unwilling to 

sacrifice the plot besmirching the Speaker however, Ingham, McDuffie, and future-President 

James Buchanan, currently Kremer's fellow Representative from Pennsylvania, dissuaded him 

from settling with Clay. Buchanan had ample reason to prevent Kremer from admitting the truth; 

he had already played a secret central role in the entire affair. Claiming that Adams and Clay 

were about to conclude a corrupt bargain by trading House votes for the State Department 

portfolio, Buchanan convinced Kremer that the impending deal meant "great danger [to Jackson] 

unless we would consent to fight them with their own weapons." He claimed that Adamsites were 

deliberately spreading false rumors that Jackson had chosen Adams and not Clay to serve as his 

Secretary of State in order to push Clay toward Adams. Buchanan insisted to Kremer that Jackson 

should assure Clay that the State Department post in his Administration remained open and 

therefore potentially available to Clay in order to derail the bargain the Speaker had already cut 
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with Adams. Kremer believed that Buchanan had come directly from Clay himself and his fellow 

Representative allowed the mistaken impression to stand. In fact Buchanan was freelancing the 

deal and had never been authorized by Clay or his allies to approach Jackson. A few senior 

Pennsylvania state legislators had convinced Buchanan that combining Jackson and Clay in one 

administration would most benefit the Keystone state. The ambitious Representative extended his 

clumsy overtures to Kremer as a means of advancing his own political standing in Pennsylvania.
20

 

 Jackson welcomed the investigation into Kremer's charges. He fervently believed that the 

Pennsylvania Representative had "ample proof" of Clay's corrupt transactions, because Buchanan 

had also approached him directly with the same unauthorized deal that he had floated to Kremer. 

The General cagily told Buchanan to his face that he would never comment on future 

appointments, which obligingly undercut the rumor that he had definitely selected Adams as his 

Secretary of State, while preserving the appearance that he would never bargain to win the 

presidency. Privately, he harshly rebuked Buchanan's offer to his own followers. Rather than 

making a deal with his detested enemy, "I would see the earth open & swallow both Mr. Clay & 

his friends, and myself with them," Jackson thundered. The General admitted however that "I did 

suppose [Buchanan] had come from Mr. Clay; although he used the term Mr. Clay's friends" 

when suggesting the bargain. For his part Buchanan misinterpreted Jackson's veiled answer as 

confirmation that Clay would receive the State Department appointment. He conveyed that 

information directly to the Speaker at a party by declaring that he knew from Jackson himself that 

the General "would not have to go out of this room for a Secretary of State." Jackson's underlings 

were far less sanguine than the General about a congressional probe into Kremer's accusations 

however. Probably realizing that Clay had called their bluff by convening an investigation into 

Kremer's likely-spurious charges, Eaton sputtered angrily, "What has Congress to do with this: 
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nothing...private disputes are for private adjustment, certainly not for the interference of 

Congress." Jacksonians launched their own congressional counterattack however. McDuffie 

himself submitted a resolution demanding a separate investigation into any "overtures...made by 

the friends of Adams to the friends of Mr. Clay" regarding an exchange of House votes for the 

State Department position, but the Clay and Adams' forces in the House successfully quashed the 

proposed inquiry. Jacksonians were irritated because they believed, but could not prove, that Clay 

had cut a deal with Adams, so Kremer's charges served as a back-handed way of validating the 

"suspicion of any existing combination to deprive the people of their choice." Clay's openness to 

investigate his alleged bargain with Jackson, but his unwillingness to sanction scrutiny of his 

similar dealings with Adams only further confirmed that Buchanan had peddled fiction, but the 

Speaker had indeed concluded an agreement with Adams.
21

 

 Ultimately Kremer simply refused to testify to the investigating Committee, claiming that 

his statements had been made outside of the House's jurisdiction and were based "upon charges 

not my own." The terrified Kremer insisted that "the unequal contest between a humble member 

on the floor, and the Speaker of the House" was unfair, so "the issue should be left before the 

American people" to adjudicate. Without their star witness, the Committee's report concluded that 

no further investigation was possible. While Clay appeared to be exonerated by Kremer's obvious 
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obfuscations, his reputation as a corrupt bargainer had already been established before the House 

had cast a single vote for the next president.
22

 

 With Clay's official backing Adams had certainly gained the most important prize in the 

competition for allies, but Jackson also wrangled his own big-name proponent. Despite his "most 

solemn asseverations" to remain neutral, the Vice President-elect had secretly thrown his support 

to the General. When Calhoun's allies insisted that he had not chosen sides against his current 

Cabinet colleague, Adams could only snort, "This contrasts singularly with the conduct of all his 

electioneering partisans." Indeed former Calhoun supporters Samuel Ingham and George 

McDuffie were the principle tormentors pressuring Illinois' Cook to vote for Jackson and the 

prime movers behind the Kremer fiasco. The Secretary of War's followers actually offered more 

"threats of violence" about Jackson's possible loss than the General's own men. Meanwhile, 

Calhounites in Connecticut's delegation were instigating their pro-Crawford fellows to vote for 

the Treasury Secretary to deny Adams a New England state that he had long counted in his 

column. For his own part, Calhoun had been the loudest voice demanding that Monroe make the 

late-term diplomatic appointments "to take this weapon out of my hands" as Adams surmised. 

One frustrated Adamsite declared the Secretary of War "a complete masterpiece of duplicity." 

Calhoun had apparently calculated that a politically-inexperienced and aged old soldier like 

Jackson might be a more easily manipulated and possibly one-term president than a savvy, 

strong-willed politico like Adams. As Jackson's Vice-President, Calhoun would likely exert more 

control over his Administration and ensure his place in the succession than he could serving as 

Adams' junior partner. Prominent Republicans like Clay and Calhoun were expected to influence 

the selection of the eventual winner of course, but as the House vote neared a much-maligned and 
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almost forgotten group of outsiders unexpectedly emerged to play an outsize role in the election's 

dramatic dénouement.
23

  

 

Wooing The Opposition: The Federalists Strike Back 

 While the Federalists had not fielded their own candidate, they hovered on the periphery 

of the 1824 contest hoping to influence the Republican-only election to their benefit. Most 

Federalists had supported Monroe after his efforts at party fusion and they hoped for a successor 

as agreeable as the President. They remained just as divided as Republicans over protective tariffs 

and federally-funded internal improvements so only one criteria truly mattered to Federalist 

voters. The opposition party sought a Republican president who planned to end his party's 

proscription of Federalists from political office. While Republicans publicly lambasted the 

Federalists, and hurled their name as an odious epithet to label their own inter-party rivals, one 

Federalist newspaper presciently predicted the role that Federalists would play in the 1824 

election. "The world must not be amazed if, before the day of election," the Philadelphia Union 

opined, "the Federalists are as much courted on all hands as they are now abused." The candidates 

realized the important edge Federalist votes might grant them in close contests, so almost every 

contender made a play for their support.
24

 

 During the election Clay and Calhoun had expended the greatest effort in courting the 

opposition party. The Speaker focused on Federalists in the manufacturing and mercantile 

communities in New York, while the Secretary of War made a strenuous bid to appeal to 

nationalist-minded Federalists in Maryland. Comparatively, Crawford and Jackson offered a more 

restrained approach to winning opposition votes by befriending individual Federalists on a one-

on-one basis. Despite their measured efforts, the pair actually outperformed Clay and Calhoun in 
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attracting Federalist supporters. Jackson's pro-Federalist letter portrayed the General as a likely 

candidate to end the proscription policy, while Crawford attracted many elite Federalist leaders to 

his cause. Even Timothy Pickering, the Federalist most symbolic of his party, endorsed the 

Treasury Secretary, with one political commentator jesting that being a Republican "has not 

heretofore been a recommendation with Mr. P---- for anything but a gibbet." Adams of course 

purposefully avoided pursuing the Federalists and received fewer votes from the opposition party 

than any of his opponents. Many Federalists had never forgiven the Secretary of State for leaping 

off their sinking ship in 1808 and Adams needed to avoid any taint from his Federalist past that 

might repel Republican voters in the present.
25

 

 Though some Federalists remained content to vote for their favorite candidate and let the 

election play out, others plotted a more activist course. Massachusetts Representative Daniel 

Webster championed the latter approach. He argued throughout the perpetual campaign that his 

partisan allies should not pursue any specific Republican candidate, but let the Republicans come 

to the Federalists bearing patronage promises or plums to gain the party's support. Like the 

various side-switching Republicans that bedeviled the 1824 candidates, Webster continually 

shifted allegiances during the campaign. Initially he favored Calhoun, but by the time he served 

on the A.B. investigation Committee he had realigned his support to Crawford and proved a 

principal defender of the embattled Treasury Secretary. Webster displayed "a combination of 

talent, of ambition, of political management, and of heartless injustice...[by] sacrific[ing] the 

character and reputation of Edwards to glut the revenge of Mr. Crawford," Adams bristled. The 

Secretary of State and his allies believed that Webster supported Crawford merely to snare a high 

appointment in his Administration.
26
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  Once the general election ended and the House decision approached, Webster abandoned 

the feckless Crawford campaign and tried to position the Federalists between Adams and Jackson 

so his party could profit regardless of which man triumphed. Unsurprisingly, Calhoun convinced 

his Federalist supporters to switch to Jackson. Problematically for Adams however, hostilities had 

been so bitter between the Secretary of State and his former partisans that Webster expected little 

benefit for the Federalists from an Adams administration. When his allies informed him that 

Webster expected a future President Adams to proscribe Federalists, the Secretary of State avidly 

reassured the opposition party that their fears were groundless. Sounding quite Monrovian, he 

insisted that "I would exclude no person for political opinions...My great object would be to break 

up the remnant of old party distinctions, and bring the whole people together." Although Adams 

also knew that Webster was "panting for the Mission to London" for himself, he recognized the 

fierce objections Monroe's party fusion projects had engendered, so he informed Webster through 

intermediaries that he "might be gratified hereafter, but not immediately." Once Clay joined the 

Adams campaign, he further encouraged the Secretary to reconcile with prominent Federalists. 

Adams praised Webster's "talents and capacities," telling Clay he had "an earnest desire to 

conciliate him." It was perhaps fitting that Clay promoted cooperation between Adams and the 

Federalists. To political observers in 1824, the Secretary of State's reconciliation with his bitter 

former party appeared almost as improbable as his rapprochement
 
with Clay.

27
 

 Just as Adams had kept the Federalists at arm's length in the general election so as not to 

damage his image with Republicans, he now embraced them to prevail in the House vote. 

Webster deliberately waited until the election was less than a week away to meet directly with 

Adams. The votes of Maryland and New York still appeared questionable for the Secretary of 

State. Since the delegations from both states contained Federalists that might tip the scales in 
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favor of Adams, Webster could maximize the concessions he might extract from the Secretary of 

State. Indeed Adams overtly promised Webster that he would appoint Federalists to positions in 

his government. In response, Webster produced a pre-written letter to Henry Warfield, a 

Federalist congressman from Maryland, that urged Warfield to join Webster in supporting Adams 

for President. The correspondence stated that Webster's backing of Adams arose "not from any 

understanding or communication with him," but because Adams would "promote harmony" 

between the parties. Adams read and "approved altogether the general spirit" of the letter, thus 

endorsing a document that disclaimed deal-making while he was in the middle of deal-making! 

The entire affair unreeled almost like a one-act play, since all participants had been briefed ahead 

of time as to what to expect. Webster subsequently shared this letter with Warfield, as well as 

Federalists Louis McLane from Delaware and Stephen Van Rensselaer from New York. Later, 

Adams met with Warfield, McLane, and Van Rensselaer directly, repeating his pledge to end the 

proscription of Federalists. To further demonstrate his support, Adams recommended Monroe 

name a Federalist as Governor of the Arkansas Territory, the same position the Jacksonians were 

dangling to Cook. Garnering support from his former party only capped an incredible string of 

social politicking triumphs for Adams. With his gains in Kentucky, Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, New 

York, and Maryland, he now appeared on the cusp of a come-from-behind victory over Jackson 

in the House. On the evening before the House election, the Adams' hosted yet another five-

hundred guests at Louisa's "Tuesday Party." Wining and dining prospective House voters was just 

all in a day's work for the ambitious power couple. Belying his reputation as a man lacking in 

political skills, Adams had performed spectacularly indeed.
28
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Picking A President: Decision Day In The House 

 Despite Adams' relative confidence in victory, in a political culture based on shifting 

allegiances he could never be certain until the votes were counted. When Calhoun predicted that 

Jackson would sweep the Western states and win the election, "he must be either grossly 

misinformed or too well informed," the Secretary of State lamented wryly. Still Adams had 

apparently locked down the six New England states; his bargaining with the Federalists had 

extinguished some restive murmurings against his candidacy in the Connecticut and Vermont 

delegations. With five additional western states hopefully delivered by Clay coupled with the 

Federalists potentially tilting New York, Maryland, and Delaware  his way, Adams seemed 

poised to realize his long-held presidential dreams. Surveying the uncertainty however, Webster 

chuckled that "there were persons who pretended to know how a member would vote by the 

manner in which he put on or took off his hat." Certainly, Jackson's men were nervously 

surveying the state of male head coverings. Their early overconfidence had evaporated in the face 

of Clay's shocking determination to vote for Adams. Despite their doubts, Eaton expected 

Jackson to carry six western states - he only conceded Kentucky, Ohio, and Illinois to Adams - 

plus Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and South Carolina. With a solid ten states behind him 

after an initial vote, surely Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia would abandon Crawford's 

hopeless cause on subsequent ballots and hop aboard the Jackson bandwagon. Still Eaton refused 

to believe that any Western state would not vote for the western candidate, especially one that had 

received a popular vote mandate. Illinois' Cook "was open that he could vote in no other way," 

and Missouri's Scott "had been heard to say that the wishes & wants of his Constituents had been 

too strongly expressed for him to misconceive or not to regard them," Eaton insisted. "I think in 
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the end the West will break and come right," he predicted hopefully, but with a whiff of 

desperation.
29

 

 The House election was scheduled for shortly after noon of February 9, 1825. Although 

the weather outside was cold and stormy, the galleries, lobbies, and floor were so crowded with 

Congressmen and onlookers that the atmosphere inside was stifling. In the presence of the entire 

Congress, the President of the Senate, John Gaillard of South Carolina, read the certificates of 

electors submitted by the states. After declaring Calhoun the Vice President-elect, Gaillard 

announced that no candidate had received a majority for the presidency and the Senate retired 

from the room. Representatives divided into state delegations to poll their group, with a teller 

reporting the state's decision to the Speaker. As everyone suspected, only four states voted for 

Crawford. Despite Webster's pressure, Delaware's McLane stuck by the Treasury Secretary as he 

had promised all along and his state was joined by Georgia, Virginia, and North Carolina. 

Jackson unsurprisingly snared Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and South Carolina, but as the Western 

votes began trickling in the effectiveness of Adams' social politicking and avid deal-making 

became painfully obvious to the General's forces. The popular western hero captured only four 

states from the region. Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, and Louisiana all cast their lot with 

Adams instead. The Secretary of State's last minute dalliance with the Federalists proved equally 

fruitful. In Maryland's delegation, Warfield voted for Adams. After a Jacksonian Representative 

unexpectedly switched to him because Adams had carried his district by a substantial margin, 

Adams captured Maryland's vote on the first ballot. With the six New England states remaining 

true to him, Adams had won twelve states, only one shy of success.
30
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 As if on cue New York suddenly emerged as the linchpin to victory, as it seemingly had 

been throughout the election of 1824. Thanks to Van Buren's exhaustive exhortations his state's 

delegation remained almost evenly divided, with seventeen Representatives supporting Adams 

and sixteen opposed. The one remaining vote would decide the outcome of the election. If the 

Representative voted for Crawford or Jackson, New York would deadlock, denying Adams a first 

ballot victory, heartening the Jacksonians, and preserving Crawford's long-shot bid for 

redemption. If the Representative voted for Adams however, the election would be over with 

Secretary of State selected as the next president. To almost everyone's surprise including his own, 

the outcome of an election that only Republican candidates had contested rested with a Federalist 

Representative, Stephen Van Rensselaer, the very same man that Adams had been assiduously 

courting for a week. The tenuousness of Van Rensselaer's support must have unnerved the 

Adamsites. Van Rensselaer had swapped presidential favorites with greater avidity than even 

Webster. He had supported Calhoun in 1823, but upon developing a close friendship with Van 

Buren when he arrived in the Senate, he switched to Crawford. By January 1825 Van Rensselaer 

publicly declared to be leaning Jackson only a month after promising to support Clay's choice. 

Meanwhile, Van Buren and McLane believed that Van Rensselaer had promised them not to vote 

for Adams under any circumstances. On the morning of the vote, Clay and Webster put the final 

screws to Van Rensselaer in the Speaker's office, threatening "dire consequences" from the 

"disorganization of government" if he failed to back Adams and the House election ended in a 

stalemate. Crawford's forces responded with their own importunate harassment. Beset by all 

sides, Van Rensselaer cast his ballot with "obvious agitation and distress." In the final ironic act 

of the completely unpredictable election, a patrician Federalist voted for John Quincy Adams, 

tipping New York into his column and electing him the sixth President of the United States.
31
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 "Well, Mr. Van Buren, you saw that I could not hold out," Van Rensselaer told the New 

York Senator sheepishly as he returned to his desk. Van Buren later claimed that the pious Van 

Rensselaer, after praying for divine guidance, opened his eyes and spied an Adams ballot on the 

floor which he picked up and tossed in the ballot box. In all likelihood, Van Rensselaer's vote 

owed more to Adams' pre-balloting promises than any act of God. Van Buren's colorful tale could 

not conceal a hard truth. The supposedly non-political Adams had bested the crafty New Yorker 

twice - once in the New York legislative vote and now in the House. Van Rensselaer later claimed 

publicly that he had indeed felt committed to Clay, so once Clay backed Adams and Adams 

promised not to proscribe Federalists, Van Rensselaer decided he had little choice except to vote 

for the Secretary of State. He denied making any promises to Van Buren; in fact he was still 

angry that the New York Senator had blocked a member of his extended family, Solomon Van 

Rensselaer, from receiving appointment as Albany's Postmaster. As a Clintonian, Van Rensselaer 

had initially intended to follow his chief's suggestion and vote for Jackson, but once he realized 

that Adams would ultimately triumph, like any good Federalist he opted to go with the winner 

and hopefully extract the maximum patronage return for his proscribed party. Still, Van 

Rensselaer had never expected Adams to win on the first ballot or that he himself would 

determine New York's choice, so he was truly mentally anguished when the entire election 

ultimately turned on his decision.
32
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Table 2 - Vote Totals For The House Election Of 1825 

STATE WINNER REPRESENTATIVE VOTES 

Adams Jackson Crawford 

Maine Adams 7 0 0 

New Hampshire Adams 6 0 0 

Vermont Adams 5 0 0 

Massachusetts Adams 12 1 0 

Rhode Island Adams 2 0 0 

Connecticut Adams 6 0 0 

New York Adams 18 2 14 

New Jersey Jackson 1 5 0 

Pennsylvania Jackson 1 25 0 

Delaware Crawford 0 0 1 

Maryland Adams 5 3 1 

Virginia Crawford 1 1 19 

North Carolina Crawford 1 2 10 

South Carolina Jackson 0 9 0 

Georgia Crawford 0 0 7 

Alabama Jackson 0 3 0 

Mississippi Jackson 0 1 0 

Louisiana Adams 2 1 0 

Tennessee Jackson 0 9 0 

Missouri Adams 1 0 0 

Kentucky Adams 8 4 0 

Ohio Adams 10 2 2 

Indiana Jackson 0 3 0 

Illinois Adams 1 0 0 

Total Votes Adams 87 71 54 

Total States Adams 13 7 4 

 

Source: "Election of President," Rhode Island American, February 18, 1825, 3 and "Presidential 

Election," Rhode Island American, February 22, 1825, 2. 
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 "May the blessing of God rest upon the event of this day!" Adams exclaimed upon 

hearing the news that he had been elected. Even he proved somewhat surprised that he had won 

on the first ballot. Perhaps less thrilled than the man for whom he voted, Clay simply declared 

that "the 'long agony' was terminated." His allies could not help celebrating the downfall of the 

inexperienced brute that they deemed primarily responsible for Clay's loss. "It is something that 

he who defeated your election, should himself be defeated," one Clayite noted with satisfaction 

about Jackson's loss. With the Speaker in tow, the President-elect attended Monroe's customary 

Wednesday evening drawing room gala. The pair somewhat tremulously encountered Jackson at 

the party, but the General was "altogether placid and courteous" and he readily shook hands with 

both men. Adams returned to his own home late; after midnight "a band of musicians came and 

serenaded me." Although Adams' victory pleased and excited him, his father may have been even 

more moved. "Never did I feel so much solemnity as upon this occasion," the elder John Adams 

told his son, "the multitude of my thoughts and the intensity of my feelings are too much for a 

mind like mine, in its ninetieth year." Despite distancing himself from his past, Adams' victory 

was a family affair indeed.
 33

 

 Crawford awaited the results at home with his wife and friends. He had long since 

resigned himself to defeat and while some of his cronies were disconsolate, he appeared almost 

relieved. "Most sincerely do I wish we may go to Woodlawn [his estate in Georgia] instead of the 

White House," Crawford told one visitor, "I am sure we shall be far happier." When word arrived 

that Adams had triumphed, the Treasury Secretary appeared almost stunned. "Is it possible!" 

Crawford exclaimed, "I thought it would have been Jackson. Well, I am glad it is over." The 

perpetual campaign had probably taken the greatest toll on Crawford compared to the other 

competitors. While some of his supporters cried when the results were announced, a jaunty 
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Crawford ordered the card and chess tables set-up and his party lasted well into the night. His 

long political nightmare was finally over.
34

 

 Jackson continued his carefully nurtured facade of cordiality and his gracious response 

somewhat dampened the violent reaction of his followers. On the day after the election he even 

refused to attend a public reception in his honor that had been organized by his electioneering 

cronies, arguing that it might incorrectly suggest that he harbored "exception, murmuring, and 

feelings of complaint" about the outcome. Privately however, the General was furious, though not 

surprised, at the corruption he believed evident in the results. "Thus you see here, the voice of the 

people of the West have been disregarded," Jackson bellowed, "and demagogues barter them as 

sheep in the shambles, for their own views, and personal agrandisement [sic]." Many of his 

supporters demonstrated similar wrath, especially in Pennsylvania where voters had favored 

Jackson overwhelmingly. In Pittsburgh, some Jacksonians burned Adams in effigy, while others 

paraded a life-size Clay mannequin through the streets with a "For Sale" sign hanging from its 

neck. Another rowdy bunch who had been copiously drinking whiskey out of a large cask 

announced their intention to "roast a Kentucky gambler over a burning tar barrel" and some of 

Clay's followers actually feared for his life. Even some Pennsylvania state militiamen threatened 

to "lay siege to Washington" to reverse the disgraceful result. Simpson's Columbian Observer ran 

a huge black-bordered headline that screamed simply "SHAMEFUL." Adams' and Clay's long 

political nightmare had just begun.
35
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Birth Of A Legend: Bargaining And The Politics Of Corruption 

 Adams may have enjoyed the shortest presidential honeymoon on record.  His 

unexpected upset of Jackson in the House election sparked a torrent of criticism in the capital and 

beyond from the moment the results were announced. While the General may have been publicly 

civil to Clay, his followers were visibly outraged at the Speaker. "We owe all of our confusion to 

Clay," Eaton howled, "had he regarded the wishes of the people, or even stood silent (voting as he 

pleased) and such surely was the course for one who had himself been a candidate, all 

things...would have moved on harmoniously and well." One irate Jacksonian pointed a "finger of 

scorn" at the Kentucky Representatives who voted with the "Lucifer" at the head of their 

delegation, while excoriating the "degraded - ungrateful" Louisianans for betraying "the 

Protector...who saved them from the brutal lusts of a mercenary soldiery!!!" He demanded 

retribution on every western Representative who voted Adams for their "open insult...by their 

going in known opposition to the People's choice!" Ironically, Clay bore the brunt of blame for all 

of the western losses. While Jackson himself expressed shock that President-elect, had 

"abandoned [the] principles...of an honest, virtuous man," most Jacksonians ignored the Adams 

deals that had been largely responsible for denying Missouri and Illinois to the General and 

focused their attacks on Clay.
36

 

 Jacksonians accused  the Speaker of clearly subverting the will of his constituents, 

reminding Clay that he himself had demanded that the voters be obeyed when he fought to repeal 

the unpopular Compensation Act. Clay had also gone on record in 1816 with his belief that 

congressmen must be bound by any instructions they receive from their state legislatures, a 

principle he had chosen to flout when he cast his vote for Adams. The Speaker claimed to have 

received conflicting advice from citizens in his home state. "I could not comply with their wishes 
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unless, at the same time, I were to vote for all three of the Candidates," he insisted, so he felt 

liberated to follow his conscience and back Adams. He fiercely dismissed Kentucky's legislative 

instructions as well. The resolution's supporters had claimed to represent "the wish of the people" 

but how could they even know what the people wished, Clay demanded. He had defeated Jackson 

by over ten-thousand votes in Kentucky. "I could not see how such an expression against him, 

could be interpreted into that of a desire for his election," the Speaker argued hotly.
37

  

 The Jacksonians responded that the Representatives had been "morally obligated" to back 

the popular vote winner regardless of any instructions. The Washington Gazette turned Clay's 

own words against him, arguing that "a thousand 'military chieftains' could not have done so 

much harm to our constitutional principles." These claims forced the Adams men to counter that 

the Framers would not have included a contingent House election in the Constitution if the 

popular victor were simply to be crowned president. Clay and Adams certainly believed that they 

had not violated any republican tenets, but both men had clearly missed the changes in the 

political culture. Benton cogently argued that while Adams' election had been "perfectly 

constitutional" it violated "democratic principles." With presidential elections becoming 

increasingly more democratic, voters expected their will to be reflected in choices made by 

Washington politicians. Jackson had not only won the popular vote, he was undoubtedly the 

second choice of voters in most of the states Crawford and Clay had carried. The General's 

dominant position in the minds of many presidential voters had been conveniently ignored by 

Adams and his congressional allies.
38
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 Beyond criticizing the election itself, threatening rumors swirled about the "determined 

opposition" to Adams' potential appointment of Clay to the State Department or what the Speaker 

labeled "denunciation by anticipation." "The object was to intimidate me, and deter me from the 

nomination," Adams bristled. The President-elect did not give the critics much time to ponder the 

matter; the day after his House election, Adams was already informing his Monroe 

Administration colleagues that he had settled on Clay as his Secretary of State. Two days after 

that he made it official, directly offering Clay the State Department in his forthcoming Cabinet. 

Adams argued that Clay was more than qualified for the post, that the "western section" was long 

overdue for a Cabinet appointment, and that he owed a political debt to the region for "the 

confidence in me manifested by their delegations." The President-elect's assertions were certainly 

correct. Clay had sufficient experience in foreign affairs to merit the post, no westerner had ever 

served in any president's Cabinet, and the House votes of five western states had boosted him into 

the White House. The Clay offer also formed part of a larger plan. In Monrovian fashion, the 

President-elect was trying to assemble a team of rivals, putting men he had defeated into his 

Cabinet. He floated Jackson's name for the War Department and, despite eight years of 

unrelenting criticism of Crawford's character and capabilities, he asked the Treasury Secretary to 

remain at his post. Jackson's allies rebuffed the job offer before Adams even tendered it and 

Crawford, who was sincerely touched by Adams' unexpected proposal, declined "in very friendly 

terms" another stint at the Treasury. Despite their key role in making Adams president, the 

Federalists received nothing for their support however. Republican political wounds from the 

election were simply too raw to risk awarding a high-profile position to the detested opposition 

party, but Adams made certain to inform Webster that he "will be glad, at the proper time, to go 

abroad," which hinted that he could expect appointment as Minister to Britain at some point in 

future.
39
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 Before Adams offered him the job, Clay publicly assessed his potential appointment in 

proper republican terms. "Feeling really great indifference about any office...I do not know that I 

should accept the first place in the Cabinet, if offered," he speculated diffidently to one ally, while 

adding ludicrously to another, "When have I shewn [sic] an avidity for office?" Avoiding any 

appearance of a planned quid-pro-quo, Clay did not immediately accept the State portfolio. Both 

he and Adams were aware of the simmering fury over the appointment, but Clay "made light of 

the threatened opposition, and thought all the projects of that nature...were mere ebullitions of 

disappointment at the issue of the election, which would soon be abandoned," Adams observed. 

The Speaker made a pretense of consulting with his friends and they almost universally insisted 

that he take the position. Many suggested that hysterical talk about "horrible conspiracies" only 

aimed at frightening Clay out of accepting the State portfolio. "This is the real secret of the whole 

business," one averred. Some openly acknowledged that he would be far closer to becoming 

president from the State Department post than the Speaker's dais. Naturally, Adamsites were 

"extremely urgent in their solicitations" asking Clay to accept, but even some Crawfordites 

strongly encouraged him to join the new Administration. The Speaker noted that the opposition 

consisted in part of extreme Jacksonians, but largely emanated from Calhounites determined that 

their man would be the next-in-line for the presidency.
40

 

 Clay carefully weighed the pros and cons of becoming Adams' Secretary of State. He 

acknowledged that accepting the position would be deemed "conclusive evidence" that he had 

engaged in a shady bargain with Adams, but he then decided that he would be similarly accused 

even if he refused. "It will be said that the patriotic Mr. Kremer, by an exposure of the corrupt 

arrangement, had prevented its consummation," Clay insisted. He opined that he might better 
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serve the new Administration from "my theater" in the House, but then countered that he must 

accept direct responsibility for the success of a government that he had helped create by working 

directly in its Cabinet. If he avoided joining Adams, critics would contend that "I thought so ill of 

him that I would not take the first place under him," Clay reasoned. Ultimately, he resolved to set 

aside his "personal objections" and accept the appointment as Adams' Secretary of State. Clay 

also harbored unstated intentions of course. He planned to use his new influence over Adams to 

further the American System as many of his supporters avidly desired, while also positioning 

himself to become the next president, just as the last four Secretaries of State had done. 

Accordingly, he willingly accepted the short-term political damage for the long-term political 

benefit. Clay believed the fallout
 
 from his decision would quickly fade, while his honor would be 

permanently scarred if he allowed his enemies to intimidate him out of accepting a job he both 

wanted and needed. As had so often occurred during the election however, Clay's political 

instincts proved enormously mistaken.
41

 

 When Clay's appointment was announced, the roars of disapproval exceeded the volume 

of complaints surrounding his initial declaration that he planned to vote for Adams. Critics 

insisted that a "corrupt bargain" had occurred in which Adams and Clay had traded the State 

Department appointment in exchange for House votes from the western states. Jacksonians 

shrieked the loudest of course, led privately by the General himself. "So you see the Judas of the 

West has closed the contract and will receive the thirty pieces of silver," Jackson snarled, "was 

there ever witnessed such a bare faced corruption in any country before." His followers "consider 

that your acceptance of the Office of Secretary, a greater outrage, than even defeating the election 

of General Jackson," one of Clay's allies informed him. The "scandalous intrigue" produced 
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"honest indignation...from the Hudson to the Balize [a fort in Louisiana]," another Jackson crony 

sputtered, Clay and Adams "will do well to perform all the good or Evil in the next four years 

which they ever intend doing as they will at the end of that period return to the dull pursuits of 

private life." Indeed, Jackson exploited the corrupt bargain charges to lay down a marker for 

future elections. Clay's "ambition might induce him to reach the Executive chair by open & direct 

bribery," the General warned. Only the voters could correct these abuses and "if they do not in 

less than 25 years, we will become the slaves, not of a 'military chieftain' but of such ambitious 

demagogues as Henry Clay." Although later in life several Jacksonians, including Van Buren and 

Benton, would concede that the charges had been overwrought and unfair, the short and long-

term injury to Clay's reputation could not be undone. Benton admitted that Clay had informed 

him in mid-December that he planned to vote for Adams "probably before Mr. Adams knew it 

himself" and that he did not support Jackson "for the reasons afterward averred to in his public 

speeches."
42

 

 Many critics of the Adams/Clay alliance truly believed their bargain had been corrupt 

simply because the pair had seemed to be irreconcilable adversaries. "When we behold two men 

political enemies, and as different in political sentiments as any men can be, so suddenly unite, 

there must be some unseen cause to produce this political phenomena," Jackson theorized. Indeed 

the ideological closeness that Clay and Adams would demonstrate in Whig party politics lay in 

the future; to their contemporaries, the pair stood on opposite sides of the Monrovian era 

ideological struggles. Adamsites could only hurl this particular charge back at the Jacksonians, 

arguing that the General and Thomas Hart Benton, despite having once exchanged gunfire in a 

barroom fracas, were now ardent political allies. To the voting public however, the Adams/Clay 
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alliance was far more high-profile than the Jackson/Benton pairing. Several Jacksonians had also 

overheard some loose-lipped Kentucky Representatives vowing to vote for Adams because he 

planned to make Clay Secretary of State while Jackson did not. Privately, Clay's Kentucky allies 

confirmed the Jacksonian's suspicions, candidly admitting that they believed "Jackson [had] 

determined to frown upon the future hopes of Kentucky should he be elected President," but 

Adams would reward their home state hero. Kentucky's delegation clearly understood that most 

of the state's citizens wanted a western president, but they gambled that many would be able to 

forego a generic regional victory in 1824 in favor of the particular victory of Clay at a later date. 

The Secretary of State's designation of Clay as the heir apparent "will reconcile the State to 

Adams' elevation" these Representatives believed.
43

   

 In the face of a firestorm of criticism, Clay publicly counterattacked. He howled that 

Jacksonians had also made "overtures" to secure his House vote, with "still more from Crawford's 

friends," who promised that he could have any Cabinet post he wished and that the Treasury 

Secretary would only serve one term. He doggedly insisted that both men would also have named 

him Secretary of State if they had won the election. He attacked Kremer as a cowardly liar and 

fingered Eaton as the evil mastermind behind a vicious plot to defame him. Perhaps unwisely, he 

truly riled up the Jacksonians by publicly roasting their beloved Hero. Clay stoutly declared that 

voting for Jackson had been impossible. "If General Jackson has exhibited, either in the councils 

of the Union, or in those of his own state...the qualities of a statesman, the evidence of the fact 

has escaped my observation," Clay harshly insisted. He mocked comparisons between Jackson 

and George Washington, blaring that the latest General to seek the presidency lacked the 
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"prudence, temper, and discretion" of the first. The bargainers also had their defenders of course. 

Supreme Court Associate Justice Joseph Story recognized the ideological connection between 

Adams and Clay despite their positions on opposite sides of the Monroe Administration. "If your 

vote had been other than it was, I would have found it somewhat difficult to have reconciled it 

with your known public opinions on subjects intimately connected with executive duties," Story 

reassured the Speaker.
44

 

 Charges of a corrupt bargain were politically useful to 1824's losers of course. Calhoun, 

who had been conspiring secretly to defeat Adams throughout the House election process, 

publicly broke with the new President using Adams' deal with Clay as a justification for his 

opposition. The corrupt bargain "was the most dangerous stab, which the liberty of this country 

has ever received," Calhoun screeched dramatically, "I will not be on that side." His followers 

had also been planning to coalesce against Adams and Clay before the House election had even 

occurred. As part of his effort to sway Cook to vote for Jackson, McDuffie insisted that an Adams 

victory "would only be by Clay's corrupt coalition...people would be so disgusted with this that 

there would be a systematic and determined opposition from the beginning so that the 

Administration could not get along." Another of Adams' other 1824 competitors proved more 

forgiving. Although Crawford believed Clay had been politically foolish, he understood the 

reasoning behind Clay's support for Adams; he even conceded that he would have picked Adams 

over Jackson. Van Buren, who actually voted to approve Clay's nomination as Secretary of State, 

echoed his chief. He insisted that the corrupt bargain charge was not "justified by the proofs [to 

be] affixing such a stigma," but he still presciently believed that Clay had signed his "political 

death warrant." Although Crawford and Van Buren dismissed the corruption charges, many of the 

Treasury Secretary's erstwhile supporters  joined Calhoun in exploiting them for political gain 
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against an Administration they hoped to strangle in its cradle. Several Crawfordite Senators, 

although they clearly lacked the numbers to derail Clay's appointment, deliberately voted against 

him so "they could give credence in important localities to the charge of a corrupt coalition," Van 

Buren revealed. As a proven vote magnet, Jackson naturally benefited from all of this resistance. 

Many Calhounites proclaimed that "the opposition would use the name of General Jackson as its 

head." Oddly, just as Jackson's men blamed Clay more than Adams for the General's defeat, 

Adams condemned Calhoun more than Jackson for the emerging alliance against his incipient 

Administration. He insisted that all the carping boiled down to a plot "to bring in General Jackson 

as the next President, under the auspices of Calhoun."
45

 

 Since many Jacksonians truly believed Adams and Clay were guilty, but the two men 

vociferously denied the charges, historians have wrestled with the truth of the accusations. The 

circumstantial evidence suggests that Adams and Clay did indeed conclude an explicit bargain to 

trade the State Department appointment for House votes. Both men were certainly political 

veterans accustomed to horse-trading. Clay had negotiated the Missouri Compromise with much 

more subterfuge than his support for Adams' presidential bid ever entailed and Adams had cut 

deals with Cook, Scott, and the Federalists that were far more questionable than his bargain with 

Clay. Kentucky's Representatives openly stated that they needed assurances that Clay would 

receive the appointment in order to defy their constituents. Adams needed their votes or he would 

lose the presidency to Jackson. Clay needed to be Adams' Secretary of State to be positioned as 

the frontrunner for the next presidency. Both men, with the concurrence of Kentucky's House 

delegation, broadly agreed on Clay's American System policies. An alliance with Clay offered 

Adams exactly what he had sought in his attempt to draft Jackson as his vice-presidential running 

mate - a slave-owning westerner to balance his Administration. The deal made ideological, 
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regional, and political sense for all parties involved. The bargaining that occurred between Adams 

and Clay was a truly routine, although not flaunted, practice in early nineteenth century politics. 

If Clay and Adams explicitly bargained as the circumstantial evidence suggests, their deal could 

hardly be called corrupt however. A dishonest deal would have involved either two ideologically-

opposed parties cooperating merely for political advancement or one or both of the parties 

receiving an office for which they were not qualified. The bargain between Clay and Adams does 

not meet either of these criteria. The pair broadly agreed on the specifics of Clay's American 

System and the role of government in domestic policy. Both men were also eminently qualified 

for the positions they received. Unfortunately for Adams and Clay however, historians did not 

control the public's perception of their deal-making. Whether the paired had corruptly or cleanly, 

bargained or not bargained, most voters rejected any sort of backroom alliance between 

politicians and especially one that overturned the victory of the man who received a plurality of 

their ballots.
46

  

 With unwarranted optimism, Clay predicted that only three to four Senators "or at the 

utmost" ten would reject his nomination. He was indeed confirmed, but fourteen Senators voted 

against him, including Jackson and Eaton. Adams lumped all their enemies together. He insisted 

that "caucus Crawfordites amalgamated with the [Calhounite] coalition between Pennsylvania 

and South Carolina...under the banners of General Jackson." Indeed, Jackson's followers praised 

his "dignified deportment & magnanimous submission to the recent outrage." While "intrigue & 

corruption have deprived the people of the President," Jackson, "is the only man who can rally the 

Nation & restore the Govt to its primitive purity" one Jacksonian insisted. Unfortunately for 

Adams and Clay, their routine political bargain had only validated Jackson's campaign message 

against Washington corruption in the public's mind. Their deal seemed to authenticate the lurid 
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warnings expressed in the Letters of Wyoming that politicians routinely bartered and sold high 

offices for their own benefit rather than for the good of the nation. Ambitious partisans of 

Calhoun and Crawford, with the Vice President-elect himself leading the pack, eagerly seized on 

Jackson's vote-getting abilities to place him at the head of a coalition of 1824's losers against the 

less popular alliance of 1824's winners. Dismissing Jackson as a celebrity soldier, Adams and 

Clay had never understood the true nature of his appeal. Unwittingly, they handed the General the 

perfect political bludgeon, one that dramatically corroborated every single charge he had ever 

leveled against corrupt political practices in the capital, and Jackson gleefully began using it to 

beat them to their political deaths. The Nashville Gazette proclaimed the General a candidate for 

the next presidential election before Adams had even been inaugurated. A mere seven months 

after Adams took office, the Tennessee state legislature nominated Jackson for the second time. 

For weary voters, 1828's perpetual campaign had already begun.
47
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EPILOGUE: WINNERS AND LOSERS 

 Adams was inaugurated at 11:30 AM on March 5, 1825. "After two successive sleepless 

nights" and with a "supplication to Heaven" for his country, his Administration and himself, the 

President-elect traveled to the Capitol in a carriage accompanied by Southard and Wirt with 

Monroe trailing behind in his own coach. "Several companies of militia and a cavalcade of 

citizens" conducted the high officials and listened in as Adams read his Inaugural Address and 

recited the oath of office.  A defeated adversary also in attendance could not resist criticizing the 

new President however. Adams had "been escorted to the capitol with a pomp and ceremony of 

guns and drums not very consistent, in my humble opinion, with the charecter [sic] of the 

occasion," Jackson noted disparagingly. Despite the General's carping, Adams had earned a little 

pageantry on his big day. Notwithstanding his historiographical reputation as a political 

lightweight and his own claims supporting that contention in his celebrated Memoirs, the sixth 

President had expertly navigated 1824's convoluted political currents to claim the most significant 

prize available. As Adams' biographer Marie B. Hecht observed, "he displayed a natural aptitude 

for political maneuvering that was as inspired as some of his diplomatic efforts." While 

opposition to his Administration had already begun to coalesce, Adams emerged as the clearest 

winner in the election of 1824. Most of the other participants were not as fortunate as the new 

President.
1
 

 

The Harder They Fall: The Fickle Fortunes Of Political Giants 

 On the surface, Adams' Secretary of State appeared to be as much a winner in the election 

of 1824 as the President himself. After years of trying, Clay had finally claimed the coveted 

Cabinet position that he believed designated him the frontrunner to succeed Adams. 
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Unfortunately for the former Speaker, his bargain with Adams also proved the most disastrous 

political decision in a string of questionable choices that Clay had made during the course of the 

election. From his slow-moving campaign, to his lack of a newspaper network and organization, 

through his overt focus on divisive issues, Clay had sabotaged his own chance for victory in 

1824. His bargain with Adams had more far-reaching consequences however. "He has not only 

fallen," Calhoun chortled, "but has fallen under such circumstances, as will make him miserable 

for life." While corruption charges would bedevil Adams during his term in office, he at least had 

the chance to serve as President. For Clay, the charges of corruption would cling to him long 

beyond the star-crossed Adams Administration, discoloring his political reputation for the 

remainder of his life. Clay's notoriety for political scheming combined with fears of national 

declension simply lent credibility to the "corrupt bargain" charges in the minds of many voters. 

He would still be defending his twenty-year-old decision when running for president in 1844. 

Though not solely responsible for his various electoral defeats, Clay's deal with Adams would 

help frustrate his presidential ambitions and deny him the ultimate prize that he so ardently 

craved. Of all the many deals Clay cut throughout his long political career, his "corrupt bargain" 

with Adams was clearly the most politically ruinous; for his political enemies, it was the gift that 

kept on giving. As a consolation however, Clay's American System issues would prove central to 

political discourse almost to the Civil War.
2
 

 While the damage to Clay affected his future presidential runs, 1824's former-frontrunner 

bore the deepest immediate political scars from the brutal contest. Attacked from all sides, 

Crawford's eight-year bid ended in ignominious failure and he departed Washington politics for 

good. The fight had been so ferocious that Crawford seemed almost relieved in defeat. "No man 

in the nation was better pleased at my exclusion than I was," Crawford insisted, "for I then verily 
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believed...that had I been elected, my remains would now be reposing in the national burying 

ground." He returned to Georgia after the House election, fully recovered his health by 1827, and 

remained active in state politics as a superior court judge for the rest of his life. He continued to 

correspond with his national political network however and remained quite popular with his 

devoted followers. Van Buren courteously informed him in person that he had decided to back 

Jackson and not Crawford in the 1828 presidential election. The Georgia legislature nominated 

Crawford for Vice President in 1828, but he withdrew before the contest. He flirted with running 

for president in 1832, but ultimately decided against another nasty confrontation with Jackson. In 

1834 he died of heart failure at the age of sixty-two.
3
 

 Despite his strained connection to the Monroe Administration, Crawford managed to 

mend some political fences before his departure for Georgia. Magnanimous in victory, Adams 

helped heal the breech between the former Cabinet enemies. Crawford praised the "personal 

respect and regard" that Adams had demonstrated, both in his letter offering the Treasury 

portfolio and in his unsolicited proposal to purchase Crawford's dishware and wine before he left 

Washington. Crawford's relationships with his other antagonists proved less amenable to 

improvement however. Probably in acknowledgment of Crawford's decision not to contest his 

1816 nomination, shortly before the House election Monroe candidly confessed to Adams that 

"Crawford had claims upon his forbearance and friendship which he had perhaps upon no other 

man." Despite that admission the two men nearly engaged in a physical confrontation. At a 

meeting in Monroe's office just before the expiration of his term, Crawford pressed the President 

to appoint some of his cronies to patronage positions. When Monroe delayed, ostensibly to 

consult the Senate, Crawford snarled, "I wish you would not dilly-dally...but have some mind of 

your own and decide it so that I may not be tormented with your want of decision." Monroe 
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rebuked Crawford's "tone" and "demanded to know if he came there to treat him with disrespect." 

Crawford, who was still walking with a slight limp, raised his cane and shrieked, "You damned 

infernal old scoundrel!" Monroe brandished the fireplace tongs to ward off Crawford's attack and 

ordered the Secretary out of his office. Crawford apologized at the door and the two men agreed 

to "let it pass," but they never spoke to each other again.
4
 

 Crawfordites had initiated an even more damaging assault on Monroe than their chief. 

When Samuel Lane, the Commissioner of Public Buildings, died in 1822, Congress discovered 

serious arrearages in his accounts. Unfortunately for Monroe, Lane had also managed his 

personal funds. Congressional investigators turned up evidence that Lane had improperly charged 

Monroe's private bills to the White House furniture account. In an even greater eyebrow-raising 

transaction, Monroe had "sold" his personal furniture to the government, borrowed money from 

the furniture account on the sale to help defray expenses for his tour of New England, and then 

recovered his property when he paid off the loan. To make matters worse, the deal had been 

handled privately between Lane and Monroe, with the Commissioner mysteriously omitting the 

affair from official Treasury records until 1821. Compounding his shady dealings with Lane, 

Monroe was seeking reimbursement from the government for expenses incurred while 

performing his official duties. Totaling $53,000, some of Monroe's claims went as far back as his 

service as Minister to France in 1794. Just as the A.B. scandal began to break anew in 1824, 

which Crawfordites had blamed on Calhoun and his secret supporter in the White House, 

Congress convened two separate Committees to investigate both issues. Gleeful Crawfordites 

accused the President of embezzling government monies and turned their inquisitorial screws into 

every aspect of Monroe's personal finances. Adams sympathetically compared Monroe's ordeal to 

forcing "a blooming virgin to exhibit herself naked before a multitude." The President himself 
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complained about Congress' "malignant & systematic persecution," insisting that the fraud 

charges were "the most mortifying incident of my whole life." Ultimately Congress accepted 

Monroe's explanation of the furniture budget irregularities, but led by Crawfordites and 

Jacksonians they refused to reimburse his expenses. Nearly destitute, a humiliated Monroe sold 

his Albemarle plantation to discharge his debts to the Bank of the United States and moved in 

with his daughter in New York City. Congress finally settled with the former President, making 

two payments of almost $30,000 each in 1826 and 1831. Monroe barely had time to enjoy his 

victory however, dying shortly after the second installment was remitted. The President had paid 

a steep price indeed for meddling in the hyper-charged election to determine his successor.
5
 

 Calhoun fared little better than Monroe. Much like Clay he appeared well-poised to be a 

credible contender in a future presidential election, but his apparently successful achievements in 

1824 proved as illusory as the new Secretary of State's. Recognizing Jackson's vote-getting 

potential and hoping to emerge as his heir apparent, Calhoun abandoned Adams to join the 

General's ticket as his vice-presidential running mate in 1828. After Jackson was elected, Calhoun 

became enmeshed in a struggle with Van Buren to control the new Administration. Calhoun had 

distrusted Jackson's new Secretary of State since his alliance with Crawford, insisting that "no 

body of men has ever...so outraged the fundamental principles of our party, or done so much to 

bring it into discredit, as the Junto at Albany" and Van Buren returned the enmity. While Jackson 

had detested Crawford and Clay for their criticisms of his military activities in Florida during the 

Seminole War, the General had always regarded Calhoun as one of his most vocal supporters in 

Monroe's Cabinet. In fact the Secretary of War had been as sharply critical of Jackson's 

unauthorized actions as Crawford. Prompted by his old ally Van Buren, Crawford helpfully 
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supplied one of his own 1818 letters in which he had claimed that Calhoun had criticized 

Jackson's insubordination while conspiring with Monroe to blame him for his actions in Florida 

that they had tacitly encouraged. With Crawford's letter as evidence, the General broke with 

Calhoun and Van Buren won the battle of influence over the Jackson Administration. Responding 

to an irate Calhoun, Crawford blisteringly informed the Vice President that since the election of 

1824 "I considered you a degraded, a disgraced man for whom no man of honor and character 

could feel any other than the most sovereign contempt." If revenge is a dish best served cold, 

Crawford probably enjoyed seeing his primary 1824 tormentor receive his just deserts in 1830. 

After his break with Jackson, Calhoun never realized his fervent presidential ambitions.
6
 

 In addition to the big names that suffered negative political repercussions from their 

participation, the election of 1824 left a string of lesser losers in its wake. Daniel Parker, 

Christopher Vandeventer, Jonathan Russell, Walter Lowrie, Albert Gallatin, George Kremer, and 

of course Ninian Edwards had either endured major setbacks in their careers or had been forced 

out of politics entirely as a direct consequence of their association with the contest. While the 

Federalists timely support had helped push Adams over the finish line, backing their former 

colleague ironically weakened the Party. They received only a handful of appointments from the 

new President and Adams never even named Webster his Minister to Britain as the Massachusetts 

Representative had so eagerly hoped. The Federalists spent the Adams years grumbling that they 

had little to show for their assistance, with the Party deeply fractured over the controversial 

decision to back Adams in the first place. Several of the Western Representatives who had 

supported Adams over Jackson in the House election against their constituents' wishes also had 

"to meet a tempest" and were swept aside in an electoral bloodbath. Missouri's John Scott and 
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Illinois' Daniel Cook were both turned out of office in the next election, while half the Adams 

advocates in Clay's home state paid the ultimate price at the ballot box for following the Speaker's 

lead. Of the seven Kentucky Representatives who voted with Clay in favor of Adams, two chose 

not to face the voters again and two more were soundly defeated for reelection. "I will only 

remark that Mr. Adams is more unpopular in this State, than I had supposed him to be," one of 

Clay's Kentucky allies observed sardonically.
7
 

 While the election of 1824 produced a plethora of losers, Adams was not the only winner 

in the contest. Though the popular and electoral vote victor had ultimately fallen to Adams in the 

House, Jackson was well-positioned for an even more successful rematch against the President in 

1828. He had proven to the defeated Crawford and Calhounites that his name at the top of the 

ticket attracted a host of voters across the Middle, West, and South. Meanwhile Adams and Clay's 

"corrupt bargain" had validated the central message of Jackson's campaign against corruption, 

galvanizing his own followers into fighting the new Administration at every turn. "Virtue being 

the main pillar of a Republican Government, unless virtuous men shall be drawn into its 

administration, the fabric must tremble," Jackson opined, "Designing and corrupt men may cover 

their intrigues under a pretended love for virtue and patriotism; but a truly pure man will be 

without disguise, verifying...the old adage, that the tree is best known by its fruit." The General 

would spend four years highlighting for voters the rotten political crop that he claimed the 

Adams/Clay alliance had nurtured. "Mr. Adams is the Constitutional President," Jackson 

observed with more than a hint of disparagement, "How he reached the office is an inquiry for the 

succeeding canvass." Since Jackson had demonstrated his formidable campaign skills, he would 

not sail comfortably above the fray in 1828 as he done for most of the 1824 election. Assuming 
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Jackson's precarious health held out however, 1824's victors would still face a strenuous 

challenge from the man they defeated.
8
 

 

Fighting On A New Front: A Changing American Political Culture 

 While the election of 1824 certainly affected the fortunes of individual politicians, it also 

furthered the ongoing changes in American political culture. Already in decline courtesy of the 

fading competitiveness of the Federalist Party, the First American Party System sustained even 

more damage in the bitterly-fought contest. Though the ink of Adams' Inaugural Address had 

barely dried, Jacksonians were already planning to attack the new Administration. "Now is the 

time for organization," one of the General's allies declared in April 1825, "for examining the 

maps charts & statisticks [sic] preparatory to a campaign." For many of Jackson's followers, 

defeating the corrupt combination of Clay and Adams trumped even supporting the General. "My 

first purpose is to pull down the tyranny, and overset the usurpation upon public liberty lately 

made by Adams & Clay, by their expulsion from office & power," one Jacksonian adamantly 

revealed. While the General would be his first choice to overturn the results of 1824, this 

supporter planned to back the candidate in 1828 with the best chance of defeating Adams' 

reelection. Meanwhile Crawfordite Radicals observed the Adams Administration's ideological 

bent with growing alarm. Van Buren, already livid over the outsize role the Federalists had 

played in resolving the Republican-only election, excoriated Adams' Inaugural Address, 

criticizing the new President's minimization of the philosophical differences between the two 

parties as well as his ardent promotion of Federalist-style activist government. The factional and 

ideological cracks in the Republican Party that 1824's perpetual campaign had exposed widened 
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into insurmountable fissures once Adams and Clay joined forces. Ironically though the 1824 

election helped revitalize a two-party system, the Republicans would not be one of those parties.
9
 

 With the Republican Party unable to salve the wounds the divisive election had produced, 

the Second American party System began to emerge. The historian David Waldstreicher has 

argued that "in both the first and second party systems, truly national parties solidified only 

around successful presidential candidates." Since 1824 produced two winners - one in the popular 

election and the other in the House - two new parties were eventually cobbled together from the 

election's Republican wreckage. Clay's announced intention to vote for Adams in the House 

contest created a political wave that would ultimately crest in the future Democratic and Whig 

parties. The "high state of excitement" generated when Kentucky and Ohio declared for him, 

Adams observed, "immediately produced an approximation of the Calhoun, Crawford, and 

Jackson partisans, and will effectively knit the coalition of the South with Pennsylvania." The 

forces of Adams and Clay quickly consolidated in defense of the new Administration, while the 

allies of the losing candidates just as rapidly coalesced under the banner of the 1824's popular 

vote champion. By early 1826 Buchanan informed Jackson that "Many of the former friend of 

Mr. Crawford are now decidedly your friends," while Calhoun himself declared to the General 

"that you may be the instrument...of confounding political machinations and turning the attempts 

against the liberty of our country, into the means of perpetuating our freedom." Clay served as the 

focal point for the realigning alliances. Adamsites needed Clay and his Western supporters to 

sustain the new Administration, while each faction in the opposition gained politically from 

undermining the new Secretary of State. Jacksonians blocked the General's principal competitor 
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for Western votes, Calhounites undercut a similarly-aged rival to Calhoun, and Crawfordites 

thwarted any alliance between Clay's allies and Clintonians in New York.
10

 

 The propensity of Republican politicians to readily shift their political alliances between 

candidates during the presidential election facilitated the creation of new parties. As Adams 

prepared for the House election, he complained about one fickle New York politico. "His 

professions have been constantly friendly...his actions...constantly adverse," Adams grumbled, 

"This species of duplicity pervades the conduct of so many public men in this country that it is 

scarcely possible to know upon whom any reliance can be placed." Such "duplicity" proved 

essential to party-building however. For instance Tennessee lawyer Alfred Balch, who detested 

Jackson, admired Van Buren, and supported Crawford in 1824, seamlessly reconciled with the 

General and served on his 1828 presidential Committee. 1824's  candidate organizations also 

helped midwife the new parties. Jacksonians, who had generally been political outsiders, would 

assume greater insider roles in this latest coalition. "Your election will create new leaders of as 
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much consequence as...[the present] leading men in Pennsylvania," one of the General's followers 

presciently predicted. Much of the organizational machinery that Jacksonians had created to 

sustain the General's 1824 campaign was simply maintained during Adams' term and revived for 

the 1828 election. Though the bitter 1824 contest helped call the Second Party System into being, 

its creation transcended simple political expediency. Adams, Clay, and their allies were obviously 

the primary supporters of American System policies and just as clearly, Jacksonians, Calhounites, 

and Crawfordites became the principal detractors of Clay's brainchild.
11

 

 While Adams' election ushered in the Second Party System, it also represented continuity 

with his Republican predecessor. Several historians have suggested that Monroe and Adams 

shared political goals and philosophies. Monroe, often surreptitiously, favored an activist national 

government that promoted a muscular defense build-up, federally-funded internal improvements, 

and economic nationalism. He also pushed for consensus governing with an ultimate goal of both 

combating sectionalism and dissolving parties entirely. Despite being a member of the so-called 

Virginia Dynasty, Monroe represented a sharp break with his two more conservative, party-

oriented Republican predecessors, which at least in part explains the animosity Jefferson and 

Madison harbored toward Monroe. As Monroe himself explained, "Taking the whole range of our 

aff.
rs
 into view, from an early period, I have stood on many points of policy essentially on my 

own & distinct ground."
12

  

 Adams and Monroe clearly admired each other, but beyond simple respect the sixth 

President shared many of the fifth's aims. Adams' support for Clay's American System 

demonstrated his Monrovian commitment to economic nationalism, internal improvements, and 
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activist government. His predecessor's fort-building projects continued apace under the new 

Administration. At least initially, Adams also tried to follow a non-partisan appointment policy 

and to practice governance by consensus. When in his Inaugural Address he dismissed the 

"collisions of party spirit" as "transitory," Monroe applauded Adams for his conciliatory attitude 

and admitted that their view of parties "exactly corresponded." Monroe, after consultation with 

Madison, had assembled a team of rivals in his Cabinet, even including Crawford, a man he 

personally detested and ideologically opposed. Adams tried similar tactics. He discussed all of his 

Cabinet choices with Monroe before announcing them and then he selected his electoral opponent 

Clay for the State Department, while trying to entice Crawford and Jackson into the fold as well. 

When he took office Adams even retained almost every civil servant that his predecessor had had 

appointed, expressly arguing that "Mr. Monroe always acted on this principle of renomination."
13

 

 The level of openness about their goals primarily differentiated Monroe from Adams. 

Facing Radical opposition to his nationalist domestic policies and partisan opposition to his 

rapprochement with Federalists, Monroe resorted to the subterfuge of "double games" to conceal 

his intentions. Adams, apparently emboldened by his alliance with Clay, much more openly 

asserted his Monrovian objectives from the outset of his Administration. The sixth President's 

Inaugural Address explicitly demanded an activist federal government, while overtly calling for 

an end to partisan conflict. Ironically Monroe gently teased Adams because his speech contained 

a bold call for party reconciliation not long after Adams had strongly suggested that Monroe 

remove similar sentiments from his last Annual Message! Adams candid words encouraged 

Radical opposition, with a response even more ferocious than Monroe's carefully veiled actions 

had prompted and one that further fostered the Second Party System's development. Despite the 

difference in their willingness to acknowledge their ideological propensities however, Monroe 
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and Adams shared enough similarities that, as some historians have posited, a "Monrovian Era" 

should indeed be placed between the Jeffersonian and Jacksonian Periods.
14

 

 Ironically, though Adams captured the presidency, his Monrovian ideology had actually 

suffered a defeat. The election of 1824 also represented the triumph, albeit subdued, of states' 

rights over state planning. Historian Forrest McDonald argued that the battle over states' rights 

proved the most "pervasive disagreement" in the U.S. from the Revolution through 

Reconstruction. States' rightists believed that concentrating power in a remote center invited 

tyranny, while nationalists needed power in the center to implement the domestic and 

international policies that they deemed vital to the nation's welfare. Although frequently violated 

for politically beneficial reasons, states' rights had been an important tenet of republican 

orthodoxy. In the election of 1824, the issue had been tangential to the main streams of debate 

about the candidates however. Voters regarded Crawford as a moderate states' rightist at best, 

while Adams and Calhoun had run as restrained nationalists. Only Clay had offered an activist 

presidency to the electorate. Jackson's 1824 campaign had not directly engaged the issue at all, 

but his run aided the states' right cause nonetheless. Most states' rightists equated power in the 

center with corruption and the General's vigorous denunciation of corruption only strengthened 

this association. The debate over nationalism versus states' rights also served as an important 

component of nineteenth-century political party formation. While Jacksonians were generally not 

states' rightists in 1824, their opposition to political corruption, especially the bargain between 

Adams and Clay, proved the essential point of agreement with the Crawfordites and smoothed 

their way toward their future alliance in the Democratic Party. In turn, the Radical Crawfordites 

converted many Jacksonians to the states' rights cause. As the Second Party System unfolded, the 

alliance between Jacksonians and Crawfordites in favor of states' rights proved far stronger, at 
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least rhetorically and at the ballot box, than the union of Adams and Clay and the future Whig 

Party behind state planning.
15

 

 While the states' rights position had enjoyed a moderate victory in the election of 1824, 

democratization of presidential elections took a much larger step forward. Though the selection of 

presidential electors had been trending toward popular over state legislative control for some 

time, Jackson's controversial rejection in the House election pushed the movement even further. 

Six state legislatures picked presidential electors in 1824; in 1828 only two - Delaware and South 

Carolina - would do so, a development directly connected to the public's dissatisfaction with the 

House for disregarding the popular vote winner. Most dramatically, Van Buren and his Albany 

Regency suffered a devastating repudiation at the polls after they thwarted efforts to allow 

ordinary voters to pick the presidential electors. Although a wily insider, even New York's 

Wizard acknowledged his mistake and switched sides on the issue. Meanwhile Kentucky's 

legislature invoked the hallowed "wishes of the people" when instructing their congressional 

Representatives to vote for Jackson in the House election. While it may have been empty rhetoric 

coming from politicians who favored Jackson over Adams, several congressmen who flouted this 

reputed popular will found themselves voted out of office in the next midterm elections. Indeed 

the "wishes of the people" had become so critical in electing presidents that proto-straw polls 

gauging public opinion, a direct antecedent of modern polls, were another innovation added to 

presidential elections in 1824. Jackson's popular victory also doomed several other elitist 

hallmarks of First Party System presidential politics. The Virginia Dynasty, the Virginia/New 

York axis controlling the two highest offices, and the Secretary of State as the heir apparent had 

each been accepted as unwritten rules governing presidential politics, but all were quickly 
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jettisoned by elite politicians once ordinary voters rejected them with their ballots. Collectively 

these changes dramatically democratized American presidential elections.
16

 

 Replacing the congressional caucus with state nominations to select presidential 

candidates most visibly signaled the move toward democratized presidential contests. In 1824, 

power over presidential nominees shifted from political elites in Washington toward statehouse 

politicos or, in the case of Jackson especially, meetings of local citizens. This move would lead 

directly to even more popular involvement with the first national conventions for nominating 

prospective presidents organized in 1832. Jacksonian opposition had not doomed the caucus as 

much as Crawford's poor showing. Congressional caucuses had always been criticized, but when 

the voters overwhelmingly rejected the caucus choice in 1824, politicians prudently ceased 

nominating presidents in the national legislature. "The friends of that candidate who find 

themselves the most numerous in Congress will hold caucuses so long as the people will bear 

them out in it by electing him whom they recommend," Adams perceptively predicted in 1823, 

"Nothing will put it down but the failure of success." Crawford's abject failure successfully "put 

down" congressional caucus nominations forever.
17

 

 Jacksonian tactics also supported the democratization of presidential politics. Since they 

lacked access to the patronage and congressional powers that the other candidates enjoyed, the 

General's followers resorted to popular involvement in their campaign out of simple necessity. 

Still, the public meetings and state delegate conventions that the Jacksonians employed 

incorporated more ordinary people in the process of picking a president than any previous 

presidential campaign. These techniques had a long history in politics, but they had only been 

sparingly deployed in presidential contests prior to Jackson's effort. Their routine usage in Second 
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Party System presidential elections stemmed directly from the General's ground-breaking 1824 

bid. In the election of 1824 Crawford had run the strongest, most powerful, but conventional 

elitist insider campaign and finished a distant fourth in the popular election. Contrarily Jackson 

ran the most innovative, democratized, but untraditional outsider campaign and unexpectedly 

finished first. The writing was on the wall in 1824 for every elite politician to see. Future 

presidential elections would be increasingly Jacksonian rather than Crawfordite. Along with 

Adams and Jackson, democratization had also emerged as a "winner" in the 1824 presidential 

election. The people had spoken indeed.
18

 

 

Critical Elections: Toward A Presidential Electoral Continuum 

 Historians have generally labeled the 1828 rematch between Adams and Jackson a 

"critical" election. Lynn Hudson Parsons argued that Jackson's 1828 victory "transformed" 

political culture, replacing Founders Era "behavior and assumptions" with "new ones closer to 

those of our own day." For Donald Cole, the 1828 election "cast a long shadow" that "contributed 

greatly to the rise of democracy and mass political parties." These historians suggest that the 1828 

contest pioneered the modern presidential campaign, introducing large rallies, coordinated media, 

fund raising, negative advertising, and opinion polling into the presidential election process. In 

contrast the sedate, uninteresting 1824 election "avoided serious personal attacks" that proved a 

hallmark of the 1828 contest as "mute tribune" candidates exerted little effort on their own 

behalf.
19

 

 An examination of the presidential election of 1824 demonstrated the inaccuracy of these 

interpretations. Although discreetly thanks to republican belief, all candidates avidly participated 
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in their own campaigns. Most of the candidates coordinated their media coverage using 

newspaper networks, and Jacksonians probably raised funds to support the General's  press 

organs. Presidential opinion polling was introduced in the 1824 contest and although they were 

by no means as large as future Second Party System rallies, several campaigns staged mass 

meetings. The notion that little negative campaigning occurred in 1824 especially when compared 

to 1828 only holds true for Jackson. While the General faced far more scurrilous attacks in 1828 

than he had in 1824, overall both elections were equally dirty. If historians compared the 

frontrunners in both elections any difference in the level of negative campaigning disappears. 

Indeed Crawford faced more serious, concerted, and voluminous attacks in 1824 than Jackson 

endured in 1828.
20

 

 Despite the importance of the presidential election of 1824, it should not replace the 1828 

contest as the critical election of the early nineteenth century. Indeed turnout favors 1828 as the 

critical election. Even discounting the inclusion of four additional state popular elections, voter 

participation increased a dramatic 133% in 1828 over 1824 as over 600,000 more citizens went to 

the polls representing an increase from 27% to 57% of eligible voters casting a ballot. Yet 1824's 

turnout had also increased by 130% over 1820. Rather than singling out either election as the 

critical contest, both elections, indeed all elections, are critical elections! Historians should 

evaluate presidential elections as a continuum. Rather than disconnected episodes, in which one 

election might be deemed more critical than another, every election served as a link in a chain. 

While each electoral link is unique and can be analyzed within its own contingent circumstances, 

it also forms part of a string of connected elections that tell a larger story. The election of 1824 

cannot be properly understood without considering the 1816 election's nomination fight between 
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Crawford and Monroe, any more than the 1828 election can be properly evaluated without 

understanding Adams' bargain with Clay in 1824. Even the almost universally ignored election of 

1820 played an important role in succeeding elections. Had the Federalists opposed Monroe's  

reelection with their own candidate in 1820, the Republican Party might never have fractured into 

multiple candidacies in 1824 and eager twenty-first century readers would be devouring a glut of 

President Crawford biographies. Every link in the electoral chain proved critical indeed.
21
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